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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

It has been said that ideas are weapons. That is certainly as 

true in chess as in any other held. A mastery of a little theory 

which conveys real understanding of the game is infinitely more 

valuable than a carefully memorized compilation of endless 

moves. Paradoxically, a thorough grasp of the ideas behind 

the openings, which are relatively few in number, is a royal 

road to knowledge which eliminates much of the drudgery as¬ 

sociated with remembering a long series of variations. My 

object in this work is to present the necessary “ideology” as 

concisely as possible. 

The present work grew out of some articles which I wrote 

for the CHESS CORRESPONDENT about two years ago. 

Because so many encouraging letters came to me from so many 

enthusiastic readers it was a real pleasure to expand the pre¬ 

vious short sketches into a full-length book. 

As usual, the finished product is about twice as long as was 

anticipated, but it did not seem advisable to compress the ma¬ 

terial any further. 

I fed confident that the book can be read with profit without 

reference to any compilation of moves. However, those who 

have a copy of MODERN CHESS OPENINGS, 6th edition, 

will be well advised to use the two treatments together. Ideas 

and moves are complementary, not mutually exclusive. 

I wish to acknowledge a debt of gratitude to Mr. Walter F. 

James for the original suggestion which led to these pages. My 

thanks are also due Miss Nora L. Keesing for her kind as¬ 

sistance in typing a major portion of the manuscript. 

Reuben Fine 

Washington, D. C. 

May 5, 1943. 



PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 

This edition has been revised to conform to PRACTICAL 

CHESS OPENINGS. As before, this book may be read in¬ 

dependently, but ideas are most useful in conjunction with 

variations, and the reader would do best to use the two books 

together. 

Reuben Fine 

New York, N. Y. 

Dec. 12,194A 
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THE IDEAS BEHIND 

THE CHESS OPENINGS 



Chapter I 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

It is always true, though not always clear, that moves in the 
chess openings are based on certain definite ideas. These ideas 
form the background and foundation, while the moves them¬ 
selves represent actual construction. 

In every field the man who can merely do things without 
knowing why is at a disadvantage to the one who can not only 
build but also tell you just why he is building in that way. 
This is especially noticeable when the prescribed cycle does not 
obey the laws it is supposed to: then the laborer must sit by 
with folded hands while the mechanic or engineer comes in and 
adjusts the delicate mechanism. 

All this holds true in chess, just as it holds true in every field 
which is a combination of theory and action. And since action 
or moves in chess are much Iras standardized than, say, the 
construction of a house, theory as represented by ideas is so 
much more important. 

An apt illustration occurs in deviations from “book.” A 
game begins with I P—K4, P—KB3? The reply is bad, so bad 
in fact that it will not be found in any collection of standard 
opening moves. What to do about it? The man who ha* 
memorized oodles and oodles of moves without understanding 
them is at a loss; he will not even be able to give a good reason 
why the move is bad. But the man who knows that Black has 
neglected the center, deprived his KKt of its best square, and 
weakened his King position will find it a simple matter to rc 
fute his opponent’s faulty play. 

It is perhaps not generally realized that opening theory in 
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chess proceeds on certain definite assumptions. They are 

ample enough and once learned they will never be forgotten. 

They are: 

1. In the initial position White, because of the extra move, 

has a slight advantage. Consequently: 

2. White’s problem in the opening is to secure the better 

position, while 

3. Black’s problem is to secure equality. 

The elaboration of these questions in each individual case is 

what is meant by “the theory of the openings.” Once either 

question 2 or 3 is dearly answered, the “theory” is satisfied 

and the rest is left to mortal man. 

As yet, however, nobody has found a method of determining 

values which is superior to that of good master practise. That 

is, by sticking to well-established rules and principles we get to 

a position where there are pros and cons for both sides. In 

that event a game between two experts is the most important 

due that we can possibly have. This is one of the chief reasons 

for quoting games. We shall return to this question a little 

later but suffice it to say for the time being that in many ex¬ 

amples “theory” is nothing but “good practise.” 

Throughout Practical Chess Openings and other similar 

treatises there is continual mention of “normal” moves and 

“normal” positions. This “normalcy” arises in the following 

There are two fundamental concepts in the opening: develop¬ 

ment and the center. Development is getting the pieces out 

The center consists of the four squares in the geometrical 

center of the board. The basic principle is that it is essential in 

the opening to develop all the pieces harmoniously and in such 

a way as to secure the most favorable position possible in the 

center. 
More elaborately, there are ten practical rules which are 

usually worth sticking to, though the more expert player will 

be aware of the many exceptions. These rules are: 

1. Open with either the King’s Pawn or the Queen’s Pawn. 
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2. Wherever possible, make a good developing move which 
rtrpntww something. 

3. Develop Knights before Bishops. 

4. Pick the most suitable square for a piece and develop it 

there once for all. 

5. Make one or two Pawn moves in the opening, not more. 

6. Do not bring your Queen cut early. 

7. Castle as soon as possible, preferably on the King’s side. 

8. Play to get control of the center. 

9. Always try to maintain at least one Pawn in the center. 

10. Do not sacrifice without a dear and adequate reason. 

In number 10 we can further specify that for the offer of a 

Pawn there must be one of four reasons: a) Secure a tangible 

advantage in development; b) deflect the enemy Queen; c) 

prevent the enemy from castling, either permanently or for 

several moves; d) build up a strong attack. 

Finally, it is worth remembering that there are two questions 

which must be answered for each move played: 

1. How does it affect the center? 

2. How does it fit in with the development of my other pieces 

and Pawns?1 

Any move which is in accordance with the bade principle is 

“normal”; any move which is not is “abnormal.” Thus 1 P— 

K4, which places a Pawn in the center and aids the develop¬ 

ment of the K-side, is normal, while 1 P—QR4, which helps 

neither development nor the center, is abnormal. Similarly, 

after 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—KB3, developing and threaten¬ 

ing a center Pawn, is normal, while 2 P—QKt3, which develops 

a relatively unimportant piece, and does not affect the center, 

is abnormal. The reader will readily think of many similar 

examples. 

Sacrifices and gambits sometimes seem to violate sound 

opening procedure. This is in a sense true, since every sacrifice 

requires special justification. However, it is a well-known and 

1 The reader who would like to have a more detailed explanation of these 
ideas is advised to consult R. Fine, Chess The Easy Way, Chapter IY. 
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easily established fact that under certain circumstances extra 

material is useless when it is hampered by an immobile posi¬ 

tion. In such cases sacrifices are likewise perfectly normal 

With gambits, the sacrifice is the essence of it all. Normal 

procedure must necessarily take that into account and accord¬ 

ingly a third factor is introduced. While this analysis is cor¬ 

rect from a purely theoretical point of view, in practise it will 

be found that the center is relatively of less moment, so that 

the essential question to be answered by both sides is: Is 

the advantage in development sufficient compensation for the 

material given up or not? Normal moves in gambits are those 

which help to answer this question. 

In almost all openings there is a well-defined series of normal 

moves which leads to what is usually called a “normal posi¬ 

tion.” This normal position is the point of departure for 

further opening investigations. If it is favorable for White, 

theory concerns itself with the improvement of Black’s defen¬ 

sive possibilities. Conversely, if, as is usually the case, it is 

even, the problem is to better White’s play. Sometimes—as 

in the Orthodox Defense to the Queen’s Gambit Declined—it is 

theoretically even, but in practise full of pitfalls and difficulties. 

In that event theory can and does concern itself with an exami¬ 

nation for both sides, to give White better winning chances on 

the one hand, and to make Black’s task easier on the other. 

An allied pertinent conception which will be used on occasion 

is that of “ideal positions.” An ideal position is one which is 

reached by a sequence of normal moves for both sides and 

which represents the maximum positional superiority which 

one player or the other can secure. It is therefore a worthwhile 

goal for one man, but something to be avoided for his op¬ 

ponent. 

In a number of modem openings—such as Alekhine’s De¬ 

fense and the Catalan System—the play of one side or the other 

turns out to be highly successful even though it is in apparent 

contradiction with healthy opening principles. The contradic¬ 

tion can be resolved only by considering the element of per- 
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manency. E.g., in Alekhine's Defense Black allows White to 

build up a powerful Pawn center not because he believes such a 

center is bad, but because he is convinced that he will be able 

to crack it sooner or later. Consequently, among other things 

in some opening, we must examine how long a given advantage 

will last. 

Another modem nuance is transposition, which is quite com¬ 

mon in the Queen’s Pawn Openings. 

It is important to be clear about the question of the evalua¬ 

tion of a position reached in the opening. This must, of course, 

be based on the general analysis of any position. Such general 

analysis involves five factors: Material; Pawn structure; 

Mobility; T^lng safety; Combinations. In most openings 

(except gambits) only Pawn structure and mobility are really 

important (the center is a special case of mobility, for the side 

which has control of the center automatically enjoys more free¬ 

dom for his pieces). 

It will sometimes be observed that the ideas which are said 

to be at the basis of certain openings are either avoided or en¬ 

tirely absent in practise. That is because ideas are not dictar 

torial laws but counselling guides. Strategy, the body of ideas, 

holds only as a framework. Tactics, the individual variations, 

is what goes into this framework, which is why the result often 

varies so widely from the original conception. Frequently a 

line which carries out the basic idea and is therefore strate¬ 

gically sound must be rejected because there is a tactical refu¬ 

tation: it just won’t work. Proper timing comes in here. 

Further, in most openings there are several ideas for each side, 

not all of which may be realized in a single game. 

It is obvious that many of the situations reached in Prac¬ 

tical Chess Openings are so complicated that cursory analysis 

of this type will not lead to any conclusive result That is why 

games with masters are quoted which continued from those 

positions. The argument is simple enough. Two experts ex¬ 

amined this game and came to the following conclusion. Their 

opinions have been checked by another expert who finds that 
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both played reasonably well (if not, a comment to that effect 

will be found). Unless there is some excellent evidence to sup¬ 

port the contrary, it is therefore to be assumed that the judg¬ 

ment of the book is to be accepted as substantially correct 

This emphatically does not mean that the book is infallible. 

Quite the contrary. Chess is, fortunately, not a finished 

science, but a steadily growing organism. Many corrections 

and improvements have been found and will continue to be 

found. Still, all this does not do away with the fact that a 

person who deliberately deviates from “book” lines should have 

some good reason for doing so. Uncritical rejection of all 

theory because it is incomplete and wrong on occasion is foolish 

and harmful; intelligent criticism of standard material, no 

matter how long it has been accepted, is sensible and whole- 



Chapter II 

KING PAWN OPENINGS 
PART X 

OPENINGS WITH 1 P—K4, P—K4 

Both White’s and Black’s initial moves here are perfectly 

natural and normal: both assist development and affect vital 

central squares. 

As long as Black can retain symmetry, 'White can lay no 

claim to an advantage. Consequently the task is to compel the 

defender to give up his strong center positions, in other words 

to abandon his P at K4. 

"White can achieve this aim only by playing P—Q4. If 

Black then replies with_PXP he will be left with a Pawn 

at Q3 (eventually) vs. his opponent’s at K4 and our general 

theory of the game teaches us that such a Pawn structure is 

favorable for White {.Diagram No. 1). 

The reason why such a Pawn vis-a-vis is better for the man 

with the center Pawn is twofold: it cramps the enemy’s pieces 

and it creates valuable outposts at Q5, KB5. From this ex¬ 

planation we can see why such a Pawn is not an absolute ad¬ 

vantage, for if neither of the above conditions holds to an ap¬ 

preciable extent (chiefly in the endgame, where there is nothing 

to cramp and where the outposts lack real meaning) the center 

Pawn is not essentially different from any other. If it is ex¬ 

posed to attack then, it may even be a weakness. 

likewise it is dear that when one has such a strong Pawn 

in the opening or early middle game, it is essential to use it for 

an attack. Otherwise the normal course of exchanges will 

amply deprive it of its supporting pedestal, from which iLs 

7 
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strength is derived. Naturally, White should also avoid un¬ 

necessary exchanges, which only help to liberate his opponent 

All this is only another illustration of the general principle 

that an advantage in mobility must be exploited energetically 

(usually by an assault), otherwise it will be dissipated in short 

order. 

On the other hand, if Black wishes to keep a Pawn at K4, he 

can only do so by-P—Q3, which cramps his pieces some- 

ideal Fawn skeleton for White in all 
openings with 1 P—K4, P—K4. 

what These theoretical considerations suffice to explain why 

White so often retains a persistent, if slight, superiority in this 

group of openings. They also show how ideal positions arise in 

these debuts. 

From the above it is dear that there are two types of defense 

which Black may adopt in his search for equality. The first is 

the strong point method, where he retains a Pawn at K4 come 

what may. The second is the counter-attack, where he re¬ 

linquishes his KP, but compels White to give up his KP as 

well, or to weaken his position otherwise. (It is worth noting 

that the execution of this plan does not involve hitting at the 

KP at every move; it is the set-up as a whole that counts.) 

This analysis holds good if White continues “theoretically” 

or “according to Hoyle.” Against less regular lines Black can 
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and should do what his opponent has neglected: advance .... 

P—Q4 and secure the favorable Pawn skeleton (Diagram No. 

1) for himself. In fact, it may be adopted as a good working 

rule that once Black succeeds in playing_P—Q4 without 

any immediate harmful consequences he has equalized. 

These preliminaries should be borne in mind in the course of 

what follows. 

/. CENTER GAME: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 P—Q4 

This represents the most direct application of our theories, 

for Black is forced to make an immediate decision. It will not 

do to defend the Pawn by 2 P—Q3 because he thin ob¬ 

structs his KB and permits 3 Kt—KB3, with transposition to 

other openings (e.g., Philidor’s Defense) which are favorable for 

White. But Black can capture, in which event White must 

recapture with the Queen or play a gambit. The gambit will 

be considered separately. 

The trouble with this opening is, of course, the early develop¬ 

ment of White’s Queen and it is not surprising that Black 1ms 

two excellent lines to choose from. 

After 2 .... PXP; 3 QXP, Kt—QB3; 4 Q-K3, Kt—B3; 

5 Kt—QB3 (Diagram No. 2) Black has the choice of two con¬ 

tinuations, both direct applications of our basic rule. He can 

either play for an early exchange of the White KP by 5- 

B—K2 and 6_P—Q4, followed by castling on the Q-side, 

or he can bring pressure to bear on the White KP by_B— 

Kt5,_O—O,_R—Kl, etc. In both lines all moves are 

quite normal. 

The first runs as follows: 5_B—K2; 6 B—Q2, P—Q4; 

7 PXP, KtXP; 8 KtXKt, QXKt; 9 Kt—K2 (White must 

not castle because his QRP is undefended), B—Kt5; 10 Kt— 

B4, Q—Q2; 11P—KB3,0—O—O!; 12 O—0—0,B—KB4 and 

Black’s development is freer. 

The second is equally effective: 5_B—KtS; 6 B—Q2, 

Q-O; 7 0-0-0, R—Kl; 8 B—B4, P—Q3; 9 Kt—B3, 

B—K3!; 10 BXB, RXB; 11 KKt—Kt5 (note the constant 
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pressure on the White KP which compels White to adopt radi¬ 

cal measures), R—Kl, again with a healthier formation for 

Black. 

Attempts to improve upon White's play have been uni¬ 

formly unsuccessful. Consequently the opening cannot be 

Ho. 2 No. 3 

Center Game after White’s 5th More. Scotch Game: Position in the Normal 
Line after 14.... B—K3. 

considered adequate for White. It is well, however, to master 

its variations because it is a dear and uncomplicated illustra¬ 

tion of our fundamental prindples. 

II. SCOTCH GAMS: I P—K4, f—Kt; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—OBJ; J P—Q4 

Again a perfectly logical idea, for the strong point method 

(3-P—Q3) is once more inapplicable. Unfortunately, as 

in the previous case the counter-attack against the White KP 

is quite effective. 

The first and most obvious counter-attack begins with 3_ 

PXP; 4 KtXP, Kt—KB3. Then the normal line would run 

5 Kt—QB3, B—Kt5; 6 KtXKt, KtPXKt; 7 B-Q3, P-Q4; 

8 PXP, PXP, 9 0-0,0—0; 10 B—KKtS, P—B3; 11Q—B3, 

B—K2; 12 QR—Kl, R—Ktl; 13 Kt—Ql, R—Kl; 14 P— 

KR3, B—K3 (Diagram No. 3). 

The position reached is approximately even: White has 
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somewhat more freedom for Ms pieces, wMch is counter¬ 

balanced by Black’s stronger center Pawn. Consequently this 

is one of those cases where both sides have searched for im¬ 

provements: WMte to strengthen his bind, Black to ease the 

defense. 

White’s attempts have ended in failure. In the above main 

line, we find that 7 B-Q21,0-O; 8 B—Q3, P—Q4; 9 P—B31? 

was once tried to maintain the Pawn at K4, but after 9 .... 

PXP; 10 KtXP, KtXKt; 11 PXKt, B—QB4! Black’s game 

is excellent 

A more common variant is 5 KtXKt (instead of S Kt—QB3 

in the main line), KtPXKt; 6 P—K5 (to keep the Pawn in a 

central position anyhow and thus cramp Black’s game), Q— 

K2; 7 Q—K2, Kt—Q4; 8 Kt—Q2, but here Black can mobilize 

Ms forces quickly and attack the enemy KP, thus actually se¬ 

curing a slight advantage. The same holds true if WMte tries 

to play P—K5 after adequate or inadequate preparation. 

A simplification of Black’s problem in the main line is to be 

found with 8-Q—K2ch! (instead of 8_PXP), for then 

9 Q—K2 is forced, when the exchange of Queens and minor 

pieces leads to a drawn ending. It is worth remembering that 

in all such openings as the Scotch, where WMte hopes to 

engineer an attack against the enemy King, the exchange of 

Queens has the effect of a wet blanket. 

There are also other simplifications available for Black. 

A more subtle—and more promising—counter-attack is that 

wMch begins with 4-B—B4. Then the normal line would 

be 5 B—K3, Q—B3; 6 P—B3, KKt—K2; 7 Kt—B2, BXB; 

8 KtXB, 0—0; 9 B—K2, P—Q3 (he must work up to_P 

—Q4); 10 O—0, B—K3 j 11 Kt—Q2, P—Q4 and Black’s game 

is a trifle freer. 

Attempts at improvement (based cMefly on the fact that 

Black’s QBP is temporarily undefended) are thus to be ex¬ 

pected from WMte. Perhaps the most valuable is 7 Q—Q2, 

P—Q4; 8 Kt—KtS, BXB; 9 QXB, 0—0; 10 Kt—Q2, PXP; 

11 KtXKP, Q—K4; 12 0—0—0 with fair opportunities for 
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both sides. Note here that White cannot afford to take the 

proffered Pawns because his development is too backward. 

Other tries are much less likely to succeed. 

There are several interesting features in the two openings 

just discussed which merit attention if one would like to pene¬ 

trate beneath the surface. 

It cannot be maintained that White committed any theorem 

ical error: his principal objective in all openings with 1 P—K4, 

P—K4 is to get rid of the enemy KP and in both cases he pro¬ 

ceeded to do so with exemplary dispatch. Yet Black equalizes 

faster than his opponent can set the pieces up. Is our theory 

wrong? 

No, we need not reject the lessons of logic and experience, if 

we bear in mind that it is always essential to strike a balance. 

Yes, White’s major goal is to exchange the enemy KP for his 

own QP. Why? Because by doing so he sets up the Pawn 

structure in Diagram No. 1, where his plus is derived from the 

fact that the powerful KP in the center yields him greater mo¬ 

bility. Thus the basic factor is not the abstract rigidity of 

merely having a foot soldier in the middle: it is, instead, the 

living fact that his total mobility is greater because of that 

Pawn. 

But mobility is, after all, a fragile weapon that must be 

handled with finesse. What if in the process of setting up the 

better Pawn there are such sacrifices of time and distortion of 

the careers of other pieces that Black is allowed to develop his 

men freely? Then the Pawn in the center loses its reason for 

being; White’s advantage is dissipated. Most often White is 

so badly harassed that he is compelled to exchange his KP for 

Black’s QP in turn, when it is all too clear that his alleged ad¬ 

vantage rests on sand. 

We should not be blind to a more general conclusion which 

experience with these and other “old-fashioned” openings 

points to. There are valid rules in chess, but they must never 

be applied mechanically. In any given situation there are a 

number of questions to be considered; the complexity and the 
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artistry of the game derive from our skill in balancing them to 

pick out the most significant at any given stage. 

Since P—Q4 at a very early stage evidently leads to nothing 

of value for White because of Black counter-attacks, the lines 

where he postpones this advance until several pieces have been 

developed become so much more important. The two openings 

which follow—Giuoco Piano (and variants) and Ruy Lopez 

are indeed the chief ones in this chapter because they hold out 

most hope of an advantage. 

///. GIUOCO PIANO: I P—K4. P—K*; 2 KI—KB3, B—QB3; 
3 B—B*. B—B4 

Here White takes a somewhat different tack: he will defer the 

advance of his QP until it is supported by his QBP, so that he 

will always be able to retain a Pawn at Q4. 

Against extremely negligent defense the two center Pawns 

will be a crushing steamroller. E.g., 4 P—B3, Kt—B3; 5 P— 

Q4, PXP; 6 PXP, B—Kt3?; 7P—Q5, Kt—QKtl; 8 P—KS, 

Kt—Ktl; 9 O-O, Kt—K2; 10 P—Q6, Kt—Kt3; 11 Kt—Kt5, 

0—0; 12 Q—R5 and Black will soon have to give up his Queen 

to avoid mate. 

But even reasonably plausible moves will not suffice to give 

Black an adequate position if he plays too passively. Thus 

after 4 P—B3, P-Q3?; 5 P-Q4, PXP; 6 PXP, B—Kt3; 7 

Kt—B3, Kt—B3?; 8 Q—Q3, B—Kt5; 9 B—K3, 0—0; 10 

P—QR3, R—Kl; 11 B—R2, Q-Q2; 12 Kt—Q2, R—K2; 13 

P—B3, B—R4; 14 O—O White has a permanent, though 

small advantage. (Diagram No. 4.) 

To avert such eventualities Black must have recourse to one 

of the two old standbys—counter-attack, or strong point 

defense. The more promising of these is the counter-attack. 

First we must note that the normal line 4 P—B3, Kt—B3; 

S P—Q4, PXP; 6 PXP, B—Kt5ch; 7 B—Q2, BXBch; 8 

QKtXB, P—Q4! breaks up the center and thereby equalizes 

immediately. White must therefore resort to a Pawn sacrifice, 

which branches off into two main lines at an early stage. This 
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runs: 4 P—B3, Kt—B3I; 5 P-Q4, PXP; 6 PXP, B—KtSch!: 

7 Kt—B3!, KtXKP; 8 0—0. Black can now pursue one of 

two policies: return the extra material quickly and be content 

with a draw (a common procedure against gambits) or retain 

the extra Pawn at the cost of allowing White a strong attack. 

The first of these is exemplified in the Greco line: 8 .... 

KtXKt; 9 PXKt, BXP. Here the new move 10 B—R31 

completely destroys Black’s plan, the main line running 

10 .... Kt—K2; 11 Q—Kt31, P—Q4; 12 QXB, PXB; 13 

KR—Kl, B—K3; 14 BXKt, KXB; 15 P—Q5I, QXP; 16 

QR—Ql, Q—QB4; 17 R—K5, Q—Kt3; 18 RXBchl! and wins 

for if 18 ... .PXR; 19 QXPch. 

Ho. 4 

Hence the only playable line here is 8_BXKt (instead 

of 8-KtXKt); 9 P—Q5! (on 9 PXB the normal 9_ 

P—Q4 is wholly adequate), Kt—K41; 10 PXB, KtXB; 11 

Q—-Q4, P—KB4; 12 QXKt(B4), P—Q3. This is a normal 
position: White’s development is virtually ideal, but Black is a 

Pawn ahead, with a solid position. Consequently, we again 

have a case where both sides search for improvements. 

The branch 9_B—B3 (instead of 9_Kt—K4) leads 

to a draw, though an exceedingly complicated one, after 16 
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R—Kl, Kt—K2; 11 RXKt, P-Q3; 12 B—KtS, BXB; 13 

KtXB, 0-0; 14 KtXRPl, KXKt; 15 Q—RSch, K—Ktl; 16 

R—R4, P—KB41 etc. 

Nothing better has ever been found for Black than any of the 

above lines. White’s most important endeavor to strengthen 

the bind is 7 K—B1I (instead of 7 Kt—B3). One negative 

merit of this variant is that it is little known. On the normal 

7 .... KtXKP; 8 P-Q5, Kt—K2; 9 Q-Q4 White evidently 

secures tangible pressure for the Pawn. 

It is interesting to observe that the refusal on Black’s part to 

accept the sacrifice (in the main lines) is bad. Thus after 4 

P—B3, Kt—B3; 5 P-Q4, PXP; 6 PXP, B—Kt5ch; 7 Kt— 

B3, the normal 7-P—Q4 is refuted by 8 PXP, Kt(KB3)X 

P; 9 0-0, BXKt; 10 PXB, B—K3; 11 R—Kl, 0-0; 12 

Kt—KKt5 etc. This is a striking example of the fact that 

strategically sound conceptions may be utterly ruined by acci¬ 

dental tactical interpositions. 

One general tip worth remembering is that on P—K5 by 

White P—Q4 is almost always the proper reaction, to pre¬ 

vent White from forming a steamroller in the center. E.g., 

after 4 P—B3, Kt—B3; 5 P—Q4, PXP; 6 P—K5,6 .... Kt— 

K5? would be met by 7 B—Q5, P—KB4; 8 PXP, while 6_ 

Kt—KKtl?; 7 PXP, B—Kt3?; 8 P-Q5 is also obviously bad. 

But 6-P—Q41; 7 B—QKt5, Kt—K5 leads to equality. 

While the balance in the counter-attack is in theory quite 

adequate for Black, some players often prefer a more quiet 

line, in the conviction that White’s attack will rebound. This 

quiet line is the strong point defense. 

The strategical notion of holding the bomb-proof anchor at 

K4 is not in itself sufficient to determine the right moves. For 

after 4 P—B3 the normal 4 .... P—Q3; 5 P—Q4, B—Kt3? 

loses a Pawn by 6 PXP, PXP; 7 QXQch etc. Likewise moves 

such as 4_P—B3 or 4_B—Q3 would be unnatural, so 

that we get to 4 P—B3, B—Kt3; 5 P—Q4, Q—K2 by elimina¬ 

tion. 

To be sure, White can get rid of the enemy KP by 6 PXP, 
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KtXP; 7 KtXKt, QXKt; 8 0—0 but he thereby merely ex* 

poses himself to an attack against his King position: 8 .... 

Kt—B3; 9 Q—K2, P—Q3; 10 Kt—Q2, 0-0; 11 Kt—B3( 

Q—R4 etc. 

In view of this variation (typical for the opening) White 

must base his strategy on one of two ideas: 

1. weakening the defenses of the Black KP, in the hope that 

the exchange will eventually be forced, or 

2. maneuvering his Kt to Q5 or KB5 (strong outposts de¬ 

fended by the KP). 

The difficulty with the latter is that the White center Pawns 

arc constantly menaced, so that the former is the only really 

suitable plan. It is nevertheless worth remembering that the 

Kt maneuver is an idea which comes into prominence lately 

after the threat t.o the White center has been removed. 

The inosL accessible of the supporters of the KP is the QKt. 

So we g< > aft er him first. We repeat the previous moves for the 

sake of clarity: 4 P—B3, B—Kt3; S P—Q4, Q—K2 and now 

6 0—0 (development must be completed first—a basic prin¬ 

ciple), Kt. 113; 7 R—K1 (it is almost never advisable for 

White to give up the KP), P—Q3; 8 P—QR4, P—QR3; 9 P— 

R3 (there is no hurry; meanwhile the pin of the White KKt 

which might prove very annoying is prevented), O—O; 10 

P—QKI/1, I* KK3; 11 B—R3, Kt—Q2 (note that Black is 

compelled t o adopt, this unnatural move in order to hold his 

anchor); 12 .1* K 1.5, Kt—Q1; 13 QKt—Q2 and now the shift¬ 

ing of Lite Kt. to 111 K3—Q5 or KB5 will be a most effective 

prosecution of tin; initial id'nis. Black has managed to main¬ 

tain the KP, Init only at the cost of blocking his development. 

White consequently has slightly the better of it. 

It is clear tiuiL I >ot.li counter-attack and strong point systems 

have their pros and cons. From a rigidly objective point of 

View, the counter-attack is better, but players who prefer a 

solid positional type of game are well advised to choose the 

other. 

The lines where White does not try to secure a Pawn at Q4 
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are, with one exception, easy to meet and consequently of little 

importance. Symmetrical development is the indicated counter 

for Black and if he takes care to prevent P—Q4 by White at 

long as possible and threaten to prepare it on his own hook he 

will have little to fear. 

The exception is the Canal Variation, which has led to some 

striking successes. This runs 4 P—Q3, Kt—B3; S Kt—B3, 

P—Q3; 6 B—KKtS. Now the customary reply had always 

been 6_P—KR3, when Canal showed that 7 BXKtl has a 

good deal of merit. After 7_QXB; 8 Kt—Q5, Q—Ql; 9 

P—B3 we see the'idea: Pawns are to be set up at Q4 and K4. 

From the theoretical point of view there are two objections to 

this plan: White has conceded his opponent the two Bishops, 

and so many pieces have been exchanged that the value of the 

strong Pawn center is dissipated. 

Black’s counter in accordance with the discussion must con¬ 

sist of offering exchanges. Thus either 9_Kt—K2, or 9 

_Kt—QR4. Both are adequate, though Black must be 

careful about possible tactical consequences of some exchanges. 

White always manages to secure a somewhat freer position, 

but it is of little use against a ruthlessly consistent swapping 

polity. 

Finally it is well to bear in mind that there are two excellent 

and simple alternatives to the provocative 6_P—KR3: 

6 .... B—K3 and 6 .... Kt—QB.4. 

TWO KNIGHTS? DEFENSE: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3; 
3 B—B4, Kt—B3 

There is no variation of the Giuoco Piano where White does 

not secure and retain the initiative for quite a while, though in 

some cases he must give up a Pawn to do so. To avoid this and 

other bad features Black may devdop his Kt first. 

Though it is not usually classed as such, this opening is in 

reality a gambit. However, it differs from the more conven¬ 

tional gambits in that Black sacrifices a Pawn in order to have a 

greater say in the course of events and lead into a more com¬ 

fortable position than would otherwise be the case. 
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To secure an advantage White must take the offer by 4 

Kt—Kt5, P—Q4; 5 PXP (Diagram No. 5). In fact, a good 

working rule to adopt for all openings is Steinitz’s old maxim 

that “the way to refute a sacrifice is to accept it” 

Strategically, the normal reply for Black is 5_KtXP, 

and Pinkus has recently shown that it is playable. However, 

Ho. S 

Position in the Two Knights’ Defense 
after 5 PXP. 

this line is full of pitfalls, and the defender must be thoroughly 

familiar with the published analysis if he wishes to try it 

The most usual variation begins with 5 - Kt—QR4, 

when White in turn has two different ways of holding on to the 

Pawn. However, the procedure of holding on to the material 

with a tight grip does not work out well here. That is, on a 

simple move such as 6 P—Q3, P—KR3; 7 Kt—KB3, P—K5; 

8 Q—K2, KtXB; 9 PXKt, B—QB41 gives Black more than 

enough for the Pawn. Nor can White advantageously give 

back the extra material at any point above. 

Since the Black Kt is out of play at QR4, the natural alterna¬ 

tive to the above unsatisfactory line is 6 B—Kt5ch, P—B3; 

7 PXP, PXP; 8 B—K2, P—KR3 (Black chases the Kt before 

it can return to the excellent square K4); 9 Kt—KB3, P—K5; 

10 Kt—K5, B—Q3. 

So far everything has been virtually forced for both sides. 
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But now White must stop to think- Shall he move the Kt to 

B4, or shall he defend it, and if he does defend it, shall it be 

with the QP or with the BP? 

Before he can answer this question, he must first decide 

whether he is going to try to hold on to the Pawn at all costs. 

If he is, then either 11 Kt—B4 or 11 P—Q4 is called for. On 

11 Kt—B4, KtXKt; 12 BXKt, O—O, he still cannot castle 

(because of the common sacrifice 13_BXRFch), while 13 

P-03, PXP, followed by .... R—Klch and .... Kt—Kt5 

only leads to further difficult problems. Likewise 11 P—Q4, 

PXP e.p. (best); 12 KtXQP, Q-B2!; 13 Kt—R3, B—R31; 

14 P—KKt3, 0—0, etc. is in Black’s favor. 

It follows that White cannot afford to hold on to the Pawn. 

Before continuing the analysis it will be well to recall two vital 

principles: 

1. The gambit player in the opening furthers his attack by 

preventing his opponent from developing normally. 

2. The defender against a gambit can often secure the better 

position by returning the extra material at an opportune mo¬ 

ment. 

Examination of the last variation shows that all White’s 

difficulties arise from his inability to get his pieces out in a 

reasonable manner. First the Kt is misplaced at Q3, then he 

cannot castle, then he must weaken his Pawns, etc. But if he 

chooses 11 P—KB41 instead of 11 P—Q4, and prepares to give 

back the extra Pawn, he can secure a clear superiority. For 

now 11-PXPe.p.; 12 KtXP(KB3) leaves the Kt on its 

natural square, while after 11-0—0; 12 Kt—QB3, Q— 

B2; 13 0-0!, BXKt; 14 PXB, QXP; 15 P—Q4, PXP e.p.; 

16 QXP! Blade’s Pawn position is ruined, his QKt is out of 

play and his opponent has the advantage of two Bishops in an 

open game—a crushing handicap. 

One comment is in order here: if he cannot distort White’s 

development. Black’s attacking chances derive from the strong 

point at K5. It follows that White in defending must con¬ 

centrate on the removal of this Pawn. 
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'In view of the strengthening of White’s game by this line, 

theoreticians began to look for improvements for Black. The 

most promising is 5_KtXP, revived by Pinkus, which was 

discussed above (see p. 18). Ulvestad’s 5_P—QKt4 is 

refuted by 6 U—Bl!, KtXP; 7 BXP, B—Kt2; 8 P—Q4, while 

Fritz’s move, 5_Kt—Q5, is defeated by 6 P—QB31 

It may lie said that the strategy underlying the Two Knights’ 

is simple, but that the tactical execution if always compli¬ 

cated. There is a constant see-saw of improvements for both 

sides with the balance usually in White’s favor. However, it is 

by no means inconceivable that some time-honored variations 

may be upset here. 

MAXLANGE:IP—K4,P—K4;2Kt—KB3;Kt—QB3;3B—B4,B—B4t 
4 0—0, Kt—B3; S P—Q* 

Another gambit idea, this time by White. The main vara* 

tion of the opening is important chiefly because it may arise by 

transposition from a number of others (e.g., from the Two 

Knights’: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3; 3 B—B4, 

Kt—B3; 4 P—Q4, PXP; 5 O—O, B—B4; 6 P—K5, P—<J4, 

etc.). 

After 5-PXP (5_BXP is better, but, as mentioned, 

the position may arise from a different order of moves) 6 P— 

K5, P—Q4 (a normal reaction); 7 PXKt, PXB; 8 R—Klch, 

B—K3; 9 Kt—Kt5, Q—Q4; 10 Kt—QB3, Q—B4; 11 QKt— 

K4, O-O—O; 12 KtXQB, PXKt; 13 P—KKt4, Q—K4; 14 

PXP, KR—Ktl; 15 B—R61 Black can get the better of it 

with either 15_B—Kt5! or 15_P—Q6!, when analysis 

indicates that Black’s resources are greater than commonly 

seen. White’s attack is based on the exposed position of the 

Black KB and later on his passed KKtP; Black’s counter- 

chances are based on on attack against the enemy King. 

SI ralcgy is relatively unimportant here; it is purely a question 

of who can press his advantage home first. Interestingly the 

new move 15_B—Kt5l was discovered independently in 

Los Angeles and Budapest. 
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RUY LOPEZ: I P—K4. P—K4; 2 Kt—K.B3, Kt—QB3; 3 B—KtS 

Since Wliite’s only trump is the initiative or the extra move, 

he is the first who can attack anything. Consequently, to 

force the game into favorable channels he must use threats. 

2 Kt—KB3 fits in, because it menaces the KP. And 3 B— 

Kt5 is the most logical continuation because it attacks the do- 

fender of the KP and thus continues the series of threats. It is 

r a ■ 

' i lj .l t i i 

i*^j|s 

Ideal position for White in the Ruy 

no surprise that of all the openings in this chapter the Ruy 

Lopez is hardest for Black to meet 

One reason why the Ruy Lopez is so strong is that the most 

natural sequence of moves leads to an ideal position for White. 

Thus: 3 .... P—Q3; 4 P—Q4, B—Q2; S Kt—B3, Kt—B3; 

6 0—0, B—K2; 7 R—Kl, PXP (forced); 8 KtXP, O-O; 9 

B—B1I White has the better Pawn center and Black’s position 

is badly cramped. (Diagram No. 6.) 
It took quite a while for experts to appreciate the strength 

of this and similar lines. The two main older defenses—which 

are now the buffalo of the KP openings—dominated the stage 

right up to the twenties, but then gradually disappeared. 
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If he does not choose the modem waiting move, 3_P— 

QR3, Black must adopt one of the usual two defensive systems: 

strong point or counter-attack. It should be noted that the 

only alternative which does not yield White a marked ad¬ 

vantage is 3 — B—B4, the Classical Defense, but that it is 

inadequate, because White secures stronger center Pawns at an 

early stage. 

The strong point line is the Steinitz Defense, 3 .... P—Q3. 

Only the opening defeats its purpose because Black cannot 

avoid the exchange — KPXQP (as he can in other lines). 

As a result he must submit to an inferiority in the center which, 

if coupled with a cramped position, will spell his downfall 

sooner or later. His only hope then is a series of exchanges. 

For, as we know, the value of the superior center Pawn is that 

it keeps the opponent’s position congested. With many pieces 

on the board, Black’s game is bound to be cramped because he 

disposes of less terrain, but once a number have gone into the 

woodpile Black has more room and the enemy center Pawn 

has lost most of its strength. 

This theoretical discussion explains virtually everything in 

the Steinitz. White’s first task is to compel-PXP (which 

is done easily enough). Then he avoids exchanges and seeks 

to build up an attack. Black on the other hand must exchange 

as much as possible in order to free himself. If successful, he 

has excellent drawing chances, but the fight is always uphill. 

The whole defense, incidentally, is a classic illustration of the 

fundamental principle that a cramped position is freed by ex¬ 

changes, but exploited by an attack. 

The first main line runs 3-P—Q3; 4 P—Q4, B—Q2; 5 

Kt—B3, Kt—B3; 6 O-O, B—K2; 7 R—Kl. So far, so good: 

everything has been normal development for both sides. But 

now Black discovers that he cannot castle because of the trap: 

7 .... 0—0?;8BXKt,BXB;9PXP,PXP; 10QXQ,QRX 

Q; 11 KtXP, BXP; 12 KtXB, KtXKt; 13 Kt—Q3, P—KB4; 

14 P—B3, B—B4ch; 15 KtXB, KtXKt; 16 B—Kt5, R—Q4; 

17 B—K7, R—B2; 18 P—QB4 and wins. 
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So 7-PXP (instead of 7-0—0) is forced. Now we 

find a striking illustration of the principle wiiinn‘at«1 above: 

the more pieces exchanged, the better Black’s game becomes. 

Thus where three pieces go from each camp, White’s advantage 

is so small that Black can draw without much trouble: 7 .... 
PXP; 8 KtXP, KtXKt; 9 QXKt, BXBI; 10 KtXB, P— 

QR3!; 11 Kt—B3, 0-0; 12 B—Kt5, Kt—Q2, etc. With 

fewer exchanges, White secures a slight, but unmistakable 

superiority. 

Still, if this were the best that White could do, the defense 

would be sufficient for a draw with exact play. This fact led to 

a search for improvements for White, and they were found. 

First of all, White reasons that since he cannot avoid all ex¬ 

changes, he had better concentrate on finding the one which 

mil be most effective. Tins turns out to be BXKt at an early 

stage: 3 .... P—Q3; 4 P—Q4, B—Q2; 5 Kt—B3, Kt—B3; 6 

BXKt! (the point to the immediate capture is that White 

reserves the possibility of castling on the Q-side, which is of 

great value in some lines), BXB (forced); 7 Q—Q31 Now the 

Black KP is attacked, and after the normal 7_PXP; 8 

KtXP, B—Q2; 9 B—Kt5, B—K2; 10 0-0—01, 0-0; 11 

P—B4 White has a powerful attack (the attack is the way to ex¬ 

ploit a congested position). 

Perhaps the decisive reason why this defense has gone out of 

fashion is not so much that Black must lose by force (such a 

claim would be exaggerated) but that the best he can possibly 

do, and that only in a few cases, is draw after a long uphill 

fight. 

On the other hand, the immediate counter-attack 3 .... 

Kt;—KB3 involves a good deal of tricky play, and is not 

theoretically refuted, but Black’s game remains slightly un¬ 

comfortable in all variations. The line which practically 

banished 3    Kt—KB3 from tournament play involves 

developing quickly and taking advantage of the exposed posi¬ 

tion of Black’s KKt: 3 .... Kt—KB3; 4 0—0, KtXP; 5 

P—Q4, B—K2; 6 Q-K2!, Kt—Q3; 7 BXKt, KtPXB; 8 
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PXP, Kt—Kt2 (farced); 9 Kt—B3, O—O and now either 

10 Kt—Q4! or 10 R—K1 prevents the liberating-P—Q4 

far a while and assures White a tangible advantage because of 

Black’s development. The central idea for White throughout 

is to restrain the enemy center Pawns and thus prevent Black 

from developing normally. If Black can advance his center 

Pawns successfully he will be all right, but against best play 

he cannot do so. 

Instead of 5_B—K2, however, Black can still save him¬ 

self with either 5-F—QR3 (which would transpose into 

Morphy Defense lines) or S-Kt—Q3, e.g., 6 PXPI, 

KtXB; 7 P—QR4, P—Q3; 8 P—K6, PXP! and Black can 

survive the storm. 

Other lines would transpose into some defense already dis¬ 

cussed and seen to be inferior, such as the Steinitz or Classical. 

However, one point is worth noting. The strongest line against 

the Steinitz is that with BXKt and Q—Q3 before castling. 

So after 4 O—O, if Black transposes into the Steinitz the ad¬ 

vantage that White secures will not be so crushing. This is 

why anyone who chooses this system should begin with 3- 

Kt—KB3, rather than the Steinitz directly. 

That Black never really does well is clear enough, but 

the reason is a bit harder to ferret out. It may have been 

noticed that in virtually all cases Black’s QKt was chained to 

its post until castling was completed. Nor was there ever time 

to free the Kt. Consequently, if some move could be found 

which would infuse more life into this chunk of wood in the 

opening stages Black’s game would be bound to improve. 

.. Such a move is 3_P—QR3!, the indispensable prelude to 

all good defenses. It is possible only because White’s threat of 

4 BXKt, QPXB; 5 KtXP cannot be carried out immediately 

in view of the reply 5_Q—Q5! which regains the Pawn with 

an excellent game. 

Just how great a difference the interpolation of the Pawn 

move makes is well illustrated by a comparison of two sets of 
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Without 3 .. .. P—QR3 With 3 ... . P—QR3 

A. 3 .... P—Q3 3 .... P—QR3 

4 P—Q4 B—Q2 4 B—R4 P—Q3 

5 Kt—B3 Kt—B3 5 P—Q4? P—QKU1 
6 BXKt BXB 6 B—Kt3 KtXP 

7Q-Q3 PXP 7 KtXKt PXKt 

8 KtXP 

9 B—Kt5 

B—Q2 8 B—QSI 

9 B—B6ch 

R—Ktl 

B—Q2 

White has much the better of Even game because all the 

it because of 

center. 

his powerful exchanges have, weakened 

White’s position and liberated 

Black’s pieces. 

B. 3 .... Kt—B3 3 .... P—QR3 

4 0-0 KtXP 4 B—R4 Kt—B3 

5 P—Q4 B—K2 5 0-0 KtXP 

6 Q—K2 Kt—Q3 6 P—Q4 P—QKU 
7 BXKt KtPXB 7 B—Kt3 P—Q4 

8 PXP 

9 Kt—B3 

Kt—Kt2 8 PXP 

9 P—B3 

B—K3 

White has a marked advan- Even game because Black has 

tage because Black’s Kt has been able to maintain his Kt 

had to move so often. at K5 and develop quickly. 

After 3 P—QR3; 4 B—R4, Kt—B3! (it is always ad¬ 

visable to play energetically; alternatives will be discussed 

later); 5 O—0 the defender is again at the parting of the ways 

and has the usual two directions to choose from—strong point 

and counter-attack. 

While the strong point system is perfectly sound, it requires 

oodles of patience and knowledge of positional motifs. The 

immediate continuation for both sides is dictated by four con¬ 

siderations: a) development; b) holding the Pawns at K4; c) 

(for White only) avoiding the exchange of the KB; d) ..(for 

Eiack only) the advance of the QBP to QB4 in order to ffeethe 
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QKt With this in mind, the moves are easy enough to under¬ 

stand. 

(Diagram No. 7): 5 .... B—K2; 6 R—Kl, P—QKt4; 7 

B—Kt3, P—Q3; 8 P—B3 (else the B will be exchanged by 

.... Kt—QR4), Kt—QR4; 9 B—B2, P—B4; 10 P—Q4, Q— 

B2 (Diagram No. 8). (This will be referred to as the main line) 
So far, so good. 

Both sides have achieved their main objectives: White has a 

favorable Pawn phalanx in the center (P’s at Q4, K4 vs. P’s at 

Q3, K4), while Black has held Ins strong point and is battering 

White’s QP. For the further continuation, the new ideas which 

come into play are the following: 

1. White will pursue the task of bringing pressure to bear 

on Black’s center, especially the center Pawns; he will try to 

maneuver Iris Kt to Q5 or KB5. 

2. In view of the fact that Black’s position is still somewhat 

cramped, White will attempt to build up an attack against the 

Black Ring. 

3. Black first must concentrate on closing the center (i.e., 

compelling either PXP or P—Q5). The effect will be the 

solidification of his strong point K4, which in turn frees his 

pieces for action elsewhere. Under no circumstances must he 

undertake any action before the center situation is clarified. 

This point is far more important for Black than for White be¬ 

cause the defender is still striving for complete equality. 

4. Black’s eventual counter-chances lie on the Q-side. He 

must never allow the Pawn position there to be blocked in such 

a way that he cannot secure an open file. 

The crucial line has been tried time and again: 11 P—KR3 

(the pin is annoying in some cases), O—O; 12 QKt—Q2, Kt— 

B3; 13 P—Q5, Kt—Ql; 14 P—QR4, R—Ktl; 15 P—B4I, 

P—Kt5; 16 Kt—Bl, Kt—Kl; 17 P—Kt4, P—Kt3; 18 Kt— 

Kt3, Kt—KKt2; 19 K—R2, P—B3; 20 R—KKtl, Kt—B2; 

21 P—Kt3, R—Kt2; 22 B—Q2, K—Rl; 23 Q—K2, B—Ql, 

etc. 

This line confers a minimal advantage upon White, because 
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Black has been deprived of Ins counter-chances on the Q-side. 

However, it is probable that the game is drawn with exact 

defense. 

The other variations are elaborations, either for better or for 

worse, of this main one. The attempt to get the QKt to QS 

or KB5 without locking the center is unsound because Black 

can accept the Pawn: 13 Kt—B1 (instead of 13 P—Q5), BPX 

P; 14 PXP, PXP; 15 B—Kt5, P—KR3, etc. 

On P—QR4, Blqck must avoid_P—Kt5 as long as pos¬ 

sible. His best reply is usually .... R—QKtl, sometimes 

-B—Q2, or-R—R2. An example of the bad effect of a 

premature_P—Kt5 is 14_F—Kt5 (in the crucial line 

above, instead of 14_R—Ktl); 15 Kt—B4, Kt—Kt2; 

16 PXP, PXP; 17 P—QKt3 with advantage to White. 

Improvements for White always involve keeping the center 

open. E.g., 11 QKt—Q2 (instead of 11 P—KR3), O-O; 12 

Kt—Bl, B—Kt5; 13 Kt—K3, BXKt; 14 QXB, BPXP; 15 

PXP, PXP; 16 Kt—B5 with a promising game, or here 11- 

Kt—B3 (instead of 11 .... 0-0); 12 P—QR4!, R—QKtl; 

13 RPXP, RPXP; 14 PXKP, PXP; 15 Kt—Bl, B—K3; 16 

Kt—K3 etc. 

Improvements for Black may take various forms. Where 

White does not choose the strongest line, after the center is 

locked, he should continue with_P—B5,_Kt—QKt2, 

_Kt—B4.P—QR4,_P—Kt5 etc. with play on the 

Q-side. Or if the QR file is opened, he should maneuver there. 

Another idea is to keep the QB file open, e.g., 12_BPXP 

(instead of 12-Kt—B3 in the crucial line); 13 PXP, Kt— 

B3; 14 P—Q5, Kt—QKt5; 15 B—Ktl, P—QR4; 16 P—QR3. 

Though here too White has a little the better of it, Black at any 

rate retains more play. 

There are two interesting alternatives for Black at an earlier 

stage. One involves setting up a majority of Pawns on the 

Q-side: 8_O—0 (instead of 8_Kt—QR4 in the main 

line); 9 P-Q4, B—Kt5; 10 B—K3, PXP; 11 PXP, Kt—QR4; 

12 B—B2, Kt—B5; 13 B—Bl, P—B4; 14 P—QKt3, Kt—QR4; 
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15 QKt—Q2, Kt—B3 with free play for the pieces, though 

Black ha* not equalized. 

The other is the Marshall sacrifice, which prefers quick and 

speculative development to a sound but cramped position: 

7-0—O (instead of 7-P—Q3 in the main line); 8 

P—B3, P—Q41; 9 PXP, KtXP; 10 KtXP, KtXKt; 11 RX 

Ho. 7 

Kt, P—QB3! (Marshall's latest improvement) and White’s 

game is none too easy. 

Since the Rook at K1 does nothing but defend the KP, the 

idea of dispensing with the move suggests itself. The Worrall 

Attack is the most powerful effort to realize this idea: (Diagram 
No. 7) 5-B—K2; 6 Q—K2. Soon the Rook will go to 

Q1 and the Black center will be attacked at an earlier stage. 

The variations where White allows-P—QKt4,-Kt— 

QR4,_P—B4.Q—B2 are much the same as those 

with R—Kl. Important differences arise where White takes 

advantage of the fact that his Queen is aimed at the QKtP 

and plays P—QR4 at an early stage: 6 Q—K2, P—QKt4; 

7 B—Kt3, P—Q3; 8 P—QR4. Here White is motivated by 

the thought that he can open the QR file and exert continuous 

pressure on the Black QKtP. E.g., 8 R—QKtl; 9 PXP, 
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PXP; 10 P—B3, B—Kt5; 11 R—Q1 (note how the Q move 

vacates a good square for the Rook and thus expedites White’s 

set-up), O-O; 12 P—Q4, R—Rl; 13 RXR, QXR; 14 P—Q51 

and the QKtP is artificially isolated and weak. 

To avoid such a crippling of his Pawn position Black should 

resort to the more energetic reply 8-B—Kt5 (instead of 

8-R—QKtl above); 9 P—B3, 0—0! because accepting 

No. 8 • No. 9 

■ nitil 
1 iflgMMn 
1 nKrtBBmm 
1 ■ ■ ■ BwMHl 1 

Position after 10_Q—B2 in the 
Strong Point Defense. 

Position after 9_B—K2 in the 
Counter-Attack Defense. 

the sacrifice with 10 PXP, PXP; 11 RXR, QXR; 12 QXP? is 

refuted by 12-Kt—R2, when White can at best draw. 

However, here too 10 R—Q1 is not easy for Black. 

Since Black’s game is not entirely satisfactory in either of 

the above lines, the sacrificial continuation 7 O—O (in¬ 

stead of 7 P—Q3) is worth consideration: if 8 P—B3, 

P—Q4; 9 PXP, B—Kt5! strengthens Black’s attack consid¬ 

erably, e.g., 10 P—KR3, BXKt; 11QXB, P—K5; 12 Q-K2, 

Kt—QR4; 13 B—B2, QXP with equality. On 10 PXKt, 

P—ELS, the free maneuverability of Black’s minor pieces is 

undoubtedly sufficient compensation for the Pawns. 

The Steinitz Defense Deferred and Fianchetto Defense like- 
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vise use the strong point idea; they will be considered below. 

The counter-attack idea in Diagram No. 7 has recently re¬ 

turned to popularity after a long period of disfavor. Again the 

first few moves are forced: 5_KtXP; 6 P—Q4, P—QKt4; 

7 B—Kt3, P—Q4; 8 PXP, B—K3; 9 P—B3, B—K2 (Diagram 

No. 9). 

Here the leading ideas have been: For White, preservation 

of the KB and securing a strong Pawn at K5; for Black, main¬ 

tenance of the Kt at K5 and securing a strong Pawn at Q4, 

adequate development of the KB without cramping the other 

pieces. 

The ideas here are relatively easier than in the other varia¬ 

tion, but the tactical execution is more complicated. 

First of all we notice that the position has a number of strik¬ 

ing features: Black has not yet completed his development, 

and some of his pieces, particularly the QKt and QB, are or may 

turn out to be in vulnerable spots. Further, White has a 

majority of Pawns on the K-side, Black on the Q-side. 

Essentially, the long-range plans for both sides boil down to 

two vital points: 

1. White will try to utilize the rather loose position of the 

Black pieces to secure a K-side attack or a permanent bind on 

the Q-side. (Such a bind is usually brought about by playing 

Kt—Q4, when Black exchanges_KtXKt, PXKt, opening 

the QB file and leaving Black with a backward Pawn (QBP) 

on an open file.) 

2. Black will try to get his QKt out of the way and start 

Ins Pawns rolling. 

The lines which begin with 10 QKt—Q2 (Diagram No. 9) 

are chiefly designed to secure a bind on the Q-side, though at¬ 

tacking possibilities are not entirely absent. After the normal 

reply 10_O—O White’s first thought is to get rid of the 

troublesome enemy Kt at BUS: thus 11 Q—K2 or 11 R—K1 or 

11B—B2. On the first two Black can gain a tempo by 11_ 

Kt—B4, for then if the B moves.P—Q5! compels ex¬ 

changes favorable for Black (they free his Q-side). After 11 
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Q—K2, Kt—B4; 12 Kt—Q4 prevents_P—QB4 longest: 

12 .... KtXBl; 13 QKtXKt, Q-Q2; 14 KtXKt, QXKt; 15 

B—K3, but Black still secures equality by advancing his Q- 

side—the point is that there is no permanent bind. 

On 11 B—B2, Black cannot gain the tempo, so that 11 .... 

Kt—B4; 12 Kt—Q4! does force a favorable Pawn structure on 

the Q-side. But 11_P—B4 maintains the Kt (note that an 

11 R—K1 or 11 Q—K2 this advance is bad because of the 

capture en passant) and after 12 Kt—Kt3 (on 12 Kt—Q4, 

Q—Q2 is in order ahd if then 13 P—KB4, QKtXKt; 14 PXKt, 

P—QB4!—the QBP should not be left backward), Q—Q2; 

13 KKt—Q4, KtXKt; 14 KtXKt (on the alternative 14 PXKt 

Black will soon force P—QB4 under favorable circum¬ 

stances), P—B4; 15 Kt—K2, QR—Ql; 16 Kt—B4, Q-B3; 

17 Q—R5, B—Bl; 18 P—QR4 does exert some pressure on the 

Black Q-side Pawns, but in view of Black’s excellent develop¬ 

ment the chances are about even. 

Somewhat more promising for White are the lines which are 

based on the attack idea. Here there are five different continua¬ 

tions from Diagram No. 9, each with distinct opportunities and 

dangers. In all cases White is going to continue with Kt—Q4 

and an advance of Pawns on the K-side at an early stage; the 

differences concern the details of preparation and execution. 

I. 10 B—KB4 defends the KP, so that Kt—Q4 can follow 

immediately. Black can defend by allowing White to carry 

out his plan and then breaking up the White center by .... 

P—KB 3! at the appropriate moment. A fascinating alterna¬ 

tive is the counter-attack 10 P—Kt4; 11 B—K3, P— 

Kt51; 12 KKt—Q2, R—KKtll, which has not been refuted 

despite its unprepossessing appearance. 

II. 10 B—K3 strengthens the point Q4 (thus preventing a 

possible break-P—Q5) and envisages giving up a Pawn in 

the chief variation. After the normal 10_O—O; 11 QKt— 

Q2, KtXKt is best (note that on 11_Kt—B4; 12 B—B2 is 

good in contrast to the position after 10 QKt—Q2, O—O; 11 

Q—K2, Kt—B4, when 12 B—B2? is refuted by 12 .... P— 
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Q51), when 12 QXKt, Kt—R4; 13 B—B2 carries out the chief 

ideas of both sides. Black’s part in this drama has recently 

been reenforced: 13_Kt—B5; 14 Q—Q3, P—Kt3; IS B— 

R6, KtXKtP; 16 Q—K2, R—Kl; 17 Kt—Q4, B—KB 11 

when the defense is more than adequate. Once more we see 

that strategical considerations cannot be divorced from tactics. 

III. 10 R—Kl defends the KP indirectly and thus again 

makes Kt—Q4 next move possible. The idea would be ir¬ 

refutable were it not for the fact that Black can turn the 

tables by a counter-sacrifice: 10 _ O—O; 11 Kt—Q4, 

KtXKP!; 12 P—B3, B—Q3!; 13 PXKt, B—KKt5; 14 Q—Q2, 

Q—R5! and best analysis available says that the result should 

be a draw. 

IV. 10 Kt—Q4 gives up the KP at once for the attack. Black 

should accept and then has the choice of offering to return it 

with a slight positional plus (a counter which is peculiarly 

effective against an attacker) or of holding on for all he is 

worth, i.e., accepting a cramped position for the sake of a Pawn. 

The first is 10 .... KtXKP; 11P—B3, Kt—KB3!; 12 Q-K2, 

Kt—BS. The second is 10 .... KtXKP; 11 P—B3, Kt—B4; 

12 B—B2, B—Q2; 13 P—QKt4, Kt—R5. Both lines are 

adequate; which one is chosen is up to the temperament and 

mood of the player. 

V. 10 F—QR4 prepares the sacrifice by weakening Black’s 

Q-side. 10_P—KtS is forced, when 11 Kt—Q4, KtXKP; 

12 P—KB4 yields a strong attack which is best met by return¬ 

ing the extra material: 12 B—Kt5!; 13 Q—B2, P—QB4!; 

14 PXKt, PXKt; IS PXQP. It is worth mentioning that in a 

recent game it was shown that Black is by no means out of the 

woods here, so that the whole line may well be full of promise 

for White. 

There is no way for either side to strengthen the play before 

the ninth move. E.g., in the main line 8 P—QR4 (instead of 8 

PXP), which is strong if Black replies 8_R—QKtl; 9 

PXRP, RPXP, yielding the open R file, is refuted by 8_ 
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QKtXP!; 9 KtXKt, PXKt; 10 PXP, B—QB4!; 11 P—QB3, 

O—O; 12 BPXP, B—Kt3 with an even game. 

One idea well worth remembering is that in all cases where 

White does not advance the QP and QBP in time his prospects 

for an advantage are doomed by the exchange of Ins KB. 

E.g., 6 R—K1 (after 5-KtXP from Diagram No. 7), 

Kt—B4; 7 BXKt, QPXB; 8 P—Q4, Kt—K3; 9 KtXP, B— 

K2 etc. with complete equality. 

The only other alternative for Black on his 5th move (Dia¬ 

gram No. 7) is the attempt to get the B out to QB4 immedi¬ 

ately, but this allows White too strong a center: 5 B— 

QB4; 6 P—B3, B—R2; 7 P—Q4, KtXKP; 8 R—Kl!, P—B4; 

9 QKt—Q2,0-O; 10 KtXKt, PXKt; 11 B—KKt5, Q—Kl; 

12 RXP and White should win. 

Inferior alternatives for White prior to his fifth move are 

usually to be met by the early development of the Black KB. 

When, as is common. White’s move is poor because it does not 

threaten the center, Black develops satisfactorily and has a 

good center, so that his theoretical difficulties are as good as 

gone. One example should suffice: 5 P—Q3, P—QKt4; 6 B— 

Kt3, B—B4; 7 B—K3, P—Q3; 8 QKt—Q2, B—K3 and the. 

game is already even. 

Poor continuations for Black axe, of course, punished by the 

formation of a powerful Pawn center and the preparation of an 

attack. Numerous examples may be found above. What 

might be called “local” refutations are also found against 

specific mistakes. E.g., in the Worrall Attack, on P—QR4, if 

Black replies_P—QKt5 before castling, Q—B4! is ruinous, 

while if he tries it after castling, P—R5! splits the Black Q- 

side Pawns. 

We come now to another variant of the strong point system: 

the Steinitz Defense Deferred: 3_P—QR3; 4 B—R4, P— 

Q3 (Diagram No. 10). 

The theoretical considerations which underlie the defense 

here are relatively simple: 
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1. Black holds the strong point K4, but without advancing 

on the Q-side. On the one hand he thereby avoids any weaken¬ 

ing of that wing, but on the other hand he also deprives himself 

of any counterplay there. 

2. White can build up long-range plans in a variety of ways. 

The most common is locking the center, followed by an ad¬ 

vance against the Fawn chain base. (Black P’s at Q3, K4, 

White P’s at Q5, K4—the Black base is Q3, the White one is 

K4.) 

3. Black wishes to have the center locked, when he can 

build up counterplay by_P—-KB4 (again attacking the 

base of a Pawn chain). In this connection the fianchetto of his 

KB (playing-P—KKt3 and-B—Kt2) is frequently 

useful because it backs up the KBP with the KKtP and further 

solidifies the center. 

Proceeding from Diagram No. 10, the normal variation is 

5 P—B3, B—<J2; 6 P-Q4, Kt—B3; 7 Q-K2, B—K2; 8 

O-0,0-0; 9 P—Q5, Kt—Ktl; 10 B—B2, P—QR4; 11 P— 

B4, Kt—R3; 12 Kt—B3, Kt—B4; 13 B—K3 and White has a 

slight plus, though Black’s chances axe by no means to be 

underestimated. The ideas in this type of position will be 

more fully elucidated in connection with the Indian Defenses in 

the QP opening (pages 160 ff.). Suffice it to say that White 

should proceed by an advance on the Q-side (P—QR3, P— 

QKt4, eventually P—BS) while Black maneuvers on the K- 

side (-P—KKt3.P—KB4). (See also the second 

point above.) 

Where Black plays too passively and omits the attempt to 

secure counter-action on the K-side, his game is virtually hope¬ 

less. A horrible example is the famous Lasker-Steinitz en¬ 

counter at Hastings, 1895: 5 P—B3, B—Q2; 6 0—0, KKt— 

K2; 7 P—Q4, Kt—Kt3; 8 R—Kl, B—K2; 9 QKt—Q2,0-0; 

10 Kt—Bl, Q—Kl; 11 B—B2, K—HI; 12 Kt—Kt3, B—Kt5; 

13 P—Q5, Kt—QKtl; 14 P—KR3 . Poor Steinitz just 

choked to death. 

As in previous Lopez lines, both rides can use improvements. 
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One of the first thoughts that come to mind for Black is the 

King fianchetto, coupled with_KKt—K2. Then locking 

the center would be premature because Black’s counter-attack 

begins immediately, while White’s requires at least five or six 

moves to get under way. E.g., 5 P—B3, B—Q2; 6 O—O, P— 

KKt3; 7P—Q4, B—Kt2; 8 B—K3, KKt—K2; 9 P—QS, Kt— 

QKtl; 10 B—B2,0-0; 11P—B4, P—KB4 and Black stands 

well. 

Ho. 10 

Steinitz Defense Defected. 

The chief trouble is that White is not compelled to lock the 

center. He may, if he wishes, keep it mobile for quite a while, 

in which case Black’s counterplay is fraught with danger be¬ 

cause of his loose Pawns. Or he may exchange PXP, which 

blocks the Black KB, and takes the sting out of an eventual 

_P—KB4, to which the answer would be PXP, when 

Black’s KP and KBP are exceedingly weak. 

An instance of the former is 5 P—B3, B—Q2; 6 P—Q4, P—. 

KKt3; 7 0-0, B—Kt2; 8 B—K3, KKt—K2; 9 P—B4! when 

Black has nothing better than 9_PXP; 10 KtXP, O—O; 

11 Kt—QB3, KtXKt; 12 BXKt with the better Pawn position 

and the better ending. 

An example of the latter is 5 P—B3, B—Q2; 6 P—Q4, P— 

KKt3; 7 O—O, B—Kt2; 8 PXP, PXP (or 8 .... KtXP; 9 
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KtXKt, PXKt; 10 P—B4I and White has a good attack); 9 

B—KKt5, KKt—K2; 10 Q-Q3, P—KR3; 11 B—K3, B— 

KtS; 12 Q—K2,0—O; 13 B—B5 and Black’s game is difficult. 

Again, as in so many other variations of the leading open¬ 

ings, neither side is satisfied. Black does not secure complete 

equality, while White is often anxious to secure a shattering 

advantage. 

In Diagram No. 10 there are four feasible alternatives for 

White. In view of the fact that none yields any lasting plus, 

the choice is largely a matter of taste. 

7. S BXKtch is theoretically good, since White secures the 

better Pawn structure, but Black’s two Bishops and open QKt 

file are ample compensation. After 5_PXB; 6 P—Q4, 

the defender can again resort to either strong point or counter¬ 

attack (opportunity knocks twice in this line!). The strong 

point is 6_P—B3, which has the drawback of giving Black 

a closed game for his Bishops, which thrive on open lines. The 

attempt to dear the diagonals and files by an eventual .... 

P—KB4 is bound to fail as long as White can keep up the 

pressure on the center. Still, by holding on to the K4 point 

the defender maintains approximate equality. An illustration 

of excellent play by both sides is 7 B—K3, P—Kt3; 8 Q—Q2, 

B—KKt2; 9 Kt—B3, B—Q2; 10 O—O, Kt—K2; 11 F—KR3, 

0-0; 12 QR-Q1, Q—Ktl; 13 P-QKt3, Q-Kt2; 14 B—R6, 

etc. White should continue by hammering at the Black KP 

(Kt—Kl, P—KB4), after exchanging the potentially danger¬ 

ous KB. Black may try to secure counter-play on the K-side, 

but cannot set up a plan independent of White’s continuation. 

The counter-attack line is 6_PXP (instead of 6_ 

P—B3). To this the obvious objection is also the most seri¬ 

ous: the abandonment of the center leaves Black without an 

anchor. All the same, counterplay against the White KP may 

be built up. One typical possibility is 6-PXP; 7 KtXP, 

B—Q2; 8 Kt—QB3, Kt—B3; 9 O—O, B—K2; 10 R—Kl, 

O—O; 11 P—QKt3 with about even chances. White has the 

better center, but Black has play on the semi-open QKt file. 
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On the whole, this second line is less promising for Black than 

the first. 

II. 5 P—Q4 leads to too much blood-letting after 5_P— 

QKt4; 6 B—Kt3, KtXP; 7 KtXKt, PXKt; 8 B—Q5 (not 8 

QXP??, P—QB4), R—Ktl; 9 B—B6ch, B—Q2 etc. Inter¬ 

esting here is the sacrifice 8 P—QB3. 

III. S P—B4 came into the limelight some years ago when 

Keres used it to score a sensational win against Alekhine. The 

idea is that by presenting .... P—QKt4 White will be able to 

secure the good feature of the 5 BxKtch variation (better 

Pawn structure) without permitting the bad feature (giving 

Black two B’s and an open QKt file). E.g., if 5_Kt—B3; 

6 Kt—B3, B—K2; 7 P—Q4, PXP; 8 KtXP, B—Q2; 9KKt— 

K2 White’s game is virtually ideal with his powerful KP and 

QBP making a break..... P—Q4 impossible and thus saddling 

Black with a permanently weak Pawn structure. All that 

Black can do is take the sting out of the White cramping ma¬ 

neuver by exchanging (as in the Steinitz Defense proper): 5 

.... B—Q21; 6 P—Q4, (else .... Kt-QS), PXP; 7 KtXP, 

KtXKt!; 8 BXBch, QXB; 9 QXKt, Kt—B3 etc. Black can 

develop satisfactorily. 

Finally, there is the noncommittal 

IV. 5 O—O, the main object of which is to transpose into the 

5 BXKtch line, without allowing the preferable defense .... 

P—B3 (i.e., force_PXP after P—Q4). If he does not wish 

to transpose into the more conventional lines by 5_B—Q2 

Black must try S_Kt—B3; 6 BxKtch, PXB; 7 P—Q4, 

KtXP (again 7_PXP goes back to the usual course); 8 

R—K1 (8 Q—K2 leads to a minimal positional advantage), 

P—KB4; 9 PXP, P—Q4; 10 Kt—Q4, Q-R5! or 10 .... B— 

B4; 11B—K3, P—B5! both result in wild melees which analysis 

indicates should end in a draw. 

In all this, Black has had to wait upon his adversary. Some 

enterprising spirits have been dissatisfied with this state of 

affairs and attempted to take matters into their own hands but 

with a total lack of success. The most important counter-at- 
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tack for Black is the Siesta Variation, designed to hammer at 

White’s center from an early stage (it will be recalled that 

Black usually has to go to much effort to effect_P—KB4). 

After 5 P—B3 (Diagram No. Iff), P—B41?? is the line. Un¬ 

fortunately it is refuted, as are many similar attempts, by 

opening up the game, which aids White because he is ahead in 

development: 6 PXP1, BXP; 7 P-Q4, P—K5; 8 Kt—KtS!, 

B—K2; 9 0—01, BXKt; 10 Q-R5ch, B—Kt3; 11 QXB, 

QXQ; 12 BXQ and White has all the play, chiefly because 

Black cannot prevent the exchange of his only trump, the 

powerful KP, after 12 .... Kt—K2; 13 Kt—Q2, P—Kt4; 14 

B—Kt3, P—Q4; IS QR—Kl, K—Q2; 16 P—B3! 

Of the variations which have not been touched upon, only 

one is worth mentioning: the exchange variation, which occurs 

after 3_P—QR3; 4 BXKt. Despite the fact that it is 

unusual, all the remaining defenses which begin with the QRP 

advance are dependent upon it, for if it could be shown that 

White could get the better of it by exchanging, they would all 

automatically become worthless. But as fate or whoever else 

invented chess would have it, that is far from being the case. 

The most customary and best reply is 4_QPXB. After 

S P—Q4, PXP; 6 QXP, QXQ; 7 KtXQ the object of White’s 

play becomes clear: he has set up the majority of Pawns on the 

K-side. Sooner or later he will be able to force a passed Pawn 

on the K-side, while Black’s Pawn majority on the other wing 

is hopelessly blocked, provided White does not touch the Pawns 

there. White therefore reasons that he should be able to ex¬ 

change all or almost all the pieces and then win with his extra 

passed Pawn. 

As is to be expected, there is another side to the story. To 

carry out his plan White has had to concede to the defender, 

who must usually cope with a cramped position for at least 10 

or 15 moves, the theoretical advantage of the two Bishops and a 

free and easy development. Further, White does not have a 

passed Pawn yet; he merely has a Pawn majority and there are 

many cases known where a minority can hold or even attack a 
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Pawn phalanx numerically superior. That is done by splitting 

the Pawns and exposing them, when they can be picked off 

singly. 

Thus the leading ideas for both sides boil down to the follow¬ 

ing: White heads straight for the endgame. Every time a 

piece is exchanged he is one step nearer his goal. Black wishes 

to make his Bishops tell and keep the White steamroller back 

where it belongs. 

One further point: usually both sides castle on the Q-wing. 

White gets his King over to the left because he wants to defend 

his Pawns and because he expects the main theater of action to 

be on the K-side and prefers to have his King out of the way as 

long as complications may still arise. Black’s reasoning is 

much the same: support his Pawns and clear the way for 

counter-action. 

Theoretically there seems to be little wrong with White’s 

plan, which explains why the line can be held quiescent but 

never made to disappear completely. But in practise Black 

almost invariably turns out to have more play with his pieces, 

especially if he takes care to avoid exchanges. A typical line 

runs 3 .... P—QR3; 4 BXKt, QPXB; 5 P—Q4, PXP; 6 

QXP, QXQ; 7 KtXQ, B—Q2; 8 B—K3, O-O-O; 9 Kt— 

Q2, Kt—K2; 10 0-0-0, R—Kl; 11 KR—Kl, Kt—Kt3; 12 

Kt—K2, B—Q3; 13 P--KR3, P—KB41 and Black has all the 

play. A noteworthy point is that Black delays the develop¬ 

ment of his KB until White cannot offer to exchange it by B— 

POUR KNIGHTS’ GAMS: 1 P—Kt, P—K4; 2 KI—KB3, Kt—QB3; 
3 Kt—B3, Kt—B3 

In this relatively tame opening White departs from his usual 

attempt to get the better of it with an early P—Q4 and relies 

solely on his extra move. Because of the paucity of direct 

threats Black can content himself with copying his opponent’s 

moves and is therefore faced by no difficult problems at an 

early stage. Later on, however, he must watch his step because 
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he cannot continue aping the other fellow indefinitely. He can 

also, if he so desires, try a most promising attack of his own 

(Rubinstein Defense). 

White must threaten something early, for otherwise Black 

will be able to counter with_P—Q4 or develop all his 

pieces without any trouble. So 4 B—Kt5. Now the question 

for Black all along is: When shall I break the symmetry? 

After 4 .... B—KtS; S O-O, 0-0; 6 P—Q3, P—Q3; 7 

B—KtS, B—KtS?; 8 Kt—Q5 leads to a won game for White. 

Ro. n 

Position in tfro Four Knights’ fiamo 
after 8 PXB. 

So Black must vary earlier. Experience has shown that the 

sixth or seventh move is best (unless he plays the Rubinstein 

line), so 7-BXKt above (instead of 7_B—Kt5?); 8 

PXB {Diagram No. ll). Examination of the diagrammed posi¬ 

tion reveals several features which must be taken into con¬ 

sideration in deciding upon the continuation. 

White has the inferior Pawn position, but the two Bishops 

and somewhat more freedom for his pieces. Thus he wants an 

open game and a mobile Pawn center. Black with his Kt’s 

prefers a closed position where he will be able to secure im¬ 

pregnable posts for his horsemen (especially QB4). A locked 

center is better for him. Further, he notes that White will soon 

try p—Q4. To close the center he will then have to hammer 
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away with-P—QB4 (compare Ruy Lopez variations),. 

so that he must get his QKt out of the way. 

One obvious idea is to shift the Kt to KKt3 via K2, but this 

is refuted after 8-Kt—K2 by 9 Kt—R41, Kt—Kt3; 10 

KtXKt, RPXKt; 11P—KB4 and White has an overwhelming 

position. 

An ideal move for Black in Diagram No. 11 is 8_Q—K2, 

which strengthens the center and clears the way for a regroup¬ 

ing of the pieces. Then a normal line where both sides are 

partially satisfied is 9 R—Kl, Kt—Ql; 10 P—Q4, Kt—K3; 

11R—QB1, P—B41; 12 P—Kt3, Kt—B2; 13 B—Bl, B—KtS; 

, 14 P—KR3, B—R4; IS B—KKt2, QR—Ql; 16 P—Q5, Q—Q2 

with about even chances. Note here that White delayed dos¬ 

ing the center as long as feasible, but that he could not delay it 

indefinitely. 

Black can simplify his problem by compelling the early ex¬ 

change of the White KB by 9_P—QR3 (instead of 9_ 

Kt—Ql): 10 B—QB4, Kt—QR4; 11 Kt—Q2, P—R3I (he 

must be careful not to let the pin become too dangerous), etc. 

Again, since Kt’s are better than B’s in closed Pawn positions, 

Black may reason that he should exchange his QB for the 

White KKt with .... B—KtS, but his game remains too 

cramped: 8 .... P—KR3; 9 B—KR4, B—KtS (9 .... P— 

KKt4; is refuted by the usual KtXKtP); 10 P—KR3, BXKt; 

11 QXB, P—Kt4; 12 B—Kt3, Kt—Q2; 13 P—Q4, P—B3; 14 

Q—Kt4, K—Rl; IS P—KR4 and White’s game remains 

freer: he can build up a strong attack on the KR file. 

A noteworthy improvement for White in the main line is 9 

Q—Q2 (instead of 9 R—Kl), so that if then 9-Kt—Ql; 10 

P—Q4, Kt—K3? would lose the KP without adequate compen¬ 

sation. However, Black can then lift the pin by P— 

QR3,_Kt—QR4, and_Q—K3 after the exchange of 

the enemy KB. 

It is a natural impulse for Black to try to force the normal 

_P—Q4 in view of White’s seemingly passive play. Bui 

there is a tactical refutation: 4 B—KtS, B—KtS; 50 O. 
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0-0; 6 P—Q3, BXKt; 7 PXB, P—Q4?; 8 BXKt, PXB; 

9 KtXP, Q—Q3; 10 B—B4, R—Kl; 11 PXP!, RXKt; 12 

P—Q4 and White should win. 

Of the other deviations for Black at an earlier stage (again 

excepting the Rubinstein Defense) 7_Kt—K2 in the main 

line (instead of 7-BXKt) is most important. Black's 

idea is to bolster the center with_Kt—Kt3,_P—QB3, 

and-P—Q4, eventually releasing the pin by_Q—Q3. 

The weakening of the Black K-position by 8 BXKt, PXB; 

9 Kt—KR4 and 10 P—B4 is hard to exploit: there is enough 

compensation for the defender in his strong center, the open 

Kt file may even work out to his advantage. Black must, 

however, avoid allowing his QB to be shut in without securing 

counterplay in return. Instead of 8 BXKt, a natural reply 

is 8 Kt—KR4 (to play P—KB4), P—B3; 9 B—QB4. Now 

9 .... P—Q4; 10 B—Kt3, Q-Q3; 11 P—KR3, P—KR3; 

12 BXKt, QXB; 13 Q—R5! leaves Black’s center Pawns 

weak (this motif of allowing an advance of Pawns in the center 

and then hammering away at them occurs chiefly in QP 

openings, but also in KP games on occasion). A better reply 

for Black is 9_Kt—Kt3 (instead of 9_P—Q4) and if 

then 10 KtXKt, PXKt; 11 P—B4, B—B4ch; 12 K—Rl, 

B—K6! and the exchanges free Black’s game satisfactorily. 

The symmetrical line where White tries 7 Kt—K2 (instead of 

7 B—KKt5) offers fewer difficulties because Black can keep on 

copying longer: 7-Kt—K2; 8 P—B3, B—R4; 9 Kt—Kt3, 

P—B3; 10 B—R4, Kt—Kt3; 11 P—Q4 and now 11 .... 

P—Q4! liquidates the center problem. 

Black must be careful not to allow a favorable transposition 

into the Rny Lopez. E.g., on 5_P—Q3 (instead of 5_ 

O-O); 6 Kt—Q5!, B—QB4; 7 P—Q41, PXP; 8 KtXQP is a 

line similar to the Classical Defense to the Ruy Lopez. The 

same holds for 4 .... B—B4; 5 0—0, P—Q3; 6 P—Q4. It 

must not be supposed that because White does not play 

P—Q4 immediately he will never do so when an opportunity 
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While White does not secure any noticeable advantage in 

the above variations, he none the less retains the initiative. 

Consequently the Four Knights’ would undoubtedly be more 

popular were it not for the speculative but promising 

Rubinstein Defense: 4 B—KtS, Kt—QS: The thought 

underlying this gambit is that Black can secure adequate 

counterplay by developing and hitting at the White center. 

Despite a great deal of analysis, the sacrifice is still considered 

sound. The strategic ideas, as in most gambits, are of minor 

importance: tactics predominates. 

First of all we have the most obvious line 5 KtXP. Then 

it has been found that Black can equalize with S_Q—K2, 

for if 6 P—B4, KtXB; 7 KtXKt, P—Q3; 8 Kt—KB3, 

QXPch; 9 K—B2, Kt—KtSch; 10 K—Kt3, Q—Kt31 the 

exposure of the White King will soon lead to an incurable lung 

disease. Here White pursues the plan of gaining material, 

while the Black attack is too strong: the best that White can 

do is content himself with an even game. 

Since the direct acceptance fails, the indirect alternatives 

must be considered. For Black cannot merely offer the Pawn 

for one move and then call it quits: his object is to secure a 

good game, and he must not rest before that is done. The 

chief advantage of the Kt sortie in that connection is that it 

leaves the way open for the development of the Black KB. 

(It will be recalled that this is a great problem in many varia¬ 

tions of the Ruy Lopez.) Thus after dither S B—R4, or 

S B—B4 (in reply to 4_Kt—QS), 5_B—B4 must be 

tried. After 5 B—R4, Black profits from the fact that the 

White diagonal Q1—KR5 cannot be held by the Bishop, so 

that if he can secure the pin-B—KKtS he will have a 

good bind. Thus 5 B—R4, B—B4; 6 KtXP, O—O! If now 

7 Kt—B3, P—Q4; 8 P—Q3, B—KKt5 White’s game is far 

from easy. likewise on the normal 7 0—0, P—Q3 (or even 

7-P—Q4: the point is that White must not be allowed l o 

develop properly); 8 Kt—Q3 (forced, since 8 Kt—B3?, 

B—KKt5 is disastrous), B—Kt3I; 9 K—Rll, Kt—Kl5!; 
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10 Kt—Q5, Q—R5; 11 P—KR3, P—KB4 Black’s attack is 

very bard to meet. On other replies Black likewise gets 

enough play for the Pawn by speedy and pointed development. 

Similarly on 5 B—B4, B—B4! can be and should be ven¬ 

tured. Then 6 KtXP, Q—K2I (now 6_O—O is not good 

because the critical diagonal can be held by the Bishop: 

7 O—O, P—Q3; 8 Kt—B3, B—KKt5; 9 B—K2! etc.); and 

again the normal 7 Kt—B3, P—Q4!; 8 BXP, B—KKt5; 

9 P—Q3, P—B3; 10 B—Kt3, Kt—Q2! takes advantage of the 

weak diagonal. 

White may wish to exploit the Kt thrust by concentrating 

on quick development himself, but this leads to nothing be¬ 

cause Black’s position is too solid. E.g., on 5 0—O, KtXB; 

<5 KtXKt, P—B3; 7 Kt—B3, F-Q3; 8 P—Q4, Q—B2 or 

S B—K2, KtXKtch; 6 BXKt, B—B4; 7 0-0, 0-0; 8 

P—Q3, P—Q3; 9 B—K3, R—K1 Black has little to fear. 

The point is that the exchange frees his game to such an extent 

that even if White gets a slightly stronger Pawn center it will 

be of little avail because there is too little to constrict in the 

Black camp. 

White may if be so desires transpose into the Scotch Game 

or the Giuoco Piano on his fourth move. On untheoretical 

lines, the usual rejoinder of_P—Q4 guarantees equality. 

E.g., 4 P—KKt3, P—Q4; S PXP, KtXP; 6 B—Kt2, KtXKt; 

7 KtPXKt, B—Q3 etc. 

It should be noted that when White is anxious to draw no 

weapon is more effective against a player of equal strength. 

Against complicated lines he can always simplify by exchanges. 

THREE KNIGHTS’ GAME: t P—Ki, P—Ki; 2 Kt—KBS, KI—QB3; 
3 Kt—B3, or 2 P—K4, P—Ki; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 3 Kt—B3 

This is really a generic name to cover all the replies at 

Black’s disposal other than the regular 3_Kt—B3. 

The most usual line in the first branch is 3_B—Kt5, 

which has the advantage of avoiding the main lines of the 
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Four Knights’, a consideration which is chiefly of psychological 

value. 

Since Black’s B is exposed, the most natural reply is 4 

Kt—Q5, to continue with P—B3 and P—Q4. But Black can 

counter with an immediate threat to White’s center, so that 

White’s plan cannot be realized: 4-Kt—B31 Then after 

the normal continuation 5 B—B41 O—0 (compare the Rubin¬ 

stein Defense to the Four Knights’); 6 P—B3, B—R2 White 

has no time to build up a strong center because of his exposed 

KP. E.g., if 7 KtXKtch, BXKt; 8 P—Q4?, PXP; 9 PXP, 

R—Kl; 10 P—K5, P—Q3 etc. with an excellent position. 

Thus 8 P—Q3 (instead of 8 P—Q4) is necessary, when 8_ 

P—Q3; 9 O—0, O—0 and_B—K3 equalizes. Note that 

P—Q4 may also be answered by-PXP followed by_ 

B—KKt5. 

More promising for White—if Black persists in avoiding 

the Four Knights’—is 4 B—KtS, so that on 4_KKt—K2 

(of course 4-Kt—B3 is possible); 5 P—Q41, PXP; 6 KtXP 

gives him the better center position. 

Alternatives to 3_B—KtS, other than the standard 

3 - Kt—KB3, give Black a cramped game, similar to 

Philidor’s Defense. 

In the second branch, after 3 B—KtS, Black is threaten¬ 

ing to exchange White’s valuable center Pawn, so that the 

line is far more effective. On the normal 4 B—B4 (or 4 KtXP, 

O—O; 5 B—K2, R—Kl when White must return his booty), 

the simplest equalizing line is 4_O—0; 5 P—Q3, P—B3! 

(to secure strong center Pawns); 6 O—0, P—Q4; 7 B—Kt3, 

B—KtS and Black’s game is already wholly satisfactory. 

P Bill DOR’S DEFENSE: 1 P—K4, P—K*; 2 Kt—KB3, P—Q3 

This is the strong point defense reduced to its essentials. 

It has the outstanding merit of that type of game—solidity— 

and it has its outstanding demerit—lack of mobility. 

Black must be on his guard against a number of traps, all 
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based on the weakness of his KB2 and his cramped K posi¬ 

tion. On the normal course 3 P—Q4, B—Kt5?, e.g., leads to 

the loss of a Pawn after 4 PXP, BXKt; 5 QXB, PXP; 

6 B—-QB4, Kt—KB3; 7 Q—QKt3, etc. Likewise on 3 P—Q4, 

Kt—Q2; 4 B—QB4, B—K2?; S PXP, PXP; 6 Q-Q5 is 

immediately disastrous. 

But the defender can avoid all the traps and secure a tenable 

though passive position with 3 P—Q4, Kt—Q2; 4 B—QB4, P— 

QB3; 5 Kt—B3, B—K2; 6 O—O, KKt—B3; 7 P—QR4,0-0; 

8 Q—K2, P—KR3; 9 B—Kt3, Q—B2; 10 P—R3, K—R2; 

11 B—K3, P—KKt3; 12 QR—Ql. 

The two prophylactic moves 7 P—QR4 and 10 P—R3 have 

been stressed because they illustrate the all-important prin¬ 

ciple that by depriving the enemy of counterplay, a cramped 

but sound position such as Black’s here has ail the life taken 

out of it and is reduced to pure passivity. 

Black may follow one of two lines to get some counterplay: 

after due preparation_PXP and pressure on the White 

KP, or maneuver his Kt to KB5. White can proceed by open¬ 

ing some lines (especially with P—KB4) and securing an 

attack. All told, such positions offer the defender little promise 

against a person equipped with modem technique. 

One of the chief merits of the defense is that it is rather 

difficult for White to form a good plan right after the opening 

in view of Black’s lack of obvious weaknesses. One worth¬ 

while idea is the fianchetto of the QB, in order to hammer 

away at the QP. Another, as mentioned, is playing P—KB4 

early. 

The abandonment of the center with 3_PXP is some¬ 

times seen, but nevertheless bad, since Black gets nothing in 

return. White can recapture with either Kt or Q and secures 

an ideal development. 

Finally, it should be noted that if White does not harass the 

Black center with 3 P—Q4, the second player can secure good 

counter-chances with the natural 3 - P—KB4. On 3 

F—Q4, however, 3_P—KB4? is shown to be premature 
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by 4 Kt—B3!, Kt—KB3; S PXKP, KtXP; 6 KtXKt, PXKt; 

7 Kt—Kt5, P—Q4; 8 P—K6, B—QB4; 9 KtXKPl 

PBTROrrS DEFENSE: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—KB3, KI—KB3 

Here we have the counter-attack in its most elemental form. 

Again the usual advantages and disadvantages appear: Black 

develops quickly, but at the cost of a rather loose position. 

Omitting transpositions into other openings (e.g., 3 Kt—B3, 

Kt—QB3; or 3 Kt—B3, B—KtS), there are only two pos¬ 

sibilities for White* if he is to try to secure an advantage: 

3 KtXP and 3 P—Q4, both designed to gain the upper hand 

in the center immediately. 

After 3 KtXP, KtXP? costs Black a Pawn because of 

4 Q—K2, Q—K2; S QXKt, P—Q3; 6 P—Q4. Instead, the 

normal sequence is 3 KtXP, P—Q3; 4 Kt—KB3, KtXP; 

5 P—Q4, P—Q4, when further play revolves around the posi¬ 

tion of the Black Kt at K5. White undermines its position by 

B—Q3, P—B4 and R—Kl, eventually Kt—B3. Black, on 

the other hand, maintains the strongly centralized horseman 

until he has no further choice in the matter. The natural 

continuation is 6 B—Q3, B—Q3; 7 O—O, 0—0; 8 Kt—B3 

(or 8 P—B4), KtXKt; 9 PXKt, B—KKtS; 10 R—Ktl, 

P—QKt3; 11 P—B4 with about even prospects. Black can 

also vary with 6_B—K2 (instead of 6_B—Q3) in 

order to have the QP defended. With a simple line such as 

P—QB4, R—Kl, Kt—B3, eventually Kt—K5, White retains 

control of slightly more terrain. 

The alternative 5 Q—K2 on White’s 5th move is designed 

to exploit the extra move in an endgame. So slight a superior¬ 

ity, however, is too little to win against modem technique. 

A typical line is 5 Q—K2, Q—K2; 6 P—Q3, Kt—KB3; 

7 B—Kt5, QXQch; 8 BXQ, B—K2; 9 Kt—B3, B—Q2; 

10 0-0-0, P—KR31; 11 B—R4, Kt—B3, etc. 

The alternative 3 P—Q4 is based on the idea of exploiting 

the undefended Black center. Thus on 3_PXP; 4 P—K5, 

Kt—K5; 5 QXP Black apparently has to lose more time. 
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Still, S_P—Q4! is an adequate reply because the White 

Queen is too exposed. Black secures a rather cramped posi¬ 

tion, but since he has no organic weaknesses his game is not 

too bad. 

GRECO COUNTER-GAMBIT: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 KI—ZB3, P—KB4 

This counter-attack is much more violent than any of the 

others and consequently more easily refuted. Black hopes to 

be able to secure play on the open KB file and a strong Pawn 

center, but if the latter is prevented his game is badly dis' 

organized. Thus the best is 3 KtXP, Q—B3!; 4 P—Q44 

P—Q3; 5 Kt—B4! (5 Kt—KB3, PXP; 6 Kt—KtS, P—Q4; 

7 P—QB4I is also good), PXP; 6 Kt—B3, Q—Kt3; 7 B—B41, 

Kt—KB3; 8 Kt—K3!, B—K2; 9 B—B4, P—B3; 10 P—Q5I 

and White has much the better of it. Note that White’s 

strategy revolved around the prevention of P—Q4. 

QUEEN’S PAWN COUNTER-GAMBIT: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 KI—KB3, 
P—Q4 

Just as violent as the preceding, but even more unsound. 

After 3 PXP, QXP; 4 Kt—B3, Q—K3; 5 B—KtSch Black is 

too badly developed, while the sacrifice 3 PXP, P—K5; 

4 Q—K2, Q—K2 ; 5 Kt—-Q4 is not sufficient. 

This and the Greco are another illustration of the principle 

that it is far more dangerous for Black to experiment in the 

openings than it is for White. 

PONZIANfS OPENING: I P—K.4, P—K4; 2 B—K.B3, Kt—QB3; 
3 P—B3 

With his last move White envisages setting up a strong Pawn 

center. Yet the obvious disadvantages of the move cannot be 

conjured away: the QKt is deprived of its most natural square 

and there is nothing to prevent a counter-action by Black in 

the center. 

This counter-action can take one of three forms: 3 .... 

P—Q4, 3 .... P—B4 or 3 .... Kt—B3. 
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On 3_P—Q4,4 Q—R4, the Pawn sacrifice for the sake 

of speedy development yields Black enough: 4_Kt—B3; 

5 KtXP, B—Q3!; 6 KtXKt, PXKt; 7 P-Q3, 0-0; 8 

B—KKt5, P—KR3; 9 BXKt, QXB; 10 Kt—02, R—Ktlletc. 

4_B—Q2 is also playable, but 4_P—B3; S B—Kt5, 

Kt—K2; 6 PXP, QXP; 7 P—Q4! is inferior because White 

Ting all the initiative. 

3_P—B4 is far more speculative (as is to be expected, 

since it exposes the King). After 4 P—Q4, BPXPt; 5 KtXP, 

Q—B3 is the most promising. Finally, 3 _ Kt—B3 is 

excellent if followed by the normal break 4 P—Q4, P—Q4I 

With the center liquidated White has nothing to show for his 

efforts. 

BIS BOP’S OPENING: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 B—B4 

Except for the Center Game, this is the first line discussed 

so far where White does not attack the center immediately 

with 2 Kt—KB3. White’s thought is that he will be able to 

ward off any Black counter-attacks and then hit at the center 

with P—KB4. He may also have a chance to transpose into 

one of a number of other openings. 

It goes almost, without saying that Black should react at 

once against the White center. Most effective is 2-Kt— 

KB3, although 2_P—QB3, and the neutral 2_B—B4, 

are also adequate. 

After 2 _ Kt—KB3, 3 P—B4? fails against 3 _ 

KtXPl; 4 P—Q3, Kt—Q3I; 5 B—Kt3, Kt—B3, etc. More 

promising is 3 P—Q4 (after 2_Kt—KB3) when the Pawn 

sacrifice is counterbalanced by superior development: 3 .... 

PXP; 4 Kt—KB3, KtXP; 5 QXP, Kt—KB3; 6 B—KKt5, 

B—K2; 7 Kt—B3, Kt—B3; etc.: an excellent illustration of a 

position where the attacking chances are just about good 

enough to compensate for the loss of a Pawn. 

Somewhat more logical on 2-Kt—KB3 is 3 P—Q3. If 

then 3 .... B—B4; 4 Kt—B3, Kt—B3; 5 P—B4, P—Q3; 6 
Kt—B3, we have transposed into a variation of the King’s 
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Gambit Declined which is not too easy for Black to handle. 

But the defender can improve upon this line by 3_P—B3 

(after 3 P—Q3). Then the establishment of a good Pawn 

center will at least equalize. On 4 P—B4, PXP1; S BXP, P— 

Q4; 6 PXP, KtXP liquidates the center Pawns and gives 

Black a little the better of it. 

There is one danger in this latter variation: the center Pawns 

may become weak. E.g., 2 .... Kt—KB3; 3 P—Q3, P—B3; 

4 Kt—KB3!, P—Q4; 5 PXP, PXP; 6 B—Kt3, B—Q3; 7 

O—O, Kt—B3; 8 B—KKt5, B—K3; 9 Kt—B3 and Black can 

no longer keep his Pawns intact. To avoid such a weakness he 

should play 6-B—KtSchl in the above variation (instead 

of 6_B—Q3), for on 7 P—B3, B—Q3 White’s QKt is 

deprived of its best square and the Black center cannot be 

molested. 

VIENNA GAME: I P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—QB3 

Again the road is left dear for the advance of the KBP— 

this explains why the Vienna Game, Bishop’s Opening and 

King’s Gambit Declined are so intimately connected. 

As usual, the most effective counter for Black is 2_Kt— 

KB3, threatening_P—Q4. If he wishes to get the better 

of it, White must try either 3 P—B4 or 3 B—B4; otherwise 3 

- P—Q4 (e.g., on 3 P—KKt3) equalizes without any 

trouble. 

On 3 P—B4, the timid 3_P—Q3? would be weak: it 

shuts in the KB and permanently abandons the fight for 

equality in the center. Instead 3-P—Q4! is indicated and 

strong. Then the obvious 4 BPXP (on Steinitz’s 4 P—Q3, 

played with a view to maintaining a Pawn in the center, 4 .... 

PXBP1; S PXP, B—QKtS gives Black the freer game), KtX 

P; 5 Kt—B3 leads to Diagram No. 12. 

From the diagram it can be seen that the central ideas are 

simple enough. White wishes to drive the Black Kt away 

(preferably by P—Q3) and set up a strong Pawn center (P’s at 

Q4, K5). Black’s chief trump for the moment is bis Kt at K5: 
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he would like to keep it there as long as possible. Further he 

must either prevent White from maintaining a Pawn center or 

break it up as soon as it is formed. Another goal that he may 

pursue is the artificial isolation of the White KJP by-P— 

QB4,_Kt—QB3, eventually-P—QS if necessary. 

For the realization of his objectives Black may choose one of 

five moves: 

1.5_B—QKt5 is obviously meant to prevent P—Q3. If 

White tries to develop normally with 6 B—K2, O—O; 7 

0—0, Kt—QB3I, he does get the worst of it, since he must re¬ 

sort to artificial measures to get his B out. But instead 6 Q— 

K2! compels Black to get rid of his Kt, when 6-KtXKt; 

7 QPXKt, B—K2; 8 B—B4, P—QB4; 9 0-0-01 gives 

White good attacking possibilities. The advantage of castling 

on opposite sides is that the Pawns may be advanced without 

exposing one’s own King. Further, White’s King has an extra 

Pawn for protection here. 

II. 5_B—QB4 is designed to secure the position of the 

Kt at K5. 6 P—Q4, however, strengthens White’s center, s<» 

that after the normal sequence 6-B—QKtS; 7 Q—Q3,1’ 

QB4 (he must not give his opponent time to consolidate); S 
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PXP, KtXP; 9 Q—K3, Kt—B3; 10 B—KtS the chances are 

about even. 

III. S_B—K2 is simplest, but not the most promising. 

Then since 6 P—Q3, KtXKt; 7 PxKt, O—O •would have to be 

followed by 8 P—Q4, White plays 6 P—Q4 immediately. 

After the natural 6-O—O; 7 B—Q3, P—KB4! White 

must either let the intruder stay there indefinitely or give up 

his center. On 8 PXP e.p., there is a finesse: 8-BXP! 

which yields Black immediate equality, since he can develop 

without any trouble. 

IV. S-B—KKtS is played with a view to undermining the 

support of the White center Pawns. On 6 P—Q3, KtXKt; 7 

PXKt, P—QB4; 8 B—K2, Kt—B3 he has already created a 

threat: the White center is none too secure. Likewise on 6 

Q—K2, KtXKt; 7 KtPXKt, P—QB4 Black gets a satisfactory 

game if he challenges the White center early. 

V. S_Kt—QB3 is a promising counter-attacking fine. 

Here again Black may artificially isolate the KP after 6 P—Q3, 

KtXKt; 7 PXKt, P—Q5. And on 6 Q—K2?, B—KB4I; 7 

Q—Kt5, P—QR3! gives Black strong counterplay for the 

Pawn. 

On the whole, Black has a variety of good defenses to choose 

from. 

For White the chief alternative worth considering is 3 B—B4 

(instead of 3 P—B4). True.P—Q4 is thus prevented, but 

instead 3-KtXP! liquidates the center satisfactorily: 4 

Q—R5I, Kt—Q31; 5 B—Kt3, Kt—B3!; 6 Kt—Kt5, P—KKt3; 

7 Q—B3, P—B4; 8 Q—Q5, Q—K2; 9 KtXPch, K-Ql; 

10 KtXR, P—Kt3; 11 P—Q3, B—QKt2 and Black has a 

very strong attack, easily worth the exchange, e.g., 12 P—KR4, 

P—B5!; 13 Q—B3, Kt—Q5; 14 Q—R3, B—KR3 and so on. 

Other lines often transpose into the King’s Gambit De¬ 

clined. 

Recapitulation: We have passed in rapid review a number of 

openings and it is well to pause for a moment on the lessons to 

be learned. 
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Although the differences are at times great, all the openings 

with 1P—K4, P—K4 are closely related. It is an historical ac¬ 

cident that they are all set off with different names. In the 

Queen’s Pawn Game and Queen’s Gambit Declined, on the 

other hand, the connections are clearer because the different 

lines are called variations. Center Game and Ponziani’s Open¬ 

ing are no more alike and no more different than Tarrasch’s 

Defense and the Manhattan Variation. 

We have stressed the similarities, but it is helpful to put them 

.own again for convenient reference. Likewise the differences 

are understood best as variations from a common beginning and 

approaches towards analogous goals. 

First, we know that there is one and only one way in which 

White can secure an advantage: by playing P—Q4. Yet it 

would do him no good to play it right away. That may seem a 

paradox, but it is true of many chess openings. 

Leaving the Gambits to one side, there are two openings 

where White takes a different tack: the Vienna and the 

Bishop’s. In both his immediate objective is a favorable P— 

KB4, though at a later stage he might well play P—Q4 too. 

Black’s reply is based on his_P—Q4, the move which, 

wherever possible, blasts all hopes of a plus for White. 

In the Center Game, White tries to carry out the basic 

idea immediately. He fails because of the time lost with his 

Queen. 

In the search for White superiority, we have now come to the 

point where it is seen that the most direct methods fail. To 

strengthen the attack, White must threaten something. Hence 

2 Kt—KB 3 emerges as the strongest continuation. 

With 2 Kt—KB3, White, however, does not abandon the idea 

of P—Q4, he merely postpones it to a more favorable moment. 

Black’s thoughts must always be directed to the problem of 

how he will reply to the inevitable P—Q4. And he can be sure 

that it will come relatively early. 

Once P—Q4 is adopted, Black can either capture or maintain 

his own Pawn at K4. If he captures, he must adopt some :u - 
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tion against the White KP. Otherwise the Pawn structure will 

be White’s ideal, illustrated in Diagram No. 1. That is why the 

choice narrows down to what we have called the counter-attack 

and the strong point methods. There is no other way to 

equalize. 

In general, the counter-attack yields a free game, but the 

Pawn position is disunited, while in the strong point lines the 

Pawn structure is satisfactory, but the pieces are cramped. 

Black’s problem is to strike the proper balance. 

Of the many counter-attacks available on Black’s second 

turn the best is Pelroff’s Defense (2_Kt—KB3), which is 

theoretically enough for an even game. The Greco (2_ 

P—KIM) ami tlicQP Counter-Gambit (2_P—Q4) are both 

too violent and unsound against best play. It is always more 

dangerous for black to attack than it is for White. But even 

though Hit' immediate counter-attack is none too good for 

Black, the idea is i»dis[>cnsable: it may be applied with good re¬ 

sults at. many other stages. 

The strong point, systems are likewise many in number, but 

only one is of real value. Philidor’s Defense (2-P—Q3), 

the most immediate, is by no means the best. For after 3 P— 

Q4 Black can mi longer get his pieces posted freely; in par¬ 

ticular, his K It is a perjietual headache. In almost all strong 

point defensive systems the development of Black’s KB is the 

major problem. 

So we come to the main reply: 2_Kt—QB3. While this 

move lias I lie essenl ial strong point characteristic in that it de¬ 

fends the K I* directly, it leaves the way open for a more defi¬ 

nite decision a I some later stage. 

Once more While lias a wide choice after 1 P—K4, P—K4; 

2 Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3. 

Again lie may try the basic idea: 3 P—Q4 (Scotch Game). 

And again he fails to secure any significant results. Why? 

Because the loose position of his pieces in the center endow; 

Black’s counter-attack with such force that an early_P— 

Q4 is inevitable. 
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The fight goes on, again with indirect methods. 

If the Pawn structure in Diagram No. 1 is strong, that with 

White’s Pawn at Q4 instead of at QB2 in addition must be 

much stronger. That is, if White prepares P—Q4 with P—QB3, 

in order to be able to recapture at Q4 with a Pawn, he will se¬ 

cure an overwhelming positional advantage with two powerful 

Pawns in the center against Black’s none. This more subtle 

motif of preparing P—Q4 by P—QB3 is deadly against an in¬ 

accurate reply. Sometimes P—Q4 at once is impossible; then 

P—QB3 is indispensable. 

Ponziani’s Opening, 3 P—QB3, is the most obvious and im¬ 

mediate application of the idea. Yet it too fails, this time 

again because of the basic reply 3_P—Q4, though 3_ 

Kt—KB3 is playable too. 

It follows that White must adopt a line where he can prepare 

P—Q4 for the right moment and prevent the same liberating 

move by his opponent. By a process of elimination we have 

discovered that the only two openings which do that are the 

Giuoco Piano and the Ruy Lopez. 

From a strictly theoretical point of view, Le., one which in¬ 

sists that the only moves to be analyzed are those which 

promise White an advantage, the Four Knights’ and the allied 

Three Knights’ are of minor importance because White does 

not try to play P—Q4 early (if he does, he transposes into an¬ 

other opening). Yet the symmetry with its surface placidity 

may cover a barrel of dynamite. Sooner or later White will ad¬ 

vance his QP, though in the more usual lines it is done at the ex¬ 

pense of a weakened Pawn position. This leads to complicated 

jockeying, alternative Black defenses to wrest the initiative, 

etc. Thus these lines too are best understood in the light of our 

basic principles. 

The Giuoco Piano and the Ruy Lopez have maintained their 

position as the strongest openings for White in this section 

longest because they adhere most faithfully to the pattern of 

waiting for the right time to advance the QP and simulta¬ 

neously preventing the liberating enemy push. 
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In the Giuoco Piano White’s major offensive thought is P— 

QB3 followed by P—Q4. Black has the usual two defenses at 

his disposal. The counter-attack is more exciting and theo¬ 

retically a bit more adequate; the strong point is more subtle, 

but more likely to lead to a seriously cramped game. 

Though modem masters have devoted relatively little atten¬ 

tion to the Giuoco, its variations continue to pose many intrigu¬ 

ing problems. 

While the Giuoco yields the coveted advantage in many 

cases, it can do little against the bestdefenses. Why? Because 

it lacks tlic stimulating effect of a direct threat with a perma¬ 

nent effect.. B—114 does not continue the drive against the 

enemy K!\ 

Because the (litioco Piano lacks punch. Black may resort to 

the speculative 'I'wo Knights’ Defense, 3 .... Kt—KB3, in¬ 

stead of the more routine 3 B—B4. If White accepts the 

Pawn prolTeirwl his only hope of getting the better of it—he 

is subject ed to a dilliculL attack. It is no accident that Black’s 

coutilcr-aclioii is initiated by the natural .... P—Q4. Yet 

analysis ami practise indicate that White can come out with a 

considerable superiority by adopting the type of defense which 

is always effective against, gambits—returning the extra Pawn 

for the sake or su|>erior development. All the same, some un¬ 

usual lines in the Two Knights’ furnish a welcome opportunity 

for the exercise of the imagination. 

Finally, we mine to the opening which stands head and 

shoulders above all others in this section—the Ruy Lopez. 

What is Hu: source of its persistent strength and popularity? 

It combines the soundness of the Giuoco with the punch of the 

Gambits by creating a direct threat That is, for the first time 

Black must defend liis KP against a menace by a piece before 

the Pawns come up. Since_P—Q4 is prevented by the 

potential pin (after 3 B—KtS) Black must take a radically 

different course. 

It is fortunate for the defender that he can afford to neglect 

the threat for a while. The defenses with 3-P—QR3 
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lighten his problem considerably. After getting a piece out, he 

is then again faced with the choice of a strong point or a 

counter-attack defense. As so often, both are serviceable. 

Despite all the efforts of players and theoreticiaiis, White’s 

claws in the Ruy Lopez are still as sharp as ever. Thatis notto 

say that he must necessarily get the better of it. But, other 

things being equal, he is more likely to get an advantage with 

the Ruy than with any other opening in this category and his 

chances are about as good with it as with one of the QP Open- 

THE GAMBITS 

All gambits, of course, involve the sacrifice of one or more 

Pawns (on rare occasions a piece) for the sake of an attack. It 

has further become clear that all the gambits which occur after 

1 P—K4, P—K4 have three important features in common: 

1. The attack is directed against the most vulnerable point 

in Black’s camp, his KB2. 

2. If he wishes to hold on to the material Black must submit 

to a backward development 

3. The best way to meet the gambit is to accept the sacrifice 

(declining the gambit brings only equality at best though it is 

frequently psychologically powerful) and then concentrating 

on speedy development, if necessary returning the extra ma¬ 

terial. In particular, Black should try to play P—Q4 as 

early as possible. 

One of the reasons for the third point is that experience has 

made most masters chary of defending a terribly cramped posi¬ 

tion because even though it may be theoretically adequate, it 

will be terribly difficult to find the correct replies in over-the- 

board play. 

In many cases White’s compensation for the Pawn is a 

strong center; in others it is only speedier or more effective 

development Frequently (notably in the Evans Gamb'l) 

B—QR3 prevents Black from castling. 
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Apart from these basic ideas, there is little more that pure 

strategic considerations can teach us about these gambits. The 

remainder is the tactical elaboration, although in each gambit 

there are specific ideas which are helpful for both attack and 

defense. 

In practical play, it will be found hdpful to ask the question 

whether the attack which White has is strong enough to over¬ 

come the material disadvantage. The answer is usually indi¬ 

cated by the state of development: if Black’s pieces are 

cramped, all on the back lines, his chances are poor, especially if 

his King is exposed, but if he has a free open game he should 

win or at least draw. 

It may be noted that the gambits have not disappeared from 

tournament chess because they have been refuted. On the 

contrary, modern research has strengthened them in many im¬ 

portant respects. The real reason why they are practically 

never seen is that defensive technique has become far stronger 

than in the days of Anderssen and Morphy. 

KING’S GAMBIT: 1 P—Ki, P—Ki; 2 P—KB4 

A. King’s Gambit Accepted: 2_PXP. 

The opening of the KB file makes it only too obvious that 

White’s assault will be directed against the Black KB2. Again, 

the fact that the Black KP is out of the way indicates that 

White will play P—Q4 as soon as possible. First, however, a 

defense against the threatened Q—R5ch must be found. 

In addition to the strong Pawn center, another idea which is 

often useful for White is the sacrifice of a piece to open the KB 

file. An instance is the Muzio Gambit: 3 Kt—KB3, P—KKt4; 

4 I)—B4, P—KtS; 5 O—O!, PXKt; 6 QXP, etc. with about 

even chances. 

On 3 Kt—KB3, the theoretically most adequate defense is 

3_P—KR3, to be followed by-P—KKt4. This is a 

very difficult line to handle. In practise the simplest is 3_ 

P—Q4, and if 4 PXP, Kt—KB3; 5 Kt—QB3, KtXP; 6 
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KtXKt, QXKt; 7 P—Q4, B—K21; 8 B-Q3, P—KKt4 (8 

_B—KB4 is good enough to equalize, but the text is mote 

energetic); 9 Q—K2 (to prevent castling, regain the Pawn), 

B—KB 41 and Black is adequately developed and has much the 

better of it. 

The reply 3 P—KKt4 (to 3 Kt—KB3) leads to enor¬ 

mous complications, the discussion of which is beyond the 

province of this book. No positional considerations other than 

those mentioned above occur; the interested reader should con¬ 

sult the appropriate columns in Practical Chess Openings. 

In the Bishop’s Gambit (3 B—B4 instead of 3 Kt—KB 3) 

White is prepared to move his King to KB1, confident that his 

strong center and excellent development will soon coordinate 

all his pieces satisfactorily. The usual type of counter with 

3 .... P—Q41; 4 BXP, Kt—KB3 is the simplest way for 

Black to equalize: 5 Kt—-QB3, B—QKt5; 6 Kt—B3, BXKt; 7 

QPXB, P—B3; 8 B—B4, QXQch; 9 KXQ, O-O; 10 BXP, 

KtXP etc. However, the counter-attack 3_P—Q4; 4 

BXP, Q—RSch; 5 K—Bl, P—KKt4 (the older line) is not 

good because Black has inadequate compensation for the dis¬ 

location of his pieces. 

Of the many alternate lines for both White and Black, the 

decision as to their value rests as a rule with tactics, not with 

strategy. 

B. King's Gambit Declined. 

The most important branch here is the Falkbeer Counter- 

Gambit, 2-P—Q4, which is designed to turn the tables 

and secure an attack for Black at the expense of a Pawn. 

Opinions of the Falkbeer have varied widely. At one time it 

was claimed that it was a complete refutation of the entire 

gambit. Spielmann, who had secured renown as the greatest 

living expert on gambits, was so impressed by it that he wrote 

an article “From the Sickbed of the King’s Gambit.” While 

the first extravagant claims had to be abandoned, it retained 

its force. It remained for some profound masters of the present 
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generation—Stoltz, Milner-Barry, above all Keres—to con¬ 

firm the old adage that Black can ill afford to undertake a 

counter-attack involving a sacrifice at an early stage. And 

once more White’s play is based on a familiar principle—con¬ 

centrate on speedy development rather than retention of the 

extra material. 

After the normal 3 KPXP (3 BPXP??, Q—R5ch; 4 P—Kt3, 

QXKPrfi is a typical trap), P—K5I the strength of Black’s 

game rests entirely on his Pawn at K5. Consequently 4 P— 

Q3 (after 3 KPXP, P—K5) is natural. Now we find much the 

same situat ion as in the regular gambits, except that the colors 

arc reversed. If Black recaptures his material, he drifts into a 

positionally inferior game. E.g., 4-QXP; S Q—K2, Kt— 

DM; 6 KI-- QB3, B—QKt5; 7 B—Q2, BXKt; 8 BXB, B— 

KKl.5;«) I'XI’, QXKP; 10 QXQ, KtXQ; 11 BXKKtP, etc. 

So Mack must play a true gambit with 4_Kt—KB3. 

Again the analogy holds: if White tries to hang on to his ma¬ 

terial, lie will only have equality at best, but if he disregards 

material and mumil rates on getting his pieces out quickly, he 

will got. t he hot tor of it.. The ideal realization of this plan is 5 

Q- K2I, OXi’; 0 Kt. QB3, B—QKtS; 7 B—Q2, BXKt; 8 

BXB, It K15;«) I'XI’, QXKP; 10 QXQch, KtXQ; 11 BXP 

with a clearly superior position. The strength of 5 Q—K2 lies 

in the fact, licit it. forces a series of exchanges which deprive 

Black of his most effectively placed pieces. Black is left with 

Bishop and Knight against two Bishops and has bad Pawns 

besides, which is loo much. 

The other main line of the Gambit Declined is 2_B—B4, 

made possible by t.hc fact that the tempting 3 PXP1 allows the 

devastating check 3_Q—R5ch. 

It should be remembered that the common 2_P—Q3? 

gives Black a cramped position and an inferior center for no 

good reason. 

After 2 .... B—B4 the normal development sequence is 3 

Kt—KB3, P—Q3; 4 Kt—B3, Kt—KB3; 5 B—B4, Kt—B3; 

6 P—Q3. 
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Then on 6 B—KKt5 (to break up the White King posi¬ 

tion); 7 P—KR3!, BXKt; 8 QXB, Kt—Q5; 9 Q—Kt3!, KtX 

Pch?; 10 K—Ql, KtXR; 11 QXP gives White a winning at¬ 

tack. Instead, however, Black can take the sting out of the 

White set-up with 6_B—K3!, which neutralizes the critical 

diagonal. True, after 7 B—Kt5, P—QR3; 8 BXKtch, PXB; 

9 Q—K2, PXP is advisable, when White gets a strong Pawn 

center, but that consideration is of minor importance because 

Black’s pieces are all well placed. 

As in the Vienna Game, on P—KBS at any stage, Black 

should react by preparing a break in the center with_P— 

Q4. 

Instead of simple development, White may elect to try to 

force a strong Pawn center at an early stage with P—QB3. 

Thus: 2 .... B—B4; 3 Kt—KB3, P—Q3; 4 P—B3. Black, 

however, may take advantage of the opportunity and initiate 

a counter-attack 4_P—B41 with good effect. On other 

moves White is apt to secure too strong a Pawn center. 

DANISH GAMBIT: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 P—Q4, PXP; 3 P—QB1 

A. Accepted: 3_PXP. 

With the usual 4 B—QB4 White gives up two Pawns to get 

excellent diagonals for his Bishops. Black can, if he wishes, ac¬ 

cept everything and hold on to it, but even though his position 

may be theoretically adequate, the attack is extremely hard to 

meet. 

Instead, he can force a favorable simplification by 4 .... 

PXP; 5 BXP, P—Q4!; 6 BXQP (after 6 PXP the critical 

diagonal QR2—KKt8 is blocked for White and Black can get 

his pieces out without any trouble), Kt—KB3; 7 BXPch, 

KXB; 8 QXQ, B—Kt5ch; 9 Q—Q2, BXQch; 10 KtXB, P- 

B4 and Black has much the better of the ending because his Q- 

* side Pawn majority can advance rapidly. 

If White sacrifices only one Pawn (4 KtXP instead of 1 

B—QB4) or if Black does not take the second Pawn, Black 
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must make sure that his Pawn position on the K-side will not 

be ruined. This can usually be done by-B—K3 early. 

E.g., 4 .... P—Q3; 5 KtXP, Kt—QB3; 6 Kt—B3, B—K3I 

(this takes the sting out of Q—Kt3) or 4 KtXP (instead of 4 

B—QB4), Kt—QB3; 5 B—QB4, P—Q3; 6 Q—Kt3, Q-Q2; 

7 Kt—B3, Kt—QR4! etc. Exchanges are the best way to re¬ 

duce the force of an attack. 

B. Danish Gambit Declined. 

There is no good way to decline the first Pawn, since the 

center would then be imperiled. But after 2_PXP; 3 P— 

QB3, P—Q4! is, as expected, quite sufficient. Then 4 KPXP 

is virtually forced, when either 4-QXP; 5 PXP, Kt— 

QB3; 6 Kt—KB 3, B—KKt5 (developing and bringing pressure 

to bear on the QP); 7 Kt—B3, B—Kt5; or 4_Kt—KB3; 

5 PXP, B—Kt5ch; 6 B—Q2, BXBch; 7 QXB, O—O is good 

enough for equality. Note how here too Black’s main concern 

is speedy development. 

VIENNA GAMBIT: 1 P—1«, P—K4; 2 Kt—QB3, JR—QB3; 
3 P—KB*. PXP 

This is one of the few cases where Black can afford to hold 

on to his material. The reason is that the development of the 

QKt at QB3 is not particularly favorable in the King’s Gambit 

or allied lines. The line with 4 Kt—B3, P—KKt4; 5 P—Q4, 

P—Kt5; 6 B—B4, PXKt (Pierce Gambit) has been refuted; 

likewise 5 P—KR4, P—Kt5; 6 Kt—KKt5, P—KR3; 7 KtXP, 

KXKt; 8 P—Q4, P—Q4! is not adequate because of the loss of 

SCOTCH GAMBIT: I P—K*. P—Kt; 2 KI—KB3, Kt—QB3; 
3 P—Q*. PXP 

This is somewhat more promising for the attacker, though it 

need not be feared by Black. On 4 B—QB4, B—B4; 5 P—B3, 

PXP (5_P—Q6 and straight development equalizes); 

6 KtXP, P—Q3; 7 Q—Kt3!, Q-Q2; 8 Kt—Q5!, KKt—K2; 9 

Q—B3, O—O leaves the chances about even. Note that 
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White’s trumps are his superior development and the pressure 

on Black’s EBP. 

The Scotch may also transpose into a variety of other open- 

EVANS GAMBIT: 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3; 3 B—Bi, 
B—B4; 4 P—QKt4 

A. Evans Gambit Accepted: 4-BXP; 5 P—B3, B—R4; 

6P—Q4. 

One theoretical reason why this gambit has retained its 

virulence is that the freeing_P—Q4 is not feasible. 

In addition to the usual ideas of pressure against the KBP 

and cramping the Black game generally, there are two valuable 

subsidiary ideas here: setting up a strong Pawn center and pre¬ 

venting castling by B—QR3. 

The older defenses run 6 .... PXP; 7 O—O, P—Q3; 8 

PXP. Black’s position is then constricted, but playable, al¬ 

though as so often there would perhaps be immense difficulties 

in practise. The great trouble for the defender is that the 

White Pawn center cannot be budged, so that Black must 

resort to many a peculiar maneuver to get his pieces out 

decently. 

The Lasker Defense, which put the Evans out of business, 

envisages giving the Pawn back in order to secure the better 

ending. It is: 6-P—Q3 and if then 7 O—O, B—Kt3! 

Black hits at the White center immediately, for it is these 

Pawns which constrict his pieces. Then 8 PXP, PXP; 9 

QXQch, KtXQ; 10 KtXP, B—K3 leads to an ending where 

Black’s Pawn structure is superior. Moreover, the mere fact 

that an ending has been reached is psychologically depressing 

for the gambit player. Again, if White does not recapture the 

Pawn, he will find that the constant threat to his center puts a 

crimp in his attacking plans. 

The most promising for White after 6_P—Q3 is 7 Q - 

Kt3, to hit at the enemy’s weakness before the center is cleared. 

Then 7 .... Q—Q2; 8 PXP!, B—Kt3!; 9 QKt—Q2' regains 
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the Pawn and retains some attacking prospects. Black cannot 

afford to recapture because of B—QR3 later, preventing 

castling. 

B. Evans Gambit Declined: 4_B—Kt3. 

The ideas in the resulting positions do not differ much from 

the similar lines in the Giuoco Piano, into which White may- 

transpose. It should be noted that White cannot afford to 

take the KP after 5 P—Kt5, Kt—R4; because of 6 KtXP, 

Kt—R3! White may try to get the upper hand in the center by 

5 B—Kt2, P—Q3; 6 P—QR4, P—QR3; 7 P—Kt5, PXP; 8 

PXP, RXR; 9 BXR for if 9 .... Kt—Ktl; 10 P—Q4 is 

strong. But both 9_Kt—QR4 and 9_Kt—Q5 are 

playable although on the latter White may secure a target by 

10 BXKt, PXB; 11 O—O, Kt—B3; 12 P—Q3 and eventually 

hitting at the QP and penetrating on the QR file. 



Chapter III 

KING PAWN OPENINGS 

PART II 

ALL REPLIES TO 1 P—K4 OTHER THAN 1 .... P—K4 

While the defenses here differ radically in some respects, 

they are very much alike in others. 

In the first place, in all, the attack on Black’s vulnerable 

KB2, which played so predominant a role in the 1 P—K4, 

P—K4 lines, is virtually non-existent here. For this reason 

the game is much more positional in character. 

In the second place, Black’s Pawn structure is as a rule in¬ 

ferior in the opening. This should not be surprising, since he 

omits the natural_P—K4. It does not follow, however, 

that all these openings are therefore poor: the only justifiable 

conclusion is that the struggle for equality (or counter-attack) 

becomes far more complex and depends to a far larger extent 

on the Pawn skeleton. 

The role of_P—Q4 by Black points to a further essentia] 

similarity and dissimilarity. We saw in the 1 P—K4, P—K4 

group that if Black can succeed in playing-P—Q4 without 

immediate ill effects, his opening problem is solved. We also 

saw how difficult it is for him to force the advance against good 

play, especially against the Ruy Lopez or Giuoco Piano. 

In these openings, however.P—Q4 is relatively easy 

(except for the Sicilian Defense) but does not yield immediate 

equality. For Black’s objective is to liquidate or neutralize t Ik; 

entire center and when he does play .... P—Q4 he has only 

taken care of the White KP. He must then also hit at (lie 

White QP, assuming, as is almost always the case, that that 

65 
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has been played to Q4. Consequently, to secure complete 

freedom,_P—Q4 must be followed by_P—QB4, or 

_P—K4 (just as_P—K4 had to be followed by_ 

P—Q4 or-P—KIM). Unlike the analogous case in 1 P— 

K4, P—K4, where_P—KB4 has to be prepared carefully 

because it weakens the K-position, here_P—QB4 can and 

should be played whenever it is physically possible. Sometimes 

(as in the Sicilian).P—QB4 comes first: in that event_ 

P—Q4 must be the goal. In other words, Black must hit at the 

center with his Pawns to secure equality, and he can do it in 

these openings by .... P—Q4 and .... P—-QB4 (usually) or 

_P—Q4 and_P—K4 (less often) or-P—QB4 and 

.... P—Q4 (exceptional). 

FRENCH DEFENSE: 1 P—K4, P—K3 

The French Defense is ideal for a good defensive player. Be¬ 

cause there are so many variations where Black must assume a 

temporarily cramped position, some masters have felt—and 

tried to demonstrate—that it is unsound, but ever and again 

the attacks have been made to recoil. Most of Black’s prob¬ 

lems arise from the lack of development of his QB (which ex¬ 

plains why the opening has so much in common with the 

Queen’s Gambit) and of his K-side. White usually tries to take 

advantage of his opponent’s lack of room by a K-side attack 

coupled with a cramping bind in the center; Black’s defense 

consists of a center break and judicious development. From 

time to time it would appear that one side has the upper hand, 

but the balance is always restored. 

One great merit of the opening is that it affords plenty of 

scope for the imagination. 

After the natural 2 P—Q4, P—Q4 an examination of the 

Pawn structure will reveal the objectives for both sides. 

White’s center Pawns are better, so he is out to keep the 

status quo or to improve it by P—K5, P—KB4, etc., eventually 

P—KBS. Black has a cramped position and can free himself 

only by bitting at the White Pawns. For this reason P— 
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QB4 is vital for Black in the French Defense. He can usually, 

though not always, equalise by playing-P—QB4, but he 

can never get an even game if he does not advance his QBP. 

A subsidiary freeing maneuver is_P—KB3, when White 

has moved his KP up. Further, Black’s QB is a special prob¬ 

lem because it is bound to be blocked behind a mass of Pawns 

for quite a while. Unless_P—K4 can be forced, which is 

rarely the case, the B must be kept inactive in the opening or at 

best fianchettoed at QKt2. 

White can prevent the liberation of the Black QB once and 

for all by playing P—K5. As long as White Pawns remain at 

Q4 and K5, Black’s QB is hemmed in and his Kt is deprived of 

its best square. We shall refer to such a set-up with White 

Pawns at Q4 and K5, Black Pawns at Q4 and S3, as the cramp¬ 

ing Pawn chain. 

For the next few moves there are three principal motifs for 

White: 1) simplification; 2) keeping the tension in the center; 

3) creation of the cramping Pawn chain with P—K5. In gen¬ 

eral, simplification is too simple and poses no real problems, 

while the trouble with the cramping Pawn chain is that it ex¬ 

poses White to an immediate counter-attack against his center 

Pawns, which usually results in disrupting them. However, 

the question as to whether the Pawns can be maintained or not 

at Q4 and K5 at any given time can only be answered tacti¬ 

cally. Finally, the longer White can maintain the tension the 

better it is for him. 

There are four principal continuations for White on his 

third move: 3 PXP (simplification), 3 Kt—QB3, 3 Kt—Q2 

(keeping the tension) and 3 P—K5 (setting up the cramping 

Pawn chain). 

I. 3 PXP (The Exchange Variation) is rarely adopted if 

White hopes to secure an advantage. The reason is dear 

enough: after 3 PXP, PXP the positions are perfectly sym 

metrical when all that White can rely on is his extra move. 

Note too that Black’s QB is no longer a problem and that since 

there is no superior White Pawn in the center, the necessily for 
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-P—QB4 by Black has been removed. Straight develop¬ 

ment equalizes. 

Frequently the Exchange Variation is played by White in 

order to force a draw. In that event, Black, if he so chooses, 

can well afford to play for a win by breaking the symmetry. 

E.g., 4 Kt—KB3, B—Q3; 5 B—Q3, Kt—QB3!; 6 P—B3, 

KKt—K2!; 7 O-O, B—KKtS; 8 R—Kl, Q—Q2; 9 B—KKtS, 

P—B3 etc. with attacking prospects (10 B—R4, P—KR4I; 11 

QKt—Q2, P—KKt4; 13 B—Kt3, BXB; 14 RPXB, O— 

0-0). 

II. 3 Kt—QB3 is the most obvious way to maintain the ten¬ 

sion. Now it is up to Black to choose the mold into which the 

game is to be poured. He can either simplify, or counter-at¬ 

tack, or maintain the tension as well. 

A. Simplification: 3_PXP. While this avoids many pit- 

fails and difficulties, its weakness is that it abandons the center, 

so that Black can at best equalize after a long and hard fight. 

The question then to be determined is whether Black will be 

able to play-P—QB4 or not. It appears that he can, after 

4 KtXP, Kt—Q2; 5 Kt—KB3, KKt—B3; 6 KtXKtch, KtX 

Kt; 7 B—Q3, P—B4!; 8 PXP, BXP; 9 0-0, 0-0; 10 B— 

KKtS, P—QKt3; 11 Q—K2, B—Kt2; 12 QR—Q1 (Diagram 

No. 14A). While Black’s game is playable it is not wholly 

satisfactory. White has the majority of Pawns on the Q-side 

(a great endgame advantage), a possible K-side attack. 

B. Counter-attack: 3_B—KtS. This threatens to win a 

Pawn and thus compels White to take some action about the 

center. (It should be noted that the alternative counter-at¬ 

tack 3 .... P—QB4? is refuted by 4 KPXP, KPXP; S Kt— 

KB3, Kt—KB 3; 6 B—KKt5 and Black’s center is too weak.) 

Again White has a large gamut of possibilities. These fall 

into the usual three classes of simplification, keeping the ten¬ 

sion and cramping Pawn chain, but there are two more now be¬ 

cause Black has weakened his K-side by playing out his B: 

attack against the Black King’s wing and sacrifice of the center 

Pawn to secure quick development. 
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Simplification with 4 PXP, as usual, leads to nothing better 

than equality. 

Keeping the tension is posable with either 4 B—Q2 or 4 B— 

Q3. 4 B—Q3 fails because it does not prevent_P—QB4, 

while on 4 B—Q2, Kt—K2; the only important independent 

line is 5 PXP, when 5-PXP equalizes as always. 

Setting up the cramping Pawn chain with 4 P—K5 is most 

popular. Then the natural 4-P—QB4 follows. Now the 

struggle revolves around whether White will be able to main' 

tain his Pawns in the center or not. The thought which comes 

to mind first is 5 B—Q2, to unpin the Kt and exchange the 

enemy KB, thus gaining the upper hand on the Black squares. 

But this can be met adequately by the immediate 5-Kt— 

QB3, bitting at the White center. Then on 6 Kt—KtS, BX 

Bch; 7 QXB, KtXQP!; 8KtXKt(8Kt—Q6ch is meaningless), 

PXKt; 9 QXP, Kt—K2 and Black will soon be able to ex¬ 

change the White KP or gain adequate counterplay by 

strengthening his center. 

More enterprising for White is 5 P—QR3, when the game 

may again branch off. On 5-BXKtch; 6 PXB White has 

the two Bishops and superiority on the Black squares, but the 

inferior Pawn position on the Q-side. His policy should be an 

attack against the enemy K-side Pawn position (P—KB4, P— 

KKt4, eventually P—BS), which will give him a good attack 

regardless of which side Black castles on. Black can, however, 

take the sting out of such an advance by suitable exchanges. 

5-PXP (instead of 5-BXKtch); 6 PXB, PXKt in¬ 

volves a Pawn sacrifice by White, since 7 PXP?, Q—B2! is 

bad. But 7 Kt—B3, followed by Q—Q4, B—Q3, etc. gives 

White enough for the Pawn. 

The attack against the Black Kings wing is initiated by 4 

Q—Kt4. This looks plausible, but is refuted by vigorous 

counter-action in the center: 4-Kt—KB3; 5 QXKtP, R 

Ktl; 6 Q—R6, R—Kt3; 7 Q—K3, P—QB4! etc. 

The sacrifice to secure quick development with 4 Kt- K2 is 

good if Black tries to hold on to the Pawn, but is refuted by 
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the usual strong reply to a gambit—concentration on getting 

the pieces out: 4_PXP; S P—QR3, B—K2!; 6 KtXP, 

Kt—QB3 (violation of the rule that_P—QB4 is vital for 

Black but nevertheless not to be censured because White is 

thereby forced on the defensive); 7 B—K3, Kt—B3 and Black’s 

game is satisfactory. 

Finally, there is a move which unites a number of motifs: 

4 P—QR3. White wishes to strengthen the center and then 

attack the Black K-side. After 4_BXKtch; 5 PXB, PXP 

followed by counter-action on the Q-side leads to a game with 

chances for both sides. 

It should be remembered that after 3-B—Kt5 the idea 

of weakening the defender on the Black squares plays an im¬ 

portant part in the proceedings. 

C. Keeping the Tension: 3 Kt—KB3. The most com¬ 

mon and, in a sense, the most natural. The many variations 

and sub-variations are best understood in the light of the fol¬ 

lowing main line: 4 B—KKt5, B—K2; 5 P—K5, KKt—Q2; 6 

BXB, QXB; 7 Q—Q2, O-O; 8 P—B4, P—QB4; 9 Kt—B3, 

Kt—QB3; 10 0-0—0, P—B3; 11 KPXP, QXP; 12 P— 

KKt3, PXP; 13 KKtXP (Diagram No. 13F). In the final 

position we must concede White a slight plus because of Black’s 

weak and exposed KP. Black may try to build up an attack, 

but he is not likely to be successful. On the other hand, White’s 

advantage is so minimal that he can readily be pardoned for 

attempting to secure more. Thus improvements for both sides 

must be examined. 

First let us review the motifs for both sides in the light of 

what has been said. 

1. White kept the tension as long as he was able to. On his 

5th move be had to break and, rather than simplify, (which 

leads to nothing) he set up the cramping Pawn chain. 

2. Once this Pawn chain is set up, Black is constrained to try 

to dissolve it by P—QB4 and P—KB3. He suc¬ 

ceeds, but must avoid certain other weaknesses. One positive 

feature of this defense is that the square KB4 should be used 
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for the Kt, which should be safeguarded there by_P— 

KR4 (Diagram No. 14B). Sometimes White may be able to 

chase the Kt away, but only by the sequence P—KKt3, P— 

KR3 (the order is important—if first P—KR3, P—R5 blocks 

the KtP) and P—KKt4, which always costs a good deal of 

time and frequently weakens the K-position. 

3. Since the Pawn structure is so crucial in this opening, 

it is essential to examine the various possibilities in greater de¬ 

tail, as illustrated in Diagrams No. 13A-E. 

First of all, we have the case which is best for Black, 13A. 

Here his only weakness is the KP, but he need not fear any at¬ 

tack on the K-side (structure of the main line). It goes almost 

without saying that the liberating_P—K4 must always be 

prevented by White. 

Next, in 13B, Black plays only_P—QB4. The difference 

between this and the previous line is great. White exchanges, 

and has a position which is superior in both endgame and mid¬ 

dle game. In the ending, he will stand particularly well if he 

has a Kt vs. a B, because so many Black Pawns are on White. 

The key square for his pieces is Q4, the key move for the attack 

is P—KB5 (after P—KKt4). 

13C is again inferior for Black. Here he has tried only_ 

P—KB3 and White has captured. The result is that his KP is 

held in a vise and he has no compensatory play on the Q-side, 

as in A. White has both the better ending and a strong attack 

against Black’s K-side. 

13D is the result of bad timing: Black has played both 

freeing moves, P—QB4 and P—KB3, but has al¬ 

lowed White to reinforce the Pawns so that the result is a 

White center more solid than ever. In this type of Pawn posi¬ 

tion the White attack is usually overwhelming, but in the end¬ 

ing, White’s plus is mrnrmgl 

Finally, in 13E we have the do-nothing position: Bliirk 

makes no attempt to free himself. Here White of course has 

the better ending, but can secure a crushing attack with P— 

KKt4, P—KBS. 
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POSITIONS IN THE FRENCH DEFENSE 

(Black makes do Pawn moves other than those shown) 

Ho. 13A No. 13B 

White’s advantage is minimal. White is a little better off. 

No. 13C No. 13D ' 

White is a little better off.' White has much the better of it. 

Now we can return to the variations, which will be treated 

as deviations from the main line. 

On White’s 10th move, White may wish to exchange Pawns 

and castle on the K.-side, thus eliminating any Black counter¬ 

chances based on attack. The trouble with this is that he can¬ 

not then prevent the freeing P—K4. On 10 P—KKt3, 

P—B3; 11PXKBP, KtXBPI; 12 B—Kt2, PXP; 13 KKtXP, 

P—K4I gives more than adequate counterplay. Or 10 PXP, 
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POSITIONS IN THE FRENCH DEFENSE 

N0.13B Ha-tST 

KtxBP; 11 B—Q3, P—B3; 12 PXP, QXP, when the KBP w 

attacked, and after 13 P—KKt3, KtXBch; 14 PXB, P—K4! 

is adequate. 
On White’s 8th move he may try to make room for his gm 

and thus hold the center Pawns to secure 13D. The monke y 

wrench which disrupts the machinery here is the sacrifice of the 

exchange at KB6 to disrupt White’s Pawns (a motif of frequent. 
S^Lce): 8 Kt-Ql, P-QB4; 9 P-^B3, Kt-<2B3; 10 J» 
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KB4, P—B3; 11 Kt—B3, PXQP; 12 BPXP, PXP; 13 BPXP, 

RXKtl; 14 PXR, Q—R5ch and Black will get at least two 

Pawns for the exchange, in addition to a strong center. 

The importance of correct timing for Black may be seen from 

the sad results of 7-P—QR3, instead of 7 — O—O. 

Then 8 P—B4, P—QB4; 9 Kt—B3, Kt—QB3; 10 PXP, KtX 

BP; 11 B—Q3, B—Q2 (11-0—0 would be even worse); 

12 0—0, P—KR3 (to castle without allowing BXPch); 13 

QR—K1 and White has all the play (structure 13B). 

The attempt on White’s 7th move to solidify the center Pawn 

position introduces a new motif for Black. 7 Kt—Ql, P—QB4; 

is refuted by the exchange sacrifice as above. But 7 Kt—Kt5 

is harder to meet. Then 7_Kt—Kt3; 8 P—QB3, P—QR3 

(necessary to prevent Kt—Q6); 9 Kt—QR3, P—QB4!; 10 

Kt—B2, Kt—R5; 11 R—Ktl, P—QKt4; 12 P—KB4, Kt— 

B3; 13 Kt—B3, B—Q2. White has succeeded in keeping bis 

Pawns straight, but at the cost of weakening his Q-side, where 

Black’s counter is sufficient. 

On White’s 6th move, we get the most important strengthen¬ 

ing of the attack: 6 P—KR4! Theoretically, the reason why 

this sacrifice is good is that it prevents normal development by 

Black and creates tension all over again. It is essential to 

recognize that accepting the sacrifice is not advisable because of 

White’s subsequent command of the KR file: 6 .... BXB; 7 

PXB, QXP; 8 Kt—R3, Q—K2; 9 Kt—B4, P—QR3; 10 Q— 

Kt4!, P—KKt3; 11 0—0—0 and Black’s extra Pawn is use¬ 

less. Likewise the normal 6 0—O is refuted by 7 B—Q3, 

P—QB4; 8 Kt—R3! etc. with a powerful attack. 

There are no new positional motifs introduced by Black’s 

replies. The chief point worth noting is that after 6_P— 

QB4; 7 BXB, KXB1 (better than 7 .... QXB; 8Kt—Kt5); 

8 P—B4, Kt—QB3; 9 PXP, KtXBP; 10 Q—Kt4!, K—Bl; 11 

0—O—O the attack can be effectively continued with R— 

R3! —Kt3 etc. 

It has been established that the most adequate defense for 

Black is 6 .... P—KB31 Then 7 PXP, KtXP leads to Pawn 
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structure 13A after_P—QB4, which is enough to equalize 

for Black. The most promising appears to be 7 B—Q3!, P— 

QB4!; 8 Q—R5ch, K—Bl; 9 KPXP, KtXP; 10 BXKt when 

White has some hopes of getting the better of it because of 

Black’s exposed King position. 

All told, Alekhine’s attack (6 P—KR4) remains a powerful 

weapon. 

The attempt by Black to avoid a constricted position with 

5-Kt—K5 (instead of 5-KKt—Q2 in the main line) 

is refuted by 6 BXB, QXB; 7 KtXKt, PXKt; 8 Q—K2I, 

when the KP is too weak. 

On White's 5th move he may try to build up a vigorous attack 

with 5 BXKtl (in the main line), BXB; 6 P—K5, B—K2; 7 

Q—Kt4. Here White intends to castle long and hammer at 

theBlackKing. The plan is not easy tomeet: the best is to get 

rid of the cramping KP: 7_O—O; 8 B—Q3, P—-QB4; 9 

PXP, P—KKt31; 10 Q—R3, Kt—B3; 11 P—B4, BXP; 12 

Kt—B3, P—B3!. Should Black defend with 9 .... P—B4 (in¬ 

stead of 9 .... P—KKt3); 10 Q—R3!, BXP; 11 0-0-0 

and eventually P—KKt4 the assault is not easy to ward off. 

This variation has speculative possibilities for both sides: 

White is active on the K-side, Black on the other wing. 

On Black's 4th move there are two promising deviations: the 

counter-attack 4_B—Kt5 (the McCutcheon Variation) 

and simplification with 4_PXP. 

In the McCutcheon, 4_B—KtS, improvements have 

lately appeared for both sides. 

Simplification with 5 PXP is much better than in other lines 

because 5-QXP allows the weakening of the Black K-side 

with 6 BXKt, PXB. However, Black’s two Bishops and 

otherwise sound position make this slight advantage too slight 

to be of value. 

It had always been believed that the refutation of the Mc¬ 

Cutcheon was 5 P—K5, P—KR3; 6 B—Q2, BXKt; 7 FXU, 

Kt—KS (Black’s moves are all forced); 8 Q—Kt4, with a vig 

orous attack. But since Black’s only weakness consists of liiti 
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cramped position, if he can develop in time and castle long, 

he will be out of danger: 8 .... P—KKt3; 9 B—Q3, KtXB; 10 

KXKt, P—QB4. Here on the older 11 P—KR4, Kt—B3!; 

12 R—R3, PXP; 13 PXP, Q—Kt3I foils the sacrifice BXP 

and initiates a strong assault for the second player. But the 

newer 11 Kt—B3I gives White excellent attacking chances, 

e.g. 11 .... Kt—B3?; 12 PXPI, Q—K2; 13 Q—KB4, QXP; 

14 Kt—Q4, or 11 .... PXP; 12 PXP, Kt—B3; 13 QR—Ktl, 

and Black’s game remains uncomfortably cramped. 

The simplification 4-PXP (in the main line) is much 

stronger than on the previous move because the pin 4 B—KKt5 

is then deprived of most of its value. There are several un¬ 

usual possibilities: if Black avoids the weakening of his K-side 

Pawns, White can secure better endgame prospects by ex¬ 

changing PXP on an eventual P—QB4 and capitalizing 

on his Q-side majority of Pawns: 5 KtXP, B—K2; 6 BXKt, 

BXB (better 6 .... PXB); 7 Kt—KB3, Kt—Q2; 8 P—B3, 

Q-K2; 9 Q—B2, P—B4; 10 PXP, KtXP; 11 B—KtSch, B— 

Q2; 12 BXBch, KtXB; 13 O—O—O. Since this normal line 

is not quite good enough Black is better off if he recaptures 

with the Pawn on his 6th move above. Then he has a cramped 

position, it is true, but without any tangible objects for attack. 

He develops by_Kt—-Q2,_P—-QKt3,_P—QB3, 

_Q—B2,_O—0—O and can then count on the open 

KKt file to get some counteiplay. An early_P—KB4 is 

also feasible. 

Finally, we come to alternatives on White’s fourth move (in¬ 

stead of 4 B—KKt5). 4 B—Q3 is, as always, refuted by_ 

P—QB4. 4 P—K5 is, however, harder to meet. Then 4_ 

KKt—Q2 must be followed by an immediate assault on the 

White center: 5 QKt—K2 (5 P—B4, P—QB4; 6 PXP, Kt— 

QB3 is similar to the 5 BXKt line above), P—-QB4; 6 P— 

QB3 and now 6 .... PXP; 7 PXP, P—B3!, for if 8 P—B4, 

PXP; and now 9 BPXP? is refuted by 9_Q—R5ch; 10 

Kt—Kt3, B—KtSch etc. On the other hand, if Black takes no 

immediate measures against the center Pawns, White secures a 
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strong attack: 5 .... P—QB4; 6 P—QB3, Kt—QB3; 7 P 

KB4, Q—Kt3; 8 Kt—B3, P—B3; 9 P—QR3 (to clarify the 

Pawn situation), PXKP (better 9 .... P—QR4); 10 BPXP.. 

PXP; 11 PXP, B—K2; 12 Kt—B4 and Black has insufficient 

compensation for his weakened King position. 

III. 3 Kt—Q2 also holds the tension, but avoids the pin, 

which was so strong in many 3 Kt—QB3 variations, and leaves 

the QBP free to support the QP. Thus it has much theoretical 

support, but its great drawback is that it offers no adequate 

refutation of 3 .... P—QB4. On 4 PXKP, KPXP (4 .... 

QXP is also possible); 5 B—KtSch (or 5 KKt—B3, KKt—B3), 

B—Q2; 6 Q—K2ch, Q—K2; 7 QXQch, BXQ; 8 BXBch, 

KtXB; 9 PXP, KtXP; 10 Kt—Kt3, Kt—R5I the isolated 

QP is too slight a weakness for practical purposes. In all varia¬ 

tions with the isolated QP White posts a piece (preferably a 

Kt) at Q4, while Black counters by placing his Kt at K5 and, if 

possible, at QBS. It is worth noting that the normal 3_ 

Kt—KB3 though risky may be played with the finesse 4 P— 

K5, KKt—Q2; 5 B—Q3, P—QB4; 6 P—QB3, P—QKt3l; 7 Kt 

—K2, B—R3; 8 BXB, KtXB; 9 O-O, P—Kt3; 10 Kt- 

B3, B—Kt2 and White, shorn of his Bishop, cannot do much. 

IV. 3 P—KS sets up the cramping Pawn chain and judgment 

of the variation depends on the tactical problem of how well 

the Pawns can be maintained. After 3_P—QB4, there are 

two possibilities for White: hold the Pawns in the center at any 

cost, or give up one Pawn in order to retain the other. 

The first fails after 4 P—QB3, Kt—QB3; 5 P—KB4?, PXP; 

6 PXP, Q—Kt3; 7 Kt—KB3, Kt—R3; 8 B—Q3, B—Q2 and 

White is in trouble. 

To hold the QP White must resort to unnatural develop¬ 

ment: 4 P—QB3, Kt—QB3; 5 Kt—KB3, Q—Kt3; 6 B-Q3, 

PXP; 7 PXP, B—Q2; 8 B—K2, KKt—K2; 9 P—QKt3, 

Kt—B4; 10 B—Kt2, B—Kt5ch; 11 K—Bl, P—KR4; 12 P 

Kt3, R—QB1; 13 K—Kt2, P—Kt3 and eventually .... P 

KB3 or play on the QB file is sufficient. 

One good idea for White which can, however, rarely be real 
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ized, is to play PXBP at an appropriate moment, since it is 

chiefly the KP which cramps the opponent's game. 

4 Q—Kt4 is played with a view to sacrificing the QP (often 

only temporarily) in order to hold the Pawn at K5 and keep 

Black’s K-side cramped. But it too fails against a determined 

assault on the White center: 4_Kt—QB3 (or 4_PXP 

followed by hitting at the KP and_P—KB3 early); S 

Kt—KIM, KKt—K2; 6 P—B3, Kt—B4; 7 B—Q3, PXP! and 

White must resort to an inadequate sacrifice or a levelling ex¬ 

change. 

Least pretentious is 4 Kt—KB3, to which, however, there is 

the usual variety of good replies based on hitting the White 

center Pawns. One interesting idea for Black is to play the 

KKt to QH3 and the QKt to Q2. An idea worth remembering 

for White is to allow the exchange of his KP in order to sub¬ 

stitute a piece [or llic Pawn: e.g., 4 Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3; 5 B— 

Q3, PX P; 6 0-0, P—B3; 7 B—QKt51, B—Q2; 8 BXKt, 

PXB; 0 QXP, PXP; 10 QXKP, Kt—B3; 11 B—B4, but 

Black’s two Bishops and otherwise strong center are adequate. 

On White’s third move, inferior lines (any alternative to the 

four given) an: refuted by advance of the QBP. 

An excellent rule in all variations for Black is never to block 

his QBP with his QKt. 

Alternatives on While’s second move have little more than 

academic interest, since by advancing in the center Black 

secures theoretical equality at once. The most interesting is 

2 Q—K2 (Tcliigorin’s Attack), which is played with a view to 

leaving the Q4 square in Black’s control and instead concen¬ 

trating on the K-sidc: 2 .... P—QB4; 3 P—KB4, Kt—QB3; 

4 Kt—KB3, KKt—K2; S P—KKt3, when 5 .... P-Q4; 6 

P—Q3 does leave Black’s game somewhat cramped, but S_ 

P—KKt3, to strengthen control of QS, is enough to equalize. 

CARO-K.ANN DEFENSE: 1 P—K4, P—QB3 

This defense is motivated by a desire to secure the good 

features of the French (prevention of any attack cm KB 2) and 
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to avoid the bad ones (cramped game, especially due to the fact 

that the QB is shut in). However, it is subject to the theoreti¬ 

cal disadvantage of supporting a center Pawn (Q4) not with 

another center Pawn (as in the French) but with a side Pawn. 

It thus becomes easier for White to get the upper hand in the 

center. On the whole, it is safer than the French, but offers 

fewer opportunities for counterplay. 

After the normal 2 P—Q4, P—Q4 White has four distinct 

motifs, the elaboration of which vary a good deal from their 

analogues in the French. They are: maintaining the tension, 

attack, simplification, and setting up the cramping Pawn chain. 

I. 3 Kt—QB3, maintaining ike tension, is much less compli¬ 

cated than its analogue in the French because the reply 3 .... 

PX Pis virtually forced. (Both 3_P—K3and3_Kt— 

KB3; 4 P—K5 lead to unfavorable lines of the French since 

Black must eventually play_P—QB4 and has thus lost a 

move.) After 3-PXP; 4 KtXP Black’s replies are again 

more limited. He can develop in one of three ways: 

A. 4 _ Kt—KB3 challenges the domineering enemy 

horseman. To secure an advantage there are now two motifs 

for White: to try to disrupt the Black Pawn position, or to 

avoid exchanges, relying on his lead in development. 5 KtX 

Ktch breaks up the Black Pawns, and yields a minimal end¬ 

game advantage. After 5_KPXKt (Diagram No. ISA); 

Black has no compensation for his minority of Pawns on the 

Q-side; the sole reason why he can so often draw in practise is 

that the White majority is so bard to exploit. Nevertheless, 

regardless of how White continues, Black’s game remains too 

passive. The Pawn position on 5 .... KtPXKt is much less 

favorable for White. 

One point is noteworthy in both the above lines. It is that 

White must handle his Pawn majority more skillfully than 

might be supposed because an unsupported Pawn at Q4 may 

well be a handicap in the ending. Its value is restrictive; once 

there is nothing to restrict its value is virtually gone. Hence 

he should play for an attack by avoiding exchanges. In the 
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first line, after 5-KPXKt, an early Q—R5! surprisingly 

is hard to meet. E.g., 6 B—QB4, B—Q3; 7 Q—RSI, O—O: 

8 Kt—K2, P—KKt3; 9 Q—B3, R—Kl; 10 B—KR6, B— 

KB 4; 110—0—0, B—K5; 12 Q—QKt3 yields a strong attack. 

In the above 7 Q—K2ch, B—K2 and then 8 Q—R5 may be 

even stronger. In the second line, after 5-KtPXKt; 6 

Kt—K2! preserves the pressure, e.g., 6_B—B4; 7 Kt— 

Kt3, B~—Kt3; 8 P—KR4, P—KR3; 9 P—RS, B—R2; 10 

P—QB3, Q- Kt3; 11 B—QB4 and Black remains cramped. 

The point here is that Black’s pieces are thoroughly disor¬ 

ganized, while White’s work together as a perfect team. White 

need not hurry matters; all that he has to do is develop nor¬ 

mally, and then when Black has castled build up an attack 

there. 

5 Kt Kt3, P K3; 6 Kt—B3, P—B4I; 7 B—Q3, Kt—B3 

(Diagram No. 15 B, also 14 A) leads to a type of Pawn position 

which frequently occurs. Here there are two motifs for White: 

he may rely on his Q-sidc majority and play PXP, P—QR3, 

P—-QK14, P OIU, when his advantage will tell most in the 

endgame, as a rule, though he may also quite justifiably play 

for an attack against, the crimped Black King position (B— 

Kt2, B—Q3, <) 4), 0 - K.2, Kt—K5, P—B4, Kt—R5—often 

effective sacrifices an; feasible). Black’s counterplay in such 

cases consists of ju< I icious exchanges and securing control of the 

Queen’s file. Or While may submit to the isolated Pawn in 

order to secure a powerful outpost for his Kt at K5. Here he 

speculates solely on attack. He expects to continue with B— 

Q3, Kt—K5, O- O, B—KKt5 (or B—K3), P—B4, eventually 

either P—B5 or Kt—RS, or both, depending on circumstances. 

Black’s counterplay then will be based on the unassailable 

anchor at Q4, while exchanges will lead to an ending which is 

favorable for him, rather than merely equal. 

B. 4_B—B4 avoids the Pawn structure pitfalls of the 

alternative, but loses an extra move in devdopment, so that 

after 5 Kt—Kt3, B—Kt3 Black’s role is more passive than 

ever. The Black QB may be able to assist Black in building up 
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pressure against the White Q-side, so that it is a good idea lo 

offer to exchange it. Eventually White will then have the 

superior Pawn structure and Blach will have no compensation. 

PA WN POSITIONS IN TBS CARO-KANN DEFENSE 

Ho. ISA Ho. 15B 

White has the better endgame. White has an advantage in both mid¬ 
dle game and endgame. 

Ho. 15C Ho. 1SD 

The chances are even. Black’s Pawn structure is superior. 

To pursue this motif effectively, there are three points for 

White to remember: the position of the Black QB must lie 

undermined to force the exchange; White will get Pawn |Mo¬ 

tion 15B under favorable circumstances; he can exploit this 
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Pawn structure best by avoiding unnecessary changes. As 

mentioned above, Black’s role is passive and he cannot put any 

meaningful obstacles in White’s way, but must await events as 

they come. 

White can execute his plan (after 5 Kt—Kt3, B—Kt3) by 

6 P—KR4I, 1’—KR3 (forced); 7 Kt—B3, Kt—B3; 8 B—Q3, 

BXB (as a result of the move of the RP there is no choice); 

9 QXB, QKt—Q2; 10 B-Q2, P—K3; 11 0-0-0 (White 

castles long because his K-side has been weakened), Q—B2 

and now 12 K -Ktl! (rather than 12 KR—Kl, B—Q3; 13 

Kt—K4, KlXKt; 14 QXKt, Kt—B3; 15 Q—K2, B—B5 

when the excessive blood-letting has relieved Black), B—Q3 

(though Black is better off if he defers this for a while); 13 

Kt—K4, Kl X KL; 14 QXKt, Kt—B3; 15 Q—K2. White has 

reached his goal: there arc still two minor pieces on each side, 

he has the up|K:r hand in the center. It should be noted that 

improvements in Bkick’s play are based on the thought that 

the more pieces he exchanges the less cramped and more play¬ 

able his position becomes. 

C. 4_Kl (J2 (or 4_P—K3, which amounts to the 

same thing) is a less foirefiil version of line A. White does not 

exchange. Pawn position 15B is reached, when White may 

continue as he pleases. 

II. 3 PXP, PXP; 4 P—QB4 is the attacking line which al¬ 

most put the Cam-Kumi out of business some years ago. 

The strength of I lie attack is due to the fact that it hits at 

the Black center immediately, and hits hard. Instead of coast¬ 

ing along as in other lines, Black has to solve a troublesome 

problem immediately: how to maintain the center and find a 

suitable place for his QB. If he shuts in his B with_P— 

K3, he is deprived of the chief advantage of the Caxo-Kann. 

But if he plays his B out to B4 or Kt5 (eventually) he may be 

unable to hold the center or his Q-side may be badly weakened. 

These possibilities form the background for Black’s play. 

Black is, of course, at liberty to develop his Kt’s first with¬ 

out committing himself about his B. Thus 4_Kt—KB3: 
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5 Rt—QB3 (more energetic than the alternative Kt move U:- 

cause it brings another piece to bear on Q5), Kt—B3. Now 

White is at the parting of the ways. He may continue tlic 

pressure on the center with 6 B—Kt5, in which event 6_ 

P—K3 is virtually forced (6 .... PXP; 7 P—-Q5 is practically 

a lost game). Now Black’s center is solidified (especially after 

_B—K2) so that White can attempt to retain the ad¬ 

vantage in one of two ways: by building up an attack, or by 

setting up a majority of Pawns on the Q-side. The first can 

be done with 7 Kt—B3, PXP; 8 BXP, B—K2, when we have 

Pawn position ISC. This is somewhat stronger here than is 

otherwise the case because Black’s control of his Q4 is not ab¬ 

solute, i.e., he has trouble maintaining a piece there favorably. 

The Q-side majority can be set up with 7 P—B5, when Black 

must break up or weaken the White Pawn formation with- 

P—QKt3. If White can hold his Pawns in such cases without 

allowing the crippling break_P—K4 or cramping himself 

so much that Black gets adequate counterplay, he gets the 

better of it. The question can only be resolved tactically in 

this and all similar positions. 

The ideas remain essentially the same if White develops his 

Kt on his 6th move, 6Kt—B3, instead of 6B—KtS. Only the 

reply 6_B—Kt5, now not wholly bad, creates any different 

variations. This time the pin prevents White from building 

up an attack, so that he may either set up the Q-side majority 

as above or try to exploit the weakened state of the Black Q- 

side. This latter line yields him a light plus: 7 PXP, KKtXP; 

8 Q—Kt3, BxKt; 9 PXB, P—K3; 10 QXP, KtXP; 11 B--- 

Kt5ch, etc. 

III. 3 PXP, PXP; 4 B—Q3 is the more quiet simplification 

line, much less promising than H. After the normal 4 .... 

Kt—QB3; 5 P—-QB3 the Pawn structure is that diown in 

Diagram No. 15D. Here White’s source of strength is liis con¬ 

trol of K5, which diould be occupied with a Kt at an early 

stage. If P—KB4, followed by pouring his pieces into tin: K 

side, is then possible, White will secure a strong attack, llul. 
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he has no long-run prospects; in the ending he is inferior. Black 

has the famous Fawn minority on the Q-side, which may be 

exploited by advancing the KtP to Kt5, thus creating weak¬ 

nesses in the White camp (see page 105). He may defend him¬ 

self against the White attack- either by a fianchetto or by 

maneuvering to exchange the White KB, though the K fian¬ 

chetto is more lasting. 

Thus on 5-Kt—B3; 6 B—KB4, P—KKt3 is best, when 

the QB may be developed at KB4. But on 6_B—Kt5; 7 

Kt—B3, P -K3; 8 Q—Kt3!, Q-Bl; 9 QKt—Q2, B—K2; 10 

O-O, O O; 11 T—KR3, B—R4; 12 QR—Kl, B—Kt3; 13 

BXB, RPXB; 14 Kt—K5 White has the better of it. This 

variation is even stronger if Black plays_P—K3 without 

developing bis B first. 

IV. 3 P—KS sets up the cramping Pawn chain, but there is 

nothing cram]ted, wliich makes the move entirely useless, un¬ 

like its analogue in the French. After 3 B—B4; 4 B—Q3, 

BXB; 5 QXB, 1’—K3 Black really has all the advantages of 

the French wilhmit any of the disadvantages. After_P— 

QB4 he will have at least equality. The point KB4 will again 

be a strong post for his Kl, as in many lines of the French. 

(Diagram No. MB.) 

V. 3 P—KB3 is the only other move beside 3 Kt—QB3 

which keeps the tension and retains possibilities of an advantage. 

The counter-attacking reply 3_PXP!; 4 PXP, P—K4; 5 

Kt—KB3, PXP; 6 B—QB41 fails because of Black’s exposed 

KB2, but 3-P—K3 transposes into French Defense lines 

eventually because White cannot maintain the tension in¬ 

definitely. 

Irregular continuations on White’s second move lead to few 

new ideas. The most interesting is 2 P—-QB4, when Black 

frequently offers the QP for several moves. E.g., 2_P—Q4; 

3 KPXP, PXP; 4 PXP, Kt—KB3 (4 .... QXP goes into reg¬ 

ular lines). This creates tactical possibilities for the utilization 

of the extra Pawn. He may either try to hold on to it (which 

usually does not work out well) or give it up to create a Black 
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weakness. E.g., 5 B—Kt5ch, QKt—Q2; 6 QKt—B3, 1* 

KKt3; 7 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; 8 P—Q6!, PXP and the Black QL'- 

is a target. 

Unfavorable transpositions must also be guarded against. 

Thus on 2 Kt—QB3, P—Q4; 3 Kt—B3, P—K3?; 4 F-Q1 

gives a variation of the French which is bad for Black. In* 

stead straight development equalizes. 

It should be noted that the Caro-Kann has a number of 

points of similarity with the Queen’s Gambit. Pawn position 

15C can come out of the Q.GA., while 15D may occur in the 

Colle System. 

SICILIAN DEFENSE: I P—K4, P—QBt 

Like the Caro-Kann, the Sicilian begins by breaking the 

symmetry. But unlike that defense, it does not do so merely 

to hold the center, but to institute a counter-attack on the 

Queen’s wing. For that reason the outstanding characteristic oj 

the Sicilian Defense is that it is a fighting game. Both players 

must necessarily seek their objectives on different sides, which 

can lead to deliciously complicated and exciting variations. 

Because the Sicilian is more of a unit than most other de¬ 

fenses it is possible and worth while to lay down a number of 

general principles which will be found to be valid in a large 

majority of cases. 

White almost invariably comes out of the opening with more 

terrain. Theory tells us that in such cases he must attack, lie 

does so, normally, by P—KKt4, followed by a general advance 

P—Kt5, P—B5, eventually P—B6. In some cases he may 

castle long (in that event he must weigh the counterplay which 

Black can undertake). One of White’s major positional oh 

jectives is the prevention of P—Q4. 

Normal play for Black consists of pressure on the QK lilr, 

espedaliy his QB5. Coupled with this is keeping White’s K1' 

under observation. The counter-attack against the Kl’ may 

also be quite strong independently of the play on the Qll lilr. 

Sometimes he can secure the two Bishops by moving his Kl In 
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QB5 in a position where the reply BXKt is virtually compul¬ 

sory. Whenever P—Q4 is feasible without allowing the 

reply P—K5 it should be played; it is almost certain to at least 

equalize. 

In the Sicilian the middle game is all-important. Markedly 

favorable or unfavorable endgame Pawn structures have no im¬ 

mediate relationship to the opening as such. 

There arc, further, three important considerations in all 

variations: 

1. Black must never allow White to play P—QB4 in the 

opening because he then has no counterplay on the QB file and 

is thereby (loomed to passivity. 

2. After WbileliaspkyedP—Q4, Black must not move .... 

P—K4, leaving bis QP backward on an open file. 

3. While uiusl. not be passive: he must attack because time 

is on Black’s side (it usually is in cramped positions). That is 

why the Sicilian is so effective against a pussyfooter. 

It may also be noted that White should try to get his B to the 

diagonal K U l y l<8 as a rule, while it is always bad for him to 

place it at QH4. The B al. QB4 will rarely help to prevent_ 

P—Q4 permanently, liven if it does, it will do so only in a 

purely passive way. Further, if P—Q4 does become pos¬ 

sible, Black will gain an extra tempo against a White B at QB4. 

There are two main lines, depending on whether Black plays 

his KB to K2 (usually leading to the Scheveningen Variation— 

the name comes from a small Dutch seaside resort, where a 

tournament was held in 1923 at which the variation first be¬ 

came popular) or to KKt2 (the Dragon Variation). The 

Scheveningen is the less energetic of the two, though it is some¬ 

what more involved. 

The normal line in the Scheveningen runs 2 Kt—03, P—■ 

K3; 3 P—Q4, PXP; 4 KtXP, Kt—03; 5 Kt—QB3. The 

order of moves is by no means essential, except that Black must 

forestall P—QB4 by forcing the White Kt out to QB3 early. 

That these moves are so frequently interchangeable is often dk 
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concerting, even confusing, but once the ideas become fa¬ 

miliar the air is clear. 

Black’s objectives are, as we know, to finish his development 

and get his Kt to QB5 effectively. He therefore proceeds tic- 

cording to the following scheme (the order is not essential): 

.... P—Q3.B—K2.0-0.P—QR3, .... P— 

QKt4 (if possible),_B—Q2 (or preferably_B—QKt2), 

.... Q—B2.QR—B1.Kt—QR4, .... Kt—QB5. It 

No. 16 No. 17 

is assumed all along that .... P—Q4 is not feasible, which is 

the case if White makes no mistake. If he does go astray, the 

thrust in the center will at least equalize for the defender. 

White’s plan of campaign against the above scheme is based 

on the twin ideas of warding off danger on the Q-side and builtI- 

ing up an attack on the K-side. We already know that he can 

and should start the attack with P—KB4, P—KKt4, but. Un¬ 

tuning is not so clear. Experience has shown that it is not. es¬ 

sential for him to safeguard his Q-side first, but that In- mu 

do so without harm. Thus his developmental schedule run:; a:i 

follows (this time the order is significant and should be adhered 

to): 0—0, B—K3, Kt—Kt3 (not always essential), 1’ K II I, 
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B—KB3, Q—K2 (or Q—Kl), QR—Ql, B—QB1 (if needed) 

and then P—KKt4, which has been adequately prepared. 

By following the ideas sketched above for both sides we 

get the main line. From Diagram No. 16' 5_P—Q3; 6 

B—K2, Kl—B3; 7 O-O, B—K2; 8 K—Rl, P—QR3; 9 P— 

B4, Q—B2; 10 B—K3, 0-0; 11 Q—Kl, B—Q2; 12 R—Ql, 

P—QKt4; 13 P—QR3, Kt—QR4; 14 Q—Kt3, Kt—B5; 15 

B—B1 and White’s game is most promising. 

To understand this line better a little explanation is in order: 

White’s Kth move is designed to avoid any compromising 

checks or pin of the Kt at Q4 which might arise if the K re¬ 

mains on the diagonal. Black’s 8th move serves the twofold 

purpose of preparing-P—QKt4 and preventing the pin of 

the QKl. Note? that the answer to 8_P—Q4 by White 

here would be 9 It Kl5, B—Q2; 10 PXP and Black has a 

weak isolated Pawn. At a later stage, when the pin is no 

longer feasible, While may cither move the Kt away from Q4, 

or prepan; l.o mcel_P—Q4 with P—K5. On White’s 10th 

move the It is played out. to complete the development of the 

Q-side. P t.)R'l, lo prevent-P—QKt4, is not vital. 

Since I his vuriul ion is i u White’s favor it is up to Black to find 

improvements. One. Lry is the postponement of castling, e.g., 

7 .... P (,)K.t (instead of 7 .... B—K2) but then White’* 

assaulL is jusl as si rong with B—K3, P—B4, etc. More popu¬ 

lar is the Paulsen line, which involves moving the Black Kt to 

Q2 instc:ul of to 1)113. The idea is to hit at the KP, either 

directly or indirectly, while reserving the route to QB5 via 

K4. Here loo, however, Black emerges with a terribly cramped 

position. E.g., 5-P—Q3; 6 B—K2, P—QR3 (instead of 

6 — Kt—QB3 in the main line); 7 0—0, Q—B2; 8 B—K3, 

B—K2; 9 P—U4, O-O; 10 B—B3, QKt—Q2; 11 Kt—Kt3, 

R—QKtl; 12 P—QR4, etc. An interesting try for Black is 12 

-P—K4, to prevent the explosive P—K5 once and for alL 

Black has then averted the most immediate danger, but is 

saddled with a permanently weak QP. 

Some of the alternatives in the first six moves are promising. 
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White can reason that since he plays his KB to the long 

diagonal via K2 (B—K2—B3) it might be simpler to get it 

there directly by fianchettoing. There would then also be a 

further obstacle to Black’s_P—Q4. Such a set-up is quite 

strong, especially in conjunction with the fianchetto of the QB, 

which deprives Black of any counterplay against QBS. TacLi- 

cally, the chief danger to guard against in such a system is an 

early .... P—Q4 before the KB is out. An example of the 

strength of White’s position with the double fianchetto is 6 

P—KKt3 (instead of 6 B—K2 in the main line), Kt—B3; 7 B— 

Kt2, B—K2; 8 O-O, 0-0; 9 P—QKt3, B—Q2; 10 B—Kt2, 

etc. 

It is not surprising that there are no other good alternatives 

for White in this line, since the main variation is favorable. 

The placement of the KB at Q3 is sometimes seen, with a view 

to preparing P—QB4, but the trouble is that the KLKt is then 

left undefended, so that on-Kt—QB3 time must be lost. 

Thus 5 B—Q3 in the main line (instead of 5 Kt—QB3) is more 

than adequately met by 5-Kt—B3, for if 6 Kt—K2, P— 

Q4, while if 6 KtXKt, QPxKt; 7 0—0, P—K4 with complete 

equality. The B should go to Q3 only when KtXKt followed 

by P—K5 is advantageously possible in reply to the natural 

_Kt—QB3. Black may on occasion even try to get the 

better of it. 

The only really worthwhile alternative for Black is the 

counter with_B—KtS. We return to Diagram No. Ut. 

Black may reason that a further attack on the KP would 

necessitate either B—Q3 or P—B3, both unfavorable because 

they do not fit into White’s plans at such an early stage. 5_ 

B—Kt5 does indeed present some knotty problems and is nmni 

powerful against defenses such as 6 B—Q3, P—K4! or 6 It ■ 
K2, KtXP! or 6 P—B3, 0—0, threatening_P- K-1 fol 

lowed by_P—Q4. But the Pawn advance 6 P—K5! lea veil 

Black too cramped: 6_Kt—Q4; 7 B—Q2, KlXKi, X 

PXKt, B—Bl; 9 B-Q3, Kt—B3; 10 KtXKt, QPXKl; II 

Q—Kt4 etc., when White’s mobility is much too great. 
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Much stronger for Black is the Sicilian Four Knights’: 5- 

Kt—QB3 (Diagram No. 16). The difference is that now on 6 

B—K2, B—Kt5 cannot be met by P—K5, while we already 

know that other rejoinders are inferior. However, even here 

6 KKt—Kt5 or 6 P—KKt3 gives White a slight advantage, 

e.g., 6 P—KKt3, B—KtS; 7 B—Kt2, P—Q4; 8 PXP, KtXP; 

9 O-OI, 0-0; 10 QKtXKt, PXKt; 11 P—QB3, B—K2; 

12 Kt—K2 and the isolated Pawn remains a burden. This 

idea of the fianchctto of the White KB is one which can be ap¬ 

plied in a numlicr of variations of the Sicilian. 

Two rather common mistakes on Black’s part are worth 

mentioning. First, if P—QB4 is allowed, the defender gets a 

terribly craiiqicd game. One example will do: 2 Kt—KB3, 

P-K3; 3 P -Q4, PXP; 4 KtXP, P—QR3; 5 P—QB4, Kt— 

KB3; 0 Kt - Q1J3, P—Q3; 7 B—K2, Kt—B3; 8 0-0, Q-B2; 

9 P OK 13, 11 K2; 10 B—Kt2, 0-0; 11 Kt—B2, R—Ql; 

12 KI K3 and llliick. is in a bad way. Second, a premature 

_P t)4 gives 1 l»i? second player a permanently weak QP. 

E.g., 2 Kt K113, 1> K3; 3 P-Q4, P—Q4?; 4 KPXP, KPX 

P; 5 11 K2, Kt KIM; f> 0-0, B—K2; 7 PXP, 0-0; 8 

QKL- (,)2, HX1'; ■> K l K 1.3,11 -K2; 10 B—KKt5 and Black’s 

bcadiiclies are only hegiuning. This variation may also arise 

from the French .Defense. 

In view of the Iheorcl.ical inadequacy of the Scheveningen, 

its com|x:LiLor, Ihe Dragon, has come to the fore more and 

more in recent yeiirs. While the exact order may vary, a 

normal sequence of moves is 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—QB3; 3 P—Q4, 

PXP; 4 KtXP, Kt—KB3; 5 Kt—QB3, P—Q3 (Diagram No. 

17); 6 B- K2, P—KKt3. 

Now we can note several similarities with and differences 

from the Sdicveningcn. As before, Black’s counterplay lies on 

the QB file, with the square QB5 most important. The B on 

the long diagonal means that this counter will be even more 

effective than in the previous case, so that White must be more 

careful. Time again works for him, which means that White is 

well advised to attack. The advance of the K-side Pawns is 
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not quite so strong as in the Scheveningen, but nonetheless 

quite cramping for Black. Another possibility arises from 1 lie 

weakness of Black’s Q4: since-P—K3 would leave the Ql* 

hopelessly weak, if White were able to post a Kt at Q5, lie 

would have a strong bind. Other factors remain undiangcd; 

thus again P—Q4 by Black equalizes. 

The development set-up follows the old pattern (variants 

will be considered later): Black hastens to post a Kt at QB5, 

White to push his K-side Pawns up. Seen in this light, the 

main line is easily understood: 7 B—K3, B—Kt2; 8 0—0, 

0-0; 9 Kt—Kt3, B—K3; 10 P—B4, Kt—QR4; 11 P—B5I, 

B—B51; 12 P—Kt4! (the latest find), Kt—Q2; 13 KtXKt, 

BXB; 14 QXB, QXKt; IS Kt—QS, KR—Kl; 16 Q—B2, 

Kt—K4; 17 PXP, RPXP; 18 B—Q4 with a good attack. 

This last variation is not too palatable for Black, and he 

should try for improvements earlier. On his 9th and 10th 

moves he has two good alternatives, both of which avoid an 

immediate occupation of QB5. One is 9 P—QR3, fol¬ 

lowed by placing the B at Q2, and building up to Kt— 

QB5 gradually. The other is to play 10_Q—Bl, later 

_Kt—Q2, and get the other Kt to QB5. With either of 

these he can manage to achieve equality. White will therefore 

search for some improvements. 

On White’s 9th move he may prefer not to play his Kt away 

from its strong central post. But 9 P—KR3 or 9 Q—Q2 can 

be met by the natural-P—Q4. E.g., 9 P—KR3, P—Q4; 

10 PXP, KtXP; 11 QKtXKt, QXKt; 12 B—B3, Q—B5 and 

White has nothing. More interesting is 9 P—B4, to reply to 

9_P—Q4? with P—K5. Delectable complications ensue 

on 9 .... Q—Kt3l; 10 Q-Q3I, Kt—KKt5l; 11 Kt—Q.Sl, 

BXKtl; 12 KtXQ, BXBch; 13 K—Rl, BXKt, when the 

three pieces just about counterbalance the Queen. This is an 

instance of a common motif when White leaves his Kl at Ql: 

simplification by Kt—KKt5. 

The chief reason why White’s attack is less vigorous hen* is 

that to exploit a K position of the type which Black has (wilh 
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B fianchctto) White should be castled on the other side in 

order to be able to storm on freely with his Fawns. Conse¬ 

quently many attempts have been made in that direction, but 

none has held its ground against a vigorous counter-thrust 

Black’s offensive chances against the Q-side when White 

castles long are considerable. On 8 Kt—Kt3 (instead of 8 

O—O in the main line), B—K3; 9 P—B4,0—O; 10 P—KKt4, 

P—Q4! is adequate, for if 11P—B5, B—Bl! while if 11P—K5, 

P—Q5! with equality. The rule that any attack begun before 

development is completed is best met by a break in the center 

is again justified. On 8 Q—Q2, O—O; 9 Kt—Kt3, B—K3, 

threatening-P—Q4 is good enough. More complicated is 

8 Q—<22, 0—0; 9 0—0—0, when both sides attack with all 

vigor. While the results are not quite dear, because the line 

has almost never been tested, experience with similar assaults 

leads one to the conclusion that Black will be able to weather 

the storm. 

- A refutation which tries to capitalize on the vulnerability 

of Black’s Q4 is a move which Euwe has tried: 8 Kt—Kt3 (in 

the main line), 0—0; 9 P—B3! If now 9-B—K3; 10 

Kt—<251, Kt— -QR4; 11P—QB4 with an overwhdming position 

in the center and on the Q-side. 9_B—Q2, to be able to 

capture at Q5, is undoubtedly better: if then 10 Kt—Q5, KtX 

Kt, PXKt, Kt—QR4 and White cannot avoid levelling ex¬ 

changes. 

By fax the most tricky method of strengthening White’s 

prospects is the Richter Attack, 6 B—KKt5 in Diagram No. 17. 

The purpose of this at first sight rather pointless move (White's 

QB is rarely of any use at KKt5 in the Sicilian) is twofold: to 

prevent normal development by Black with-P—KKt3, 

and to prepare castling long, which would be accompanied by 

immediate threats. 6_P—KKt3? would of course be a 

mistake, since 7 BxKt leaves the Pawns hopelessly shattered. 

likewise after 6_Q—R4?; 7 BXKt the Pawns are too 

weak. 6_P—K3 is essential, even though the Black QP 

is a distinct weakness. White concentrates his forces on this 
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feeble link in the chain: 7 Q—Q2, B—K2; 8 O—O—O. I lure 

we have one of those cases where the threat is stronger than 

its fulfillment. If, e.g., 8 .... O—O; 9 BXKt?, BXBI; *> 

KtXKt, PXKt; 10 QXP, Q—R4I Black has quite enough for 

the Pawn. Still, Black can reply with 8-0—01; 9 P 

B4 (if 9 KKt—Kt5, Q—R4! with an attack), P—QR3; 10 

B—K2, B—Q2; 11 Kt—Kt3, R—Bl; 12 B—B3, R—B2 anil 

the counter-attack is quite powerful. 8 P—QR3 (in¬ 

stead of 8 O—O) is also playable. Note that the main de¬ 

fensive idea is to concentrate on the attack. 

Players fearful of the Richter Attack have tried to sidestep 

it by postponing the development of both Kt’s. The remedy 

is much worse than the disease. On 2 Kt—KB3, Black then 

plays 2 .... P—Q3; 3 P—Q4, PXP; 4 KtXP, Kt—KB3; S 

Kt—QB3, P—KKt3. White now has a large number of contin¬ 

uations any one of which yield an advantage. The most ener¬ 

getic is 6 P—B41, so that if 6 B—Kt2; 7 P—K5I, Kt— 

Kt5; 8 B—KtSch and Black’s monarch must bestir himself 

with disastrous results, c.g., 8-K—Bl; 9 P—KR3, Kt- 

KR3; 10 B—K3, Kt—B3; 11 PXP, KtXKt; 12 BXKt, 

QXP; 13 BXBch, KXB; 14 QXQ, PXQ; IS 0-0-0 with a 

won ending. After 6 P—B4!, Kt—B3 is best, when 7 KtX Kt, 

PXKt; 8 P—K5, PXP; 9 QXQch, KXQ; 10 PXP, Kt—Q2; 

11B—KB4, KB—Kt2; 12 O-O-O, K—Kl; 13 R—K1 leads 

to an ending in White’s favor because of Black’s weak Pawns 

and cramped pieces. Another good line for White is 6 P 

KKt3, to holdback theQP. E.g.,6.... B—Kt2;7B—Kt2,0 

0;8P—KR3, Kt—B3; 9KKt—K2, P—QR3; 100-0, Kt—K4; 

11 K—R2, B—Q2; 12 P—B4, Kt—BS; 13 P—Kt3 and While 

has all the play on all three sides of the board. Even 6 P- K K.t 

works out well, e.g., 6_B—Kt2; 7 B—K3, Kt—lid; X 

Q—Q2, 0-0; 9 0—0—0, KtXKt; 10 BXKt, B—K3; 11 

K—Ktl, Q—B2; 12 P—KKt4, QR—Bl; 13 B—Kl2 and 

White’s attack is stronger than Black’s. This King-side al lac k 

by White is one of his most powerful weapons in the Kieili;u>. 

On the older try 5 P—KB3 (instead of 5 Kt—QU.i in 1 hr 
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above line) the anti-theoretical 5-P—K4! is satisfactory, 

because Black can sooner or later manage to squeeze in- 

P—Q4. E.g., 6 B—KtSch, R-Q2; 7 BXBch, QKtXB; 8 

Kt—BS, P -Q4!; 9 PXP, Kt—Kt3; 10 O-O, B—B4ch; 11 

K—Rl, O O; 12 Kt—B3, KKtXP with equality. If Black 

refrains from_P—K4, an early P—QB4 by White will 

keep his jtosition too cramped. 

Of the remaining variations, three are worth brief mention. 

Ninizovitcli’s Line, 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—03, is motivated by 

the same idea as Alekhine’s Defense: to tempt the White 

Pawns on in 1 he hope or expectation that they will then become 

weak. Kg., 3 P—K5, Kt—Q4; 4 P—Q4, PXP; 5 QXP, P— 

K3; 0 I* IM, Kt—QB3; 7 Q—Ql, KKt—K2I and White can¬ 

not develop normally because of his exposed KP. After 3 

P—K5, KI. 04; 4 Kt—QB3, however, 4_KtXKt leads to 

equality. On 3 Kt --QB3 (instead of 3 P—K5) transposition 

into more regular lines with 3_P—Q3 is advisable. All 

told, Nimzovil ch’s 1 >cfcnsc is a sound and wdcome alternative. 

Wlien While omits P- Q4, of the ways in which he may 

develop the two most important are the K-fianchetto and the 

Wing Gambit. 

To fianiiieLl.o he must first prevent .... P—Q4, so 2 Kt— 

QB3. Then 2 .... Kt -QB3; 3 P—KKt3. Now that White 

has discarded the most powerful, P—Q4, for the time being, it 

behooves Black to prevent it once and for all by tightening his 

grip on Q5. Thus: 3 .... P—KKt3; 4 B—Kt2, B—Kt2; 5 

KKt—K2, P K3!; 6 0 -O, KKt—K2, eventually.Kt— 

Q5 and_KKL B3, followed by an advance on the Q-side. 

Here White’s chances lie in an eventual P—KB4—KB5, while 

Black will try_P—QKt4—Kt5. The line is too passive to 

afford any real chance of an advantage for the first player. 

Li the Wing Gambit, 2 P—QKt4, White is guided by the 

motif of sacrificing a Pawn to secure a strong center and cramp 

the enemy position. It had always been thought that the 

natural 2_PXP; 3 P—QR3, P—Q4! takes all the sting 

out of White’s offer. But Marshall has shown that White 
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can continue with 4 KPXP, QXP; S Kt—KB3!, P—K4; b 

PXP, BXP; 7 Kt—R3I, P—KS; 8 Kt—QKt51, K—Ql; 9 

KKt—Q4 with a complicated attack. This line is a good 

speculative bet for first players so inclined. 7 B—R3, instead 

of 7 Kt—R3 above, is another Marshall suggestion worth a 

try. 

ALEKHINE’S DEFENSE; I P—K4, KI—KB3 

It is only too obvious that this defense represents a radical 

break from the classical tradition, which insisted that nothing 

could be done without a firm Pawn basis in the center. His¬ 

torically, it was the first of the hypermodem lines to be taken 

seriously. As such, it helped to clarify the notions of what a 

good and bad center are. 

The basic idea—a great contribution to chess thought—is to 

tempt the White Pawns on in the hope that they will become 

weak. Many instances may be found: only too often have 

over-optimistic attackers gone to pieces on its reefs. It may be 

asked whether such a defense does not refute our general 

principles that a Pawn in the center is stronger than one on the 

ride. The answer is, of course, no. All rules in chess have a 

proviso either expressed or implied: other things bring equal. 

That leads immediately to the corollary that a Pawn in the 

center is effective if and only if it can be kept there for a 

reasonable length of time. We also know that the value of 

center Pawns is that they safeguard bases for one side’s pieces 

and prevent the enemy from developing properly, with the 

emphasis on the latter. Consequently, the question at issue is 

whether White can maintain his center Pawns after they have 

gone forward. The entire defense stands or falls by the answer 

to tiffs question. 

Perhaps it is needless to add that the answer is no: all efforts 

at refutation have consistently failed. 

White’s most natural plan is to gain time by getting in :is 

many kicks at the enemy Kt as he can: 2 P—KS, Kt—Q4; 3 

P—QB4, Kt—Kt3; 4 P—Q4, P—Q3. Note that Black nuisl 
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hit at the enemy center in some way. 4_P—QB4? would 

be bad because of 5 P—Q5, 4_P—Q4? because of 5 F—B5. 

Then after 4-P—Q3 the main line continues: 5 P—B4 (to 

exchange would be equivalent to dissipating any potential 

advantage, which must necessarily derive from the superior 

Pawn center), PXP; 6 BPXP, Kt—B3 (still hitting at the 

center!); 7 B—K3, B—B4; 8 Kt—QB3, P—K3; 9 Kt—B3 

(Diagram No. 18). 

Normal development has brought Black to the parting of the 

ways. 11 e must now decide how and where he is going to smash 

at the White center. There are obviously two possibilities: 

.... P-QB4,or .... P—KB3. 

_1’ ()H4 must be prepared with 9_Kt—QKt5; 10 

R—Bl, P- 114. Strategically, Black’s main opening problem 

(to take the sting out of White’s Pawn center) is now solved. 

There remain only the tactical skirmishes which, it so happens, 

turn out all right for him: 11 B—K2, PXP; 12 KtXP, B— 

Kt3; 13 V OR3, Kt- B3; 14 KtXKt, PXKt and the weak¬ 

ness of the Iiliirk Q-siile Pawns is offset by White’s exposed KP. 

The other ly|>e of freeing maneuver from Diagram No. 18 

can be carried out. either as pure defense (Black castles short) 

or as the introduction to an attack (Black castles long, specu¬ 

lates on the KKt file, which will eventually be opened.) 

Neither of these is entirely satisfactory. On 9_B—K2; 

10 B- ~K2, () O; 11 Q-O, P—B3; 12 PXP, BXP; 13 

Q—Q2 Jtliu-.k’s pieces get in one another’s way, e.g., 13_ 

Q—K2; 14 Qk Ql, QR—Ql; IS Q-Bll etc. And in the 

second variant, which begins with 9_Q—Q2 (Diagram 

No. 18), Black again does poorly: 10 B—K2, O—0—0; 11 

0-0, P—B3; 12 l‘XP, PXP; 13 P—Q5, Kt—K4; 14 BXKt, 

KtXKtch and now 15 BXKt! with an overwhelming position. 

E.g., 15 .... RPXKt?; 16 Kt—Kt51, B—B4ch; 17 K—Rl, 

K—Ktl; 18 Q—R4 and wins. 

Still, there is one equalizing line in the 4-Pawn attack, which 

compels White to search for an alternative that will be bet¬ 

ter. It may be noted for the benefit of speculative players 
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that the sacrifice P—K6, when Black is compelled to take willi 

the BP (which happens when his Kt is at QB3), in some cases 

offers considerable attacking possibilities. 

We have already seen that the exchange S PXP (all numbers 

refer to the main fine above) is too levelling: after 5 .... KPX 

Ho. 18 

Position after 9 Kt—B3 in Alekhine’s 
Defense. 

P White’s only conceivable advantage lies in Black’s somewhat 

misplaced Kt at QKt3. Practise shows, however, that this is 

too little: straight development nullifies White’s plus. Black 

has some choice on 5 PXP: he may try either 5-BPXP, or 

5_QXP, to break the symmetry. Such lines, particularly 

the first, are good only against inferior players because the 

stronger Pawn center gives White a theoretical superiority. 

With hopes based on the obvious swashbuckling forward 

march dashed, White must resort to something more subt Ir al 

an early stage. 5 P—B4—in contrast to S PXP—is an inst a. 

of the common motif of keeping the tension. Another way <>i 

carrying out this idea is 5 Kt—KB3, to maintain the Pawn a I 

Q4 and to be able to recapture at K5 with the Kt On 5 — 

Kt—QB3; 6 P—K6! would bottle Black up badly. 

After 5 Kt—KB3, B—KtS, to continue the pressure against 

White’s center, is customary (though perhaps 5 — It H I 
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would be just as good). Normally Black’s B is more effective 

at KB4, so 6 PXP is a possibility. Then 6_KPXP; 7 B— 

K2 (or 7 P—KR3), B—K2; 8 Kt—B3, O-O; 9 P—QKt3, 

R—Kl; 10 B—K3 gives White a most minimal plus, which 

does not mean much in practise. An attempt full of tactical 

surprises is S Kt—KB3, B—Kt5; 6 B—K2, PXP; 7 P—B5I, 

P—KS!; 8 PXKt, PXKt; 9 BXP, BXB; 10 QXB, RPXP 

(or 10-Kt—B3) and Black’s chances are adequate. The 

main consideration here is quick development 

Since 5 Kt—KB3 is unsatisfactory, we try again, this time 

on move 4: Lasker’s 4 F—BS, which is designed to keep Black 

badly cnunjxxl. Yet, after 4 _ Kt—Q4; 5 Kt—QB3, 

KtXKl; 6 QPXKt, the natural 6_P—Q3 (or even 6_ 

P—K3) followed by straightforward development is good 

enough for equality. 

Still on tiic search for the magic refutation, we can try 

Lajos Steiner’s 4 P—QKt3 (in the main line, instead of 4 P— 

Q4). The idea here is that by postponing the advance of the 

QP Black will not have any target which he can use to free his 

game. Sometimes this works out well, but again the simplest 

reaction—quick development—will equalize. That is a re¬ 

current difficulty with many esoteric ideas—they fail against 

the moves a well-instructed child would pick. 

After 2 P—BIS, Kt—Q4; 3 P—Q4 has led to some success, 

partly due to the fact that Black, after being pushed around for 

weeks is suddenly told to do as he pleases. On the normal 3 

_P—Q3; 4 Kt—KB3, B—Kt5; 5 B—K2 White hopes that 

Black will sooner or later capture his KP at a point where he 

will be able to recapture with his Kt Of course, 5_BX 

Kt; 6 BXB, PXP; 7 PXP, P—K3? is bad because of 8 P—B4. 

Instead the move considered best after 5 B—K2 turns out to be 

S_P—K3, to facilitate development, e.g., 6 P—B4, Kt— 

K2; 7 Kt—B3, Kt—B4; 8 P—KR3, BXKt; 9 BXB, Kt—B3 

with satisfactory counter-play. On the alternative S - 

P—QB3 (instead of 5 .... P—K3), 6 Kt—KtSl, B—B4; 7 

P—R6I, PXP; 8 P—KKt4I gives White a dangerous attack. 
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All the efforts of both classicists and moderns have been in 

vam: Alekhine’s Defense remains sound. 

Attempts at refutation other than those mentioned above 

are mere stabs in the dark, though they may be successful on 

occasion. One instance is 2 Kt—QB3 (after 1 P—K4, Kt- 

KB3), when 2 .... P—Q4; 3 PXP, KtXP; 4 B-B4, Kt- 

Kt3, while perfectly correct theoretically, may get Black into 

difficulties. 2-P—K4 is wholly satisfactory. Equally on 

2 P—Q3, P—K4! is the simplest, though 2_P—Q4 is also 

playable. 

CENTER COUNTER GAME: 1 P—K4, P—Q4 

Black’s basic idea here is unusual: he wishes to get freedom 

for his pieces at the cost of a theoretically inferior Pawn struc¬ 

ture and (on occasion) loss of time, in the hope that good 

development will make it posable to get adequate compensa¬ 

tion, either in the farm of a counter-attack or of a neutraliza¬ 

tion of White’s powerful center Pawn. There is, however, only 

one line where compensation is theoretically sufficient and even 

there Black’s game is extremely cramped. The defense can¬ 

not be recommended. 

White’s only reply is the obvious 2 PXP. Then there arc 

two main lines, depending on whether Black recaptures at 

once or waits a move. 

After 2 .... QXP; 3 Kt—QB3, Q-QR4; 4 F-Q4, Kt 

KB3; 5 Kt—KB3 Black tries his hardest to build up some renl 

attacking chances by castling long, but without success. One 

typical case is 5 .... B—Kt5; 6 P—KR3I, B—R4; 7 P—KK H, 

B—Kt3; 8 Kt—KS, P—B3; 9 P—KR4! and Black’s game is far 

from easy. Nor could he get anywhere with 3_Q. <JI 

(instead of 3 .... Q-QR4); 4 P-4J4, Kt—KB3; 5 B- K.t, 

P—B3; 6 B—Q3 (he is preparing to develop his Kt at K2) 

when White simply has the better Pawn center, with all tli.-il 

that entails. 

More promising is 2_Kt—KB3. To try to lmlil tin* 

Pawn with 3 P—QB4, P—QB3; 4 PXP is playable, but yii-liTi 
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Black a good attack in view of the backward QF. Instead 

White can secure a minimal advantage in a variety of ways, all 

of which involve keeping his Pawn at Q4. Perhaps the best is 3 

P—Q4, KtXP; 4 P—QB4, Kt—KB3; 5 Kt—KB3, P—B3; 6 

Kt—B3, B—Kt5; 7 B—K3, P—K3; 8 B—K2, B—K2; 9 

O—O, O—O; 10 Kt—KS with the freer game. 

NIUZO VITCH'S DBFBNSB:11P—K4, Kt—QB3 

Black’s objective in this unusual defense is threefold: first 

there is the usual hypermodem motif of tempting White’s 

Pawns on in the hope that they will become weak; second 

(really a corollary of the first) Black wishes to lock the center; 

third, the entire Black set-up is to be used as a prelude to an 

attack by castling long and storming White’s K-side. 

With careful play, however, White’s offensive is than 

Black’s, which means that the defense is not wholly sound 

theoretically. 

The main line runs: 2 P—Q4, P—Q4; 3 P—KS, B—B4; 4 

P—QB3 (to be able to develop the B), P—B3 (to weaken 

White’s K4); 5 P—KB4, Q—Q2; 6 B—Q3, Kt—R3! (to post 

the Kt at KB4, if opportunity offers—Diagram No. 14B); 

7 Kt—B3, B—KS; 8 Q-K2, P—B4; 9 B—K3, P—K3; 10 

QKt—Q2. Now the best is 10_O—O—O, when White 

should cvcntuiilly ciistlc and storm the other wing with P— 

QKt4, r—QR4, T—RS, P—KtS, P—Kt6, eventually P— 

QB4. Practise indicates that White’s chances are superior. 

3 Kt—QB3 (instead of 3 P—K5 in the main line) is a worth¬ 

while alternative. Black’s best is 3_P—K3, when we have 

a French Defense with the inferior_Kt—QB3. 

Interesting is 2 - P—K4 (instead of 2 _P—Q4). 

Here Black reverses roles, aims to get his KB out. If this is 

stopped White is bound to get the better of it. Thus: 3 PXP, 

KtXP; 4 P—KB4, Kt—Kt3; S B—K3, etc. 

2 Kt—QB3 or 2 Kt—KB3 (instead of 2 P—Q4) are both all 

right if Black pursues his original idea. E.g., 2 Kt—KB3, P— 

K3; 3 P-04, P—Q4; 4 P—KS, P—QKt3; 5 P—B3, QKt—K2; 
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6 B—Q3, P—QR4; 7 Q—K2, Kt—B4; 8 P—KR4 with an 

overwhelming game. In reply to either of these moves, though, 

Black may choose the simple 2 — P—K4, transposing to 

regular lines. However, it is a safe assumption that if Black 

does not play 1_P—K4 to begin with he will not do so 

later. 

Other defenses will be handled under Irregular Openings. 



Chapter IV 

QUEEN PAWN OPENINGS 

PART I 

QUEEN’S GAMBIT AND MINOR OPENINGS 

WITH 1 P—Q4, P—Q4 

The basic ideas in the QP openings are, in a manner of speak¬ 

ing, a mirror of those in the KP section. Here after P—Q4, 

White’s goal is to get his P to K4, just as it was P—Q4, after 1 

F—K4. Essentially, the idea is the same in both: to set up 

Pawns at Q4 and K4. Again, on the one hand there are the 

older and regular lines from 1P—-Q4, P—Q4, with analogues to 

the strong point and counter-attack defenses, on the other 

newer (many based on hypermodem theories) which are more 

involved. On the whole, one great defensive question in the KP 

openings was the proper development of the KB; in the QP 

openings the QB is the eternal problem child for Black. Other 

similarities will be i>ointcd out. 

After 1 P—Q4, the advance of White’s KP may be prevented 

by a Pawn (1_P— Q4,1_P—04) or a piece (1_ 

Kt—03) or a counter-attack (1_P—QB4). As indicated 

above, the traditional reply, in accordance with the classical 

theories of Steinitz and Tarrasch, is 1_P—Q4. It will be 

treated here; all others will be considered in the next chapter. 

Just as White can only hope to derive an advantage from the 

O openings by developing with a move which attacks the 

Black center (there 1 P—K4, P—K4; 2 Kt—03), here his 

best chance lies in a similar assault. But this time the Black 

QP is defended, so he must hit at it with a Pawn, rather than 

with a piece. Thus we get to 2 P—QB4, which is essential from 

a theoretical point of view. (Variants will be treated at the end 

of this chapter.) 
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QUEEN’S GAMBIT: I P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—QB4 

(See Diagram No. 19.) The force of White’s play is due to 

the fact that there is an immediate threat: 3 PXP and if then 

3_QXP; 4 Kt—-QB3 followed by P—K4, realizing his 

strategic ambition. 

Ko. 19 

In reply to 3 PXP, Black has nine feasible defensive moves, 

whidi are inspired by four types of defensive ideas: 

1. Maintain a strong point in the center by retaining a Pawn 

atQ4. (2_P—K3—Orthodox and allied defenses; 2- 

P—QB3—Slav Defense.) 

2. Liquidate the center. (2-PXP—Queen’s Gambit Ac ¬ 

cepted; 2_P—QB4.) 

3. Counter-attack. (2_P—K4^-Albin’s Counter Gambit; 

2 .... Kt—QB3; 2 ... .B—B4.) 

4. Permit White to set up the strong center in the hope that 

it will prove vulnerable. (2-Kt—KB3; 2-P—KK13.) 

In all cases Black must attempt to liberate himself by cither 

_P—QB4 (most common) or_P—K4. 

The first deserves most attention because it is by far 1.1ir I m-hi 

and therefore the most important. Perhaps most of the ol lic-rc, 

or all, are playable if followed up-properly. Experience has. 
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however, indicated that, except for 2-P—K3 and 2 .... 

P—QB3, only 2_PXP can be recommended. There is no 

theoretical reason that makes the others wholly unsound. It 

is simply the case that the normal sequence leads to the better 

of it for White. 

While it is unlikely that the present analysis, as far as these 

unusual defenses are concerned, will be radically changed at 

some time in the future, it should not be supposed that such 

a possibility is wholly out of the question. However, since they 

are all strategically ample, though tactically complicated, the 

lines are mudi more easily understood, so that we shall only 

touch upon them briefly. 

2 .... P—K3: ORTHODOX AND ALLIED DEFENSES 

For the time being White must concentrate on development, 

the effectiveness of which is increased by threatening as much 

as possible. Thus wc get the main line: 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 

4 B—KtS! (with a view to PXP, PXP, BXKt, splitting 

Black’s Pawns), QKt—Q2; 5 Kt—B3 (renewing the threat), 

B—K2; 6 P—K3, 0-0 (Diagram No. 20.) 

Here we come to a many-pronged fork in the road, so that it 
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is wise for White to stop and get a dear picture of what lies 

ahead. 

In view of the many normal possibilities at each turn, i L Ls 

not feasible to set up one ideal position. However, we do know 

this much: White’s game is freer, which means that he must 

either attack or transform his temporary superior mobility into 

a permanent advantage. 

There are five primary types of superiority which White may 

strive to turn his temporary plus into. These are illustrated in 

Diagram No. 21. One must not make the mistake of thinking 

that they are mutually exclusive: if one alone is strong, two to¬ 

gether are fortissimo. 

In 21A we have the Q-side bind. Here White’s advantage 

lies on the Q-side. By the eventual advance P—Kt5, he will 

weaken Black’s Q-side Pawns, enter with his Rook or minor 

piece, sooner or later secure something tangible. Black’s de¬ 

fenses in the present position are at best palliatives; it is likely 

that he is already lost against exact play. There is one good 

way to counteract such a set-up: don’t let it happen. If Black 

is prepared to react with-P—K4 the moment White tries 

P—BS, the Q-side bind can never become effective. Another 

TYPICAL ADVANTAGES FOE WHITE IN THE 
OVSEN'S GAMBIT DECLINED 

Ho. 21A H0.21B 

11 PlWnffirfi 1 
1 WmimMm ■ 
■ 
1 pMpi 
I 

Q-side Bind. Minority Attar It. 
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TYPICAL ADVANTAGES fOB WBITE IN TBS 
QUEEN’S GAMBIT DECLINED 

N0.21C Ho. 21D 

K-sidu Attack with Pawns. 

strong type of reply which is occasionally available is-P— 

QKt3 on P—US, and if then P-QKt4, P—QR4; P-QR3, 

RPXP; PXP, PXr; KtPXP, B—R3 or .... Q-R4 with 

superior development. 

21B is an instance of the minority attack. Black is in a 

dilemma, because he cannot avoid a fatal weakening of his 

Pawns. If_PXP; RXP (or even PXP) with pressure on 

the QKtP and the QP. If .... R—K3; PXP, PXP; Kt—K5, 
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R—B1 and Black is saddled with a backward Pawn on an open 

file. Again once things have reached such a point nothing 

can be done about it, though Black’s chances of holding out are 

a bit better than in 21A. The best defense, as so often, is a 

counter-attack against the White K-side. 

An analogous type of superiority occurs where Black tries to 

prevent the White march by_P—QKt4. He then has a 

backward QBP on an open file, which reduces the mobility of his 

pieces, regardless of whether it can be held or not. 

21C is nothing but superior development. Here Black cannot 

develop bis B, nor can he afford to exchange Queens. The win 

for White may be long and tedious, but it is clear that such a 

position is wholly undesirable. Black can only avoid it by be¬ 

ing more careful with the exchanges which he permits. An 

analogous inferiority occurs where Black weakens himself too 

much on the White squares on the Q-side. E.g., from Diagram 

No. 20,7 R—Bl, PXP?; 8 BXP, P—B4; 9 O—O, P—QKt3; 

10 Q—K2, B—Kt2; 11B—QR6 with a dear plus for White. 
In 21D we have the King-side attack with pieces. White al¬ 

ready has a frightful threat: KtXKt, followed by QXP mate. 

Black cannot avert serious loss. His defense against such a set¬ 

up is a proper system of exchanges earlier. 

Finally, 21E illustrates the King-side attack with Pawns. 

The threat P—KtS forces the opening of a file, when the White 

assault can hardly be halted. It is customary for White to 

castle long when he has such a plan in mind, for otherwise the 

Pawn advance may weaken his own K-position too much. 

However, such an offensive with the King, say, at KR2 is by 

no means impossible. As usual, it is too late for Black to start 

defending now. At an earlier stage he should have instituted a 

vigorous counter-attack long before this position arose. 

There is one feature which all the Black positions have in 

common in the above diagrams: they are all cramped. Further, 

the defender in four cases has not tried to free himself with 

_P—QB4, while in the one where he has he did not. follow it 

up properly. It is not hard to see why the necessary ronniei 
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play could always have been secured by a break with the QBP. 

In fact, we may set up the useful practical rule: If Black can 

play P—QB4 in the Orthodox Defense without being pun¬ 

ished immediately he has secured an even game. 

Returning now to Diagram No. 20, we find that White can¬ 

not lead into a positive advantage directly (of the types men¬ 

tioned). E.g., 7 P—B5? would be answered by 7 Kt—K5. 

If, then, as normally, 8 BXB, QXB; 9 B—Q3, KtXKt; 10 

PXKt, P—K4 and Black has much the better of it. 

In the absence of any concrete superiority, White can do no 

better than prevent Black from liberating his game. We al¬ 

ready know Lluit the freeing move is P—QB4. It follows 

that the slnmgcst 7th move for White will be that which best 

eliminates_P—QB4 for the time being. It turns out that 

that move is 7 R --B1. 

Now it will lie most useful to jump ahead in order to view the 

various alternatives as branches of one main line: 7_F— 

QB4 (in answer to 7 R—Bl) would be refuted by 8 PXBP, 

PXP; 9 P—B6!, Kt - Kl3; 10 Kt—K5. So Black must try to 

liberate himself in another way: exchange of pieces. To pre¬ 

pare that, 7 P—B3 is most useful. Thus the main normal 

line from Diagram No. 20 runs as follows: 7 R—Bl, P—B3; 

8 B-Q3, PXP; 9 BXP, Kt—Q4; 10 BXB, QXB; 11 O- 

O, KtXKt; 12 RXKt, P—K4; 13 PXP, KtXP; 14 KtX 

Kt, QXKt; IS P—B4, Q—KS!; 16 B—Kt3, B—B4; 17 

Q—R5, P—KKt3; 18 Q—R4, QR—Q1 with equality. 

Partly from the discussion so far, we may set up two impor¬ 

tant principles for the treatment of this variation: 

1. Black must free his game by exchanges. His problem 

really boils down to that of the satisfactory development of his 

QB. 

2. In order to secure an advantage White must retain as 

many pieces as possible. 

In the latter part of the main line (from move 14 on) the 

problems axe tactical: White is ahead in development, would 

like to build up an attack, just cannot find a way to do so. The 
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second principle may, however, be used earlier to try to find an 

improvement. One such try is 13 Q—B2 (instead of 13 PXP) 

but against it both 13_PXP and 13_P—K5, though 

not devoid of difficulties, are both adequate. 

Most promising at the present writing is 13 B—Kt3, for if 

then 13 .... PXP; 14 PXP, Kt—B3; IS R—Kl, Q-Q3; 16 

Kt—K5 is not easy to meet, while on 13_P—K5; 14 Kt— 

Q2, Kt—B3; 15 Q—B2 White’s pressure against the center and 

Q-side continues. 

Still, the advantage that White has above is of a most du¬ 

bious nature, which is why there have been attempts to do bet¬ 

ter at an earlier stage. All are based on our second principle, 

but have not proved convincing because Black always finds a 

way to break loose. E.g., 11 Kt—K4 (instead of 11 0—O in 

the main line) is met by 11 .... KKt—B3; 12 Kt—Kt3, P— 

K4»; 13 O—O, PXP; 14 Kt—B5, Q-Ql; IS KKtXP, Kt—K4 

with nothing to fear. 

On Black’s 8th move in the main line there is an interesting 

try which involves playing for_P—QB4 at an early stage: 

8 .... P—KR3; 9 B—R4, PXP; 10 BXP, P—QKt4; 11 

B—Q3, P—QR3; 12 0-0!, P—B4; 13 F-QR4I and Black’s 

Pawns are somewhat too weak. It is worth our while to ob¬ 

serve that 7 P—KR3 is essential for the above, for if 

8 .... PXP; 9 BXP, P—QKt4; 10 B—Q3, P—QR3; 11 BX 

Ktl, BXB (or 11 .... KtXB; 12 0—0 and .... P—B4 is 

bad): 12 Q—B2! gains a vital tempo to keep the Black QBP 

permanently backward. 

Yet we must (regretfully, perhaps) conclude that 8 B—Q3 

leads to nothing lasting because Black can compel too much 

blood-letting. If we try to discover why 8 B—Q3 petered out. 

we come to the conclusion that it is because it loses a tempo. 

Le., Black is going to free his game by exchanging his QP fur 

the White BP, and White will then have to recapture wil h his 

B. Accordingly, if White can make some other useful move, 

postponing the development of his B, he will be a move ii.lic;i<l 

of the main line and it stands to reason—if nothing else hapi wi is 
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—that he would then secure a marked superiority. The most 

common alternative is 8 Q—B2, chiefly because the Q is fre¬ 

quently useful on the B file anyhow. 

It is at once evident (Diagram No. 22) that after 8 Q—B2 

the freeing maneuver beginning with 8-PXP will not 

work. For after 8 .... PXP; 9 BXP, Kt—Q4; 10 BXB, 

QXB; 11 O—O, KtXKt; 12 QXKt, P—K4? is impossible be¬ 

cause tltc White Queen is now covering the square K5. There 

remains the jHissibility of getting the B out via the Q-side by 

means of P—QKt3, but this weakens the White squares 

So. 22 

in Black’s camp. Besides, White can play his KP up and se¬ 

cure a strong Pawn center. The strategy which should guide 

his further play is to prevent the complete liberation of the 

Black game, cither by exchanging the Black B, or by preparing 

to secure possession of an open file. While White’s advantage 

in this variation is slight, it is nevertheless real 

Because the exchange of his QP does not liberate the game 

sufficiently, Black can also try to temporize, make some other 

move in order to postpone the capture of the White QBP until 

White’s B has moved. The most common is 8-P—QR3, 

which is strong because it is more than a mere tempo move: :t 
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also prepares the advance of the Black QKtP. This introduces 

a new element into the fight, for Black now has the choice of 

two liberating maneuvers. That tins choice is only apparent is 

due to the fact that the plan of the main line (with exchange of 

a number of minor pieces on the K-side) is almost always in¬ 

ferior when White’s Q is at B2 because the Q will prevent the 

advance of the EP, while P—QR3 obviously has no con¬ 

nection with the KP. Thus Black has shifted his intentions: lie 

is not going to free himself by exchanging minor pieces on the 

E-side, but by advancing Pawns on the Q-side. 

To prevent this new liberating threat White has the choice 

of one of three lines: he can stall around for a while, making 

noncommittal moves in the hope that his superior development 

will net him something (this is known as “the struggle for a 

tempo”), or he can exchange in the center in order to play for a 

minority attack on the Q-side, or he can block the Q-side by 

playing his P to B5. 

The exchange variation is not quite as strong here as at other 

limes; it will be considered independently in any case. 8 P— 

B5, as usual, is foiled by 8 P—K4. 

There remains the struggle for a tempo. White again reasons 

that since Black is going to play_PXP anyway, he might 

as well postpone the development of his B. Furthermore, he 

might eventually want to try for an attack against the Black 

E-position. This explains 9 P—QR3 (after 8_P—QR3 in 

Diagram No. 22s. Now Black has only one good tempo move, 

9-R—El, whereupon White continues with 10 P—ER3, 

when Black’s tempi are exhausted. But after 10 P—KR3 Black 

just manages to free himself by 10_P—ER3; 11 B—R4, 

PXP; 12 BXP, P—QEt4; 13 B—R2, P—B4; 14 PXP, EtXP; 

IS B—Etl, QEt—Q2, etc. 

After 9 P—QR3 above, 9_P—QEt4! is another excellent 

choice. 9 P—BS could be met, as usual, by 9_P~ K-1, 

while 9 PXP, BPXP leaves Black’s game perfectly solid: (lie 

QB file and square QB5 will be good springboards for his pieces. 

Still another excellent defensive line in Diagram No. 22 is 
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8 _Kt—K5!, to release the pin. Then the simplification 

9 BXB, QXB; 10 KtXKt (or 10 B—Q3, P—KB4), PXKt; 

11 QXP, Q—Kt5ch is all that Black can ask. 

Before leaving this variation it is essential to find oat what 

happens against inferior defensive play. The most common 

mistake is to allow a backward QBP, which may lead to 

derisive loss of material early. E.g.f 8-R—K1 {Diagram 

No. 22); 9 U—Q3, PXP; 10 BXP, P—QKt4?; 11 B—Q3, F— 

QR3? and now 12 Kt—KS! wins a Pawn, for on 12-B— 

Kt2; 13 KtXKt, QXKt; 14 BXKt and IS BXPch. 

Summing up, wc find four types of liberating maneuver for 

Black in Hie above variations: 

a) _Ql’X HP, followed by_Kt—Q4, exchange of 

minor pieces on the K-side, eventually by_F—K4. By 

avoiding too many exchanges White can get a slight, though 

theoretically doubtful, superiority. 

b) .... Ql’X BP followed by .... P—QKt4.P—QR3, 

eventually_F QI14. Black must be sure that he will not 

be saddled with a Iwickward QBP. On occasion Black may 

also try_I* QKI3, followed by_B—Kt2, eventually 

_P- QB4, though l.he danger of becoming too weak on the 

White squares (White may play for B—QR6) is acute here. 

The type of iulvauLagc for White would then be that in 21C, 

discussion. 

c) .... P QR3 followed by .... P—QKt4. 

d) .... KL- K5. 

Because of the wcalLh of choice, alternatives to 7 - 

P—B3 in the main line cannot be recommended. E.g., 

7_P—QK13 (the older reply) yields White a strong attack 

of the type of 211 >: 8 PXP, PXP; 9 B—Q3, B—Kt2; 10 O—O, 

P—B4; 11 Q—K2, P—BS; 12 B—Ktl, P—QR3; 13 Kt—K5, 

P—Kt4; 14 P—B4, Kt—K5 (essential); IS BXKt, PXB; 

16 KtXKt, QXKt; 17 BXB, QXB; 18 P—BS! and Black’s 

artificially isolated KP is a serious weakness. The only good 

defenses are those which utilize one of the four ideas above. 

Despite the enormous amount of research and practical 
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investigation devoted to 7 R—Bl, no worthwhile advantage 

has ever been conclusively demonstrated for White. On the 

other hand, Black always has a cramped game, can at best 

hope for a draw. Again, as in some other major openings 

(compare the Ruy Lopez) both sides want better. 

Of the alternatives on White’s 7th move (instead of 7 R—Bl 

in Diagram No. 20) none has ever held the stage for more than 

a brief spell because none can prevent .... P—QB4, though 

the proper time may vary. 

In the most popular, 7 Q—B2, there is no adequate reply to 

7 _P—B4. The obvious intention is to saddle Black with 

an isolated QP: 8 BPXP, BPXP; 9 KtXP, KtXP; 10 BXB, 

QXB (10 .... KtXB is also playable); 11 KtXKt, PXKt; 12 

B—Q3, Q—KtSch; 13 Q—Q2 etc., but though White has a 

little edge, it is not enough to win. On 7_P—B4;8R—Q1 

is sometimes seen, with a view to preserving the tension. 

8 .... P—KR3; 9 B—R4, Q—R4; 10 B—Q3, BPXP; 11 

KPXP, PXP; 12 BXP, Kt—Kt3; 13 B—QKt3 leaves White 

with a freer game, though whether this should mean anything 

in the long run may well be doubted. Besides, 10_Kt— 

Kt3; 11 PXQP, QKtXP is also pretty good. 

Otherwise, the ideas do not differ essentially from those 

previously discussed. On alternatives such as 7 B—Q3 (in 

Diagram No. 20) it is advisable to play 7-PXP; 8 BXP, 

P—B4, later devdloping the QB at QKt2. On 7_P—B4 at 

once, if Black goes through with his plan of giving White an 

isolated QP, he may find himself subjected to a strong attack. 

E.g., 7 B—Q3, P—B4; 8 O-O, BPXP; 9 KPXP, PXP; 

10 BXP, Kt—Kt3; 11B—Kt3l, B—Q2; 12 Q-Q3, QKt—Q1; 

13 Kt—ELS, B—B3; 14 QR—Q1 and Black’s game is not easy. 

THE EXCHANGE VARIATION: BP Y.QP 

The Exchange Variation is one of the most complex and dilli 

cult to judge in the entire realm of opening theory. Iii |»url 

tins is due to the varied circumstances under which it may In* 

played, in part to the many unsolved tactical problems. 
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Since White may try PXP at almost any time between the 

3rd and 9th moves, we must concentrate on the general prob¬ 

lems involved. 

First we must observe that on PXP, KPXP or BPXP, 

most of the freeing maneuvers mentioned above, which begin 

with-PXP, are no longer available to Black. On the 

other hand, the threat P—BS is not at White’s disposal any 

more. Thus White must try to get an advantage by the minor¬ 

ity attack (Diagram No. 21B) or by a K-side attack (Diagram 

No. 21D,IC) or by superior development (Diagram No. 21C). 

Black can liberate himself with_Kt—K5 or some other 

appropriate exchange or—at times—he may institute a 

counter-attack. 

To make the discussion most valuable, we shall assume that 

Black is at liberty to recapture in one of three ways: with the 

KP, BP or KKt.. 'lTtcn the ensuing position must be considered 

in the light of one or more of the following questions: 

1. If Black recaptures with the KP (Diagram No. 23 A) 

a) Can While ciustle long and storm the enemy K-side 

with his Pawns, or is Black’s counter-attack too strong? 

b) Can White rcisllc short and push the minority attack 

to a successful conclusion? 

2. If Black recaptures with the BP (Diagram No, 23B) 

a) Can While maintain a better-developed position by 

play on the QB iile? 

b) Can While build up a K-side attack with bis pieces? 

3. If Black recaptures with the Kt (Diagram No. 23C) 

Can Black avoid the fixation of his center Pawn without 

being constricted too much or does he merely transpose into 

previous formations? 

1. Recapture with the KP: There is first of all the question in 

la above. From Diagram No. 23 A the normal line would be in 

White’s favor because he can sidestep the enemy attack, while 

Black can not do so quite as easily. For both sides the primary 

consideration in defensive play is to prevent the opening of a 
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file near the King. E.g., .... P—KR3 by Black would be !>:u! 

because alter 8 B—KB4, P—KKt4 eventually will force the 

KKt file open. Thus we get as the main line: 8 Q—B2,0—O; 

9 KKt—K2 (better than 9 Kt—KB3), R—Kl; 10 P—KR3, 

Kt—B1 (see comment at end); 11 0—0—0, P—QKt4; 12 

P—KKt4, P—QR4; 13 Kt—Kt3, P—R5; 14 K—Ktl, Q—R4; 

15 QKt—K2! and Black cannot pry a file open. Relatively 

best for Black is to force a few exchanges: 10 Kt—K5 (in¬ 

stead of 10 .... Kt—Bl); 11 BXB, QXB; 12 BXKt, PXB; 

13 P—KKt4, Kt—B3; 14 Kt—Kt3, P—KR3, etc. While 

White’s game is still a bit better Black has freed himself con¬ 

siderably and is much better off than in the previous case. 

Another defensive idea which is occasionally useful is that of 

postponing castling to bring about a few favorable shifts or ex¬ 

changes first. 

All told this line is quite strong for White, though not wholly 

without its risks, as is always the case with attacks. 

Against the minority attack (Diagram No. 21B) Black has a 

somewhat harder time. His chief defense is a counter-attack 

against White’s K-side, but in the normal line White’s pros¬ 

pects are superior: (from Diagram No. 23A) 8 Q—B2,0—0; 9 

Kt—B3, R—Kl; 10 0-0, Kt—Bl; 11 Kt—K5, Kt—Kt5 (see 

comment); 12 BXB, QXB; 13 KtXKt, BXKt; 14 Kt—K2, 

Q—R5; 15 Kt—Kt3, and White’s Pawns will soon march, 

while Black’s attack is blocked. However, 11-Kt—K5t 

(instead of 11 _Kt—Kt5) is more logical and may be 

better. The Pawn obviously cannot be taken, which gives 

Black’s counterplay a somewhat brighter appearance. 

One little-known idea for the hard-pressed defender is that of 

playing_P—KR3 followed by_Kt—Kl. E.g., 8 Kl 

B3,0—0; 9 0—0, P—KR3; 10B—R4, Kt—Kl; 11 B-Kl.l, 

B—Q3; 12 Q—B2, BXB; 13 RPXB, Kt—Q3 with almost even 

chances. The Kt at Q3 is excellent for both attack and defense; 

under certain circumstances P—QKt4 to block the ad¬ 

vance and prepare .... Kt—B5 may even be tried. 
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2. Recapture with the BP: Here things shape up differently. 

White has an advantage in terrain, but if he does not play ag¬ 

gressively it will soon be dissipated. 

First (Diagram No. 23B) we must observe that White can- 

THS EXCHANGE VARIATION 

Ko.23A No. 23B 

I 
1 1 

WSBk 1 1 ■m 1 
IB—MH 1 

Ko.23C 

not derive any lasting profit from an immediate concentration 

on the QB file, i.e., the answer to 2a is in the negative. For 

Black is not so far Ixshind in development that he cannot re¬ 

coup. E.g., 8 Kt—B3, O-O; 9 0-0, P—QR3; 10 P—QR4, 

P—QKt3; 11 Q—K2, B—Kt2; 12 QR—Bl, Kt—K5! with a 

satisfactory position: Black can get all his pieces out and 

neutralize White’s slight pulL 
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On the other hand, 2b provides the solution to White’s prob¬ 

lem because Black is compelled to avoid a crushing attack: 

8 Kt—B3, O—O; 9 0-0, P—QR3; 10 R—Bl, P—Kt4; 11 

Kt—K5, B—Kt2; 12 P—B4, P—R3 (otherwise Black will be 

overwhelmed); 13 B—R4, KtXKt; 14 BPXKt, Kt—K5; 15 

BXB, QXB; 16 BXKt and Black’s B is weak in conjunction 

with so many Pawns on Black. 

This idea of a Kt vs. a bad B frequently occurs in the Queen’s 

Gambit: Black so often has a number of Pawns on White 

squares, which leaves his B too little scope. 

Note in the above variation that White combines the motif of 

an attack with that of pressure on the QB file and that of leav¬ 

ing his opponent with a bad B. 

3. Recapture with the Kt: This (3) is rarely seen but normally 

has no independent value because it transposes into one of the 

customary lines. In 23C after 7_KtXP; 8 BXB, QXB; 

9 KtXKt it is obvious that we get back to one of the former 

lines. If, however, 8_KtxB here (after 8 BXB) to force a 

variation, 9 Kt—B3, 0-0; 10 0—0 is in White’s favor be¬ 

cause of his better center which cannot easily be neutralized 

(10 .... P—QB4; 11 Q—B2, P—KR3; 12 KR-Q1 with 

superior development). 

Summing up, we may draw three worthwhile conclusions: 

1. Despite its simplifying character, the Exchange Variation 

in many cases strengthens White’s bind. 

2. The two chief types of advantage which White may secure 

with it are the minority attack and the better endgame because 

of Black’s bad QB, which is hampered by the many Pawns on 

White. 

3. Black’s best counter in virtually all variations is an early 

.... Kt—K5 followed, if possible, by a counter-attack. 

Improvements for Black: The main lines of the straight 

Orthodox (including the Exchange Variation) are not wholly 

satisfactory for Black. He need not lose by force, but for a 

long while he is necessarily subjected to a cramped position 

and must always play with the greatest accuracy to esrn|x: 
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ignominious defeat. It is chiefly for this reason that masters 

have resorted to so many different defenses. 

If we analyze White’s bind in the main lines above we find 

that it rests principally on two factors: a) the pin of the KKt by 

White’s QB and b) the difficulties arising from the attempt to 

develop Black’s QB properly. Once Black has played- 

P—K3, he con do nothing but try one of the liberating maneu¬ 

vers given above to get his QB out. However, he can attempt to 

break the farce of Ike pin at a number of points, by getting his Q 

out of the wiiy, or by removing his Kt, or by creating a diver¬ 

sion in some other part of the board. It is this idea which is at 

the basis of virtually all alternatives within the framework of 

the Orthodox. 

Working backwards from the main line, we find tha t the first 

important variant for Black is the Cambridge Springs Defense. 

1 P--Q4, P Q4; 2 P—QB4, P—K3; 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 

4 B—K15, QKt—Q2; 5 P—K3, P—B3; 6 Kt—B3, Q—R4 

(Diagram No. 24). Tins Q sortie not only releases the pin, 

thus preventing tlm normal continuation, but also threatens 

.... Kt KS and (when White’s QB is undefended) .... PX 

P. In addition iL pins the White QKt, with all the benefits 

deriving from dial. 

It should first lie observed that White cannot disregard 

Black’s last move and go his own way. For if 7 B—K2, Kt— 

K5; 8 R—111, 1»XP costs White a Pawn for which he cannot 

find adequate com|x:nsation. 

To reply to his opponent’s threats White has one of three 

choices (Diagram No. 24): 7 Kt—Q2 (his turn to break a pin!), 

7 BXKt (to avoid any combinations which may arise should 

this B remain inadequately defended: the most common is 7 

B—Q3?, Kt—K5; 8 0-0??, KtXB; 9 KtXKt, PXP and 

wins a piece) and 7 PXP (to clarify the situation in the center). 

/. 1 Kt—Q2: White releases the pin of his QKt. 7_ 

Kt—K5 now would fail of its purpose because after 8 KKtX 

Kt, PXKt; 9 B—R4 Black’s game is still cramped and he has 

weakened his Pawn structure. Instead, Black can play for 



_P—K4 or P—QB4 at an early stage. Tactical con¬ 

siderations determine which of the two is superior. Thus on 7 

_P—K4 at once 8 Kt—Kt3 leaves Black’s Pawn position 

hopelessly weak. Similarly 7_P—B4 would block the KB. 

Consequently either 7 B—Kt5, to get this B doing some¬ 

thing useful, or 7 .... PXP, to force the exchange of White’s 

QB, is best. In the further course of the game, .... P—K4 is 

Wo. 24 

normally not quite adequate (e.g., 7 Kt—Q2, B—Kt5; 8 Q— 

B2, O—O; 9 B—K2, P—K4; 10 0—0, KPXP; 11 Kt~Kt3, 

Q—B2; 12 KKtXP and Black’s position is far from easy) but 

tactics must decide. However, by exchanging White’s QB 

and preparing_P—QB4 Black can almost always equalize 

without much trouble. Thus a major line is 7 .... B—Kt5; 8 

Q-B2, PXP; 9 BXKt, KtXB; 10 KtXP, Q-B2 (10 .... 

BXKtch is also all right); 11 P—QR3, B—K2; 12 P—KKt3, 

O—O; 13 B—Kt2, B—Q2; 14 P—QKt4, P—QKt3, etc.; .... 

P—QB4 cannot be prevented in the long run. Another good 

idea for the defense here is-Kt—Q4, to get rid of White’s 

QKt and at the same time ease Black’s position. The two It's 

are always a potential advantage. 

II. 7 BXKt amplifies too much: by normal development 

White cannot prevent an early and favorable-P- Q1M. 
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III. 7 PX P is the line most often seen nowadays: its leading 

idea is the weakening at the Black center. It also avoids the 

traps arising from the exposure of White’s QB. 

A recapture with a Pawn would deprive the Q sortie of all 

meaning since at best Black could only transpose into an in¬ 

ferior branch of the Exchange Variation. So 7_KtXP is 

virtually forced. 

Again Bkick will try to free himself with either_P— 

K4 or .... P—QB4 and again some hair-raising complications 

may ensue. This time .... F—B4 is usually inferior to_ 

P—K4, t hough once more tactical considerations must prevail 

White cun defend his Kt with either 8 Q—Kt3 or 8 Q—Q2. 

On 8 Q Kl3, B—KtS; 9 R—Bl, P—K4I Black can sacrifice 

a Pawn for (he sake of quick development, while on 8 Q—Q2, 

QKt Kl3; 9 R—Bl White gives up a Pawn to get his pieces 

out quickly. 1 n neither case do the complications lead to any 

decisive result with best play: it is as a rule wisest to decline 

the Pawn and continue with one’s own idea. Thus on 8 Q— 

Kt3, B K.1.5; 9 R—Bl, P—K4; 10 B—QB4I is best, while on 

8 Q—10.2, It KL5 is preferable. We have passed over these 

variations rather cursorily because they contain no essentially 

new iduis. 

One of I lie chief drawbacks to the Cambridge Springs is that 

White can evade it. On his 6th move in the main line (1 P— 

Q4, P-Q4; 2 1* QI14, P—K3; 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 4 

B—KtS, QKI (,)2; 5 Kt—B3, P—B3) he may try 6 PXP, 

transposing into (he Exchange Variation, or 6 P—QR3, or 

even 6 P—K4I, which is the most novel Here the idea is to 

compel an early liquidation of the Black center, in the convic¬ 

tion that White’s letter development will tell in the long run. 

White’s chief hope is that he may be able to sacrifice a Pawn 

to secure a strong attack, or that Black may open his position 

too early. E.g., 6 P—K4, PXKP; 7 KtXP, B—K2 (or 7 .... 

Q—Kt3; 8 B—Q3IP); 8 Kt—B3, O—O; 9 Q—B2, P—K4; 10 

0—0—O with good prospects. 

The Manhattan Variation arises after 1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 
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P—QB4, P—K3;3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 4 B—KtS, QKt—Q2; 

5 Kt—B3, B—K,t5 (Diagram No. 25). 

It is evident that Black’s idea is counter-attack. All such 

hues, to have any meaning, must sooner or later continue with 

.... P—QB4 or .... Kt—K5 or both. The strength of 

Black’s play is that both these moves mil soon be available. 

Ho. 25 Ho. 26 

Manhattan Variation. tasker’s Defense. 

Unfortunately, however, he will find himself unable to refute 

normal development. 

'White’s first thought is to lock the center with 6 PXP, PXP 

(almost always a good idea when Black varies). Then he may 

simply continue his development, taking due care to answer the 

threats that came up: 7 P—K3, P—B4; 8 B—Q3, Q—R4; 9 

Q—B2, P—B5; 10 B—B5, O-O; 11 0-0, R—Kl; 12 P— 

QR3 with advantage because of his more solid Pawn position. 

Lasker's Defense: The basic idea here is unpinning with an 

early_Kt—K5, although it may be played at a number of 

points; its strength is that it frees Black by exchanges. Since 

it does no harm, Black is well advised to precede the Kt sortie 

with_P—KR3, B—R4. Then the main line would be: 

1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—QB4, P—K3; 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 4 

B—Kt5, B—K2; 5 P—K3, O-O; 6 Kt—B3, P—KR3; 7 K 

R4, Kt—K5 (Diagram No. 26). 
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White is compelled to submit to several exchanges. He then 

usually tries to get an advantage by securing the better Pawn 

center, for he is justified in assuming that any Black Q-side 

majority will be nullified for a long time to come: 8 BXB, 

QXB; 9 PXP, KtXKt; 10 PXKt, PXP; 11 Q—Kt3! (some¬ 

thing must be done against P—QB4). 11 Q—Q3 

and if 12 P—B4, PXP; 13 BXP, Kt—B3! is now the quickest 

way to equalize, though 11.... R—Q1 is also playable. What 

Black must guard against is that White may hold the center 

solid and develop strong pressure against the Q-side. 

Another idea which White may use is that of merely main¬ 

taining superior development, with the alternative of transpos¬ 

ing into the Exchange Variation. For this he must keep the 

QB file open, so he plays 8 BXB, QXB; 9 Q—B2. Now 9 .... 

KlXKl loads to much the same kind of play as in the Ortho¬ 

dox: Black will have a little difficulty freeing himself. In¬ 

stead, 9 Kt—KB31 is surprisingly good: now the exchange 

variation is inferior because an early .... P—QB4 cannot be 

prevailed, while on straight development_P—QB4 will 

be possible quite early. All things considered, Lasker’s De¬ 

fense is one of the major good defenses at Blank’s disposal. Its 

chief drawback is that it is not good for more than a draw, even 

against poor] day. 

Of the variants for White on his fourth move (after 1P—Q4, 

P—Q4; 2 P—-QB4, P—K3; 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3, instead of 4 

B—KtS) 4 Kt—B3 is the only one that need concern us seri¬ 

ously here. Against other moves, such as 4 B—B4, or 4 P— 

K3, after the normal_P—QB4 Black no longer has any 

opening problems. 

We come then to Diagram No. 27. Of course, transposition 

into other lines is quite easy, but there are several independent 

and fascinating features if Black chooses to vary. 

The most obvious reply is 4 P—B4. There is a wide¬ 

spread misconception that this is a variation of the Tarrascb 

Defense. True, it may transpose into the Tarrasch but the two 

are distinct because of the all-important difference that Black 
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need not submit to an isolated Pawn. A normal reaction such 

as 5 P—K3 (after 4 .... P—B4) would be met by 5 .... Kt— 

B3 with a perfectly symmetrical position where an early draw 

can be expected. Instead, White can try to get an advantage in 

one of two ways: 5 BPxP, to get the better center, or 5 B— 

Kt5, to maintain the pressure on the center and force Black to 

some clarification which, it is hoped, will be unfavorable. 

After 5 BPXP, KtXP! (5 .... KPXP; 6 P—KKt3 trans¬ 

poses into the Rubinstein refutation of the Tarrasch Defense); 

No. 27 

6 P—K4 is indicated. A forced series of moves (Black has the 

more cramped game, so he is glad of a chance to exchange) now 

ensues: 6 .... KtXKt; 7 PXKt, PXP; 8 PXP, B—KtSch; 

9 B—Q2, BXBchl; 10 QXB, O—O. Here White has the 

better Pawn center, but the exchanges have already freed 

Black's game considerably. The Pawn structure dictates the 

farther plans: White with his freer position will undertake a 

K-side attack, Black, with the majority of Pawns on the Q-side, 

will head for the endgame, though he must not be oblivious of 

the dangers lurking on the other wing. A typical continuation 

is 11 B—B4, Kt—B3; 12 0-0, P-QKt3; 13 KR-Q1, B 

Kt2; 14 Q—B4, R—B1 (or 14 .... Q—B31); 15 P—Q5,1'X I’; 
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16 BXP, Q—K2; 17 Kt—Kt5!, Kt—K4I; 18 BXB, Kt—Kt3 

with about even diances. An interesting idea for White is 

that of playing his B to QKt5 in order to weaken the enemy Q- 

side. It is quite strong when Black makes the mistake of not 

exchanging his KB immediately, or when Black tries_P— 

QR3;_B—R4, P—QKt4; B—B2 only to be met by an 

early P—QR4, but ineffective if Black simply continues with 

the normal_P—QKt3, etc. Another thought which is 

often useful for White is P—K51, to keep Black cramped. 

Despite the abandonment of the central square Q4 to Black it 

may lead to a strong attack. E.g., in the above, 11 P—K5 

(instead of 11 B—B4), Kt-Q2? (11 .... Kt—B3; 12 B—Q3, 

Q—R4 with equality is correct); 12 B—Q3, Kt—Kt3; 13 

O-O, Kt—Q4; 14 Kt—KtS, P—KKt3; 15 Kt—K4 with 

powerful pressure which Black probably cannot resist. 

The other alternative for White involves further pressure 

with 5 B—KtS (after 4 .... P—B4). Then 5 .... BPxP is 

forced, when 6 KKtXP leaves Black with a better Pawn 

center, but inferior development (some lines are extremely 

complicated) while 6 QXP gives White the better Pawn posi¬ 

tion but frees Black’s position completely. A model line runs 

6 QXP, B—K2I (6 .... Kt—B3; 7 BXKt! gives White the 

better of it); 7 PXP, PXP; 8 P—K3, Kt—B3; 9 B—Kt51, 

O—O; 10 Q—QR4, B—Q2 with about even chances. 

Another enterprising try for Black in Diagram No. 27 is 

the Ragosin Variation, 4 B—Kt5, which is a counter-at¬ 

tack without the major drawback of the Manhattan Variation. 

I.e., this time normal development does not lead to an ad¬ 

vantage for White. For if 5 P—K3, P—B4 transposes into a 

variation of the Nimzoindian Defense which is good for Black: 

ft It Q3, QPXP!; 7 BXBP, 0—0; 8 0—0, Kt—B3 with a 

iimir Ilian sillisfiictoTy game (page 178). Nor is5 PXP, PXP 

iinv I- Mri for While: 6 B—Kt5, P—KR3; 7 BXKt, QxB 

Hi II i.lnmlil Im- i-f(-:i.llul that when Black’s QB is at liberty 

in nmvi wlirrc ii |lira:.r:; I lie Kxrhangc Variation loses much of 
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its force because Black can get rid of White’s powerful BUB. 

Consequently, after 4 B—Kt5, the chief independent at¬ 

tempt at refutation is 5 Q—R4ch, Kt—B3; 6 P—K3 (or 6 Kt— 

K5, B—Q2), O—O; 7 B—Q2. Now comes an interesting and 

unusual feature: Black gives up the center in order to be able 

to clarify the situation with_P—K4: 7-P-4QR31; 8 

Q—B2, PXP; 9 BXP, B—Q3I; 10 P—QR3, P—K41 with 

adequate counteiplay. 

Other alternatives for Black offer few important new ideas. 

On 4 QKt—Q2; 5 PXP, PXP; 6 B—B41, to play for at¬ 

tack with P—K3, B—Q3, O—O, P—KR3, Kt—K5, B—R2, 

P—KB4, is rather unusual, but not quite sufficient. The 

variant 4_Kt—K5 leads into positions similar to the Dutch 

Defense and Stonewall. 

The reader may have noticed that the possibility of trans¬ 

positions has occurred more frequently in the last ten or fifteen 

pages. By concentrating on ideas and essential Pawn struc¬ 

tures one will be much more alive to such eventualities and 

will master them far more easily. 

The Tarrasch Defense: There has never been a Homer to 

sing the great battle of Tarrasch vs. the world. To the day of 

his death Tarrasch stoutly maintained that his defense was by 

far the best, that the others were merely being “orthodox” by 

sticking to horse-and-buggy misconceptions. Despite his 

Herculean labors, however, today we believe that he was 

wrong. 

The Defense occurs after 1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—QB4, P— 

K3; 3 Kt—QB3, P—QB4 (Diagram No. 28A). Tarrasch’s 

idea was to secure free development for his pieces, for he held 

that that would amply compensate any weakness in the Pawn 

position that might ensue. It is this point which is the bone of 

contention. Por in the best variations Black, it is true, docs 

have ample scope for his pieces but that does not turn out to he 

sufficient compensation for the debilitating weakness of his 

Pawn structure. The Achilles’ heel is the isolated QP, which 
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reduces Black’s freedom of action and yields White the im¬ 

portant central square Q4 as well as—in most cases—the 

subsidiary QB5. 

The refutation by which the whole defense stands or falls is 

the Rubinstein Variation, which is designed to saddle Black 

with an isolated QP. It runs (from Diagram No. 28A) :4BPX 

P, KPXP; 5 Kt—B3, Kt—QB3; 6 P—KKt3, Kt—B3; 7 B— 

1 
jKpilyjiMjH I 1 ■ M y ' ' I rl-M^ ;'itt g 

a 
Tarrasch Defense. ranasch Defense, Rubinstein Varia¬ 

tion. White has a marked advantage. 

Kt2, B—K2; 8 O—O, O—O and now the strongest is 9 PXP 

(Diagram No. 28B). 

So far both sides have merely completed their development. 

Now however Black is faced by a difficult choice: shall he re¬ 

capture and submit to positional inferiority, or sacrifice and 

play for the attack? 

The positional line runs 9-BXP; 10 Kt—QR4!, B—K2; 

11B—K3. It is clear why this line is so powerful for White: he 

has absolute control of Q4, temporary control of QB5. On 11 

_Kt—KS; 12 Kt—Q4! at once is best. In the further course 

or I lie game White will be anxious to solidify his hold on the QB 

lilt- .-mil to play for the ending, where Black’s QP and bad B are 

wi ll iiip.li fatal weaknesses. Black can do little but ward off 

Wliilr’a iluiMiiias they arise. Almost nobody has been willing 
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to defend this position in a serious tournament test, which is a 

sufficient indication of its inferiority. The best that Black can 

do is draw with infinite difficulty. 

In the sacrificial line (from Diagram No. 28B) 9 .. ^. P—Q5, 

the refutation, is, as so often, tactical. For quite a while it was 

believed that 10 Kt—QR4, B—B4 gives Black enough, but 

this belief has been abandoned because of the crushing, though 

simple, 11 B—B4I, which completes White’s development and 

prepares further valuable exchanges, especially of Black’s 

crucial QP. 11 .... Kt—KS; 12 P—QKt4!, KtXQKtP (or 

12 .... B—B3; 13 P—KtS, Kt—K2; 14 B—KS); 13 KtXP, 

B—Kt3; 14 R—Ktl!, P-QR4; 15 P—QR3, Kt—QB3; 16 

KtXKt, PXKt; 17 R—Kt7 should win for White. 

In the face of these annihilating variations, all research and 

improvements necessarily center around Black’s game. 

For White, 9 B—KtS (instead of 9 PXP in the main line) is 

worth a try, though it is not quite as good. In the so-called 

normal variation 4 P—K3 (in Diagram No. 28A, instead of 4 

BPXP) the perfect symmetry should occasion Black no diffi¬ 

culty, though there axe some traps to be avoided. A good rule 

for Black to follow is that an early transposition into the QGA 

is desirable. 

Improvements for Black are all designed to take the sting 

out of the Rubinstein Variation. Some have enjoyed a short 

vogue of popularity, but all have been discarded sooner or 

later. The three main tries (numbers refer to the main line 

above) are 7 B—Kt5,6 .... P—B5 (the Folkestone Vari¬ 

ation) and 6_BPXP (the von Hennig-Schara Gambit). 

7_B—KtS is played with a view to weakening White’s 

hold on the center. But 8 B—K3 retains the bind, while 8 

Kt—K5I gives up a P temporarily for a crushing attack: 8- 

PXP; 9 KtXB, PXKt; 10 KtXKtch, QXKt; 11 PXP, QX 

Pch; 12 B—Q2, Q—B3; 13 O-OI, R—Ql; 14 Q—Kt3! and 

Black is in a bad way. 

6_P—BS (the Folkestone Variation) is somewhat mure 

complicated. Here Black avoids the isolani once ami Tor all. 
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but releases the pressure on White’s center. The natural re¬ 

action in such cases is the break P—K4. It turns out that this 

is strongest if played at once: 7 P—K41, PXP; 8 Kt—KKt5, 

QXP; 9 B—B4I, P—KR3; 10 KKtXKP, QXQch; 11 RXQ, 

B—K3; 12 Kt—QKtS and Black is lost. 

4_BPXP (the von Hennig-Schara Gambit) is refuted by 

the in-between move 5 Q—R4ch! (on 5 QXP at once 5_ 

Kt—QB3 gains important time for Black though White can 

try it anyhow), B—Q2; 6 QXQP, PXP; 7 QXQP, Kt—KB3; 

8 Q—Kt3, etc. With straight development Black does not 

have enough for the Pawn. 

Coming back to the main line (1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—QB4, 

P—K3; 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3, etc.—see page 104) we find a 

wide variety of alternatives for Black, few of which have shown 

any promise. 

I. 3-P—QR3 (Janowski’s Defense) is designed to force 

an early clarification in the center. Its weakness is that Black 

is forcing White to make good moves: after 4 PXP, PXP; 5 

B—B4, etc. straight development gives White the better of it, 

for we have a branch of the Exchange Variation where Black 

has played the useless P—QR3. 

II. 3-P—QKt3 is tried with a view to solving the peren¬ 

nial headache of the Black QB. By fianchettoing at such an 

early stage Black avoids the attack with Kt—K5, etc. which 

comes up later because the Kt can be driven away. To date 

no theoretical refutation has been found. White’s best is un¬ 

doubtedly 4 PXP, PXP; 5 P—KKt3, for the counter-fian- 

chetto deprives Black’s of its force. Early breaks with P—K4 

have not turned out well in practise. 

III. 2_P—QB4 aims at an early liquidation of the 

center. The idea is admirable, for later Black must sweat 

mightily to play_P—QB4, but White’s plus in development 

is too great: 3 BPXP, QXP; 4 Kt—KB3, PXP; 5 Kt—B3, 

<.) QIM; 6 KtXP, Kt—KB3; 7 Kt—Kt3, Q—B2; 8 P—Kt3, 

Hi', with advantage. 

IV. . P—KKt3 is another move designed to keep the 
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way free for the Black QB. 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3 transposes 

into the Gruenfeld, but 3 PXP is stronger. On 3_QXP; 

4 Kt—QB3, Q—QR4; 5 Kt—B3 White’s development is much 

superior. 

P. 2-Kt—QB3 {Tchigorin’s Defense) is another instance 

of an immediate counter-attack. To continue properly Black 

must give up his QB. That is why Tchigorin favored the line, 

for he was firmly convinced that a Kt is always better than a B. 

In order to have a reasonably playable game Black must 

concentrate on quick development. After 3 Kt—KB3 (3 Kt— 

QB3 is also good), e.g., 3 .... P—K3?; 4 Kt—B3, Kt—B3; S 

B—KtS, B—K2; 6 P—K3 Black has merely deprived himsdf 

of his main liberating move so that White has a dear positional 

superiority. 

Black consequently tries to hit at the White center: 3 Kt— 

KB3, B—KtS; 4 Q—R4! (to evade the pin and compel the ex¬ 

change of Black’s QB), BXKt; S KPXB, P—K3; 6 Kt—B3, 

B—Kt5 (to relieve the pressure on his center); 7 P—QR3, 

BXKtch; 8 PXB: White’s two Bishops are a telling ad¬ 

vantage. 

VI. 2 .... Kt—KB3 is probably the best of Black’s alterna¬ 

tives on the second move. It is not, strictly speaking, a wholly 

independent variation because it can transpose into a variety of 

other lines, e.g., on 3 Kt—QB3, P—KKt3, we have the Gruen¬ 

feld, on 3 Kt—KB3, P—B3, we have the Slav. The crucial 

question about the defense is whether there is an adequate 

answer to 3 PXP. White must not be too hasty: after 3 .... 

KtXP; 4 P—K4, Kt—KB3; 5 B-Q3, P—K41; 6 PXP, Kt— 

KKt5 Black recovers his P with an adequate position. But 

by proceeding slowly White can accomplidi the same thing 

without permitting the break: 3 PXP, KtXP; 4 Kt—KB3, 

B—B4; S P—K3, Kt—QB3; 6 QKt—Q2, Kt—Kt3 (or 6 .... 

Kt—B3; 7 Q—Kt3); 7 P—K4, B—KtS; 8 P-Q5, etc. 

VII. 2 .... B—B4 is designed to solve the eternal problem of 

the proper development of the Black QB. It fails only 1 Hx-iuiw; 

the Q-side turns out to be too weak. After 3 Kt—KB3, l‘ - 
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K3; 4 Q—Kt31 Black is already at a loss for a good move. Most 

usual is the counter-action 4 Q—Kt3, Kt—QB3; S P—B5I, 

R—Ktl; 6 B—B4. White retains his marked superiority by 

an early advance against the Black Q-side. Worthy of note 

here is that after 3 Kt—KB3, P—QB3 is Black’s best bet, to 

transpose into the Slav Defense. On4Kt—B3, P—K3I is cor¬ 

rect, and not 4 .... Kt—B3?; 5 PXP, PXP; 6 Q-Kt3l etc. 

(page 134). 

Again returning to the main line, we must consider an im¬ 

portant deviation on White’s third move: 1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 

2 P—QB4, P—K3; 3 Kt—KB3. In modem chess the order of 

moves is constantly increasing in importance. While this is 

due chiefly to the greatly enlarged possibilities of transposi¬ 

tions, in some cases it is also based on the desire of one player 

to stick to a certain variation and allow no deviation from it. 

In the present line there is a combination of these motifs. 

Quite often the position arises because White does not wish to 

allow the Nimaoindian: 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P— 

K3; 3 Kt—KB3, P—Q4, etc. At other times White chooses 

the line because he wishes to develop his QKt at Q2. Fre¬ 

quently it is played automatically and has no special sig¬ 

nificance. 

Black’s simplest reply is 3 .... Kt—KB3 (after 3 Kt—KB 3) 

when there are two ways in which White can deviate from the 

main lines of the QGD. The first is that where he develops his 

QKt at Q2, the second that where he diuts in his QB, but 

avoids the normal line of the Tarrasch Defense. 

The only advantage which can accrue from posting the QKt 

at Q2 rather than at QB3 is that on .... QPXBP the Kt may 

recapture instead of the B, thus making the liberating .... 

P K4 virtually impossible. As we know, however, the main 

freeing move is not_P—K4, but-P—B4. Further, 

I In- lack of pressure against White’s center makes Black’s game 

rimin'. I'or all ihesc reasons this form of the gamhit cannot be 

in oiniiiriiili-il. After 3_Kt—KB3;4B—KtS, QKt—Q2; 

’■I* K.l.o (); (»QKI. Q2 ltlack can equalize with cither 6 
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.... B—Q3 and an early_P—K4, or 6_B—K2 and an 

early-P—B4. All that he must guard against is giving up 

the center for insufficient reason. 

The other alternative for White, where he shuts in his QB, 

is more promising. It is, however essential to avoid the sym¬ 

metrical normal position of the Tarrasch Defense. Since this 

line is even only because of the symmetry it is sufficient for 

White to wait one move: 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 4 Kt—B3, 

B—K2 (or 4_QKt—Q2, or 4_P—B3—of course, 

Black can transpose into other lines with 4_P—B4 or 4 

_B—Kt5) and now 5 P—K3. It turns out that normal 

development would give White the better of it: Black can play 

_P—B4, but White secures the square K5 for his Kt 

Thus: 5 P—K3 (after 4 Kt—B3, B—K2), O-O; 6 B-Q3, P— 

B4; 7 P—QKt3, F-QKt3; 8 0-0, B—Kt2; 9 B—Kt2, 

QKt—Q2; 10 Q—K2, QPXP; 11 KtPXP, PXP; 12 PXP, etc. 

The hanging Pawns need not be feared by White because of his 

excellent development Once the Kt is securely posted at K5, 

a K-side attack almost automatically ensues. It is advisable 

for Black to avoid the entire line by transposing into the QGA 

at an early stage. Thus 4 Kt—B3, B—K2;5P—K3, PXP; 6 

BXP, P—B4, etc. 

In view of the eased situation in the center Black may also 

vary on his fourth turn: 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 4 B—KtS and 

now either 4 B—Kt5ch or 4 P—KR3. 

4 .... B—KtSch (ithe Vienna Variation) can lead to some 

writing complications in the main line: 5 Kt—B3, PXP; 6 

P—K4, P—B4; 7 P—KS, PXP; 8 Q-R4ch, Kt—B3; 9 

0-0-0, B—Q2; 10 Kt—K4, B—K2; 11 PXKt, PXP; 12 

B—R4, R—QB1I; 13 K—Ktl, Kt—R4; 14 Q—B2, P—K4; 15 

KtXQP, PXKt; 16 RXP, Q—Kt3; 17 RXB1 with an undear 

position. Black can avoid the complications with 6 .... P— 

KR3; 7 BXKt, QXB, but White has no choice once he has 

started. 

4_P—KR3 (the Duras Variation) yields White control of 

the center in return for the two Bishops. With energefc play 
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White can make his plus in terrain tell: 4 B—Kt5, P—KR3; 5 

BXKt, QXB; 6 Q—Kt3, P—B3; 7 QKt—Q2, Kt—Q2; 8 

P—K4, PXKP; 9 KtXP, Q—B5; 10 B—Q3, P—K4; 110—0, 

B—K2; 12 KR—K1 and Black’s game is difficult In other 

lines White may emerge with the slight theoretical advantage 

of a better center Pawn. (Compare French Defense, page 68.) 

SLAV DEFENSE: I P—Q4, P—Q4, P—QB4, P—QB3 

It has become clear how the pressure which White is enabled 

to exert in the Queen’s Gambit is due to one or more of three 

factors. These are: 

1. The Black QB cannot be developed normally and gets in 

the way of the other Black pieces. 

2. The Pawn position offers White numerous targets (espe¬ 

cially the minority attack in the Exchange Variation), which 

are frequently converted into permanent weaknesses. 

3. The pin of the Black KKt by B—Kt5 cramps the Black 

position; the second player must go to a great deal of trouble to 

neutralize or destroy the pin. 

While no defense as yet discovered has succeeded in eliminat¬ 

ing all three of these drawbacks, the one which comes nearest 

is the Slav, so-called because it was first played by Slavic 

masters (notably Alapin). Although the opening had been 

known as long ago as 1910 and earlier, its great strength was 

not fully recognized until Euwe adopted it in many important 

tournament and match games in the early 1930’s. 

It is obvious that Black’s second move (Diagram No. 29) 

will permit him to develop his QB and will avoid any imbalance 

in the Pawn structure. While the pin is not prevented, it has 

all the teeth taken out of it because B—Kt5 at present does not 

tie the Kt to its post. Naturally, if all this continued to be true 

regardless of how White continued, the Queen’s Gambit would 

soon have to be retired to the nearest museum. The trouble 

(from Slack’s point of view) is twofold: normal development by 

Wliilr will iuioii make the realization of all of Black’s plans im- 

..ml»!•-, mill l lie removal of (lie QB frequently leaves the Q- 
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side dangerously weak—Black must always make sure that he 

has an adequate defense to any action undertaken there. These 

basic principles hold for all variations of the Slav. 

On his third move {Diagram No. 29) White has the choice of 

four different lines of play, each motivated by a different 

strategical idea. He has 3 PXP (the Exchange Variation) 

where he relies solely on his extra move. Then there is 3 Kt— 

KB3, non-committal development where White is going to 

make up his mind later as to exactly what policy he will adopt. 

No. 29 Ho. 30 

Next comes 3 Kt—QB3, based on some complicated traps, 

which is designed to put the heat an the Black center im¬ 

mediately. And finally, he may try 3 P—K3, again straight 

development in the hope that the extra move will tell, but this 

time retaining the tension in the center. 

I. The Exchange Variation: 3 PXP, PXP. This received a 

good deal of attention a few years ago, when Purdy maintained 

that it provided a complete refutation of the Slav. While his 

analysis contained some good ideas, Purdy’s opinion has re¬ 

mained unsubstantiated On the contrary, the exchange leaves 

Black with fewer problems to solve than would otherwise In: 

the case. 
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But despite the mild and benevolent look on White’s pieces 

when they make their moves, Black must exercise some care.. 

The great danger in this (as in all other symmetrical variations) 

is that Black will keep on copying White’s moves too long. 

Thus after 3 PXP, PXP; 4 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; S Kt—B3, 

Kt—B3; 6 B—B4, the simplest line is 6-P—K3 (rather 

than 6_B—B4, which endangers the Q-side). After 6 

.... B—B4; 7 P—K3, P—QR3 the new move 8 Kt—K5I 

gives White the better of it. On 6_P—K3, however, 7 

P—-K3, B—Q3! leads to exchanges which are easily sufficient 

for equality, e.g., 8 BXB, QXB; 9 B—K2, O—0; 10 O—0, 

P—QR3 and so on. Here 7_B—K2 (instead of 7_ 

B—Q3) is weak because after 8 B—Q3, 0—0; 9 P—KR3! 

White avoids exchanges and maintains the pressure, e.g., 

9 .... B—Q2; 10 0-0, P—QR3; 11 R—Bl, B—Kl; 12 

B—Ktl and Black is at a loss for good moves. 

II. 3 Kt—KB3 is by far the most important line in the Slav 

and accordingly both players and analysts have devoted the 

greatest amount of attention to it. After the normal 3_ 

Kt—KB3, 4 Kt—B3 Black finds himself compelled to modify 

his original plan: he cannot both preserve Pawn equilibrium 

and get his B out. For on 4-B—B4; 5 PXP, PXP? (5 

.... KtXP is a bit better but not enough for equality); 6 

Q—Kt3, Q—Kt3 (or 6 .... B—Bl; 7 Kt—KS); 7 KtXP, 

KtXKt; 8 QXKt, P—K3; 9 Q—Kt3 Black does not have 

enough for the Pawn. 

Consequently, to get his B out Black must give up the 

center with .... PXP. As usual, the struggle then centers 

around whether White can force P—K4 under favorable 

circumstances or not. According to best available information 

at. present Black cannot prevent P—K4 permanently, but can 

take the sting out of it In line with our general theories, 

whirli learli us that the two Pawns abreast in the center are 

:il mug it anil only if they cramp the enemy pieces, Black’s ob- 

i' i live ..Id lie lo exchange pieces or to get rid of the White 

|,,.III 
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After 3_Kt—B3; 4 Kt—B3, PXP the usual normal lino 

runs 5 P—QR4 (to prevent the support of the Black QBP), 

B—B4 (Diagram No. 30) and now White may choose to pre¬ 

pare P—K4 in one of two ways: 6 P—K3 or 6 Kt—K5. 

With 6 P—K3 he envisages straight development followed 

by Q—K2 and P—K4 eventually. To prevent this Black 

keeps a sharp eye on White’s K4: 6 P—K3, P—K3; 7 BXP, 

B—QKt5!; 8 O—0,0—0; 9 Q—K2 (on other moves_P— 

QB4 would be a more than adequate rejoinder) and now there 

are two replies to the White threat: 9_B—Kt5 and 9_ 

Kt—KS. 9-B—Kt5 is safer: it allows P—K4, but soon 

compels a break in the White center. Thus: 10 R—Q1 (not 

10 P—K4 because of 10 .... BXKt), QKt—Q2; 11 P—R3, 

B—KR4; 12 P—K4, Q—K2 (threatening .... P—K4); 13 

P—KS, Kt—Q4; 14 Kt—K4, P—KR31 (to prevent an annoy¬ 

ing pin) with complete equality because the break P— 

KB3 cannot be prevented. 9_Kt—KS in the main line 

(instead of 9-B—Kt5) is a bit doubtful because of the 

interesting sacrifice 10 B—Q3!, first seen in the Euwe-Alekhine 

match in 1937. The move sacrifices a P to cramp Black’s 

game: 10 .... BXKt; 11 PXB, KtXQBP; 12 Q—B2, BXB; 

13 QXB, Kt—Q4; 14 B-R3, R—Kl; 15 QR—Ktl with 

strong pressure. 

Summarizing, we find that the leading ideas for both sides in 

this crucial variation are the following: 

1. White wishes to force P—K4 under favorable circum¬ 

stances. Against weak play on Black’s part this will yield him 

an advantage. 

2. Black can prevent P—K4 only by_B—QKt5 and 

then occupying the square with his Kt at the appropriate 

moment. In that event he must always be on guard against a 

sacrifice beginning with B—Q3. 

3. Black can take the sting out of the advance by .... B— 

KKt5, followed by preparing the break_P—K4. Should 

White advance P—KS, the break_P—KB3 would equal 

ize. 
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4. Against weak play by White or some unusual variant the 

liberating idea for Black is-P—QB4. 

pluming now to Diagram No. 30, we find the alternative 

6 Kt—K5 for White, which envisages recapturing the BP with 

the Kt and setting up the center with P—B3 and P—K4, or 

with the fianchett of the KB. In reply, Black’s best choice is to 

pin the White QKt and break the White center with an early 

_P—QB4. The other line, where he tries 6 QKt—-Q2; 

7 KtXP(B4), Q—B2, to force .... P—K4, is refuted by 8 

P—KKt3, P—K4; 9 PXP, KtXP; 10 B—B4, KKt—Q2; 11 

B—Kt2, P—B3; 12 O—O, R—Ql; 13 Q—Bl, B—K3; 14 

Kt—K4I, B—QKt5; IS P—R5, 0—0; 16 KtXKt, KtXKt; 

17 Kt—BS with an overwhelming position. The leading idea 

all along here, of course, has been how White can take ad¬ 

vantage of the clumsy lack of coordination of the Black pieces. 

Other important thoughts were that of holding Black’s three 

Pawns on the Q-side with White’s two, and that of securing the 

two Bishops. 
However, 6 .... P—K3 (instead of 6 .... QKt—Q2 after 6 

Kt—K5) is more adequate, although a new sacrificial possi¬ 

bility has strengthened the line for White. The main variation 

is 7 P—B3, B—QKt5; 8 P—K41, BXP1; 9 PXB, KtXP; 

10 B—Q2! (the improvement), QXP; 11 KtXKt, QXKtch; 

12 Q—K2, BXBch; 13 KXB and White has the better end¬ 

game although whether he can win is a dubious matter. The 

older line 8 KtXP (B4), instead of 8 P—K4I, leads only to 

equality. 

Finally, one idea for Black against inferior play is worth 

noting: if White hesitates too long about recapturing the BP, 

Black may sacrifice his KP to hold on to the BP, in which case 

I lie Q-side majority is often a valuable asset. E.g., 6 Kt—R4 

(in Diagram No. 30), B—Bl; 7 P—K3 (7 Kt—B3 is best), 

r K■!!; 8 PXP, QXQch; 9 KtXQ, B—Kt5ch; 10 B—Q2, 

11 - li. l.; II KXB, Kt—KSch; 12 K—Kl, B—K3 with ad- 

VVluii-. 11ilirMr, <-;in rlulose not to prevent_P—QKt4, 
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While this carries less punch as a rule, in some cases it has led 

to brilliant victories. Its main virtue is that it leads Black to 

weaken his Q-side. The main line runs S P—K3, P—QKt4; 

6 P—QR4, P—Kt5; 7 Kt—R2, P—K3; 8 BXP, QKt—Q2 

(the point is that Black cannot prevent P—K4 permanently 

but can take the sting out of it by-P—B4 at the right 

time); 9 O—O, B—Kt2; 10 Q—K2, P—B4; 11R—Q1 and now 

11_PXP is undoubtedly best to avoid the sacrificial line 

11_Q—Kt3; 12 P—K4I etc. The idea for White is to take 

advantage of Black’s temporarily cramped position by an 

early attack. This entire variation may bear watching. 

The second main line of the Slav here occurs where Black 

decides to shut in his QB with_P—K3. Thus: 3 Kt—KB3, 

Kt—B3; 4 Kt—B3, P—K3; 5 P—K3, QKt—Q2; 6 B—Q3 

(Diagram No. 31). 

In order to free himself, Black may now pursue one of three 

plans: 1) 6_PXP followed by an advance on the Q-side; 2) 

6 .... B—Q3 followed by .... P—K4; or 3) 6 .... B—K2 

followed by development on the Q-side. Of the three, the 

first is the most promising, and now considered theoretically 

sound, the second is safest but unattractive, the third is by far 

too timid. 

I. The Meran Variation: 6 .... PXP; 7 BXBP, P—QKU; 

8 B—Q3, P—QR3. Black hopes to be able to play_P— 

B4 early, develop his B at QKt2, his other pieces normally, 

after which he would actually have the better of it. An ex¬ 

ample of such an eventuality is 9 O—O, P—B4; 10 P—QR4, 

P—Kt5; 11 Kt—K4, B—Kt2; 12 QKt—Q2, B—K2; 13 Q— 

K2, O—O; 14 R—Ql, P—QR4 and Black’s game leaves little 

to be desired. In this line Black must be on guard against a 

posable P—R5, fixing his RP, or P—K4, with advantage in 

the center. 

But White has no reason to be satisfied. Black has not only 

weakened the Q-side, he has also laid his center bare. Conse¬ 

quently an advance there is indicated. In reply to 9 P—K4! 

(after 8 P—QR3) there is a long series of complications 
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which were once considered favorable for White, but have 

since had the real sting taken out of them: 9 .... P—B4; 10 

P—KS, PXP; 11 KtXKtP, PXKt! (an old move recently 

rehabilitated); 12 PXKt, Q—Kt3/; 13 PXP (best), BXP; 

14 P—QKt4, O—O; 15 0—0, P—B4; 16 Q—K2, P—K4I and 

although Black’s game is slightly inferior he can probably 

hold it. 

In the above variation, if 11 .... KtXKP (instead of 11 

.... PXKt); 12 KtXKt, PXKt; 13 Q—B3I, B—Kt5ch; 14 

K—K2,R—QKtl; 15 Q—Kt31 with a strong pull for White. 

No. 31 

Black should not try .... P—QKt4 without the follow-up 

_P—QB4; he would simply be saddled with a backward 

Pawn on an open file, while-QPXBP without-P— 

QKt4 would merely concede his opponent the better center 

without adequate compensation. 

II. 6_B—Q3 is safer but is likewise not entirely ade¬ 

quate. It is true that after 7 0—0, O—O the break 8 P—K4 

i:i mil favorable, since neither 8_PXBP; 9 BXP, P—K4 

ii..i x l*X KP; 9 KtXP, KtXKt; 10 BXKt, P—QB4 is 

millii u ni to I'.ive While an adequate advantage. But by re- 

I* 11 iii|> in I III- uni mat |ii>siliuu of the Tarrasch Defense we see 
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that Black cannot set up the symmetry required for equality 

there. Consequently, on 7 O—0,0—0; 8 P—QKt3 would be 

most logical. The threat 8_P—K4 could be answered by 9 

BPXP, BPXP; 11 Kt—QKt5, B—Ktl; 12 PXP, KtXP; 13 

B—K2 with a slight but certain superiority because of Black’s 

isolated Pawn. White’s idea, if Black does not break, is to set 

up a Kt at K5 followed by a K-side attack, as in the variation 

of the QGD where he shuts in his QB (see page 131). 'White’s 

motivating thought here is that exchanges would merely 

liberate Black’s cramped position, so that the temporary in¬ 

feriority in the center would soon be neutralized. 

III. 6 .... B—K2 is entirely too timid and has no positive 

merit. True, again the early break is not too bad: 7 O—O, 

0-0; 8 P—K4, PXKP; 9 KtXP, P—QKt3; 10 Q—K2, B— 

Kt2; 11 R—Ql, Q—B2; 12 B—Kt5, P—B4; 13 PXP, PXP 

leaves White with only a minimal advantage. (For this type of 

position, compare the French Defense, page 68 and Diagram 

No. 14A). But the restraining 8 P—QKt3 (instead of 8 P—K4) 

leaves Black badly cramped without any immediate possibility 

of freeing himself. Against normal play White’s idea is the 

usual one of Kt—KS followed by a K-side attack. 

The conclusion we must necessarily come to is that the entire 

line beginning with_P—K3 is theoretically unsatisfactory 

for Black. 

Other alternatives illustrate some new ideas. Improvements 

are really significant only for Black, but in view of the fact 

that analytical results here have varied so widely at times it is 

well to be aware of a few other choices. On Black’s 5th move, 

after 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—B3; 4 Kt—B3, P—K3; 5 P—K3, P— 

QR3 may be tried to mobilize the Q-side immediately, perhaps 

develop the Kt at QB3. It is refuted by P—B5I, P—QKt3; 

7 PXP, QKt—Q2; 8 Kt—QR4!, KtXP; 9 B—Q2 and Black 

will not be able to get rid of his QBP, which is backward on an 

open file. 

A stronger alternative—though rarely seen—is the Stone¬ 

wall 5 .... Kt—K5. Then 6 B—Q3, P—KB4; 7 Kt- K5, 
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Q—R5!; 8 0-0, B—Q3; 9 P—B4, 0-0 leads to a compli¬ 

cated game with the chances only slightly in favor of White. 

White may attack on the Q-side (with P—BS, P—QKt4 

eventually) or on the K-side (with R—B3, R—R3, etc.). 

What both sides must avoid is to be left with a bad B (the QB 

for both sides because the Pawns are on those respective colors) 

against a Kt. This variation should be compared with the 

Dutch Defense (page 205). 

For White we should mention 6 Kt—K5 (instead of 6 B—Q3 

in the line leading to the Meran Variation, Diagram No. 31). 

The idea is to avoid the Meran by preparing a K-side attack, 

but there is no adequate refutation of the natural_P— 

QB4 at an early stage. A good possibility is 5 B—Kt5 (after 

3 Kt—KB3, Kt—B3; 4 Kt—B3, P—K3) to transpose into 

a favorable line of the QGD (where_P—QB3 early is 

bad as a rule). If then 5 .... PXP; 6 P—K4, P—QKt4; 

7 P—K5, P—KR3; 8 B—R4, P—KKt4; 9 KtXKKtP, PXKt; 

10 BXKtP, QKt—Q2I; 11 PXKt! is hard to meet. 

In summing up, we find that Black can equalize by giving up 

the center temporarily with_PXP, but that the alternative 

of shutting in his QB is not theoretically sufficient. Under 

these circumstances, we must once more expect attempted im¬ 

provements for both sides. Those for Black have already been 

treated in the course of the discussion; now we come to White’s 

tries. 

After 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—B3, a line which attracted a good deal 

of attention some seven or eight years ago is 4 P—K3. White 

expects 4-B—B4, for 4-P—K3 is, as just mentioned, 

inferior for Black. On 4 .... B—B4 White then hopes to get 

an advantage by an early attack against the weakened Black 

O side, <‘K]>ecially by exerting pressure along the QB file. 

While l his line has much to recommend it, by taking suitable 

inn Millions and defending against the threats as they come 

idolig lihn k ran hold his ground. One interesting trap is 4 

11 K l. II II I. S I'X I*. I’X P;6Q—Kt3, when 6 .... Q—B2L 

!■ I..hi im>. (.» Ill;7 It Q2,P—K3;8Kt—R3!(White 
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has reserved the development of this Kt in order to keep the 

QB file open), Kt—B3; 9 R—Bl, Kt—KS? loses (9 .... Kt— 

Q2 is essential): 10 Kt—K5, KtXB; 11 KXKt, B—KtSch; 12 

K—Ql, B—K2; 13 B—R6! and White will win. Another trap 

is 4 P—K3, B—B4; 5 PXP, PXP; 6 Kt—B3, P—K3; 7 Kt— 

K5, when 1.... QKt—Q2? is refuted by 8 P—KKt4!, B—Kt3; 

9 P—KR4, etc. 7 KKt—Q2I, however, is adequate. 

Another idea for White is that of exchanging the Black QB 

for his KKt in order to secure the two Bishops. Thus: 4 P— 

K3, B—B4; 5 Kt—B3, P—K3; 6 Kt—KR4. Against inac¬ 

curate play White can then also get a stronger center which, in 

conjunction with the B’s, would be quite formidable. But the 

proper reply 6_B—Kt5; 7 Q—Kt3, Q—Kt3!; is hard to 

meet: after 8 P—KR3 (carrying out the original idea), B—R4; 

9 P—Kt4, B—Kt3; 10 KtXB, RPXKt; 11 B—Kt2, B—Kt5!; 

12 B—Q2, QKt—Q2; 13 O—O—O, BXKt!; 14 BXB, QXQ; 

15 PXQ, Kt—Kt3! White must block the position, which 

deprives his B’s of their value. 

Straight development for White is meaningless once Black 

has posted his B at B4. E.g., 4 P—K3, B—B4; 5 B—Q3, P— 

K3; 6 Kt—B3, BXB; 7 QXB, QKt—Q2; 8 0-0, B—Kt5, 

etc. with equality. 

Should Black shut in his B with 4_P—K3 in answer to 

4 P—K3, White should continue as in the main line above 

(page 139) when Black’s game remains cramped. Otherwise 

_P—QB4 would equalize quite easily for Black. An inter¬ 

esting alternative for Black is the Stonewall Variation, 4 P— 

K3, P—K3; 5 QKt—Q2 (or 5 Kt—B3), Kt—K5, which has 

been discussed above (page 139). It makes no essential differ¬ 

ence whether the White Kt is at QB3 or at Q2. 

It should be mentioned that if Black takes the BP on his 

third move (3 Kt—KB3, PXP) it will be recaptured by means 

of 4 P—K3, P—QKt4; 5 P—QR4, B—Kt2; 6 PXP, PXP; 

7 P—QKt3 with the better game because of the stronger center 

Pawns. . 

III. 3 Kt—QB3: The reason why Black can develop liis OH 
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with impunity in most variations of the Slav is that his center 

does not have much pressure exerted against it. One idea be¬ 

hind 3 Kt—QB3 is to create this pressure in order to make_ 

B—B4 impossible or inferior. And, in point of fact, after 3 

-B—B4; 4 PXP, PXP; 5 Q—Kt3 wins a Pawn at once. 

Likewise if 3 .... Kt—KB3; 4 P—K3, B—B4; 5 PXP, PXP; 

6 Q—Kt3I, B—Bl! (virtually forced); 7 Kt—B3 followed by 

Kt—KS, P—KB4, etc. gives White an overwhelming game. 

And though 3_Kt—KB3; 4 P—K3, P—K3 is possible, we 

already know that it would merely transpose into a line which 

must be considered inferior for Black. 

So we come back to the crucial variations, to see whether 

Black is really forced to transpose into this inadequate defense 

or not. 

First, there is 3 .... PXP; 4 P—K4! Now 4 .... P—QKt4; 

5 P—QR4, P—KtS; 6 Kt—R2, Kt—B3; 7 P—KS, Kt—Q4 is 

almost even though Black’s K-side may turn out to be weak. 

4_P—K4! (instead of 4_P—QKt4) leads to great 

complications after 5 Kt—B3, PXP; 6 BXP!? The consensus 

of opinion is that Black can accept the sacrifice: 6 .... PXKt; 

7 BXPch, K—K2; 8 Q—Kt3, Kt—B3; 9 B—K3, Q—R4; 10 

O—O—O, Q—KKt41, etc. However, White has a more prom¬ 

ising line where he only sacrifices a Pawn: 6 KtXP (instead of 6 

BXP), for if then 6 .... B—QB4; 7 B—K3, Kt—Kt5; 8 

KtXPI, QXQch; 9 RXQ, KtXKt; 10 BXB with the better of 

it. This variation will undoubtedly receive more attention in 

the future. 

The second crucial variation is the unsolved problem (if in¬ 

deed a solution is possible) of the theoretical refutation of 

Winiiwer’s Counter-Gambit: 3_P—K4. The best try is 

4 I’XQP, BPXP; S P—K4I, PXKP; 6 B—Kt5ch, B—Q2; 

7 l’Xl\ ltXU;8QXQch,KXQ;9KtXB,B—Kt5ch. Bladr’s 

..- i:. inferior, Imt. he may be able to hold it 

IV. ,f P-—K3 really has no independent status but ismerely a 

|nrlinlr in nne nl a niinilit'r c>T lines. Whatever strength it has 

IIih in liiiiiii|imilii>n!i. Thus on 3 ....Kt—B3?;4Kt—QB3 
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Black must choose the inferior 4-P—K3, since 4-B— 

B4?; 5 PXP, PXP; 6 Q—Kt3 would now lead back to a varia¬ 

tion already rejected. However, 3 .... B—B4 and if 4 Kt— 

B3, P—K3, is sufficient. 

ALB IN COUNTER GAMBIT: I P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—QB4, P—K4 

In this gambit Black gives up a Pawn in order to secure free¬ 

dom for his pieces and a bind on the enemy position by means 

of a powerful center Pawn. It fails for the usual simple tactical 

reason that White can return the P at the appropriate moment 

to secure an overwhelming positional advantage. 

The main line begins 3 QPX P, P—Q5. Now the entire play 

of both sides revolves about this QP: its strength is shown by 

the fact that 4 P—K3? would be refuted by 4_B—Kt5ch; S 

B—Q2, PXP! and if 6 BXB, PXPch; 7 K—K2, PXKt (Kt)ch 

and wins. Instead, however, 4 Kt—KB3 (after 3 QPXP, 

P—Q5) retains the pressure: the normal continuation is then 

4_Kt—QB3 (on 4_P—QB4; 5 P—K3 would be strong 

because Black has no check with the B); 5 QKt—Q2, B—K3 

(or 5 .... B—KKt5; 6 P—KR3, BXKt; 7 KtXB when White 

already has the advantage of the two Bishops); 6 P—KKt3, 

B—QB4; 7 B—Kt2, (7 P—QR3 is really a waste of time here 

because Black will have to play_P—QR4 sooner or later 

anyhow), KKt—K2; 8 O—O, P—QR4; 9 P—Kt3, 0—0; 10 

B—Kt2, Kt—Kt3; 11 Kt—K4, B—R2; 12 P—B5 with a clear 

advantage. Black can regain his P with 6_Q—Q2 (instead 

of 6_B—QB4) the idea of which is to reinforce the QP, but 

then White can build up adequate pressure against the enemy 

Q-side: 7 P—QR3, KKt—K2; 8 Q-R4, Kt—Kt3; 9 B—Kt2, 

B—K2; 10 0—0, 0—0; 11 P—QKt4 etc. The idea to re¬ 

member is that by a K-fianchetto plus quick development 

White will always get enough counterplay against the enemy 

Q-side if Black sets out to recover his P. 

QUEEN’S GAMBIT ACCEPTED: I P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—QB4, PXP 

Since so many of Black’s troubles in the Queen’s Gambit can 

be traced to a cramped game, offhand it looks as though il. 
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would be good policy to get free play for the pieces, even at the 

cost of giving up the center temporarily. This is the leading 

motif of the Queen’s Gambit Accepted: a more comfortable 

game gets priority, equality in the center will came later. 

Naturally, White is anxious to play P—K4, as in all variations 

of the QG. By removing the Pawn barrier Black makes the 

struggle to see whether White can force a favorable advance or 

not all the more acute. 

White must regain his Pawn, but also prevent the liberating 

_P—K4, which would follow, e.g., on 3 P—K3. Conse¬ 

quently 3 Kt—KB3 is most natural. Perhaps it should be 

mentioned that Black cannot afford to try to hold on to the P: 

if now 3 .... P—QKt4?; 4 P—QR4, P—QB3; 5 P—K3, B— 

Kt2; 6 PXP, PXP; 7 P—QKt3 with the better game. Thus 

Black is compelled to play positionally. 

It is to be expected, of course, that the defender will insert 

_P—QB4 at an early stage. White will then be faced by 

the crucial problem of the QGA: whether to play QPXBP, 

banking on speedier development, or to leave the status quo 

untouched, allowing the isolated P with BPXQP, KPXP. 

As a rule, the better development which comes after QPX 

BP is useless if the Queens are exchanged because it can only be 

exploited by an energetic attack. E.g., 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 

4P—K3, P—K3; 5 BXP, P—B4; 60—O, Kt—B3; 7 Kt—B3, 

B—K2; 8 PXP, QXQ; 9 RXQ, BXP; 10 P—QR3, K—K2; 11 

P—QKt4, B—Kt3; 12 B—Kt2, R—Q1 with equality, despite 

the fact that Black lost a move with his KB. However, as 

wc shall see, if White had been able to avoid the exchange of 

Queens he could have retained a marked superiority in view of 

lllack’s loss of time. 

II fnl lows that for Black there is a constant sparring for 

IHu'liliiiii from Ihci very beginning. He must not allow loss of 

l uni* willi Iiin K II, for he is rarely certain of being able to ex- 

i lunr.i- Qii<vii:i. Tims Black, after the preliminaries, can either 

. I v-ii.ilh.-i llii- |uir.ilion in lliu center (with_BPXQP) or 

• mu i ni inti mi ilrvrln|iiiif' his Q side first, especially since he 
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can get his QB out via QKt2. White meanwhile will hasten to 

mobilize his K-side. . . 

This leads us to the first normal line: 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 

4 P—K3, P—K3; 5 BXP, P—B4; 6 O—O, P—QR3 (.Diagram 

No. 32). 

White is anxious to get his Q out of the way in order to be 

able to take prompt advantage of a move of the Black. KB, so 

he plays 7 Q—K2, with which he also threatens an eventual 

m ■ KramiMi 

^rfi r 

1 
M&M #HMil 1 mmutmEM 

Position after 6_P—QR3 in the Position after 6_PXP; 1PXP in 
Queen’s Gambit Accepted. the Queen’s Gambit Accepted. 

P—K4. In particular, should Black advance on the Q-side, 

this center thrust would be annoying. 

Black continues with his plan: 7_Kt—B3; 8 R—Q1 

(White is still waiting for Black to commit himself) but now 

Black can afford to continue on the Q-side for tactical reasons: 

8 .... P—QKt4; 9 B—Kt3, P—B5; 10 R-B2, Kt—QKtSI; 11 

Kt—B3, KtXB; 12 QXKt, B—Kt2; 13 P—Q5!, Q—B2!; 14 

P—K4, P—K4 with equality. 

Consequently an improvement is called for. It is found in 

the rejection of 8 R—Q1 (in the main line), which had not 

turned out well Instead, 8 Kt—B31 creates a difficult prob¬ 

lem. 8 .... P—QKt4; 9 B—Kt3, P—B5; 10 B—B2, Kt— 

QKt5; 11 B—Ktl would not exchange pieces, and P—K4 
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would be inevitable, yielding White a powerful center. Sim¬ 
ilarly, 8 .... P—QKt4; 9 B—Kt3, PXP; 11 R—Ql, B—K2; 
12 PXP, O—O; 13 P—Q5 is bad for Black, while 8_PXP 
(instead of 8 .... P—QKt4); 9 R—Ql, B—K2; 10 PXP, 
0—0; 11 P—QS, PXP; 12 KtXP, KtxKt; 13 BXKt, Q— 
B2; 14 B—Kt5 is again inferior. Finally, on 8 .... P—QKt4; 
9 B—Kt3, B—K2 White carries out his plan: 10 PXP, BXP; 
11 P—K4, P—KtS; 12 P—K5! with an overwhelming game. 
In this connection it may be pointed out that when the R is at 
Ql, the idea of PXP, BXP; P—K4 is much inferior to the 
present case because Black can reply Kt—KKt5, com¬ 
pelling the R to retreat. 

Should Black postpone the development of his KB with 9 
_B—Kt2 (instead of 9-B—K2 in the last variation 
above) White may find occasion to make use of another idea 
which is often quite effective in this status quo set-up: the 
break with P—Q5. Thus: 10 R—Ql, Q—Kt3; 11 P—Q5!, 
PXP; 12 P—K4!, PXP; 13 KtXKP and should win. 

The reaction to the above improvement for White is one for 
Black. Most of his troubles arise from allowing the possibility 
of P—Q5, which in turn is due to placing the Kt at QB3. So 
let us try_QKt—Q2. This would work out satisfactorily, 
if it were not for a King Pawn advance: 7 Q—K2, P—QKt4; 
8 B—Kt3, B—Kt2; 9 P—QR4!, QKt—Q2; 10 P—K41, 
PXQP; 11 PXP, Q—Kt3; 12 P—K5 with a powerful attack. 
A similar sacrificial advance of the KP is also possible in other 
variations. 

All these variations are so strong for the first player that it 
seems advisable for the defender to exchange .... BPXQP 
at an early stage (see p. 147). 

The proper handling of the line where there is an exchange 
of QP for BP without any real hope of securing an advantage is 
worth mentioning. To secure any real winning chances, White 
iiiiiv.i fit her keep Black badly cramped or get the upper hand on 
tin- n :.ulr nr lintli. ffe usually tries to do so with P—QR3, 
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P—QKt4, B—Kt2, etc. (In view of the symmetrical Pawn 
situation P—K4 would mean little.) Black should counter 
symmetrically, but break as early as possible, i.e., — P— 
QKt5 if he gets the chance, if not,-P—QR4 after White 
has played P—QKt4. If the Queens are exchanged, the King 
should be kept in the center. Finally, the QB5 squares are im¬ 
portant strong points for both sides. 

The other major Pawn skeleton can also arise from the main 
line leading to Diagram No. 32 if Black tries 6-PXP in¬ 
stead of 6 .... P—QR3. Thus: 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 4 
P—K3, P—K3; 5 BXP, P—B4; 6 O-O, PXP; 7 PXP 
(Diagram No. 33). 

The isolani determines the further course of battle. Black’s 
long-range plan is to head for the endgame, where his superior 
Pawn structure will telL White will concentrate on prepara¬ 
tions for an attack in the center and on the K-side. More 
specifically, Black’s strong point is his Q4, where he will en¬ 
deavor to place a Kt (Kt’s are always best in the center). 
Secondarily, he will try to secure play on the Q-side, chiefly 
with the R on the QB file and a Kt at QB5. Exchanges will al¬ 
ways be welcome. White, on the other hand, will post a Kt 
at K5, if possible at QB5 too, then build up threats against the 
Black K, usually with P—KB4—B5. Exchanges should be 
avoided for him. 

From Diagram No. 33 these ideas work out in a typical 
instance as follows: 1 .... B—K2; 8 Q—K2, Kt—B3; 9 R— 
Ql, P—QR3; 10 Kt—B3, Kt—QKt5; 11 B—KKt5,0—0; 12 
Kt—K5, QKt—Q4; 13 QR—Bl, R—Kl; 14 B—Q3, P—R3; 
15 B—R4, B—Q2; 16 B—Ktl with chances for both sides. 
_P—QKt4 is none too good for Black: it opens QB5 to the 
White Kt’s. 

In view of the indecisive results in the main lines White 
would be glad to find some improvement. 

We may recall that Black’s game is fairly easy because he 
can always play .... P—QB4 at an early stage. Thus if 
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White could prevent this liberating move he might be able to 
secure an advantage. That is the idea behind 4 Q—R4ch 
(after 3 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3—Diagram No. 34). 

Of the many possible replies, none has proved wholly ade¬ 
quate in practise, although Black need not loose by any means. 
It is worth our while to consider them in some detail. 

A. 4-Q—Q2 is designed to simplify by forcing an early 
exchange of Queens. In this Blade, succeeds. While White’s 
plus in terrain remains, even without Queens, Black manages to 
bleed the position so much that he can reduce his disadvantage 
to a minimum: 5 QXBP, Q—B3; 6 Kt—R3I (or 6 P—K3, B— 
K3I), QXQ; 7 KtXQ, P—K3; 8 P—QR3, P—B4; 9 B—B4, 
Kt—B3; 10 PXP, BXP; 11 P—QKt4, B—K2; 12 F—Kt5, 
Kt—QKtl; 13 Kt—Q6ch, BXKt; 14 BXB and now 14 .... 
Kt—KS; 15 B—B7, P—QR3 gets rid of so much wood that 
there is little left to start a fire. 

B. 4_B—Q2 aims to compel an early_F—QB4 but 
Black must distort his development to do so: 5 QXBP, F— 
K3; 6 Kt—B3, Kt—R3 (this is the hitch); 7 P—K4, P—B4; 
8 B—K2, PXP; 9 KtXP, R—Bl; 10 Q—Q3, Kt—QKt5; 
11 Q—Ktl with advantage. 

C. 4_P—B3 is played with a view to developing the QB 
early, but the normal strength of such a line is sapped to some 
extent by the fact that White can force an early P—K4. Thus: 
5 QXBP, B—B4; 6 Kt—B3, QKt—Q2; 7 P—KKt33, P—K3 
(much better is 7_Kt—K5 to compel exchanges, which 
deprives White’s center of its value: 8 B—Kt2, KtXKt; 9 
PXKt, Kt—Kt3; 10 Q—Kt3, B—K5! etc.); 8 B—Kt2. Now 
the normal continuation is 8_B—Q3, to advance the KP. 
White can then counter with 9 Kt—KR4, B—Kt3; 10 P—K4, 
when he still controls more terrain. 

IK 1-QKt—Q2 is straight development to play_ 
I' III early. After 5 Kt—B3, P—K3; 6 P—K4, P—B4; 7 
I' I* (V I’ <.>r' is inferior because of the neat combination 7 

I’ ■■ l*.« V K.'i, |* QK.1.4), BXP; 8 BXP, when White’s 
... hi" 'll",III I v fleer. 
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All in all, A is simplest, though it can at best lead to a draw, 
while D holds most promise for the future. 

Q—R4ch may also be tried a move earlier: 3 Q—R4ch (in¬ 
stead of 3 Kt—KB3), when Black would be faced with sub¬ 
stantially the same problems. 

Two alternatives for Black are worth mentioning. 3 Kt— 
KB3, P—QR3 (instead of 3-Kt—KB3), to bring out the 
QB. It is a perfectly sound alternative if White plays pas- 
sively, though Black must prepare .... P—K4 rather than 

No. 34 

.... P—QB4:4 P—K3, B—Kt5; 5 BXP, P—K3; 6 P—KR3, 
B—R4; 7 Kt—B3, Kt—03; 8 0—0, Kt—B31; 9 P—R3, 
B—Q3, etc. However, 6 Q—Kt3 (instead of 6 P—KR3) may 
enable White to exploit Black’s weakened Q-side. 

Finally, 3_P—QB4 (after 3 Kt—KB3) has never been 
refuted: if 4 P—Q5, P—K3; 5 P—K4, PXP; 6 PXP, Kt— 
KB3; 7 BXP, B—Q3 Black’s game is perfectly solid. Here 
Black gets rid of the problem of the center (White’s QP is none 
too strong) but the development of the QB still remains. 

QUEEN PA WN GAME WITH J P—Q4, P—Q4 WHERE WHITE DOBS 
NOT PLAT THE QUEEN’S GAMBIT 

We have already pointed out that 2 P—QB4 is by far the 
strongest continuation for White. In fact, the difference l>c- 
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tween it and other moves is so great that it may justifiably be 

said that when White omits the advance of the QBP there is no 

real theoretical problem because Black can equalize in a vari¬ 

ety of ways. Still, there are many difficult questions that may 

came up, chiefly in relatively unexplored regions. Besides, 

even in theoretically even positions one must be familiar with 

the ideas for both sides in order to continue properly. 

White, then, resorts to a number of unusual lines. For him 

principles will vary quite widely. Black, however, has quite an 

easy time of it in the beginning. For-P—QB4 is almost 

always possible, and always good. It will be recalled that in 

the QGD Black had to fight to get this move in, whereas here it 

is handed to him on a silver platter. That explains the early 

theoretical equality. 

One point for White should not be overlooked: there is no 

law forbidding P—QB4: he merely chooses not to play it. 

Consequently, if opportunity knocks, he may be able to ad¬ 

vance his QBP and transpose into a favorable line of the QG or 

QP opening. This possibility must always be borne in mind by 

Black. 

We can further consider, by way of introduction to the open¬ 

ings themselves, that when Black plays_P—QB4, while 

White does not (which is nearly always the case in this division) 

we have in effect a Queen’s Gambit with colors reversed where 

White is a move to the good compared with the normal line. 

Most of the time this fact makes all the difference in the world; 

at other times it is of no moment Incidentally, this motif of 

playing openings with colors reversed is quite common in 

modem chess. 

It would be impossible to consider all the tortuous and ir¬ 

regular lines which White might conceivably excogitate. For¬ 

tunately, it is also unnecessary. General principles are suffi- 

i ieiit to indicate Black’s plan of campaign against a wholly 

■ ii m*h I it'd in 1 debut: after P—QB4, development, prepara¬ 

tion nl . I* K4. Thus we need consider only those lines 

«linr WltiI<• linn .-.iniir definite idea in mind. 
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COLLS SYSTEM: 1 P—0*. P—Q*J 3 JCt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 3 P—K3. 
f—B*;Sp—B3 

This is the most promising try for White in the present sec¬ 

tion. White is in effect playing a Slav Defense with colors re¬ 

versed and with a move to the good. Though the variation is 

not one of the best for Black in the Slav (see page 137) the extra 

move gives it a punch which is otherwise absent. 

The first and most obvious counter for Black is to develop 

quickly and prepare for-P—K4 early. Then Black’s 

main problem is whether to post his QKt at QB3 or at Q2. It 

so happens that_QB3, which looks more natural, is in 

reality inferior. Thus: 4_P—K3; 5 QKt—Q2, Kt—B3; 6 

B—Q3, B—Q3; 7 O—0,0—0; 8 PXPi (essential to avoid an 

isolated P), BXP; 9 P—K4, P—K4; 10 PXP, QXP; 11 Q— 

K2, B—KKtS; 12 Kt—K4 and White stands much better. 

The possibilities of a K-side attack and superior development 

have been White’s trump cards. With exact play, however, 

Black can make his opponent’s plus virtually insignificant: 

9 .... Q—B2 (above, instead of 9 .... P—K4); 10 Q—K2, 

B—Q3; 11 R—Kl, Kt—KKtS!; 12 P—KR3, KKt—K4; 13 

KtXKt, KtXKt; 14 PXP, PXP; IS Kt—B3, KtXB; 16 

QXKt, Q—B5; 17 R—Ql, QXQ; 18 RXQ, R—Ql, etc. 

Nevertheless, in the normal line where both sides adhere to 

general principles most strictly White gets the better of it. 

Reason?—the extra move. E.g., it may have been noted that 

the break with P—K4, which Black must work so hard for in 

the normal QGD, is easy here for White (whose role corresponds 

to that of the defender in the QGD). One great strength of the 

Colie System is that many natural moves work out badly for 

Black. 

Analysis of the above variation reveals that the center thrust 

is strong for White only because he can precede it with QPX 

BP, avoiding an isolated Pawn. Consequently,_QKt—Q2, 

to recapture with the Kt and thereby prevent the execution of 

the plan, comes to mind. It does in point of fact compel While 

to revise his system somewhat, but Black is still subjected to a 
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strong attack: 4 .... P—K3; 5 QKt—Q2, QKt—Q2; 6 B—Q3, 

B—Q3; 7 0-0, 0-0; 8 R—Kl (instead 8 P—K4, BPXP; 

9 BPXP, PXP; 10 KtXP, KtXKt; 11 BXKt, Q—Kt3 merely 

saddles White with an isolated P), Q—B2 (8_F—K4; 9 

P—K4! will be in White’s favor); 9 P—K4, BPXP; 10 BPXP, 

PXP; 11 KtXP, KtXKt; 12 RXKt, R—Kl; 13 R—R4! with 

excellent attacking chances. Another instance of a typical 

assault is 8-R—Kl (in the previous line, instead of 8_ 

Q—B2); 9 P—K4, QPXP; 10 KtXP, KtXKt; 11 BXKt, 

PXP?; 12 BXPch!, KXB; 13 Kt—Kt5ch, K—Kt3; 14 P— 

KR4, R—Rl; 15 RXPchl! and wins. Any early thrust in the 

center by Black with_P—K4 would be met by P—K4, 

when the liquidation of Pawns would be in White’s favor be¬ 

cause of his better development. 

It is instructive to examine why the Colie System can offer 

such attacking possibilities while its analogue in the Slav De¬ 

fense is at best mediocre. Of course it is the “extra move” but 

what are the magic qualities which inhere in one such lowly 

move? If we go back to the other line, we find that an early 

P—K4 by White (thus the plan which Black follows here) 

merely frees the defender’s game and that the best is the slow 

line with_P—QKt3. Here, however, the slow line would 

be inferior because of the break with P—K4 (which the de¬ 

fender does not have in the Slav at such an early date). In 

other words, the extra move deprives Black of what would 

otherwise be the best line and adds force to White’s attach. 

The significant point is that White’s “secret weapon” is an 

attack against the Black K position. It follows that if the de¬ 

fender safeguards that comer properly he will have nothing to 

fear. The most tenable type of K position (against a relatively 

poorly developed opponent) is that with the K fianchetto. 

Tims the defense with_P—KKt3 suggests itself and does 

iiulrn! work out quite well: 4_P—KKt3 (instead of 4_ 

I’ K3); 5 OKI Q2, QKt—Q2; 6 B—Q3, B—Kt2; 7 0—0, 

ci it mill now 8 l» QKt4 is the only way for White to 

../M.i/i r l III 8 l‘ K l, e.g., (here would follow 8_QPXP; 
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9 KtXP, PXP; 10 KtXP, Kt—K4; 11 KtXKtch, BXKt; 

12 B—K2, B—Q2 with the better of it. 8 P—-QKt4 abandons 

the break in the center and concentrates on the Q-side, after 

which neither side can hope to achieve much. Black maneuvers 

to get a Kt to QB5 as soon as possible. This line is one of the 

reasons why the Colle System is so seldom seen in master chess. 

An analogue to it in the QGD is the Catalan Opening, where the 

strongest defense is_P—QB4, whereas here White has 

played only P—QB3. 

Another idea for Black is to try for_P—K4 without a 

preliminary-P—K3. This is sound enough strategically, 

but fails for tactical reasons: 4_QKt—Q2 (instead of 4_ 

P—K3); 5 QKt—Q2, Q—B2; 6 Q-R41, P—KKt3; 7 P—B4!, 

B—Kt2; 8 BPXP, KtXP; 9 P—K4, Kt—Kt3; 10 Q—B2 

with the better chances. 

A simple way to secure immediate complete equality when 

White intends to play the Colle System is the early develop¬ 

ment of the Black QB: 1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt— 

KB3;3P—K3, and now either 3_B—B4or3_B—Kt5. 

_P—QB4 can come in later, or perhaps, after Black is com¬ 

pletely developed, P—K4 may be superior. The weaken¬ 

ing of the Q-side is of no consequence here because the absence 

of open files make it impossible for White to do anything and 

because Black’s center is solid. A typical line is 3_B—B4; 

4B—Q3, P—K3; 5 BXB, PXB; 6 Q-Q3, Q—Bl; 7 P-QKt3, 

Kt—R3; 8 O—O, B—K2; 9 P—B4,0-0; 10 Kt—B3, P—B3; 

11 B—Kt2, Kt—K5 with an easy game. 

Turning to Diagram No. 35, we find some other ideas for 

White. 4 QKt—Q2 aims to play the QGA in reverse. And, to 

be sure, if he is permitted to carry out his plan he will get the 

better of it. E.g., 4 .... QKt—Q2; 5 P—QR3, P—K3; 6 

PXP, BXP; 7 P—QKt4, B—K2; 8 B—Kt2, 0-0; 9 P—B4, 

P—QKt3; 10 B—Q3 and White’s game is freer. (Compare 

page 137 in the Slav Defense.) When faced by such a problem, 

a player must consider the various possible transpositions t.o 

solve it correctly. 4 .... PXP; 5 PXP, P—K3 would Irans 
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pose into a form of the Caro-Kann (with the right colors!) 

where Black is badly off because he cannot develop his QB 

properly and because White can sink a Kt at K5. However, 

there is one significant improvement possible: 4 .... PXP; 5 

PXP, P—KKt3! instead of 5 .... P—K3. Then the QB can 

develop and we have a variation of the Caro-Kann which is 

quite all right for Black. Thus this type of analysis has al¬ 

ready given us one equalizing line without even examining the 

merits and demerits of the specific position. A striking illus- 

No.35 

tration of the importance of transpositions in contemporary 

chess! 

4 .... QKt—Q2; 5 P—QR3, Q—B2; 6 P—B4 would be like 

the analogous linw in the Colle; it is certainly not bad on general 

principles, but it does not work out well: 6-P—KKt3; 

7 PXQP, KtXP; 8 Q—Kt3, KKt—Kt3; 9 P—QR4, etc. 

Another line which general principles and transposition sug¬ 

gest is 4_QKt—Q2 (White was threatening to take the 

I*); .S I* QR3, P—KKt3. After 6 PXP, KtXP; 7 P—QKt4, 

nK I t.W; R It K12, B—Kt2, the two B’s will soon neutralize 

mu- iiiKillirl. 

A |, 11111 i •■mihg I Kirk In Diagram No. 35, 4 P—QKt3 is de- 
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signed to build up an attack by settling a Kt at K5, a motif 

which is similar to Nimzovitch’s attack (see page 227). This 

is also tiie analogue of the fianchetto defense for Black, which 

is none too good because it does not have a sufficiently direct 

influence on the center. By developing normally, Black can 

secure equality fairly easily; it diould be noted that he has a 

ready target on White’s Q-side: 4-P—K3; 5 B—Kt2, 

Kt—B3; 6 B—Q3, B—Q3; 7 O-O, 0—0; 8 QKt—Q2, Q— 

K2; 9 Kt—KS, PXP; 10 PXP, B—R6 with a good game. 

After 1 P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3 moves other 

than those already mentioned have virtually nothing to offer 

but variety. 

3 B—B4, P—B4; 4 P—K3, Kt—B3; 5 P—B3 is a variation 

of the Slav with colors reversed. Either 5 P—K3, to con¬ 

tinue with B—Q3, or 5 B—Kt5, or S Q—Kt3, 

with normal continuations in each case, is quite sufficient. 

White’s set-up lacks punch. 

On 3 B—Kt5, P—K3 is probably best, when White can 

transpose into a QGD. If he does not, the natural line with 

.... P-QB4, .... QKt—Q2.F—K3.B—Q3, 

_Q—B2, eventually_P—K4 will equalize at least. 

The QB diould be fianchettoed for Black. This line is strong 

for White if he can post his Kt at K5, but Black can normally 

prevent him from doing so. An example of the type of attack 

he can build up is 3 B—Kt5, P—K3; 4 P—K3, P—B4; 5 P— 

B3, B—K2 (he can also get out of the pin with-QKt—Q2 

and .... Q—Kt3); 6 B—Q3, Kt—B3 (6 ... .|QKt—Q2 is 

preferable); 7 QKt—Q2, P—KR3; 8 B—R4, 0-0; 9 0-0, 

P—QKt3 (9_ Q—B2 was much better); 10 Kt—K5I, 

KtXKt (and here 10.... B—Kt2; 11P—KB4 was preferable); 

11 PXKt, Kt—Q2; 12 B—Kt3, B—KS; 13 BXB, QXB; 14 

P—KB4, etc. 

3 P—KKt3 is interesting as the first historical instance of the 

now popular Catalan Opening, though it has no force without 

P—QB4. Normal development by Black is quite adequate. 

Variants for Black are possible, but rarely good. On 1 P - 
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Q4, P—Q4; 2 Kt—KB3, P—QB4 is tempting, but 3 P—B4! 

forces Black into inferior lines: 3_P—K3 is the Tarrasch 

Defense to the QGD, 3 .... BPXP; 4 PXP, QXP; S Kt—B3 

loses valuable time. 

A logical but tactically insufficient idea is 2 Kt—QB3 after 

IP—Q4,P—Q4. It is designed to compd an early P—K4, but 

suffers from the obvious drawback of leaving Blade a free hand 

to devdop. The normal 2_Kt—KB3; 3 B—KtS, B—B4 is 

quite good for the defender. 4 P—K3, P—B3, followed by an 

eventual-Q—Kt3 diould even give Black the upper hand. 

4 P—B3, which is more consistent with the sprit of the open¬ 

ing, should be met by 4 P—B3, when White must give up 

his powerful QB to force P—K4, which leaves his Pawns too 

fragile. The idea of playing the Q to QKt3 for Black is power¬ 

ful in all lines. 

The Stonewall Variation can be a steamroller if it is not met 

properly. The idea is to hold the center with Pawns at QB3, 

Q4, K3, KB4, plant a Kt at K5, shift the heavy pieces to the 

K-side and begin a murderous assault there. White’s ideal 

position could arise as follows: 1P—Q4, P—Q4; 2 P—K3, Kt— 

KB3; 3 B—Q3, P—B4; 4 P—QB3, Kt—B3; 5 P—KB4, P— 

K3; 6 Kt—B3, B—Q3; 7 O-O, 0—0; 8 Kt—KS, Q—B2; 9 

Kt—Q2, R—Kl; 10 P—KKt4 with a crushing attack. 

There are three things wrong with Black’s play above: he 

voluntarily shut in his QB, he allowed Kt—K5 without further 

ado, and he made no effort to occupy his K5 with his own Kt. 

He cannot really prevent Kt—KS by White permanently but 

he can take the poison out of its fangs by correcting the other 

two errors. Thus the normal defensive line would be 1 P—Q4, 

P -Q4; 2 P—K3, Kt—KB3; 3 B—Q3, P—B4; 4 P—QB3, 

Kt -B3; 5 P—KB4, B—Kt5; 6 Kt—B3, P—K3; 7 QKt—Q2, 

It Q3; 8 P—KR3, B—R4; 9 P—QKt3, PXP; 10 BPXP, R— 

<.>lt I ini*I I thick has no great troubles any more. 

An nllminte defensive plan is to try to exchange the White 

I. II. iv 11 In hi I which White’s attack is virtually meaningless. 

Tin.. 'I' K t. Kl K It.t; 3 B—Q3, Kt—QB3, threatening 
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both_P—K4 and_Kt—QKt5, either one of which is 

sufficient to equalize. E.g., 4 P—KB4, Kt—QKtS; 5 Kt— 

KB3, KtXBch; 6 PXKt, P—KKt3; 7 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; 8 

O—0, O—O etc. However, this line is not always available 

because White may choose 3 P—KB4 in preference to 3 B— 

Q3. The main general defense which is sufficient for equality is 

the development of the QB. 



Chapter V 

QUEEN PAWN OPENINGS 

Part II 

DEFENSES WHERE BLACK DOES NOT 
PLAY .... P—Q4 

The openings to be treated in this chapter are undoubtedly 

by far the most difficult to understand. Even masters have 

been known to make serious positional errors in them. One 

reason is that the ideas are somewhat more complicated than in 

other debuts; another is that transpositions are almost always 

vital. Then too, subtle traps endow the order of moves with 

an importance which is absent elsewhere. Nonetheless, these 

openings can be grasped and mastered by a systematic applica¬ 

tion of the method which we have followed up to now. 

This chapter comprises all regular openings where White be¬ 

gins with 1P—Q4, but Black does not reply 1-P—Q4 early 

(he may do so at a later stage). We already know that after 1 

P—Q4, White wishes to continue with P—K4 to secure the 

better Pawn center. Any reasonable Black defense must there¬ 

fore block the advance of the White KP or have something in 

mind to nullify the effects of such an advance when it occurs. 

Though the matter has already been touched upon in Alek¬ 

hine’s Defense and on other occasions, it is essential to dispel a 

confusion about the center which has affected many players. 

I n many Hypermodem openings we find that Black permits, 

<.rici. encourages, White to advance his Pawns in the center 

mid f«mn wliat appears to be a powerful phalanx there. Then 

1II.II li ili-fily ;illacks and White’s structure collapses like a 

I.Mi ni i ii11Pi. Thin has led to the idea that several Pawns in 

ISA 



the center axe bound to be weak and that it is better to control 

the center from the sides. Consequently, it is snmetimpg ggid, 

black’s idea in these openings is to deliberately induce White 
l.o form a strong Pawn center. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. Other things bring 
equal, a Pawn in the center is a decided advantage. It is a dis¬ 

advantage only when it cannot be held there. 

Thus the crucial question is: Are other things equal? Or 

Black may ask: If I allow him to set up a powerful center 

phalanx can I then shatter that structure or must I further 
submit passively? 

In other words, in all these openings, we find two paramount 

questions for Black and two for White: 

1. Can a strong Pawn center be set up for White? (normally 
Pawns at QB4, Q4, K4) 

2. If it can, can it be mamtainivt? 

We can push it one step further back by recalling that the 

strength of a Pawn center lies in the fact that it cramps the 

enemy’s game. Then the one fundamental question is: Can 

Black, once he has begun by not placing a Pawn in the center, 
manage to free himself all the same? 

The answers to these and the subsidiary questions they in¬ 

volve determine the theoretical status of virtually all the open¬ 
ings in this chapter. 

Ihisline of reasqmqg helps us to see why in_pnictise pnly.one 

move stands out as of major theoretical..value: 1.F*— 

KB3, and that because it does not merely develop a piece 

normally,, but also prevents the march of the enemy KP. There 

are two other replies which are regular and independent: 1.... 

P—QB4 (The Benoni Counter Gambit) and 1_P—KB4 

(The Dutch Defense). Besides, there axe four moves which 

have some independent features, but will normally transpose 

into a more standard line: 1_P—K3, 1_P—QB3,1 

.... P—Q3 and 1.... Kt—QB3. Everything else is irregular 

because Black must make some effort to block White’s im¬ 
mediate P—K4. 
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THE INDIAN DEFENSES: 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3 

The name is derived from the fact that the game played in 

India does not have the initial double Pawn move, so that the 

slower type of development which is so characteristic of this 

group is seen there much more often. 

All these defenses have three important features in common: 

1. The struggle centers about whether White can manage to 

play P—K4 or not. 

2. If Blade allows P—K4, he must secure compensation in 

one of three ways: a) an effective attack on the White Pawn 

center with his pieces; b) a break with_P—KB4; c) a 

solidification of the Pawn structure which will make White’s 

temporary control of more terrain meaningless. 

3. A delayed_P—Q4 by Black is often most effective. 

We have already mentioned the fact that transpositions are 

of so much more moment here than in the KP. We shall point 

out the most significant transpositions as we come to them. 

To help the reader grasp the dose interrelationship of all these 

defenses we have set up a. genealogical diagram (see page 161). 

A. tUE JfIMXOINDIAN-Q-INDIAN COMPLEX: 
1 P—Q4. KI—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P—K3 

In this group of openings Blade’s main thought is prevention 

rather than cure: P—K4 will not be allowed. 

One significant psychological feature should not be over¬ 

looked: Black often adopts the above sequence of moves in 

order to transpose into an easier line of the QGD. For many 

masters, reluctant to permit the Nimzoindian Defense, play 

out the KKt first, when 3_P—Q4 brings about a variation 

of llie O(M) which does not have as much of a sting as the 

iiiiiinal lines (|>i<gc 130). 

II wmilil lie useless to catalogue all the possible kinds of 

I'riivn | it I'd I inii:: I lia.l may come up. Six, however, are so funda- 

ni*hiI Mini ilii-v ile:.ei ve a little more attention. 

A .I wlirii M.II li exeliani'es his KB for White’s QKt. 
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White’s Pawn position is technically’ inferior, but he usually 

has control of more terrain, especially if he can play P—K4 

and P—KB4 (or P—KB3). It is essential for him not to 

weaken his Pawns further by P—Q5 or QPXKP, unless he has 

no choice in the matter. On the other hand, Black should not 

play P—Q4 because, that would give White an oppor¬ 

tunity to dissolve his.doubled Pawns. White’s play lies on the 

K-side, where he should try to build up an attack,. Black’s on 

the Q-side where he should hit at the exposed White Pawns. 

This Pawn position is normally slightly favorable for Black, but 

White’s attacking possibilities must not be underestimated. 

36B may come out of 36A if Black advances-P—Q4and 

White captures. Here Black’s counter-attack on the Q-side is 

much dower because he has no tangible objective. White, an 

the contrary, can push up in the center quickly and effectively 

with P—B3 and P—K4, when his attack assumes menacing 

proportions very quickly. Black should not let White’s steam¬ 

roller get started. Normally favorable for White. 

36C is due to passive play on Black’s part White has com¬ 

mand of the center and can exploit it in a variety of ways. 

Usually the most effective is to play on the Q-side, though if 

he has fianchettoed his KB, a K-side attack may also be in 

order. Note that if Black takes .... KPXQP, we have a 

familiar type of positional advantage for White: P at K4 vs. 

P at Q3. (Compare page 21 in the Ruy Lopez.) The break 

with_P—KB4 for Black would expose his center P’s too 

much. His best plan is-P—QB3.Q—B2, if possible 

_QKt—Q2—KB1—K3—KB5 or Q5. White must never 

play QPXKP: that would dissipate his entire advantage. 

Similarly, P—Q5 should be avoided unless it leads to a dear 

superiority. 36C is always favorable for White. 

36D can come out of 36C if White plays P—Q5. The 

solidification of the center crystallizes the plans for both sides. 

While will advance on the Q-wing with P—QKt4 and an 

eventn.'il I* QHS (after due preparation). Black will break 

on ihe K wing with_P-KB4. Somewhat favorable for 
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White, but depends to a certain extent on who has the initia¬ 

tive. 

36E is obviously a Q-Indian set-up. The struggle for the 

center is still unresolved. White’s play lies along the Q-file, 

Black’s must be cut to suit White’s. If he has a chance to do 

so, White should advance P—Q5; the gain in terrain then yields 

him an advantage. If not, PXP is weak, especially in con¬ 

junction with P—K4? because he thereby yields his square Q4 

to Black. Should White threaten P—Q5, Black will reply_ 

PXP, when the evaluation of the resultant position depends on 

whether_P—Q4 can be forced or not If it can, thegameis 

even, if not White has the better of it. Normally somewhat in 

White’s favor, but depends entirely on who has the initiative. 

36F offers little promise for White. He has some play on 

the Q-side, but that is usually more than offset by Black’s 

K-side attack. On P—K4, PXP? would be a definite mis¬ 

take, yet the standard Q-side attack with P—Q5, P—QB5 (as 

in Diagram No. 36D) is much less effective because the QP is 

not secure. Normally in Black’s favor. 

After these preliminaries we can turn to the variations with 

an adequate armory of ideas. 

Jjtititxoindian Defense: 1 P—Q4, Ki—KBS; 2 P—QB4, 

P—K3-3 KL-QB3, B—Kt5. 

The most, striking.characteristic of this defense is that jit is a 

fighting line: it does not merely prevent P—K4, but it also 

opens counter-attacking possibilities. 

White’s continuation is dictated by the need for develop¬ 

ment, the desire to get P—K4 in and, in many cases, the idea of 

compelling the exchange of the Black KB for White’s QKt 

under favorable circumstances. 

For Black there are four main ideas interwoven in his play; 

First, the counter-attack with_P-=QB4. This usually 

breaks up the White center but the reply QPXBP leaves 

Black’s Pawn position weak because of the backward QP. 

('tuiseqiiriilly it is now largely discredited as an independent 



*’ “^terplaj with .... P-Q3 and .. P__K4 Tn 
the older lines, where Black develJed his QKt at OTthZ 
system gave him much too ctampedVaZJ Th•’ ^ 

SS3KS 
Unlike other branches of the fiP *v 

fi»5£Sr&SSSr 
Block’s KB for TOWs^f bM 
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without weakening the White Q-side Pawns. Thus White wilt 

secure the two Bishops, an advantage which is relatively slight 

yet notoriously persistent. It is chiefly for this reason that 

masters have come back to it again and again. 

It might be thought that one of the main ideas behind 4 Q— 

B2 is the preparation of P—K4. Yet, despite the obvious fact 

that 4 Q—B2 does make P—K4 possible, it would be a mistake 

to think that that is one of its main objectives. For P—K4 at 

present could leave White’s center dangerously weak in view of 

his lack of development. E.g., if 4_O—0; S P—K4, P— 

B4I; 6 P—Q5? (6 P—QR3 is better, but leads only to equality), 

BXKtch; 7 PXB, PXP; 8 KPXP, R—Klch and Black 

has all the play. Of course, all this does not mean that P—K4 

may not be good at some future date. If he wishes to set up a 

solid center White must make sure that it will be permanent: 

that is always the criterion. 

In reply to 4 Q—B2, Black has two major continuations: 

4_P—Q4 and 4_Kt—B3. Other lines either lose too 

much time or saddle him with a permanent weakness. E.g., on 

4_BXKtch White can answer either 5 QXB, with the ad¬ 

vantage of the two B’s—thus attaining one of his major ob¬ 

jectives at no cost—or S PXB, followed by P—K4, B—Q3, 

Kt—K2, with a strong attack. likewise, on 4_F—B4, 

after 5 PXP Black will be saddled with a backward P on an 

open file (on 5_BXP; 6 Kt—B3, F—Q4; 7 B—Kt5! leads 

to complications which are dubious for Black). E.g., 5 — 

Kt—B3; 6 Kt—B3, BXP; 7 B—Kt5, P—QKt3; 8 P—K3, 

B—Kt2; 9 B—K2, B—K2; 10 0—0, R—QB1; 11 QR—Ql, 

etc. The position is analogous to that in the Sicilian Defense 

where Black allows P—QB4. 

We come then to the first main line: 4 Q—B2, P—Q4 (from 

Diagram No. 37). After S P—QR3 the position becomes 

extremely complicated. The most recent analysis indicates 

flmi White rail gel. an advantage after 5_BXKtch; 6 

l.i ■■ It. Kl K.'i; 7 (.) W2, P—QB4; 8 QPXP, Kt—QB31; 9 

I’- N Imlhi'i tlmii I* K.t, Q--R4ch; 10 B—Q2, KtXB with 

M|imlliv). I'. It> Kt ltd, It IM; 11 P—QKt4. Here 11 
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POSITIONS IN THE NIUZOINDIAN DEFENSE 
Wo. 37 Ho. 38A 

Ideal Positions for White in the Saemisch (4 P—QR3) and Rubinstein (4 
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.... O—0; 12 B—Kt2, B—Kt3; 13 P—K3 is good for White) 

but Black can try 11 ..:. P—Q5; 12 Q—B4, Q—B3. 

Straight development with 5 P—K3 or 5 Kt—B3 would al¬ 

low _P—B4, when Black would equalize without any 

trouble—always the case in the QP openings when Black can 

play both_P—Q4 and_P—QB4 with impunity. One 

interesting point here is that after S P—K3, P—B4 we have a 

line which can also arise from the Ragosin Variation of the 

QGD (page 124). 

Thus there remains only 5 PXP. 

We can see that if Black replies 5_PXP he will have the 

same inherently weak Pawn structure as in the Exchange 

Variation of the QGD (Diagram No. 23, page 116). Black must 

therefore have some reason to assume that he can secure 

counterplay which he does not have in the exchange line. Since 

his QB is free to develop early, that is one form of compensa¬ 

tion. Another is his attack on the Q-side. Together they im¬ 

prove his game, but do not yield full equality. 6 B—Kt5 or 

even 6 P—K3 followed by normal development (with P—QR3 

inserted at an appropriate point) give White somewhat the 

better of it. 

Consequently Black’s best is surely 5_OXP (5._ 

KtXP has rarely been tried, may be worth some investiga¬ 

tion). 

Our main line thus far, from Diagram No. 37, runs 4 Q—B2, 

P—Q4; S PXP, QXP. 

Again White would like to try his main threat 6 P—QR3 

and again a move which is strategically sound turns out to be 

tactically unsound. Thus: 6 P—QR3, BXKtch; 7 QXB, 

Kt—B31; 8 Kt—B3 (or 8 P—K3, P—K4 with equality) Kt— 

K5 followed by P—K4, freeing Black’s game completely. 

Whi to must consequently develop and defend his KP. That 

can lx: done with either 6 P—K3 or 6 Kt—B3 {Diagram No. 

W.l). On 6 P—K3, P—B4 White can finally carry out his 

tlnral willi 7 J1 QU3. If Black plays carelessly, White will 
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be able to set up two Pawns at QB4 and Q4 and secure strong 

attacking chances. E.g., 7 P—QR3, BXKtch; 8 PXB, QKt— 

Q2; 9 Kt—B3, P—QKt3; 10 P—B4, Q—Q3; 11 B—Kt2, B— 

Kt2; 12 B—K2, R—QB1; 13 O-O, B—K5; 14 Q—B3, 0-0; 

15 QR—Ql, KR—Q1; 16 P—Q5I, etc. But an exchange of BP 

for QP at an early stage frees Black’s game and thereby de¬ 

molishes White’s hopes of an attack. Thus: 6 P—K3, P—B4; 

7 P-QR3, BXKtch; 8 PXB, 0-0; 9 Kt—B3, PXP!; 10 

BPXP, P—QKt3; 11 B—B4, Q—B3 with easy equality. An¬ 

other illustration of the familiar principle that a strong Pawn 

center is useless if the opponent is well developed. 

The alternative 6 Kt—B3 (Diagram No. 38A) is designed to 

avoid the weakening of the Pawn position and secure the two 

B’s “pure.” In this White succeeds, but Black can develop so 

easily that his slight disadvantage fades off into nothingness. 

6 Kt—B3, P—B4; 7 B—Q2, BXKt; 8 BXB (8 PXB trans¬ 

poses into the other line), PXP; 9 KtXP, P—K4; 10 Kt—B3, 

Kt—B3; 11 R—Ql, Q—B4 etc.—Black has no particular 

difficulties, although the two B’s may retain their force for a 

long time to come. 

The salient features of the above lines are that White tries 

to get an advantage by setting up a strong Pawn center and 

securing the two B’s, while Black equalizes by a break in the 

center (-P—QB4, also-P—K4 whenever possible) and 

exchanges. 

In the other main line in reply to 4 Q—B2, Kt—B3 (the 

Zurich or Milner-Barry Variation) Black takes a different 

tack. Here he will evidently not try_P—Q4, since his 

QKt would then be out of place: his projected Pawn set-up 

will rather begin-P—Q3 and .... P—K4, his goal will be a 

position like 36F, with a Pawn at K4. It is, however, essential 

for him to prevent White from playing P—K4 early, or at any 

rate to have an adequate counter ready, for if he docs not, 

White’s anchor at Q5 will be secured and he can pursue his (>- 

side counterplay. 
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Thus the ideas and plans for both sides shape up as follows: 

White wishes to secure the two B’s, advance on the Q-side, 

will be content to hold in the center. Black is anxious to ad¬ 

vance in the center, exploit his somewhat superior development 

(White will have to lose time to get the two B’s) and build up 

an attack against the E-side. 

It should be added that the entire variation is relatively 

new, but that practise has favored Black to a certain extent. 

After 4_Kt—B3; 5 Kt—B3 is somewhat better than S 

P—K3, for on the latter move 5_P—K4 may be played at 

once. This brings up another significant idea here: White’s 

first objective is to force Black to postpone-P—K4 as long 

as possible. Similarly, we shall see later how Black may also 

try to prevent or postpone the execution of White’s plan. 

Thus far the second main line runs 4 Q—B2, Kt—B3; 5 Kt— 

B3. Now 5_P—Q3, preparing .... P—K4. 6 P—QR3, 

BXKtch; 7 QXB, O-O; 8 P—QKt4 (.Diagram No. 38B) 

gives us one crucial position. White has carried out the first 

part of his plan (secured a favorable position for the further ad¬ 

vance on the Q-side) but at a considerable cost in development. 

While the sacrifice 8_P—K4 is now unsound (9 PXP, 

Kt—KS; 10 Q—Kt2, PXP; 11 KtXP, KtXKt; 12 QXKt, 

R—Kl; 13 Q—Kt21) simple development with 8 .... R—Kl, 

threatening_P—K4, compels White to modify his scheme. 

For 9 P—KtS, Kt—Ktl; 10 P—Kt3, P—QR3I accentuates 

Black’s development too much. Consequently the simple 9 

P—K3 (after 9_R—Kl) is necessary, when 9_P—K4; 

10 PXP, (10 P—Q5 is not so good because the Pawn structure 

cannot be maintained), PXP; 11 B—K2 leaves White with 

a minimal plus which does not mean much. 

It is instructive—and important—to see what would happen 

if either side should play badly. If Black plays too passively 

mid allows White to set up a strong Pawn phalanx with Pawns 

lit QK.I, QKl'4, QB4, QS, K4, KB2, KKt3, KR2, the thrusi 

I' Its will eventually disrupt his position. To obviate this 
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possibility he must not let White’s “anchor”—the Pawn at 

QS—be fortified by a Pawn at K4. Thus_P—KB4 must 

be played early if possible, while if White does manage to get 

P—K4 in, he must break with P—KB4. (A fuller discus¬ 

sion of the proper handling of this type of P position will be 

found under the K-Indian Defense, page 189.) E.g., 4Q—B2, 

Kt—B3; S Kt—B3, P—Q3; 6 B—Q2, BXKt; 7 BXB, P— 

QKt3?; 8 P—K4, B—Kt2; 9 P—KKt3, Q—K2; 10 B—Kt2, 

P—K4; 11 P—QS, Kt-QKtl; 12 P-QKt4, O-O; 13 0-0, 

Kt—Kl; 14 Kt—Q2, P—Kt3; 15 P—B4! and White has all the 

play. 

On the other hand, White would also be in a bad way if 

Black could cany out his plan. E.g., 4 Q—B2, Kt—B3; 5 

Kt—B3, P—Q3; 6 P-QR3, BXKtch; 7 QXB, P—<2R4; 8 

P—KKt3 (8 B—Kt5 is safer), Kt—K5; 9 Q—B2, P—B4; 10 

B—Kt2, 0-0; 11 0-0, P—K4; 12 B—K3, Q-K2; 13 

PXP, PXP; 14 Kt—<22, Kt—B3; 15 Kt—Kt3?, P—R5; 16 

Kt—Bl, Kt—KKt5 and this time Black has the upper hand. 

Recapitulating, we find that on 4 Q—B2, the two main de¬ 

fensive lines are 4_P—Q4 and 4_Kt—B3. In both, 

one of White’s major objectives is to secure the two B’s. 

Further, in the first White wishes to set up a strong Pawn 

center, in the second to attack on the Q-side. Black’s central 

idea in the first is to equalize by exchanges and a break in the 

center, in the second, to set up a Pawn at K4 and build for a 

K-side attack. 

II. 4 Q—Kt3 as we have already pointed out, is closely allied 

to the 4 Q—B2 line and transposes into it in many cases. The 

chief significant difference is that Black must do something 

about his B right away so that .... P—Q4 is no longer 

feasible. 

There are again two main defensive lines: 4 .... Kt—B3 

and 4_P—B4. 4_Kt—B3 is substantially the same as 

against 4 Q—B2. However the position of the White Q makes 

it even more favorable for Black than in the previous case be- 
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cause on 5 Kt—B3, P—QR4!; 6 P—QR3, P—R5 Black gains a 

tempo. Otherwise it is all the same where White’s Q is, so 

that only P—B4 need concern us here. 

After 4_P—B4; 5 PXP the situation differs from that in 

the previous case because Black’s KB is en prise and because 

White’s Q is on another square. The effect of these differences 

will soon be dear. 

Strategically, after 4 Q—Kt3, P—B4; 5 PXP the problem is 

exactly the same as in the previous case: Can Black’s QP be 

forced to remain backward, and if so, can Black secure compen¬ 

sation elsewhere? Tactically, it will be somewhat easier for 

Black to maneuver this time because White’s Q often turns out 

to be somewhat awkwardly placed. Nevertheless, with best 

play Black again cannot rid himself of his backward QP, which 

means that the entire variation is theoretically inadequate. 

In what follows, the main ideas for White are to keep the 

Black QP backward and to build up a K-side attack. Black 

will base his play on quick development, advance of the QP if 

possible, and a counter-attack against the enemy K, usually on 

the K-side, but on occasion on the Q-side too. 

The main line runs 4 Q—Kt3, P—B4; S PXP, Kt—B3; 6 

Kt—B3, Kt—K5; 7 B—Q2 (White cannot afford a tripled 

QBP), when there are now two main variations for Black (Dia¬ 

gram No. 38C). 

First there is 7 .... KtXB; 8 KtXKt, P—B4; 9 P—K3, 

BXP; 10 B—K2, O—O; 11 O—O—O (if he castles short 

Black’s counter-attack will be much stronger), P—QKt3; 12 

Kt—B3. White has achieved his aim in the opening: kept 

Black’s QP backward, while Black’s counterplay will prove to 

have little force. Furthermore, White has good attacking 

chances on the K-side (P—KKt4 properly prepared will 

eventually open a file). 

The other main line (from Diagram No. 38C) begins 7_ 

KIVQIM* and is designed to take advantage of the White Q- 

Imi:>ii i, m. There are sonic traps to be avoided (chiefly an early 
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-P—Q4) but with solid play White secures a lasting ad¬ 

vantage. It is best for White to fianchetto his KB because 

otherwise Black will be able to build up a strong attack against 

the White King. E.g., 7 .... KtXQBP; 8 Q—B2, P—B4; 9 

P—K3, 0-0; 10 P—QR3, BXKt; 11 BXB, P—QKt3; 12 

P—QKt4, Kt—KS; 13 B—Q3?, KtXB; 14 QXKt, B—Kt2; IS 

0—0, Kt—K2; 16 B—K2 (note sad necessity), Q—Kl; 17 

KR—01, R—Ql; 18 P-QR4, P—BS and Black’s attack is 

overwhelming. 

Once he fianchettoes his KB, however, White automatically 

takes the sting out of the diagonal of Black’s QB, when he can 

continue with his Q-side play. Thus the chief variation would 

be: 7 .... KtXQBP; 8 Q—B2, P—B4; 9 P—KKt3,0—0; 10 

B—Kt2, P—Q3; 11 R-Ql, P—K4; 12 P-QR3, BXKt; 13 

BXB with a dear superiority. Incidentally, the continuation 

here is easy for White because there is a tangible object for his 

attack (P at Q3). Another point worth noting in the above line 

is that the order of moves must be watched carefully to make 

sure that Black will not be able to sneak in_P—Q4. Thus 

after 7-KtXQBP; 8 Q—B2, O—O the correct move is 9 

P—QR3! but not 9 P—KKt3? for then 9_P—Q4! is much 

too strong, e.g., 10 PXP, PXP; 11P—QR3, P—QSI etc. 

It should be mentioned that there is a significant improve¬ 

ment possible for Black in the above variations: after 4 Q— 

Kt3, P—B4; 5 PXP, Kt—B3; 6 Kt—B3 simply 6.... BXP, 

instead of the time-consuming Kt foray. Then 7 B—KtS is 

essential to prevent - P—Q4, when 7 _ P—KR3 

virtually compds the exchange. Black does not get rid of his 

backward QP but does manage to reduce material to such an 

extent that that weakness cannot be exploited properly. 6 B— 

Kt5 instead of 6 Kt—B3 is an interesting break from routine: it 

prevents P—Q4 and avoids the more hackneyed lines. 

Recapitulating, we find that 4 Q—Kt3 is most effective 

against 4-P—B4, when the motif of keeping the Black QP 

backward is White’s major preoccupation. Black can then 
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never fully equalize, though he may well reduce White’s plus 

to a minimum. However, 4_Kt—B3 is a much more 

forceful reply for Black. It compels a transposition into lines 

previously considered in answer to 4 Q—B2. 

III. 4 P—QR3 (The Saemisck Variation) is a forceful but 

two-edged line. White is willing to compromise his Fawn posi¬ 

tion on the Q-side in order to solidify his center and attack on 

the K-side. It is obvious that such tactics will lead to a sharp 

struggle. 

The reply 4.BXKtch; 5 FXB is forced. Black may 

then continue with either_P—Q3, to keep White’s Pawns 

doubled (though at the cost of a cramped position for himself) 

or .... P—Q4 to capitalize on his superior development 

Either idea is all right if followed up properly, but should 

Black misplay his hand the consequences may well be fatal. 

The great strength of both the Saemisch and 4 P—K3 is 

derived from this. 

It is essential for the theory of the whole opening to under¬ 

stand just what White is driving at. We can best grasp his 

objectives from an examination of two ideal positions. 

In the first, 38D, we see that White has a powerful F center, 

that he will continue with P—B4 and a E-side attack. The 

position is already very hard for Black to defend: the counter- 

play against the White QBP, which is his only trump card, 

takes too long to develop and is not conclusive even if it should 

succeed: the stakes on the other wing are much higher. 

In the second ideal position (Diagram No. 38E), White 

again has a powerful P center, while the threatened P—K4, 

which can no longer be stopped, will soon blast the roads open 

for a decisive attack. Again Black’s counterplay on the Q- 

wing is much too slow and much too insignificant. 

From these two ideal positions, which White would like to 

approximate and Black would like to prevent, the great ma¬ 

jority <>r variations in both the Saemisch and Rubinstein (4 

I* K.t) lines take their cue. It will also be found that this 
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type of ideal is present in other branches of the Nimzoindian 

:ls well. 

There are various ways in which Black can avoid the ideal 

positions. Essentially they boil down to two: to break up the 

White center by early thrusts or to secure adequate compensa¬ 

tion in the attack against the QBP. There is still another type 

of defense which may best be described as a palliative: to 

prevent the advance P—K4 as long as possible in the hope that 

White will have to dislocate his game in order to force it, a 

hope which is rarely realized. Incidentally, it should not be 

forgotten that White’s Pawn structure is inherently weaker 

than Black’s, so that if White’s plans miscarry he may find that 

he has a lost endgame on his hands. 

One vital point is sometimes overlooked: proper timing may 

make all the difference in the world here. It is essential for 

both sides to play with precision. 

If we now turn to the variations we find that they are simple 

applications of the above principles. 

After 4 P—QR3, BXKtch; 5 PXB, the first major line runs 

5-P—B4, to begin the process of breaking up White’s 

center. Then 6 P—B3 (to prepare P—K4), P—Q4I; 7 P—K3, 

O—O; 8 BPXP (now necessary because of the threat of_ 

Q—B2! in reply to 8 B—Q3?), KtXPl An essential point: in 

the good defenses Black always manages to recapture with a 

piece at Q4 and continue the break-up of the White P center 

with_P—K4. Thus here: 9 B—Q2 (on 9 P—B4, Kt—B6 

is too strong), Kt—QB3; 10 B-Q3, PXP; 11 BPXP, P—K41 

and once his P center is shattered White has nothing. 

The second major line exemplifies the best defense when 

Black plays_P—Q3, rather than_P—Q4. It will be 

recalled that his counterplay here consists of an attack against 

the White QBP. Since there’s no time like the present White’s 

chief concern must be what to do if Black carries out his plan 

immediately. E.g., 4 P—QR3, BXKtch; 5 PXB, P—Q3; 6 

F—B3, P—B4; 7 P—K4, Kt—B3; 8 B—K3, P—QKt3; 9 
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B—Q3, P—K4 (not essential: 9-Kt—QR4 may be played, 

though Black must then consider the possibility of P—K5); 10 

Kt—K2, Kt—QR4 (not 10 .... B—R3??; 11 Q—R4). Now 

the threat is_B—R3, so White cannot afford to develop 

normally, for if 11 O—O, B—R3; 12 Kt—Kt3, O—01 or even 

12_Q—Q2 compels White to ruin his P position, perhaps 

lose a P in the long nm, without any compensation. One little* 

known but valuable idea for Black is to castle on the Q-side: 

with the P position blocked his K can be defended there much 

more easily than on the K-side. If White blocks the center by 

advancing P—QS, one possibility Black must not overlook is 

that on P—KB4 he may be able to reply_KPXBP and 

settle a Kt at K4. 

Mistakes by Black will be punished by the realization of the 

most important preliminary element in White’s plan: setting 

up an unchallenged strong Pawn center. 

IV. 4 P—K3 (The Rubinstein Variation) is closely related to 

the Saemisch. In both cases the ideal positions axe the same, 

38D and 38E. Frequently the two transpose into one another. 

Though the ideal positions for White are structurally the 

same as in the Saemisch, there is one important difference: 

White has an extra tempo because he has not advanced P— 

QR3. We have already noted of how much importance timing 

mid an extra move may be. It stands to reason that a line in 

the Saemisch where everything depended on a tempo would be 

so much stronger for White. Our “reason” is borne out by 

practise. For the main variation there where everything hung 

by a hair was that where Black plays-P—Q3, keeps the P 

position blocked and speeds to the attack against the White 

QBP. It turns out here that that line is not adequate for 

Black because White has ample time to both defend the BP 

and develop his attack. 

Since the block defense is unsatisfactory, Black must resort 

In ;i. nunc iijicn game where he tries to crack the White center 

•■in ly. Thus .1  P—Q4 is in order. Now there are two 
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alternatives for White: 5 F—QR3, to transpose into a line of 

the Saemisch, or 5 B—Q3, straight development. The strength 

of the former (S P—QR3) lies in the fact that P—K3 has been 

played instead of P—B3; consequently on an eventual BPX 

QP, if in reply_KtXQP (as in a variation of the Saemisch), 

P—QB4 is feasible. This variation is a serious problem for 

Black at the moment, though it will probably be solved soon. 

E.g., after 5 P—QR3, BXKtch; 6 PXB, P—B4; 7 PXQP, 

QXP1 may be tried. On 7-KPXP instead, 8 B—Q3, 

O—O; 9 Kt—K2, P—QKt3; 10 0-0, B—R3; 11 BXB1 is 

White’s plan: 11_KtXB; 12 Q—Q31, so that if 12_ 

Kt—B2; 13 PXP, PXP; 14 P—QB4, leaving Black with a 

crippled Pawn position, while if 12 .... Q—B1; 13 P—B3 will 

eventually force P—K4 and the “steamroller” attack. 

Where White chooses straight development Black must again 

tread carefully, but if he stops the P—B3, P—K4 steamroller 

before it gets started, he should have no real difficulties. The 

method to adopt is that of liquidating the center Pawns and 

transposing into the P structure of the QGA. The main line 

runs: 4 P—K3, P—Q4; S B—Q3, 0—0. Now White must 

decide whether to develop his Kt at K2 or at B3. In the former 

case, 6 Kt—K2, P—B4; 7 0—0 Black must exchange in the 

center immediately (-QPXP and then_BxP) be¬ 

cause otherwise White may reverse the roles and transpose into 

a QGA type of position which is favorable to him! Thus if 7 

.... Kt—B3; 8 PXQP, KPXP; 9 PXP, BXP; 10 P—QR3, 

B—K3; 11 P—QKt4 and White has the better of it because 

Black cannot build up an attack by using his Q4 as a fulcrum, 

the main counterplay in that sort of position (see page 147). 
However, the double P exchange in the center will equalize 

easily enough, especially since White’s KKt is ineffectually 

posted (it should be at KB3) for a QGA set-up. One other idea 

is worth mentioning here: if White plays P—QR3 at a later 

date, Black should not reply_BXKt, but should liquidate 

m the center and then retreat with Ms B. E.g., after 4 P—K3, 
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B—Q4; 5 B—Q3, 0-0; 6 Kt—K2. P—B4; if 7 P—QR3, the 

best is 7 .... QPXP; 8 BXP, PXP!; 9 PXP, B—K2: if 

White captures the B at any point his P position on the Q-side 

mil be quite weak. Where White develops his KKt at KB3, 

Black need not be in any hurry to exchange his BP for the 

White QP. Thus: 4 .... P-Q4; S B—Q3, P—B4; 6 Kt—B3, 

0-0; 7 0-0, QPXP; 8 BXP, Kt—B3!; 9 P—QR3, B—R41 

with equality. 

In other defenses (alternatives to 4_P—Q4) the prin¬ 

ciple holds that Black equalizes if and only if he breaks in the 

center properly. E.g., on 4_P—B4; 5 Kt—K2, PXP?; 

6 PXP, P-Q4; 7 P—BS is bad, while 5 .... P-Q4 will be 

good enough in the long run. An idea for White in these 

variations is to develop his Kt at K2 early in order to continue 

withP—QR3 and relieve the pressure on his Q-side. This plan 

is feasible only if Black delays the center break. Timing is 

all-important here. 

V. Alternatives on White’s Fourth Move: Besides those 

mentioned, there are at least half a dozen lines for White which 

have been tried at one time or another. We cannot afford to 

devote too much space to them because they introduce little 

that is new: they axe largely attempts to recast the old ideas. 

The most interesting is 4 Kt—B3. Here 4_BXKtch 

(Diagrams No. 36A, 38 D) is inferior because White can defend 

his QBP with his Kt and build up a powerful center quickly. 

He intends the maneuver Kt—Q2 and, if necessary because of 

the pressure against his QP, Kt—QKt3. One advantage of 

having his Kt at QKt3 is that Black then cannot try the attack 

with_Kt—QR4. We thus have the same experience as in 

the Rubinstein Line: White has not lost a tempo with P—QR3 

and as a result-BXKtch is not good. The alternative 4 

-P—QKt3 is however easily enough to equalize: if then S 

I’ K3, B—Kt2; 6 B—Q3, Kt—KS; 7 Q—B2, P—KB4; 8 

<> <>, BXKl; 9 PXB, 0—0 may be tried (for now the steam- 

inlli-i will lake long to prepare and will have little force, e.g., 

in KI K I, I* <)3; 11 P—83, Kt—KB3; 12 P—K4, PXP; 13 
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l‘XP,P—K4 with atleast equality) or simply_O—O,.... 

I ‘ Q4 and-P—B4 as in the Rubinstein Variation. 

{)-Indian Defense: 1 P—Qi, Kt—KB3;2P—QB4, P—K3; 

i Kt—KB3, P—QKt3. 

We have already pointed out the dose relationship between 

iliis and the Nimzoindian. The ideas are in many cases the 

:~i inc, frequently the variations are too. Then there is the im- 

l n >rtant psychological consideration that White often plays his 

K K.t out first in order to avoid the Nimzoindian and that Black 

must accordingly have an adequate knowledge of both. 

'Hie Pawn structures which may come up and the ideal 

IM isitions which White has in mind are not essentially different 

I mm those seen before. We shall point out what is new as it 

■ oines along. 

It will be recalled that the fundamental struggle hinges on 

II -K4 for White: the attacker would like to play it, the de¬ 

fender to prevent it. The method which Black has chosen this 

lime is that of the fianchetto—control from a distance. On 

general principles the best way to deprive an opponent’s 

fiauchettoed B of its daws is to fianchetto your own B on the 

same diagonal. 

'Hie Q-Indian is much more dosdy knit than the Nimzo- 

iudian. From the major concern for both sides—forcing or 

I ireventing P—K4—a group of minor or subsidiary ideas arise, 

chiefly in connection with the method of reaching one’s goal. 

For White the most important is P—Q5 at an appropriate 

moment, for once he can block the diagonal of Black’s QB he 

will have no trouble advancing his KP. Another thought is the 

exchange of B’s, though here he must not forget that all ex¬ 

changes help Black free his game. For Black there are more 

branches. He can prevent P—K4 by occupation of the square 

with a piece, usually with the Et, though sometimes the B will 

i In too. Or he can control the square with a P, either_P— 

04 or (once his KKt has moved)_P—KIM. In the former 

case he blocks his QB, often a serious drawback, in the lal ler 

lie occasionally facilitates a White P—Q5. Black may also I ry 
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a.counter-attack with .... P—QB4: if he does he must make 

sure that P—Q5 is not possible and that he will not be saddled 

with a backward QP. 

With this background it is easy enough to understand the 

main line (unlike the Nimzoindian there is one major variation 

hereby which the whole defense stands or falls). Development 

and a wary eye on K4 are the watchwords: 4 P—KKt3, B— 

Kt2; 5 B—Kt2, B—K2; 6 O—O, 0-0 (Diagram No. 39). 

In the position reached there are a number of ways in which 

P—K4 may be prepared. The most obvious is 7 Kt—B3, 

which continues the major line. Then 7 .... P—Q4 would 

allow 8 Et—K5, blocking the diagonal of Black’s B, e.g. 

8 .... QKt—Q2; 9 PXP, PXP; 10 Q—R4! and 10 .... Kt— 

Ktl is forced. Or on 8 Kt—KS, P—B3; 9 P—K4 will even¬ 

tually lead to a P position favorable to White: P at Q4 vs. P 

at QB3 as in some variations of the Q6D and French Defense. 

At bottom this method of exploiting .... P—Q4 (by an early 

P—K4) is a resurrection of one of White’s basic positional 

motifs in the QGD: to play P—K4 after 1P—Q4, P—Q4. 

Since_P—Q4 is inadequate, Black resorts to the occupa¬ 

tional method: 7-Kt—KS (in reply to 7 Kt—B3). Now 

an obvious line such as 8 KtXKt, BXKt; 9 B—B4, P—Q3; 

10 Kt—Kl, BXB; 11 KtXB, P—KIM frees Black’s game con¬ 

siderably. So 8 Q—B2 comes to mind, to compel the Black 

Kt to go away. Black exchanges 8_KtXKt; 9 QXKt, 

P~—KB4 and again prevents P—K4. On 10 B—K3, B—KB3; 

11 Q—Q2, B—K5 White will sooner or later have to resort to 

the exchange of B’s: then 12 Kt—Kl, BXB; 13 KtXB, Kt— 

B3 (not 13 .... P—03; 14 Kt—B4, Q—K2; IS P-Q5 and 

White plants a Kt at K6) and Black has enough counterplay 

on the K-side and in the center to compensate for his theoretical 

inferiority on the Q-side. 

Thus Black succeeds in his main purpose, though he does not 

equalize the effect of White’s QBP and QP completely. White 

will always retain endgame chances on the Q-side. However, 

in in :umii' variations of the Nimzoindian, since the anchor at 
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Q5 is not secure, the White advance will be much less effective. 

White has little reason to be satisfied with the situation: the 

advantage is either non-existent or negligible. 

It is well to remember that_P—Q4 for Black is not bad 

on principle, but only because in most cases it blocks the B and 

allows an unfavorable P structure. If these conditions do not 

hold,.... P—Q4 is excellent since it helps to break up White’s 

center. E.g., on 7 Q—B2 (instead of 7 Kt—B3 in Diagram No. 

39) B—K5; 8 Q—Kt3 (if 8 Q-Ql, B—Kt2!), P—Q4!, or 7 .... 

No. 39 

Crucial Position in the Q-lndian 
Defense. 

Kt—B3; 8 Kt—B3, P—Q41; 9 PXP, Kt—QKt5 is sufficient 

because the subsequent break P—QB4, which will liqui¬ 

date the center completely, cannot be prevented. 

On 7 Q—B2, another good reply is 7 .... P—B4. Then 8 

PXP is met by 8_PXP!, when the backward QP does not 

matter much because it is easily defended and because Black 

lias sufficient counterplay on the QKt file. In this variation 

P—K4? is a mistake for White (after QPXP, PXP) since it 

yields the square Q4 to Black without getting anything in re¬ 

turn. 

Finally, White may prefer not to make any direct efforl to 

force P—K4, but to develop simply with 7 P—KL3. Then I lie 
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break in the center is called for and turns out well: 7 .... 

P—Q4; 8 Kt—K5, P—B4; 9 PXBP, KtPXP; 10 PXP, PXP; 

11 Kt—QB3, QKt—Q2 with equality. 

Under the circumstances it is not surprising to find many 

attempted improvements for both White and Black. White 

would like to get a dearer superiority, while Black would like to 

force a more complete liquidation of the center and secure a 

freer game. 

On his 5th move in the main line there are several interesting 

alternatives for Black. 

First there is 5_B—Kt5ch, on the theory that exchanges 

always free a cramped game. The only trouble is that Black 

will have to exchange a developed piece for an undeveloped one, 

which will help his opponent. Thus after 5_B—Kt5ch; 

6 B—Q2 (best), BXBch; 7 QXB, O—O; 8 Kt—B3, 8 .... 

Kt—K5? is now refuted by 9 Q—B2, KtXKt; 10 Kt—Kt51, 

winning the exchange. This combination is not posable in the 

other line because once White has castled Black has the in- 

between move_KtXKPch. Consequently, on 8 Kt—B3, 

Black must resort to either 8_P—Q4; 9 Kt—K5, or 8_ 

P—Q3; 9 Q—B2, Q—K2; 10 O—O, P—B4; 11QR—Ql, PXP; 

12 KtXP with the usual inferior P structure in both cases. An 

interesting point here is that the recapture with the QKt (7 

QKtXB instead of 7 QXB) is not so good because the QKt is 

badly placed at Q2, from where it exerts no pressure against the 

Black center. 7-P—Q4, or even 7-P—B4 (for P—Q5 

is no longer possible) is adequate. Likewise, on 6 QKt—Q2 

(instead of 6 B—Q2) White gets nowhere because of an early 

break in the center with _ P—Q4 and _ P—QB4. 

White’s QKt belongs at QB3 in all these variations in order to 

keep the square Q5 under surveillance. 

Thus 5 _ B—Kt5ch, while superficially plausible, in 

ivalily hastens White’s development. 

, Another alternative on Black’s 5th turn is 5_P—B4, 

iignin In dissolve White’s center. The drawback here is that 

While i an reply (i 1* (>5! and cramp Black’s game perma- 
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nently: 6 .... PXP; 7 Kt—R4, Q-B2; 8 PXP, P—Q3; 9 

0-0, QKt—Q2; 10 Kt—QB3, P—QR3; 11 P—K4. White 

lias a violent attack which is hard to meet. 

An important consideration on 5_P—B4 is that after 

6 0-0, PXP; 7 KtXP, BXB; 8 KXB, P—Q4 is refuted by 9 

Q—R4ch, Q—Q2; 10 Kt—KtS, or 8 .... B—K2 (instead of 8 

_P—Q4); 9 Kt—QB3,0—O; 10 P—K4 with advantage to 

White. 

These variations lead us to some significant generalizations 

about .... P—QB4 in a Q-Indian type of position. Black’s 

intention in playing-P—QB4 is to free himself. As long as 

White retains his QP, he can do so only by advancing both BP 

and QP. Consequently P—QB4 is good only as a pre¬ 

lude to .... P—Q4. In other words the move is strong only if 

_P—Q4 can eventually follow (often preceded by_ 

UPXQP). There are thus two maneuvers against-P— 

QB4 which Black must watch: the advance P—Q5 and the ad- 

vance P—K4. If either of these occurs, he will get a cramped 

game or a backward QP. This analysis must be changed some¬ 

what if White tries QPXBP in answer to P—QB4. Then 

_P—Q4 might conceivably expose the Black Pawns and be 

weak; instead Black could secure counterplay on the QKt file. 

All this leads to the natural question of what will happen if 

Black tries the alternative 5 .... P—Q4 (in the mam line, 

after 4 P—KKt3, B—Kt2;5B—Kt2). 6Kt—K5 would then 

block the diagonal, while 6 PXP, PXP would fix the Pawn 

position in a mold which is normally good for White. How¬ 

ever, these slight drawbacks are much less significant than the 

objections to 5 B—KtSch and 5 P—B4. 

One of the most intriguing variants for Black is 5 .... Q—B1 

(again in the main line). The idea is that now_P—QB4 

can no longer be refuted by P—Q5 because the B is defended 

and that further after_P—QB4.BPXQP White will 

have to retake with the Q (thus losing time) because of the at- 

lack on theQBP. There is no good way out of the dilemma for 

White: on 6 0—O, P—B4; 7 PXP releases the tension as usual, 
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while on the natural 7 P—Kt3, PXP; 8 B—Kt2, B—K2; 9 

KtXP, BXB; 10 KXB, P—Q4 has equalized. 

Alternatives for White before the sixth move have at least 

the virtue of novelty to recommend them. All, of course, are 

based on the idea of forcing P—K4 more quickly. 

The first thought that comes to mind (after the initial 

moves) is 4 Kt—B3, to continue with Q—B2. Then 4_ 

B—KtS transposes into a variation of the Nimzoindian which is 

theoretically sufficient. 4 B—Kt2 is also playable, how¬ 

ever. Then on 5 Q—B2, B—Kt5 prevents P—K4 and leads to 

variations analogous to the Zurich line in the Nimzoindian 

(page 170). E.g., 6 P—QR3, BXKtch; 7 QXB, Kt—KS; 8 

Q—B2,0—O; 9 P—KKt3, P—KB4, etc. Another thought for 

White is to try 5 B—KtS (after 4 Kt—B3, B—Kt2) .to. threaten 

P—K4, but both 5 _B—Kt5 and 5_P—KR3 are 

sufficient: the latter may transpose into a variation of the 

QGD (page 131). On S-B—Kt5; 6 Q—B2 will eventually 

force P—K4, though at a slow pace which will deprive it of 

some of its value. 

A promising line for White is that where he prevents the 

pin with P—QR3. E.g., 4 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; S P—QR3, B— 

K2; 6 B—B4, 0-0; 7 Q—B2, Kt—R4; 8 B-Q2, P—KB4; 9 

P—K3, P—Q3; 10 B—Q3 and P—K4 to follow. 

In all these cases Black always has the alternative of an 

early center break with-P—QB4 or_P—Q4. As long 

as he has not fianchettoed his KB, White can then hold open 

the possibility of a favorable transposition into some lines of 

the QGD. 

All in all, these alternatives for White offer a welcome break 

from routine, though their theoretical value is still a matter of 

dispute. 

Q-Indian Defense on (he 2nd Mom: 1 P—Q4-, Kt—KB3; 3 

Kt -KB3, P—QKt3, or 2 P—QJB4, P-QKt3. 

I lore we have much the same situation as in the Queen’s 

Pawn ('..-imc wlicre White omits P—QB4: one side avoids the 

I In inMil ally lx'sl line for the sake of variety. Consequently 
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little importance attaches to these variations, though some 

interesting ideas may come forth. 

After 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 Kt—KB3, P—QKt3 the best is 

< P —'QB4, when 3_P—K3 gives us the regular Q-Indian. 

11' he does not wish to be a “regular” fellow, White may try one 

• >r two things: an early development of his QB, or a Colie 

M-l-up. 

An instance of the first is 3 B—Kt5, which is designed to 

4 lump Black’s game. 3_P—K3 is possible, but in such 

* ascs where White has exposed his QB it is usually a good 

thought to try to exchange it E.g., 3 B—Kt5, Kt—K5; 4 

1$ -R4, B—Kt2; 5 P—K3, P—KR3; 6 QKt—Q2, P—KKt4; 

7 H—Kt3, KtXB with equality. 

We have already seen that the Colie System is none too 

:;trong against a K-fianchetto and—on occasion—a Q-fian- 

< hetto. The same conclusion holds even where Black has not 

played_P—Q4. The trouble is that an early P—K4 

(usually feasible when Black omits-P—Q4) leaves White’s 

renter position rather shaky and usually yields Black the two 

IPs. E.g., 3 P—K3, B—Kt2; 4 QKt—Q2, P—K3; 5 B—Q3, 

I" —B4! (essential); 6 O—O, Kt—B3; 7 P—B3, B—K2; 8 P— 

K.4 and now 8 .... PXP; 9 KtXP (or 9 PXP, Kt—QKt5; 10 

H —Ktl, B—R3), 0—0; 11 Q—K2, Kt—K4I; 12 B—B2, Q— 

111'; 13 P—KB4, B—R3 and Black has all the play. Black 

will never have any difficulties if he prevents a favorable P— 

K4. 

In the line beginning with 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, 

1* —QKt3 White may vary by attempting a very early P—K4. 

I n this he can succeed, but blood-letting will deprive his center 

phalanx of value. E.g., 3Kt—QB3, B—Kt2;4P—B3, P—Q4; 

5 PXP, KtXP; 6 KtXKt, QXKt; 7 P—K4, Q—Q2; 8 B— 

QB4, P—K3; 9 Kt—K2, B—KtSch and the Pawns have no 

serious cramping effect. 

Bogoljtibow Variation: 1 P—Q#, Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P— 

K3;3 Kt—KB3, B—Kt5ch. 

This line is strategically a branch of the Q-Imlia.ii (sec Hie 
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variation S-B—KtSch on page 182), though it may differ 

from it in some significant respects. 

Again 4 B—Q2 is best (4 Kt—B3 transposes into a weak 

branch of the Nimzoindian), but this time the evaluation of the 

continuations differs. After 4-BXBch; 5 QXB, P—Q4I 

is excellent because the QB has not been fianchettoed so that 

its diagonal cannot be blocked. We then have a QGD in ef¬ 

fect, without black Bishops. The same ideas hold: to force an 

early .... P—Q4 or .... P—K4. 

On the other hand, since the pressure against Black’s Q4 does 

not mean anything, there is no longer any reason to suppose 

that the Kt is necessarily better placed at QB3. Thus on 4 

B—Q2, BXBch; 5 QKtXB may be tried. Then on S_P— 

Q4 the B file will be open to the Rook, so that Black will have 

a much harder time playing-P—QB4. On 5-P—Q3 

(in answer to 5 QKtXB) a hasty P—K4 would be useless be¬ 

cause Black can break the White center with P—KB4. 

The fianchetto of the KB is again best: it increases the eventual 

pressure against Black’s Q-side. 

B. K-INDIAN—GRVBNFKLD COMPLEX 

The distinguishing feature in this group is the fianchetto of 

the King’s Bishop. This time, however, Black makes little or 

no real effort to stop P—K4: instead he allows the move and 

then tries to get compensation. 

It is not fruitful to discuss the two branches of this complex 

together—they have too little in common. In the Gruenfeld 

we need consider only those P positions where Black plays 

.... P—Q4, while in the K-Indian we are concerned almost 

exclusively with variations with_P—Q3. Nevertheless 

one vital idea does unify the two: White is allowed a strong P 

center because such a center sets up targets and allows lively 

counterplay. In both Black concentrates on quick develop¬ 

ment of pieces, while White must watch his P center lest it fall 

apart. 

Tin- major Pawn skeletons which can come up here are 
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shown in Diagram No. 40. There are some other important 

ones not given here because they have already been discussed 

in other connections; they will be referred to. 40A-D occur in 

Hie K-Indian Defense chiefly, 40E-F in the Gruenfeld. 

K-Indian Defense: 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P— 

KKt3. 

Here Black makes no effort at all to stop P—K4; his only. 

■ ■ incern is to get compensation for it. This compensation must 

necessarily be a break with-P—KB4. Thus the problem 

Inr White in almost all lines (there are some unusual exceptions 

which prove the rule) is what to do about an eventual-P— 

KB4. It is a safe general rule that White cannot get an ad¬ 

vantage unless he plays KPXBP. 

To turn to the diagrams: In 40A we have the most obvious 

< asc, where both sides have completed their preliminaries. It is 

always favorable for White. He should be satisfied to keep it 

intact because then_P—KB4 could be met by a double P 

exchange which would leave Black’s Pawns badly exposed. On 

occasion Black tries to get counterplay here with an attack on 

lIk: KP; such counterplay is normally hopelessly ineffective. 

The P structure which ensues after_KPXQP is one which 

we have seen time and again (page 8 ff.): White with his strong 

PAWN POSITIONS IN THE K-INDIAN-GRVENFELD COMPLEX 

No. 40A No. 40B 
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PA WN POSITIONS IN THE K-INDIAN-GR UENFBLD COMPLEX 
No. 40C No. 40D 

Normally favorable for Black. Normally somewhat in Black’B favor. 

No.40E No.40F 

Always favorable for Bladt. Always favorable for White. 

P at K4 vs. the weak P at Q3 has a clear advantage. Another 

possible variant comes up when White tries P—Q5. Then 

White envisages an eventual Q-side attack with P—QKt4, 

P—QB5, etc. (Diagram No. 36D and discussion). This too 

should be in his favor provided he is prepared to reply to ..... 

F—KB4 properly. 

I n Diagram No. 40B we see an ideal set-up for White against 

l»r»l tlrCciisivc play. In 40A the QP has been advanced to Q5. 

Then on .... I* -K.H4, the reply was KPXBP, KtPXP, P— 
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KB4, P—K5. It is true that Black now has counter-chances 

<>n the KKt file, but the attack can usually be parried quite 

easily. In the meantime White can proceed with his devastat¬ 

ing advance on the Q-side. Good for White unless Black has 

l lie initiative. On KPXBP Black may recapture with a piece: 

l lien the square K4 becomes a powerful anchorage for White’s 

pieces, while P—KB4 again shakes the Black position. Ultib 

mutely, the Q-side advance is the conclusive weapon in both 

lilSCS. 

These two Pawn structures, together with the related 36D, 

are of such vital importance that it is worth our while to con¬ 

sider them a bit more fully. 

40A is the original position. It is to White’s advantage, as 

we have mentioned, to keep the center unstable as long as 

possible. To get same counterplay, Black then frequently re¬ 

sults to_KPXQP, in the hope that White’s KP may prove 

weak. This hope is doomed to failure if White does not ex- 

cluinge pieces without good reason. For we know that the 

:il rength of the P at K4 derives from its cramping effect on the 

enemy pieces. 

If Black plays passively instead of exchanging, White has 

various plans at his disposal. One is to continue with P—KB4, 

eventually an attack along the KB file. For this reason it is 

I tetter to develop the KKt at K2 rather than at KB3. Another 

plan begins with P—Q5 (36D—it makes no difference whether 

I lie Black KKtP is at KKt3 or at KKt2). Sometimes White is 

virtually compelled to advance his QP because of counter-at- 

I ncking possibilities; at other times he chooses it voluntarily. 

Whatever the reason has been, once White’s Pawn is at Q5 

in 40A, the lines are sharply drawn. Positionally, his play lies 

(in the Q-side, where he can base it on the favorable Pawn 

chain, P’s at Q5, K4, vs. Black P’s at Q3, K4. The attack 

against such a Pawn chain, is directed at its base, here Black’s 

QP. I.e., White will play P—BS as soon as feasible. 

Against a purely passive defense, the advance of the UP 

(P B5) will compel a fatal weakening of the Black Pawn 
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structure. If he captures_QPXBP, the recapture will 

leave the Black QBP exposed on an open file. If he does not 

take, White will pile up his heavy artillery on the QB file, con¬ 

tinue with BPXQP, eventually break into the Black camp via 

QB7 and secure a decisive gain of material. Thus White has a 

fairly simple, direct long-range plan, the execution of which 

will net him a winning advantage if he is not crossed. 

That is why Black is compelled to undertake some counter¬ 

action. Most common is that where he posts his Kt at QB4, 

holds it with-P—QR4 and seeks to build up counterplay 

in the center. White must drive Black’s Kt away from QB4 

with P—QKt3, P—QR3, P—QKt4. Then on .... RPXKtP, 

White may be able to use the QR file; otherwise he will pro¬ 

ceed with his attack on the Pawn chain, though this time he 

must prepare P—QB5 more carefully. 

One point is important in this Pawn chain attack: White's 

play is “anchored” in the Pawns at K4 and Q5 and neither 

should be exchanged or weakened without good reason. If the 

KP goes, the QP may turn out to be just as weak as Black’s 

QBP, which will deprive White’s play of its point 

An alternative long-range plan for White after P—Q5 in¬ 

volves holding the center, castling long and storming the enemy 

K-side. With Black’s Pawn at KKt3, the KR file can normally 

be opened. Black will, of course, try to build up a counter¬ 

attack on the Q-side. Again purely passive play would favor 

White. He could continue with B—K3, Q—Q2, O—0—O, 

B—KR6, P—KR4, P—KR5, eventually opening the KR file. 

It is abundantly clear that Black cannot afford to sit back 

quietly. He must counter-attack, with P—KB4. With¬ 

out this move he has no real offensive prospects of any kind. 

On P—KB4 White must take notice. He must con¬ 

sider whether he can afford to disregard Black’s threats and 

proceed with his own Q-side action. The answer depends en- 

I irely on the element of time. Black’s attack, after all, affects 

While’s King directly, while White’s aims at Pawns. 

Tin- Wmlt st eamroller, if unchecked, will continue with ..... 
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P—KB5, setting up a Pawn chain in his turn (P—B3 has 

usually come in). Then the base of the Pawn chain will be 

undermined: _ P—KKt4—KKt5. The assault will be 

strengthened by doubling Rooks on the KKt file, playing the 

Q to the K-side, and concentrating as many other pieces on the 

vital points there as he can spare. 

Normally, it is not desirable for White to allow such a- 

counter-attack. And he can take out its fangs by answering 

.... P—KB4 with KPXBP. Then on .... KtPXP, P— 

KB4, P—KS, will block the Pawns and leave the K-position 

easily defended (40B). On_BXP there is no long-range 

attack possible for Black, so White can pursue his plans. 

Yet Black’s counter-action has served some purpose, for the 

White anchor points at K4 and Q5 have had their defenses 

blunted. Whether the Black threats against the White QP are 

sufficient compensation for the White play against the QBP 

cannot be answered in advance; normally they are not. As a 

result, White should continue to plan for P—B5; once it conies 

in it will mark the beginning of the end for Black. 

40C occurs when White makes the mistake of liquidating the 

center with QPXKP. As a result White’s Q4 is an excellent 

roost for a Black Kt, while Black’s Q4 is impenetrable. Nor¬ 

mally favorable for Black. 

40D is another case where White omits the strongest line. 

Unlike 40C, however, he has made no permanent mistake here, 

since P—K4 may be played at any time.KPXQP is 

jigain weak for Black, but_P—KB4 is much more effective 

Ixxause the strongest rejoinder KPXBP is not available. 

Normally somewhat in Black’s favor. 

Since 40A and 40B are the best P positions for White he will 

try to force them. Before he can make up his mind exactly 

how to develop, however, he must first decide where he wants 

t o post his pieces. His KKt is most useful at K2, though K ltd 

is not bad. His KB will be most effective on the long diagonal 

from where it can support White’s center Pawns and help de 

lend the King if need be. Thus we get the strongest line for 
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White to run as follows: 3 Kt—QB3, B—Kt2; 4 P—K4, P— 

Q3; 5 P—KKt3, 0—0; 6 B—Kt2, QKt—Q2; 7 KKt—K2, 

P—K4; 8 0-0, R—Kl; 9 R—Kl, PXP (or 9 .... P—QB3; 

10 P—Kt3, Q—B2; 11B—Kt2, Kt—B1; 12 Q—Q2 and Black’s 

counterplay is meaningless since it does not lead to liberation); 

10 KtXP, Kt—B4; 11 P—Kt3, B—Kt5; 12 P—B3, B—Q2 

(Diagram No. 41) with a dear advantage. Another good line 

is that which begins with an early P—Q5. E.g., above 8 P— 

QS (instead of 8 0—0), P—QR4; 9 P—QR3, Kt—B4; 10 O— 

O, Kt—Kl; 11 B—K3, P—B4; 12 PXP!, PXP; 13 P—B4 

with much the better of it 

One maneuver in the latter variation must be handled cor¬ 

rectly by both sides. Black’s counterplay is virtually meaning¬ 

less if he cannot secure a Kt at QB4. To prevent P—QKt4 he 

therefore tries 8_P—QR4 (above). White can now drive 

the Kt away with P—QKt3, P—QR3 (note the order), P— 

QKt4. P—QR3 fust is often a mistake because the reply_ 

P—R5 will block White’s Pawns. (Compare French Defense, 

Diagram No. 14B.) In this particular variation it makes no 

difference, but only because White’s Kt and Q prevent a P ad- 

There are no improvements far Black which need concern us 

here since he has little or no choice against the strongest lines. 

That is one of the main drawbacks for Black—the inelasticity 

of his counterplay. The only point worth mentioning is that 

often an early-Kt—QB3 is tried to compel the White QP 

to advance. 'White should accept the offer—if he delays Black 

may be able to retreat to K2 with his Kt rather than Ktl. On 

P—Q5 at once the variations are essentially the same as those 

given elsewhere. 

Despite the strength of the main line far White there are 

several alternatives for him which yield an equally lasting ad¬ 

vantage. In these variations, however, he must always advance 

P (,)5 at an early stage. One is that where he develops his Kt 

:il K H3. Kg., in the main line above 7 Kt—B3 (instead of 7 

K KI K2), I* K.4; 8 0-0, R—Kl; 9 P—Q5 (best), Kt—B4; 
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II) Kt Kl, P—QR4; 11 P—Kt3 (not 11 P—QR3, P—RS), 

H -Q2 ; 12 P—KR3, etc. The essential point is that White 
li< lids on the K-side and advances on the Q-side. 

Playable and also quite strong is the line where White does 

not even fianchetto his KB: 3 Kt—QB3, B—Kt2- 4 P—K4 

i; -Q3; S Kt—B3, 0—0; 6 B—K2, QKt—Q2; 7 0-0 P— 

M; 8 P Q5, P QR4; 9 Q—B2, Kt—R4 (immediate counter- 

m lack is the watchword for Black); 10 P—KKt3I Kt—B4-11 

k t—Kl, B—R6; 12 Kt—Kt2, Kt—B3; 13 P—B4 and White 

WM Pill#* 

* k i 
# ^ n ir 

'MtL% 

No. 42 

Gruenfdd Defense. 

Still has the better of it. It is interesting to note that White 

need not be in a hurry about his attack on the Q-side: that ad¬ 

vance can never be stopped (barring a mistake by White) so 

that tune does not matter as long as Black’s counter-action 

on the K-side is blocked. It is even possible for White to build 

up a K-side attack, e.g., 3 Kt—QB3, B—Kt2: 4 P—K4 P— 

Q3; 5 Kt—B3,0—0; 6 P—KR3, P—K4; 7 P—Q5, P—KR3- 

« B—K3, K—R2; 9 P—KKt4, Kt—Ktl; 10 Q—Q2 P—Kt3- 

11ti?~^0T0’ Kt_R3; 12 B~K2 tot better prospects! 
Weak play on White’s part can give Black a strong counter¬ 

attack—which expiates why the K-Indian was popular for such 

a long time. The major type of mistake which White can 
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make is that of exposing bis center too much. This is the case 

in the famous 4-Pawn attack: 3 Kt—QB3, B—Kt2; 4 P—K4, 

P-Q3; 5 P—B4, 0-0; 6 Kt—B3 and now 6 .... P—B4I; 

7 P—Q5 (or 7 PXP, Q—R.4Q, P—K3; 8 B—Q3, PXP; 9 BPX 

P, Q—Kt3! with a strong initiative. 

The variations with a delayed_P—Q4 in the K-Indian 

are really methods of avoiding the Gruenfeld: we shall return 

to them later. 

Gruenfeld Defense: 1 P-Q4, Kf—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P— 

KKi3; 3 KI—QB3, P—Q41 

Strictly speaking, the Gruenfeld is a branch of the K-Indian, 

but the child has already outgrown its parent. While the or¬ 

thodox variations of the K-Indian have almost disappeared 

from modem master practise, the Gruenfeld has become one of 

the most popular defenses. 

The main Pawn structures are shown in Diagrams No. 40E 

and F. In 40E White has a strong Pawn center, a fruitful mid¬ 

dle game possibility, but a minority of Pawns on the Q-side— 

an endgame disadvantage. As we shall see, this skeleton for¬ 

mation is almost always in Black’s favor in the Gruenfeld. 

Every exchange helps Black since it brings him so much nearer 

the endgame. 

40F is an ideal position for White. This time he has another 

array of Pawns in the center, but the difference is that Black 

has an extraP, so that his pieces are cramped. It should never 

be forgotten that the strength of a P center consists of the fact 

that it immobilizes enemy pieces. If he exchanges and is not 

cramped, the P center is useless. In the Gruenfeld this struc¬ 

ture is almost always favorable for White. 

These two P positions provide a solid framework for all the 

variations: Black wants the first, White the second. The fight 

is on to see who will have his way. 

The most obvious line was the first tried, historically: 4 

PXP, KtXP; 5 P—K4, KtXKt; 6 PXKt, P—QB4I (neces¬ 

sary at, once to prevent B—R3); 7 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; 8 B—QB4 
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fllie exchanges with B—Kt5ch only favor Black, which is in 

line with our theory), Kt—B3; 9 B—K3, O—O; 10 P—KR3 

(l.o prevent .... B—Kt5), PXP (not essential immediately; 

I Slack must however see to it that P—Q5 will never be feasi¬ 

ble); 11 PXP and now 11 .... Kt—R4; 12 B—K2, F—Kt3 is 

l lie amplest way to make sure of at least complete equality, 

lilack’s further play lies on the QB file and the Q-side, White’s 

in the center and on the K-side. 

From all this we reach one all-important conclusion: White 

iloes wish to set up a strong center (P’s at Q4 and K4) but only 

■ hi condition that there be few or no exchanges. In particular, 

be is especially anxious to keep Black’s QBP on the board. 

I'urther, on general principles we can see that if White does get 

liis P’s at K4 and Q4 Black must either do a lot of exchanging 

or break up the enemy center. As in the QGD.P—QB4 is 

l lie key liberating move for him. If it can be played and fol¬ 

lowed up properly, Black may well get the better of it—this 

:md the lack of symmetry account for the popularity of the 

(Iraenfeld with aggressive players. 

If the obvious will not do, we must turn to the subtle. Here 

we can easily calculate what the key move for White must be. 

I le wishes to get rid of the Black QP and advance his own KP. 

To do that he must either compel the exchange_QPXBP, 

or prepare for P—K4 anyhow. To prepare for P—K4 requires 

a lot of time; meanwhile Black will play P—QB4 and de¬ 

feat his purpose. Besides, P—K4 could be answered by_ 

QPXKP, which might yield an advantage but which is not 

what White wants. Thus there remains only the plan of forc¬ 

ing Black to exchange_QPXBP. To compel that, Black 

unwilling—as should be the case—White must exert pressure 

on the Black QP. That can be done effectively only with 

Q—Kt3. The conclusion may|be stated as a useful rule: 

Q—Kt3 is ike key mam for all White attacks in the Gruenfdd 

Defense. 

To this maneuver there are three typical replies for Black: 1) 
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to hold the center with-P—QB3 or-P—K3; 2) to take 

.... QPXBP and then seek compensation by a break against 

the White center; or 3) to counter-attack with P—QB4. 

Against the background of these motifs the particular varia¬ 

tions of the Gruenfeld are understood easily enough. Though 

we should add that the tactical problems are frequently ex¬ 

ceedingly complicated; a number are still controversial. 

The major continuations for White on his fourth move are 4 

PXP (which we have already considered), 4 P—K3 (quick de¬ 

velopment), 4 B—B4 (double pressure on the QB file), 4 Q— 

Kt3 (a speedy decision about the QP), 4 B—KtS (compel an 

early liquidation of the QP) and 4 Kt—B3 (waiting move, 

transposition). Of these, only the second and third—4 B—B4 

and 4 Q—Kt3—have retained any measure of popularity, for 

reasons which we shall see, though the others may be equally 

good from a theoretical point of view. 

I. 4 P—K3 is played with a view to getting the pieces out 

quickly. Since-P—QB4 is not thinkable before Black 

castles, the normal continuation is 4_B—Kt2; S Kt—B3, 

O—O. Now_P—QB4 is a distinct positional threat (e.g., 

6 B—Q3, P—B4; 7 QPXP, Q—R4 with at least equality), 

so the key move of the attack comes in: 6 Q—Kt3. The 

counter-attack 6_P—QB4 is not good: Black has no real 

compensation for the Pawn after 7 BPXP. To take 6_ 

QPXBP would be pointless: e.g., 7 BXP, QKt—Q2; 8 Kt— 

KKtS! (8 P—K4 is also all right), P—K3; 9 BXP, PXB; 10 

KtXKP with advantage. Thus there remains only the de¬ 

fense with 6 P—QB3 or 6 P—K3. Either one is 

good, provided Black works as quickly as possible to get_ 

P—QB4in. The strongest line for White is 7 B—Q2, to speed 

up the pressure on the QB file and thereby prevent_F— 

QB4; against accurate play, however, his plan is doomed to 

failure. E.g., 7 .... P—Kt3; 8 B—K2, B—Kt2; 9 O—O, 

QKl -Q2; 10 KR-Q1, PXP; 11 BXP, Kt—Kl!; 12 QR—Bl, 

Kl 03; 13 B—K2, P—QB4 with equality. The maneuver 

K l K1 Q3 is frequently useful for Black. 
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Since .... F—QB4 cannot be prevented in the long run, two 

improvements for White suggest themselves: PXP and an 

•airly P—K4. E.g., above, 8 PXP (instead of 8 B—K2), PXP; 

9 Kt—K5, B—Kt2; 10 B—KtS (to weaken the Q-side), P— 

QR3; 11 B—K2 and now 11 .... Kt—B3!, though 12 P—B4 

looks promising for White. This line may have a future; still, 

in. the present stage of theory it need not be feared. 8 B—Q3 

(instead of 8 B—K2 or 8 PXP), to force an early P—K4 is also 

not devoid of merit: on 8_B—Kt2; 9 O—O, P—K3; 10 

P—K4 is a good try. 

We have already mentioned the fact that the Gruenfeld 

abounds in unsolved tactical problems. It is not our intention 

to furnish any complete analysis here: that is the purpose of 

P.C.O. and additions to it. Our suggestions are designed to 

help the reader understand what has gone before and assist 

him in striking off on new paths if he so desires. 

Without Q—Kt3, Black has no troubles at all. E.g., even 

where Black voluntarily plays 4_P—B3, after 5 Kt—B3, 

U—Kt2; 6 B—Q3,0—O; 7 0—0, P—Kt3, an early .... P— 

(V)B4 is inevitable. Without_P—B3.P—B4 is even 

easier: 4 .... B—Kt2; 5 Kt—B3, 0-0; 6 B—Q3, P—B4; 

7 PXBP, Q—R4; 8 0—0, PXP; 9 BXBP, QXP and Black 

lias every reason to be satisfied. 

After an early P—QB3 for Black, a maneuver some¬ 

times seen is .... QPXBP, followed by — P—QKt4, — 

15—K3 and a quick attack on the Q-side. Such a plan is stra¬ 

tegically unsound since it leaves the QBP backward on an open 

file. It is usually easily refuted, though Black can sometimes 

develop violent pressure. However, that is more often the 

case when White has weakened his Q-side by playing B—KB4. 

We see that there are two great difficulties with 4 P—K3: 

White is unable to exert enough pressure on the QB file to pre¬ 

vent  P—QB4, and his QB is so much dead wood. This 

naturally leads to the second branch: 4 B—B4. 

II. 4 B—B4 is considered strongest by many masters 

though, as we shall see, its lustre is fading. 
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The main ideas have already been mentioned: it develops the 

QB and increases the pressure on the QB file. There is, how¬ 

ever, one great drawback: it weakens the Q-side, as a result of 

which .... P—QB4 is a far more dangerous counter. In the 

best lines Black can neither force P—QB4 nor perma¬ 

nently prevent P—K4; yet he can amplify to such an extent 

that the game is even for all practical purposes. 

The remark made at the outset that the Gruenfeld has 

many unsolved problems is peculiarly applicable here: there 

are a number of controversial questions on which opinion 

shifts rapidly from one extreme to another. 

The main line begins 4_B—Kt2; 5 P—K3. Now the 

QP is defended, so White is threatening to capture the QBP. 

Black can, if he so desires, give up the P—whether he gets suf¬ 

ficient compensation or not is a matter of dispute. E.g., 5- 

O—O; 6 PXP, KtXP; 7 KtXKt, QXKt; 8 BXP, Kt—R3; 

9 BXKt, QXKtP; 10 Q—B3 and White will have much the 

better of the ending. Or here 8_Kt—B3; 9 Kt—K2, B— 

Kt5; 10 P—B3, BXP; 11 PXB, QXBP; 12 R—KKtl, QXP 

with a complicated attack. The precise answers to these 

tactical questions will doubtless be given soon enough; a good 

deal depends on them. The author inclines to the opinion that 

the sacrifice is sound. 

However, the replies 5_P—B3 or 5 .... P—K3 trans¬ 

pose into more regular lines in any case, so that we can still 

continue to consider S-O—O. Then (if White does not 

take the P) 6 Q—Kt3 must follow (though 6 R—B1 has been 

experimented with too). On other moves, such as 6 Kt—B3, 

P—B4 is too powerful a reply. One illustration will show how 

the exchanges can lead to a plus for Black: 6 Kt—B3, P—B4; 

7 PXQP, KtXP; 8 B—K5, KtXKt; 9 PXKt, PXP; 10 

BXB, KXB; 11 BPXP, Q-R4ch; 12 Q-Q2, Kt—B3; 13 

B—K2, R—Q1 and Black has the better ending—the P posi¬ 

tion is that in 40E. 

But after 6 Q—Kt3, P—B4 is no longer strong, for now 7 

J»I,XC)I’, PXP; 8 PXP, QKt—Q2; 9 B—K21 is powerful. 
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while 7 QPXP, Q—R4; 8 PXP, Kt—K5; 9 Kt—K2 is again 

controversial, -with practise favoring White. So 6_P—B3 

(or even 6-P—K3) is necessary. 

Thus we get to a crucial normal line which runs as follows: 

4 B—B4, B—Kt2; 5 P—K3, O—O; 6 Q—Kt3, P—B3. Then 

on 7 Kt—B3 Black need temporize no longer: 7_PXP; 8 

UXP, QKt—Q2; 9 0—0, Kt—Kt3; 10 B—K2, B—K3 (10 

-B—B4! is also excellent here); 11 Q—B2, QKt—Q4!; 12 

II—K5, B—B4 (to prevent P—K4); 13 Q—Kt3, Q—Kt3 with 

equality. Black has been unable to force_P—QB4, but 

l he many exchanges suffice to free him. Even here, however, 

it must be remarked that if White can find some way to pre¬ 

serve the pressure on the QB file and avoid exchanges he should 

get the better of it because Black’s P structure is essentially 

inferior. 

4 B—B4 has been shorn of its tenors because of the weakness 

of the Q-side which it entails. Consequently, if some move 

could be found which holds the Q-side, but also exerts pressure 

on the center and Q-side and keeps the possibility of the de¬ 

velopment of the B open, it should yield White an advantage. 

What if we try the key move at once? 

III. 4 Q—Kt3 has enjoyed a good deal of popularity in some 

periods, only to be almost wholly neglected in others. At first 

sight it appears that 4-PXP; 5 QXBP, B—K31 would give 

Black enough counterplay, e.g., 6 Q—KtSch, Kt—S3!; 7 Kt— 

B3, Kt—Q4! and White, who can never afford to take the 

QKtP, will soon be driven back with loss of time. But instead 

of going after the P with 6 Q—Kt5ch above, White can carry 

out his basic strategy with 6 Q—Q3 or 6 Q—R4ch, followed by 

P—K4 in both cases. 

Thus 4 P—B3 is probably best. Then White can trans¬ 

pose into more routine lines with 5 Kt—B3 or 5 P—K3 or 5 

B—B4. But there is an interesting variant available. It is 

based on the idea of compelling a defense with-P--K3, 

which is obviously not so good when White has his QB out. 11. 

runs 5 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; 6 PXP, PXP; 7 B—Kl5!, threaten 
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ing to win the QP. 7_Kt—B3 is possible, but on 8 P—K3, 

P—K3 is best, despite the weakening. In the subsequent play 

White may try to attack on the K-side or in the center with 

P—K4 or on the QB file or he may combine several motifs. 

This line will doubtless be tried more in the future. 

While Black’s counterplay on the Q-side with-QPXBP, 

_P—QKt4 is strategically unsound because it leaves the 

QBP backward, it may be quite powerful on occasion because 

of Black's strong initiative. No general rule can be given: it 

depends on the peculiarities of each individual case. E.g., after 

4 Q—Kt3, P—B3; 5 B—Kt5 can be met by 5_PXP; 6 

QXBP, P—QKt4; 7 Q-Q3, B—B4; 8 Q-Ql (8 P—K4?, 

KtXP!; 9 KtXKt, Q-Q4), P—KtS; 9Kt—R4, Kt—K5 with 

adequate counterplay. 

Alternatives on White’s fourth move introduce no new stra¬ 

tegical ideas. 

IV. 4 Kt—B3 is a waiting move which almost always trans¬ 

poses into other lines, already considered. One variant is 4 

.... B—Kt2; S PXP, KtXP; 6 P—KKt3, with the idea of 

exerting pressure against the Black center and Q-side. Straight 

development is good enough for Black, though after_P— 

QB4 he must be careful not to exchange too early in the center. 

E.g., 6 .... O—O; 7 B—Kt2, P—QB4; 8 0-0, KtXKt; 9 

PXKt and now if 9_PXP (9_Kt—B3 is best); 10 

KtXP! Black suddenly has a tough job on his hands because 

he cannot develop normally. 

V. 4 B—KtS is again inspired by the laudable aim of weaken¬ 

ing Black’s P position, but fails against 4_Kt—K5. E.g., 

5 KtXKt, PXKt; 6 Q—Q2 (to develop a quick attack against 

Black’s K), P—QB4! (immediate counter-action is essential); 

7 P—QS, Kt—Q2; 8 P—B3, Q—Kt3t; 9 PXP, B—Kt2; 10 

O—O—O, Q—R3 and Black has a powerful attack. 

K-Indian Where White Avoids the Gruenfetd Defense 
Tin: lines to be discussed here could also be considered ir¬ 

regular variations of the K-Indian but the psychological rea- 



son for their choice—at least nowadays—is usually that of pre¬ 

venting the Gruenfeld. 

First we have a fairly regular K-Indian where White does not 

try to force an early P—K4 and where Black reacts with a de¬ 

layed  P—Q4. This arises after 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 

P—QB4, P—KKt3; 3 P—KKt3 (or 3 Kt—KB3), P—Q4 (may 

iilso be delayed until White is actually threatening P—K4). 

The ideas are in no essential respect different from the Gruen¬ 

feld: a break with P—QB4 is the goal for Black, the ad¬ 

vance P—K4 is the goal for White. To allow P—K4 without 

any immediate counter, however, does not turn out well for 

Black: 4 B—Kt2, B—Kt2; 5 PXP, KtXP; 6 P—K4, Kt— 

KtS; 7 F—QR3, KKt—B3; 8 P—Q5, Kt—Q5; 9 Kt—K2, 

B—Kt5; 10 QKt—B3 with advantage. P—K4 must be played 

early here. To prevent the strong center Black may support 

his QP with .... P—QB3: 3 P—KKt3, P—QB3; 4 B—Kt2, 

P—Q4, when he should have no real difficulties. E.g., 5 PXP, 

L’XP; 6 Kt—KB3, B—Kt2; 7 O—O, 0—0; 8 Kt—B3, Kt— 

K51 etc. 

After 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P—KKt3; 3 P—B3, 

l.o compel an immediate P—K4, is a worthwhile try. One idea 

behind the move is to hold the center solidly, develop rapidly 

•in the Q-side, and then attack Black’s K. E.g., 3_B—Kt2; 

4 P—K4, P—Q3; 5 Kt—B3, 0-0; 6 B—K3, P—K4; 7 P— 

Q5, F—QR4; 8 B-Q3, Kt—R3; 9 Q-Q2, Kt—B4; 10 B—B2, 

V—QKt3; 110-0-0, followed by P—KKt4, P—KR4, with 

a strong attack. Black can equalize only by an early break in 

I he center here or an effective _ P—KB4. Somewhat 

stronger for Black, though more risky, is 3-P—Q4; 4 PX 

l\ KtXP; S P—K4, Kt—Kt3; 6 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; 7 B—K3, 

0—0; 8 P—B4, Kt—B31; 9 P—Q5, Kt—Ktl; 10 Kt—B3, F— 

QB3 with vigorous counterplay. The important point to re 

member is that Black cannot afford to be passive here: he must 

:idopt some kind of systematic counter-action. Thus 3_ 

P—B3 has its merits if followed up properly. 
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When White does not play P—QB4, Black has no theoretical 

problem (the same thing occurs in the analogous case of the QP 

opening) because White has omitted the strongest move. Black 

is at liberty to develop normally; if he uses his liberty he 

equalises easily and early. 

One line is of some interest as a precursor of a strong defense 

to the Reti Opening: 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 Kt—KB3, P— 

KKt3; 3 B—B4 (the London System), B—Kt2; 4 P—KR3, 

P—B4; 5 P—B3, P—Kt3; 6 QKt—Q2, PXP (not essential im¬ 

mediately, but forestalls an early P—K4); 7 PXP, B—Kt2; 

8 P—K3, O-O; 9 B—Q3, Kt—B3; 10 0-0, P—Q3; 11 Q— 

K2, P—QR3 with equality: both sides will be able to effect 

P—K4. 

C. TCBIGORIN’S DEFENSE (OLD INDIAN): 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 
i F—QB4, F—Q3 

The only difference between this and the K-Indian is that 

Black’s KB is not fianchettoed. Essentially, however, the 

ideas are the same: White wishes to force P—K4, hold on the 

K-side, advance on the Q-side, Black will break with_P— 

KB4. The position of Black’s KB is of no great importance. 

It is important for White to threaten P—K4 early; if he does 

so his advantage is assured. A typical variation runs 3 Kt— 

QB3, QKt—Q2; 4 P—K4, P—K4; 5 P—Q5, Kt—B4; 6 P—B3, 

B—K2; 7 B—K3, 0—0; 8 P—QKt4, etc. 

Black may develop his QB early here, but it will be equally 

useless, if not more so, in its new position: 3 Kt—QB3, B—B4; 

4 P—KKt3, P—B3; 5 B—Kt2, QKt—Q2; 6 P—K4, B—Kt3; 

7 KKt—K2, etc. 

There is a slight finesse on White’s third move: if 3 Kt—KB3 

(instead of 3 Kt—QB3), B—B4 gives Black reasonable pros¬ 

pects of equalizing because a normal P—K4 is no longer pos¬ 

sible. 

The type position may also arise from the Ruy Lopez (page 

34). 'Hie frequency with which the Ruy Lopez and the Indian 

I Viruses transpose into one another is one reason why the Ruy 

remains so refreshingly modem. 
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Z>. UNUSUAL ALTERNATIVES AFTER 1 P—Q4, Xt—KB3 

While the lines to be discussed here have little theoretical 

value, they point to many new paths which an enterprising 

player may enter. 

Budapest Defense: 1 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P—K4. 
Though this is technically a defense, it might just as well be 

called a gambit. There is not too much rhyme or reason to the 

names of the chess openings! 

If we view the opening as a gambit, we will find it much 

easier to understand because the regular principles for gambit 

play hold true. First, White takes the Fawn. Then, he does 

not try to hold on to it at all costs, but returns it in order to se¬ 

cure the better development. In that event White gets the 

better of it because Black’s position will be disorganized. A 

striking analogy with the KP openings is that traps occur 

chiefly in the form of plays on White’s KB2. 

Thus the normal line runs 3 PXP, Kt—KtS. Now 4 P— 

KB4?,B—B4 would be bad: Black has all the play. Likewise 

4 Kt—KB3, B—B4; 5 P—K3, Kt—QB3 is inferior because his 

QB is shut in. 

Instead, there are two strong continuations. One is 4 F— 

K4, KtXKP; S P—KB4 (or even, less violently, 5 B—K2 fol¬ 

lowed by Kt—KB3 with a theoretically superior P position), 

KKt—B3; 6 B—K3 (or 6 Kt—B3, B—B4; 7 Kt—B3, P—Q3; 

8 P—QR3—but it is simpler to block the diagonal), B—KtSch; 

7 K—B2!, O—O; 8 Kt—KB3, Q—K2; 9 B—Q3, B—B4; 10 

R—K1 with much the better of it, since White retains greater 

freedom for his pieces. This superior mobility is the essential 

point—White need not worry about his Pawn position as long 

as he retains it 

The alternative on White’s fourth move is 4 B—B4, Kt— 

QB3; 5 Kt—KB3, B—Kt5ch and now 6 QKt—Q2 will yield 

him a permanent though slight advantage, while 6 Kt—113, 

BXKtch; 7 PXB, Q—K2; 8 Q-Q5, Q—R6; 9 R—Bl, P~ U3-r 

10 PXP> KtXP (B3); 11 Q—Q2 maintains the Pawn at lln: 
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cost of weak Pawns—a feasible procedure in this case. Against 

weak play on White’s part Black can develop quickly and 

start an attack against White’s K position. 

By and large, however, there are so many ways in which 

White can get the better of it that the Budapest is practically 

never seen in games between two equal players. 

Bkunenfeld Counter Gambit: 1 P—Qi, Kt— KB3; 2 P—QB4, 

P—K3; 3 Kt—KB3, P—B4; 4 P—Q5, P-QKt4. 

The motivating idea of this enterprising gambit is quite 

similar to that of the Evans: give up a P on the wing in order to 

secure ideal development and a powerful P center. E.g., S 

PXKP, BPXP; 6 PXP, P—Q4; 7 P—K3, B—Q3; 8 Kt—B3, 

O—O; 9 B—K2, B—Kt2; 10 P—QKt3, QKt—Q2 and even¬ 

tually  P—K4 with a powerful attack. 

But if White spurns the gift and plays positionally Black’s 

premature thrusts recoil on him. 5 B—KtS provides a thorough 

refutation, though the main variation is by no means hopdiess 

for Black: 5_KPXP (best); 6 PXQP, P—KR3 (again 

best); 7 BXKt, QXB; 8 Q—B2, P—Q3; 9 P—K4, P—R3; 10 

P—QR4! (essential to make the square QB4 available ), P— 

KtS and now 11 P—R3! preserves White’s vital Kt against 

Black’s useless B and gives the first player all the cWnces in 

view of his immensely superior Pawn structure. 

Minor alternatives offer no significant new ideas: they are 

easily understood as tactical attempts to get some more out of 

life. 

In general, it is advisable for White to bear in mind that 

against a wholly passive attitude on Black’s part, P—K4 will 

give him the better of it, while on .... P—QB4 without due 

preparation, P—Q5 is usually cramping. Black should re¬ 

member that careless or passive play by White allows an early 

P—QB4, which should be followed by P—Q4 and even¬ 

tually  P—K4. Both sides must pay the greatest atten¬ 

tion to transposition possibilities. 

ttenoni Counter Gambit: 1 P—Q4, P—QB4, 

An rij'i'rcssivo but. unsound counter-attack. With proper 
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play WMte secures an iron grip which Black cannot break. 

On general principles the reply 2 P—Q5 is best; then 2_ 

P—K4—otherwise Black can have no hopes for counterplay 

at all. 

There are many ways to crush Black’s play here; White has 

an embarras de forces. These refutations employ one or more of 

four ideas: 

1. Get a Kt to QB4 and make it immune against attack with 

P—QR4, thus exerting pressure against Black’s QP and Q-side. 

2. Attack the Pawns on the Q-side with P—QB3, P—QKt4, 

or, on occasion, P—QKt4 directly. 

3. After P—K4, an early P—KB4 may be played despite the 

fact that Black may secure the square K4 for his pieces. 

4. Fianchetto of the KB coupled with a general Pawn ad¬ 

vance (P—QB4, P—K4, P—KB4)—this is much like cor¬ 

responding variations in the K-Indian. The Q-side break is 

facilitated by Black’s P at QB4. 

For Black the only independent plan is an advance on the 

K-side with_P—KB4 (normal break if White’s P is at K4). 

Otherwise he must react to what White does. 

Two examples will illustrate the execution of these ideas. 

2 P—Q5, P—K4; 3 P—K4, P—Q3; 4 B-Q3, P—QR3; 5 

P—QR4, Kt—K2; 6 Kt—K2, Kt—Kt3; 7 Kt—R3, B—K2; 

8 Kt—QB4, O-O; 9 0-0, Kt—Q2; 10 B—Q2! (prevents 

-Kt—Kt3), P—-QKt3; 11P—QB3 with a dear superiority. 

Or 2 P—QS, P—K4; 3 Kt—KB3, P—Q3; 4 P—KKt3, 

P—KKt3; 5 B—Kt2, B—Kt2; 6 Kt—B3, Kt—K2; 7 0-0, 

0—0; 8 Kt—Q2, P—B4; 9 Kt—B4, P—QR3; 10 P—QR4, 

P—Kt3; 11 B—Kt5, R—R2; 12 Q—Q2 to be followed by P— 

B4 or B—R6 with a powerful attack. 

Dutch Defense: 1 P—Q4, P—KB4. 

Black’s main idea here, as we have already mentioned, is to 

prevent P—K4 by a flanlt advance. He thereby reserves the 

option of any one of a number of good Pawn configurations in 

the center, the rns»T» ones being as usual .... P—Q3 and .... 

P—K4 or .... P—K3 and .... P—Q4, with .... P—QB4 
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always useful. White, of course, will not abandon his plan to 

advance the KP. Thus both sides will bring up reserves. 

White to prepare P—K4, Black to prevent it or to neutralize it. 

As so often in the QP opening, White’s play is most effective 

in the cento and on the Q-side, while Black’s counter-action 

will take place on the K-side. Against careless play Black may 

well build up a strong attack. 

The K-fianchetto is the best procedure for White, though it is 

not immediately obvious why that is so, in view of the fact that 

there is no Black QB at QKt2 to neutralize. We do know, 

however, that play will cento around White’s K4 to a con¬ 

siderable extent, and that Black has hopes of a K-side attack. 

The easiest K-positian to defend in such cases is that with the 

fianchettoed B (provided it is not exchanged) while the control 

of the cento from a distance is most forceful in all these open¬ 

ings. 

While Black can choose one of two or more P configurations, 

quick development is as usual essential for him. Further, his 

B is best placed at K2 or Q3 (often it is a good idea to exchange 

it), so that_P—K3 will be necessary regardless of which 

Pawn set-up he chooses. 

These points suffice to explain the main line: 2 P—KKt3, 

Kt—KB3; 3 B—Kt2, P—K3; 4 Kt—KB3, B—K2; 5 P—B4, 

O—O; 6 0—0 (Diagram No. 43A). 

Now Black must make up his mind about the further course 

of the game. He has two major alternatives and one minor one: 

6 .... P-Q3,6 .... P—Q4and6 .... Kt—K5. 

6 .... P—Q3 is inferior because Black cannot compel_ 

P—K4 under favorable circumstances. On the contrary: 

White can often force P—Q5 in a position where the reply .... 

P—K4 is impossible, so that after-KPXQP by Black, or 

QPXKP by White, Black’s Pawns will be irrevocably split 

and permanently weak. Tins is one of the major motifs for 

White against the Dutch. 

Afl«-r 6 .... P—Q3; 7 Kt—B3, Q—K1 (7 .... Kt—B3 al¬ 

low;; K I’ - (,)5) there arc many ways in which White can get the 
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better of it. All the lines boil down to development plus 

preparation of P—K4. The simplest is doubtless 8 R—Kl, 

Q—R4; 9 P—K4, PXP; 10 KtXP, KtXKt; 11 RXKt, Kt— 

B3; 12 B—B4, B—B3; 13 P—KR4, P—KR3; 14 R—Bll, P— 

R3; 15 P—B5—note the ingenious way in which Black’s 

Pawns have been hopelessly weakened. 

On_Kt—QB3 by Black at any earlier stage (before P— 

K4) an immediate P—Q5, to split the Black Pawns is both 

imperative and positionally crushing. 

No. 43A Ho.43B 

■ ■ ramill slES gfg 
■ 

Position alter 6 0—0 in the Dutch Position after 7_P—B3 in the 
Defense. Dutch Defense. 

From the above variation it is clear that Black cannot 

develop his Q-side quickly but must bank on play on the other 

wing. The reason is that.... QKt—Q2 cramps his game too 

much, while Kt—QB3 is always refuted by P—Q5. Con¬ 

sequently the idea of farcing P—-K4 without the develop¬ 

ment of the QKt comes to mind. Oneway to do it is by getting 

the B to B3. Thus we see the raison d’etre of 6-Kt—K5. 

Unfortunately White can break immediately with 7 P—Q5!, 

e.g., 7-B—B3; 8 Q—B2, and now 8-P—K4 is best, 

though after 9 QKt—Q2, KtXKt; 10 KtXKt!, P—Q3; 11 

P—B5 White retains all the play. This variation, however, 

has not been analyzed too much. 
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6 _ P—Q4—the third branch on Black’s sixth move 

(Diagram No. 43A)—is by far the best: it blocks P—K4 for a 

long timp to come and by holding the center solid paves the 

way for play on the K-side. After the further 7 Kt—B3, P— 

B3, there is no way in which White can get significantly the 

better of it (Diagram No. 43B). He can try to force an early 

P—K4 by Kt—K5, P—B3, etc. but allows too much blood¬ 

letting: 8 Q—Q3, Kt—KS; 9 Kt—KS, Kt—Q2; 10 KKtXKt, 

BXKt; 11 P—B3, KtXKt; 12 PXKt, PXP; 13 QXQBP, 

B—Q3 and Black has exchanged sufficiently to get a free game, 

though White still has a slight theoretical advantage. 

Black’s counter-attack calls for .... Kt—KS,_Q—K1— 

R4,_P—KKt4,_R—B3—R3. White can, however, 

afford to disregard the entire maneuver if he does not touch his 

K-side. Thus he can touch off a sharp struggle by advancing 

immediately on the Q-side: 8 R—Ktl, Q—Kl; 9 P—B5!, Q— 

R4; 10 P—QKt4, Kt—K5; 11 Q—B2, Kt—Q2; 12 P—Kt5, 

B—B3; 13 B—B4, Q—Kl!; 14 B—B7, R—B2; 15 B—R5, 

P—K4! with approximate equality. 

Again we have a situation where both sides search for im¬ 

provements: White because his advantage against_P— 

Q4 is too small, Black because he does not secure full freedom. 

One most suggestive variant for White is developing the Kt 

at KR3, for in one of the main lines he must move the Kt 

away anyhow to prepare P—K4. Then the situation is re¬ 

versed for Black: P—Q4 is inferior, while P—Q3 is 

strong. The reason is that now there, is less to prevent-P— 

K4. E.g., 2 P—KKt3, Kt—KB3; 3 B—Kt2, P—K3; 4 Kt— 

KR3 and now 4 .... P—Q4; 5 O—O, B—Q3; 6 P—QB4, P— 

B3; 7 Kt—B3, QKt—Q2; 8 Q—Q3 (to defend the BP), Kt— 

K5; 9 P—B3, KtXKt; 10 PXKt, B—K2; 11 P—K4 and 

White has all the play. But after 4_P—Q3 (instead of 

4 .... P—Q4); 5 O—O, B—K2; 6 P—QB4,0-O; 7 Kt—B3, 

Q- Kl; 8 Kt—B4, B—Ql; 9 P—K4, P—K4I; 10 PXKP, 

<,>I’X I*; 11 Kt—Q3, PXP; 12 QKtXP, Kt—B3; 13 R—Kl. 

o K13 I thick lias a free game and little to fear. 
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For Black the only important variant is that where he tries 

to exchange his KB early (compare the Q-Indian). For a 

long time it was believed that such an exchange was favorable 

for him. To avoid it White then delayed the advance of the 

QBP until Black’s B has moved. Recent practise, however, 

indicates that this view is not justified. 

After 2 P—QB4, P—K3; 3 P—KKt3, Kt—KB3; 4 B—Kt2, 

B—KtSch; 5 B—Q2 leads to very little after 5_BXBch; 

6 QXB, O—O; 7 Kt—QB3, P-Q4; 8 Kt—B3, Kt—B31, 

though the weakness on the Black squares is painful for the 

defender. However, this time White can avoid the B exchange 

effectually: 5 Kt—B3 (5 Kt—Q2 is also good), O—O; 6 Kt— 

R3, P—Q4; 7 0—0, P—B3; 8 Q—Kt3, Kt—R3; 9 Kt—B4,, 

B—Q3; 10 Kt—Q3, Kt—B2; 11 P—BS, B—K2; 12 B—B4 

with advantage because of his hold on K5. 

The Staunton Gambit, 2 P—K4, is a complicated and 

promising line for White. Though there is no theoretical 

refutation known, it is still highly speculative. It is based on 

the idea of quick development to secure a K-side attack. 

2_PXP is virtually forced. To regain the P immedi¬ 

ately leads to nothing for White: he must attack. Thus he will 

advance on the K-side. E.g., 3 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 4 B—. 

KKt5, P—KKt3; 5 P—KR4, P—Q3; 6 P—R5 with a strong 

attack. Best for Black is a delayed support of the center with 

.... P—QKt3. E.g., 4 B—KKt5 (as above), P—QKt3; 5 

B—QB4, P—K31; 6 BXKt, QXB; 7 KtXP, Q—K2; 8 B— 

Q3, Kt—B3; 9 P—QB3, B—Kt2 followed by .... 0-0-0 

with good chances. 

In virtually all variations White may sooner or later play 

P—KB3, when Black will have to capture, advance_P— 

K6, or defend with-P—Q4. _P—K6 is usually good 

enough to equalize, though White then retains the initiative. 

_PX P or-P—Q4 must be tried if Black wants to refute 

the gambit. 



Chapter VI 

RETT AND ENGLISH OPENINGS 

RETI OPENING: 1 Kt—KB3, P—Q4 

The Reti opening is the quintessence of hypermodemism. 

It was most popular when the brilliant but erratic masters of 

that school were on top. Since then (about 1930) it has de¬ 

clined somewhat, though it still remains one of the most im¬ 

portant openings. 

It is frequently said that White’s leading idea in the Reti 

opening is control rather than occupation of the center. To a 

certain limited extent that is true, for White develops his 

Bishops by fianchetto and does not (normally) advance a 

center Pawn for six or seven moves. And yet the statement is 

a deceptive over-simplification. In reality the basic idea is 

to occupy the center at a time when it is directly favorable for 

White. White’s goal is as ever a strong center, but he goes 

about it indirectly. IE Black is not aware of what his opponent 

is driving at, he will assuredly fall into a subtle positional trap; 

if he is, he should have no trouble. 

One of the major weapons which White uses is that of allow¬ 

ing his opponent to occupy the center with his Pawns and then, 

when Black is exposed, to strike at those Pawns and create 

irremediable weaknesses (mainly “holes”). Again the de¬ 

fender must be careful not to be taken off guard. Essentially 

the idea is the same as that in Alekhine’s Defense or some 

branches of the Indian; the only difference is that this time 

Wlutc is playing a come-hither-my-darling-and-let-me-snare- 

you game with Black, instead of the reverse. It is no accident 

I h:il many masters who are addicted to such defenses for 

lll.u k :ih»i like Reli’s for White. 

210 
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The fianchetto is a characteristic of this opening. There are 

two ways to deprive such a Bishop of its strength: one is by 

firmly planting the center with Fawns (rarely feasible for any 

length of time), the other is by exchanging it (the most usual 

method). 

We have repeatedly had occasion to observe in the QP open¬ 

ing that when White neglects the powerful P—QB4, to increase 

the pressure on White’s center, Black’s theoretical troubles are 

over. Here P—QB4 is played, but P—Q4 is omitted—and the 

same observation holds true. By sticking to a few fundamental 

Ho. 44 Ho. 45 

principles—the ones we have been emphasizing throughout—■ 
Black will overcome the inherent difficulties of the opening. 

After 1 Kt—KB3, there is only one important independent 

reply, 1_P—Q4. Now P—Q4 is good, of course, but the 

Reti continuation is 2 P—B4. 

There are four possible replies for Black, each based on 

different ideas. Objectively, there is little to choose among 

these lines, though each has special advantages and drawbacks. 

They are: 

1. 2_PXP avoids complications and prepares the con¬ 

struction of a powerful center with-P—QB4 and-P— 

K4. Its advantage is that normal continuations lead to a con- 
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siderable superiority for Black; a minor drawback is that White 

can transpose into the QGA. 

2. 2 — P—Q5 cramps White and sets up a Benoni 

Counter Gambit with colors reversed. Careless play by White 

leads to an overwhelming position for his opponent; on the 

other hand Black’s center may collapse or prove terribly weak. 

3. 2-P—QB3 maintains a Pawn in the center and allows 

the QB to get out. Its good feature is that it permits free and 

easy development of all the pieces, its bad one that a delayed 

advance in the center by White may cramp Black all over again 

because the natural P—QB4 would be out of place. 

4. 2_P—K3 likewise holds a Pawn in the center, but 

this time shuts in the QB—it is in reality nothing but the 

Orthodox Defense applied to the Reti opening. Black’s 

liberating plan is the same: P—QB4 and eventually .... P— 

K4. It is more solid than any of the others, but less aggressive. 

Black can at best secure equality here; in the alternatives he 

can frequently get the better of it. 

We shall now consider these alternatives in greater detail. 

I. 2-PXP is undoubtedly simplest for Black, though 

White can level the game too easily if he so desires. 

Of the three ways in which White can recapture the Pawn, 

only two—3 Kt—R3 and 3 P—K3 have been seriously tested, 

though 3 Q—R4ch, by analogy with the QGA and the Catalan 

System, certainly has its merits. 

It is rather difficult to explain why 3 Kt—R3 held the stage 

for such a long time. That it is bizarre and pleased the hyper¬ 

modems on principle because it violated the tenets of the 

classical school surely were weighty psychological factors. 

But be that as it may, there can be no doubt today that 3 

Kt—R3 is a bad move. After the further logical continuation 

3 Kt—R3, P—QB4; 4 KtXP, Kt—QB3; 5 P—QKt3, P—K4; 

6 B—Kt2, P—B3I; 7 P—Kt3, KKt—K2; 8 B—Kt2, Kt—B4I 

(somewhat stronger than 8_Kt—Q4); 9 O—O, B—K2; 10 

R 1M, « -K3; 11 P—Q3,0-0; 12 KKt—Q2, Q—Q2 Black 

has ;t ronsii lend >!e advantage on every count. It should be 
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borne in mind that Black must be careful not to let his QBP 

be subject to attack before he is fully developed. 

The attentive reader may have noticed that the final position 

here is structurally the same as the variation of the Sicilian 

Defense (page 90) where White manages to play P—QB4; 

The colors of course are reversed. In that line Black is reduced 

to passivity because he has no prospects on the QB file; here 

the same holds for White. If White maneuvers for an early 

P—KB4, to get rid of one of Black’s major trumps, he may 

equalize; otherwise he is bound to come off badly. 

However, if White avoids the above line, he can equalize 

without any trouble. Thus instead of 5 P—QKt3,5 Kt(B4)— 

K5, KtXKt; 6 KtXKt, Kt—B3 (not 6 .... P—B3 now be¬ 

cause of 7 Q—R4 ch); 7 P—K3, P—K3; 8 P-<>Kt3, Kt—Q2; 

9 B—Kt5, B—Q3 whittles down the wood too much. 

likewise 3 P—K3 is good enough to equalize because it will 

normally transpose into the QGA. E.g., 3_Kt—KB3; 4 

BXP, P—K3; 5 P—Q4, P—B4, etc. Both sides may vary 

from the QGA, though the results are unclear. White must 

then avoid the natural P—Q4, which bodes ill for his prospects 

of getting an advantage. Black may try 3_Kt—QB3 on 3 

P—K3; then 4 BXP, P—K4; 5 Q—Kt3, Kt—R3 leads to wild 

and woolly complications. 

II. 2_P—QS is the normal reply for White against the 

Benoni Counter Gambit (which White is playing here with 

colors reversed and a move in hand), so strong there that it 

constitutes a thorough refutation. Yet here it is somewhat 

dubious because of a new factor: the extra move makes it un¬ 

certain whether Black can maintain his powerful wedge at Q5 

under favorable circumstances or not. 

Again, if Black is allowed to reinforce his QP he will secure 

an overwhelming position. E.g., 3 P—QKt4, P—KB3; 4 II ■ 

Kt2, P—K4; 5 P—QR3, P—QB4; 6 PXP, BXP; 7 P 03? 

Kt—B3; 8 QKt—Q2, P—B4!; 9 P—Kt3, Kt—B3; 10 B KI2, 

0—0; 11 0—0, Q—K1 with terrific pressure. 

We see why it is essential for White to hammer at tin- Wail 
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QP early or secure compensation in some other way. For this 

reason, both P—K3andP—QKt4 must come in. It so happens 

that 3 P—K3 is best: then a normal line would run 3_P— 

QB4, 4 PXP (again 4 P—QKt4, P—B3; S PXBP, P—K4 is 

good for Black), PXP; 5 P—KKt3, Kt—QB3; 6 B—Kt2, P— 

KKt3; 7 P—Q3, B—Kt2; 8 0-0, P—K4; 9 R—Kl, P—B3, 

10 P—QKt4! (it is still strong; otherwise Black could consoli¬ 

date his center), 10_KtXP (otherwise White’s pressure 

becomes too strong on the Q-side); 11 Q—R4ch, Kt—B3; 12 

KtXQP, QXKt; 13 BXKt ch, B—Q2 with equality. It 

should be noted that White’s compensation for Black’s strong 

center comisted of pressure against the Q-side, for which his 

KB is ideally situated. The attempt to hold Q5 with a piece 

is also feasible, but after 3 P—K3, Kt—QB3; 4 PXP, KtXP; 

S KtXKt, QXKt; 6 Kt—B3, P—QB3; 7 P—Q3, P—K4I is 

necessary to hold the White QP. 

III. 2_P—QB3 is played to hold the center and get the 

QB out. It allows a number of transpositions, chiefly to the 

Slav Defense with 3 P—Q4. But the major line to be con¬ 

sidered here is Reti’s old favorite, where both Bishops are 

fianchettocd. 

White’s idea in Reti’s continuation is to control the center 

from a distance, then, after development is completed, break 

at an opportune moment and get the upper hand in the center 

himself. Passive play on Black’s part would allow a crushing 

bind. A classic instance is the game Reti-Bogoljuboff, New- 

York, 1924: 3 P-QKt3, Kt—B3; 4 B—Kt2, P—K3; 5 P— 

Kt3, QKt—Q2; 6 B—Kt2, B-Q3; 7 0-0,0-0; 8 P—Q4, R 

—Kl?; 9 QKt—Q2, Kt—KS; 10 KtXKt!, PXKt; 11 Kt—KS! 

P—KB4; 12 P—B3!, PXP; 13 BxP, Q-B2; 14 KtXKt, 

BXKt; IS P—K4 with an overwhelming position. Note how 

effective the delayed break in the center has been. But once 

Black gets his QB out, he will have no such troubles. Then it is 

essential for White to block the diagonal of the enemy B, which 

means P—Q3 is to come in rather than P—Q4. This weakens 

his K5 square, so that Black is at liberty to advance his KP. 
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Reti hoped that the two Black center Pawns would then prove 

weak; we know today that his hope was a mirage. Thus a 

main line here, where both sides carry out their plans, would 

run as follows: 3 P—KKt3, Kt—B3; 4 B—Kt2, B—B4; S P— 

Kt3, QKt—Q2; 6 B—Kt2, P—K3; 7 O—O, B—<23; 8 P—Q3, 

0—O; 9 QKt—Q2 (logical, but 9 Kt—B3 is better), P—K41 

(takes advantage of the first good opportunity); 10 PXP (not 

to exchange would be worse because the diagonal of White’s 

KB would be rendered useless), PXP; 11 R—Bl, Q—K2; 12 

R—B2, P—QR4! (always strong against this type of forma¬ 

tion); 13 P—QR4, P—R3; 14 Q—R1 (still aiming at the Black 

center), KR—K1 and Black has much the better of it. Al¬ 

ternatives for White lead to equality at best unless Black ad¬ 

vances his KP prematurely. E.g., above, 8 P—K4? (in¬ 

stead of 8 0—O) would be refuted by 9 P—K4! B—K3; 10 

KPXP, BPXP; 11P—Q4! P—KS; 12 Kt—KtS, O—O; 13 PX 

P with a won game. Should White try P—Q4 instead of P— 

Q3, Black’s QB will control a powerful diagonal, while White’s 

B’s will do little. Black can then attack on the Q-side with 

_P—QR4—R5, B—R6, if possible. 

IV. 2_P—K3 is solid, but introduces no essentially new 

ideas. Development is the order of the day for both sides. 

Black’s normal strategy is to play_P—QB4 early,_ 

P—K4 too, if possible; White would then have to exchange 

early to prevent a powerful center. The problems for both 

sides are much the same as in the previous lines. On the whole, 

however, this line is most passive and least promising for 

Black. 

From what has been said there is one all-important con¬ 

clusion to be drawn: Reti’s original thought of provoking a 

center advance by Black in the conviction that the Pawns 

would later prove weak has to be discarded because with any 

kind of reasonably good defense by Black, his center remains as 

strong as ever. In all the variations where White does nothing 

about the center in the early stages but try to “control it from 

the sides,” Black gets a dear superiority. If White, however, 
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prevents such a center, or neutralizes it immediately, equality 

results. On the other hand, if Black ignores his opportunity 

and does not occupy the centra: White gets an overwhelming 

bind. 

Yet there can be no doubt that the Reti system and the idea 

of control of the center from a distance have some merit as is 

shown, e.g., by the many traps which Black must be careful 

not to fall into. We are therefore naturally impelled to look 

for an opening which will have the good feature of the Reti 

(real control from a distance, effective diagonals for the B’s) 

and avoid the bad ones (enemy center Pawns become too 

strong, enemy develops too freely). Such a line is the Catalan 

System, which combines some long-distance control of the 

center (P—KKt3) with occupation (P—Q4) and has the addi¬ 

tional virtue of permitting several favorable transpositions. 

CATALAN SYSTEM 

There are several forms of this opening, which makes it 

difficult to set up an exact beginning. Besides, it may arise in a 

variety of ways, from the Reti, QGA, QGD, or the Queen 

Pawn Game. All however have one essential unifying idea for 

White: the combination of P—Q4 and P—KXt3. 

Ho. 46A XT0.46B 

uifia ■ vtcir.n-Ml mmMmm fl ■IfWaM 
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Position after 7_KtXPI in the Position after 7 Kt—B3 in the 

Pafftlftn System. Pat a] an Ryjtam, 
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One of the first things that strikes us (see Diagram No. 45) is 

that Black has been made to transpose into the-P—K3 

defense to the Reti (page 215) which is, as we saw there, the 

least promising for the second player. 

There are two main transposition traps which Black must 

sidestep. The first is familiar from the regular Red: Black 

must hit at White’s center with_P—QB4.P—QB3 

instead leaves him with a terribly cramped game, which he 

might conceivably hold, but which is a long uphill fight at best 

The second is more subtle: after_P—QB4, White may 

well reply BPXQP. Then,_KPXQP would suddenly 

leave Black in a most unfavorable branch of the Tarrasch De¬ 

fense, the Rubinstein variation (page 126). 

As in the regular Reti, one thing is again clear: to get a 

reasonably good game Black must play aggressivdy. With 

this in mind, and to avoid the traps mentioned above, Black 

can choose one of two defensive ideas: a) an early break with 

_P—QB4 coupled with speedy development or b) the ex¬ 

change _QPXBP to transpose into a QGA type of position. 

_P—QB4 may be played on the 4th, 5th, or 6th move. 

tt is usually seen on the 6th, though that does not mean that 

it is necessarily best at that point. 

The main line from Diagram No. 45 runs as follows: 4_ 

B—K2; 5 B—Kt2, O-O; 6 0—0, P—B4; 7 PXQP, KtXP! 

(Diagram No. 46A). Note that 7_KPXP here instead of 

7_KtXP would transpose into the unfavorable Tarrasch 

Defense. 

In Diagram No. 46 A the normal 8 P—K4 sets a difficult 

problem for Black: how to develop adequately without weak¬ 

ening the P position. As it is put, the problem is insoluble: 

Black must submit to weak Pawns in order to get his pieces out 

properly. But he can neutralize his weakness by foreseeing 

his position. Thus, e.g., 8 P—K4, Kt—Kt3; 9 Kt—B3, PXP; 

10 KtXP, B—B3? is weak because of 11 Kt(Q4)—Kt5, Kt— 

B3; 12 B—K3, Kt—B5; 13 B-B5, QXQ; 14 QRXQ, R—Q1; 

15 RXRch, BXR; 16 P—Kt3 and Black still has his QR and 
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QB back where they don’t belong. White’s main idea here has 

been to keep Black’s Q-side undeveloped and increase the 

pressure against it slowly but surely. But in the above varia¬ 

tion, after 8 P—K4, Kt—Kt3; 9 Kt—B3, PXP; 10 KtXP, 

Kt—B3! is sufficient to equalize because on 11 KtXKt, PXKt; 

12 Q—K2, P—K4; 13 B—K3, B—K3; 14 KR—Ql, Q—B2 

Black’s exposed QBP is easily defended and he has adequate 

counterplay against White’s Q-side Pawns. 

The alternative 8 Kt—B3 in Diagram No. 46A, to leave the 

long diagonal open for the White KB, is harmless against 

speedy devdopment: 8 .... KtXKt; 9 PXKt, PXP; 10 

PXP, B—Q2I; 11 Kt—K5, Kt—B3I and we have a familiar P 

position, favorable for Black (Diagram No. 40E). 

While these lines are enough for theoretical equality, it is 

understandable that Black will want to look for improvements. 

_P—QB4 earlier may transpose into the above main 

line, but Black has some fair variants at his disposal. 

After 4 .... B—K2 (.Diagram No. 45); 5 O—O, P—B4 (in¬ 

stead of 5 .... O—O); 6PXQP, KtXP; 7 PXP,BXP; 8Q— 

B2 with some pressure is possible: White will try to cash in on 

his headstart in devdopment. Other lines lead to nothing for 

White. 

Better for Black is 4_P—B4 (in Diagram No. 45) and if 

then 5 BPXP, KtXP; 6 B—Kt2, PXP; 7 O—O, B—B4I, thus 

posting the B more aggressively without loss of time. Black 

can then equalize easily by straight devdopment. 

On the alternative 4_QPXBP, which leads to a QGA 

type of position, White recaptures his P with Q—R4 ch. It 

will be recalled that this is one of the most promising lines of 

the QGA. Here too White retains a little pressure in almost all 

variations. In Diagram No. 46A, after 4_PXP; 5 Q—R4 

ch, QKt—Q2, it is best for White to delay recapture of the BP 

as long as possible, for in that way he keeps Black’s game 

cramped longest. Thus the main line runs 6 B—Kt2, F— 

QR3! (to compel the capture); 7 Kt—B3! (preventing .... 

P—QKt4—Diagram No. 46B). 
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Now Black has a choice of three lines:_R—QKtl, to 

compel QXBP and a consequent clarification of the position, 

— P—B4, the normal break in such cases, and-B—K2, 

to complete his development before undertaking any counter- 

iiction. The first two are about equally good; the third is 

rather passive, though quite playable. 

White’s major idea is to compel Black to weaken his position 

in some way in order to develop properly. E.g., on 7_P— 

B4; 8 0—O, B—K2 is necessary, when 9 PXP gains a move, 

which may well turn out to be of great value: 9 .... BXP; 10 

QXBP, P—QKt4; 11Q—KR4, B—Kt2; 12 B—KtS, O-O; 13 

QR—Ql, Q—B2; 14 R—Bl! with strong pressure. 

Perhaps amplest for Black is the forcing 7_R—QKtl; 8 

QXBP, P—QKt4; 9 Q—Q3, B—Kt2; 10 0—0, P—B4; 11 

PXP, KtXP; 12 QXQch, RXQ; 13 B—B4 and now amply 

13_B—03 with approximate equality. 7_B—K2 is 

also good: 8 0—0, 0-0; 9 QXBP, P-QKt4; 10 Q-Q3, 

B—Kt2 and if 11P—K4, P—B4 with strong counterplay. 

On 5 Q—Rich (after 4-PXP in Diagram No. 45) an 

alternate idea for Black is S-B—Q2; 6 QXBP, B—B3; 7 

B—Kt2, B—Q4; 8 Q—B2, Kt—B3! with good chances. 

White may also try the Catalan on his third move: 1P—Q4, 

Kt—KB3; 2 P—QB4, P—K3; 3 P—KKt3. In most cases 

there is no essential difference; Black may, however, vary with 

3 .... B—Kt5ch. After 4 B—Q2, BXBch; 5 KtXB, Kt— 

B3!; 6 KKt—B3, P—Q3 with a line analogous to the Zurich 

in the Nimzoindian defense is best.P—Q4 is inferior for 

Black: it enhances the value of White’s KB and gives White 

play on the QB file. 

ENGLISH OPENING: 1 P—QB4 

The English is in many respects similar to Reti’s. Both arc 

openings which derive their strength largely from transposition 

possibilities. Both involve complicated positional motifs 

where knowledge and good judgment are equally essential. 

Both appeal to players who like to leave the beaten track. 
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From a theoretical point of view, it is quite easy to see what 

the analogy is due to. In both White does not occupy the 

center but hits at it from the side. Consequently Black will 

place his Pawns in the center, which will, in many cases, lead 

to familiar openings with colors reversed. 

The English may lead into a number of familiar openings 

directly, as, e.g., with 1P—QB4, Kt—KB3; 2 P—Q4; here we 

Ho. 47 

shall only consider those lines which distinctively belong to this 

opening. 

As in Reti’s opening, the natural reply for Black is to place a 

P in the center with 1_P—K4. Then we have a Sicilian 

Defense with colors reversed and with a move in hand. This 

extra move creates three important differences from the 

regular Sicilian. The first is that while-P—Q4 is normally 

a great problem there, here it can be played whenever White 

wishes to do so. The second is the significant feature that 

White can build up his counterplay on the QB file more quickly 

in the present case. The third is that P—Q4 by Black (anal¬ 

ogue of the strongest for White) is by no means simple. These 

three differences, in addition to the normal characteristics of 

the Sicilian, determine the further course of play. 

In the main line, both sides first develop their Kt’s: 1 ... < 
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I’—K4; 2 Kt—QB3, Kt—KB3; 3 Kt—B3, Kt—B3 (note the 

order in which the Kt’s are developed—it ■will be commented 

on later) when we have Diagram No. 47. 

In Diagram No. 47 White now has four lines to choose from: 

a. 4 F—Q4 is the normal break for Black in the Sicilian. 

U equalizes there, and here too, but White wants more. 

b. 4 P—Q3 leads to the Dragon Variation of the Sicilian 

with an extra move—the most popular. 

c. 4 P—K4 prevents-P—Q4, envisages transposition 

into a number of favorable lines, based on the possibility of 

hitting at Black’s KP. 

d. 4 P—K3 is passive and unusual, but trappy. 

These lines are worth more attention. 

I. 4 P—Q4 is played chiefly in the hope that White will be 

able to set up a favorable Pawn flanking with P—QB4 and P—• 

K4 against a Black Pawn at Q3 (compare page 37 in the Ruy 

Lopez). E.g., on the passive 4-PXP; 5 KtXP, P—Q3?; 

6 P—K4 sets up a familiar positional superiority. Yet 5_ 

P—Q4 above would be too loose. An aggressive move is called 

Tor which will develop and prepare a center break: here it is 

5-B—QKt5, the strength of which is derived from the fact 

t hat it pins the Kt which controls the two vital central squares, 

Q4 and K5 (Q5 and K4 for White). 

Thus the main line from Diagram No. 47 is (4 P—Q4), PXP; 

5 KtXP, B—Kt5l There are now two feasible replies to the 

threat of-P—Q4: one is 6 KtXKt, which simplifies too 

much, the other is 6 B—Kt5, which maintains the tension. On 

6 B—Kt5, the crucial variation is 6-P—KR3!; 7 B—R4, 

BXKtch; 8 PXB, Kt—K4!; 9 P—K3, P-Q3; 10 B—K2, 

Kt—Kt3; 11 B—Kt3, Kt—K5; 12 Q—B2, Q—K2; 13 B—Q3 

with about even chances: White’s superior development and 

two B’s are equalled by Black’s better P position. 

if. 4 P—Q3 is probably the most promising for White, since 

the extra move changes a good deal. After 4_P—(M; 

5 PXP, KtXP, 6 P—KKt3 (6 P—K3 is weak, 6 P—K4!? is not 

impossible) we have the Dragon. Then on 6 B—K2; 7 
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B—Kt2, Kt—Kt3; 8 0-0, 0-0; 9 B—K3 Black’s best 

procedure is to be consistent and play as though he were White 

in the Dragon: 9-P—B4I and if 10 Kt—QR4, P—B5!; 

11 B—B5, B—Q3I etc. In other words, the extra move com¬ 

pels Black to neglect the Q-side completely and attack on the 

other wing. Passive play on the other hand will most likdy 

lead to an inferior game because White’s counteraction on the 

QB file gets under way so quickly; Black can also maintain 

equality by holding the center solid. 

III. 4 P—K4 is designed to prevent_P—Q4 and prepare 

to remove the Black KP. With a passive defense Black will 

again be badly off: e.g., 4-P—Q3? S P—Q4, B—KtS (5 

.... PXP is familiar); 6 P—QS, Kt—QS; 7 B—K2, BXKt; 

8 BXB, B—K2; 9 B-K3, KtXBch; 10 QXKt and White has 

a P position which we know to be favorable: he will soon ad¬ 

vance on the Q-side {Diagram No. 360). 

Again Black comes out all right if he develops his KB. E.g., 

4 .... B—B4; 5 KtXP, KtXKt; 6 P—Q4, B—KtS; 7 PXKt, 

KtXP; 8 Q—Q4, P—KB4 with approximate equality. 

As long as Black avoids the positional error of giving up his 

KP without reason he should have no trouble. 

TV. 4 P—K3 is a tricky move, played in the hope that a 

Black advance in the center will prove premature. But as 

usual normal development is good enough for Black. E.g., 4 

.... B—KtS; 5 Kt—<25?, P—K51; 6 KtXB, KtXKt; 7 

Kt—Q4,0—0; 8 B—K2, P—Q4 with the better prospects, or 

above 5 Q—B2, 0-0; 6 B—K2, R—Kl; 7 0—0, P-<23; 8 

Kt—Kl, B—K3, eventually-P—Q4 with an excellent 

game. 4_P—Q4 may also be played at once, though S 

PXP, KtXP; 6 B—Kt5 transposes into one of the strongest 

Sicilian lines for Black with an extra move (page 90). 

The main ideas to be remembered in the above lines are, 

for White, that he can try to get an advantage with P’s at 

QB4 and K4 vs. one at Q3, or with the extra move in the 

Dragon Variation, for Bladk, that .... P—Q4 should be 

played whenever feasible (though there are some traps) and 
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that he should concentrate on quick development, especially 

of the KB. 

We mentioned above that the order of moves is quite im¬ 

portant in the early stages. There are two important variants 

which illustrate this point. 

The first is that after 1P—QB4, P—K4; 2 Kt—KB3 is more 

than adequately met by 2_P—K5!, provided Black takes 

advantage of the first good opportunity to break with-P— 

Q4. Thus: 2 Kt—KB3, P—K5; 3 Kt—Q4, Kt—QB3; 4 Kt— 

B2, Kt—B3; 5 Kt—B3, B—B41; 6 P-QKt3, O—O; 7 P— 

Kt3, P—Q41 and if 8 PXP1, Kt—KKtSI with a strong attack, 

or even 8 .... Kt—QKtS; 9 KtXKt, BXKt; 10 B—KKt2, 

R—Kl; 11 0-0, B—KB4; 12 B—Kt2, KtXP with full 

equality. But 7_R—Kl above (instead of 7_P—Q4); 

S B—KKt2, P—QR4; 9 0-0, P-03; 10 Kt—K3 is in White’s 

favor because the break with_P—Q4 will never again be 

possible. 

The second major instance where the order of moves can 

mean a great deal occurs after 1 P—QB4, P—K4; 2 Kt—QB3. 

Now 2_Kt—QB3 (the right move is 2_Kt—KB3 for 

an early_P—Q4) allows 3 P—KKt31, when_P—Q4 

at an early stage is out of the question. Consequently Black 

must develop with_P—KKt3, which is an inferior line 

against the Sicilian. White may then get somewhat the better 

of it by advancing his KBP before getting his Kt out, thus 

securing good pressure against the enemy center. E.g., 3 P - 

KKt3, P—KKt3; 4 B—Kt2, B—Kt2; S P—Q3, P—Q3; A 

P—B4!, KKt—K2, 7 Kt—B3, B—KtS; 8 0-0, 0-0; «> 

P—KR3, BXKt; 10 BXB, Kt—B4; 11 K—R2, PXP; 12 

BXP with the better prospects because of his two B’s and 

stronger center potential. 

It should be remembered that the first law for White in 1 hr 

Sicilian is to be aggressive; thus here if Black is passive While 

will be bound to get the better of it. 

Of the many possible alternate defenses, there are only 

two which merit any consideration. 
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The first is the symmetrical line with 1_P—QB4. Here 

White can secure a slight advantage with 2 Kt—KB3, Kt— 

KB3; 3 P—Q4!, for if say 3 .... PXP; 4 KtXP, P—Q3; 5 

Kt—-QB3, Kt—B3 6 P—K4! we have a real Sicilian Defense 

(with the right colors!) in one of the worst variations for Black. 

Likewise, after 2 Kt—KB3, Kt—KB3; 3 P-Q4, PXP; 4 

KtXP, P—Q4 is refuted by 5 PXP, KtXP; 6 P—K4. If 

White omits an early P—Q4 Black can equalize by playing it 

himself. 

In other words, if White plays P—Q4 first he gets the better 

of it, if Black does, he equalizes. 

, Thus symmetry is not good far the defender because White 

can break in the center first and get an advantage. 

The other alternative occurs after 1 P—QB4, Kt—KB3; 2 

Kt—QB3; P—K3. Here 3 P—Q4 or 3 P—KKt3 is routine, 

but 3 P—K4! leads to same intriguing complications: 3- 

P—Q4 (the most natural); 4 P—K5, P—Q5! (essential); 5 PX 

Kt, PXKt; 6 KtPXP, QXP; 7 P—Q4, P-QKt3 (7 .... P— 

B4 is good enough though less promising); 8 Kt—B3, B—Kt2; 

9 B—K2!, P—KR31; 10 Kt—KSI, B—Q3I; 11 Q—R4ch, K— 

K2! 12 B—B3, BXB; 13 KtXB, R—Ql; 14 O—O, K—Bl; 15 

R—K1 with fair attacking chances for his inferior Pawns. 

That is the central thought of this and related lines: White al¬ 

lows his Pawns to be weakened in order to develop more 

quickly and build up an attack. 
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BIRD’S OPENING AND 
NIMZOVITCH’S ATTACK 

These two openings have several features in common, the 

chief of which is that White wishes to settle a Kt at K5 and at¬ 

tack on the K-side. Neither however, has any theoretical 

value: their chief virtue is variety. 

BIRD’S OPENING: 1 P—KB4 

This is really (after 1_P—Q4) a Dutch Defense with 

colors reversed, but if played as such it has little force. 

After the most natural reply, 1_P—Q4, White’s ideal 

No.48A No. 48B 

Ideal Positions for White in Bird’s Opening and Nimzovitch’a Attack. 

position is shown in Diagram No. 48A. After Kt—R5 he lias u 

winning attack against the K-side. 

Another excellent type of position, though not quite :im 

crushing as that in Diagram No. 48A, is that in 48Ji where 
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Black’s QKt has been exchanged. White’s Kt at K5 is unas¬ 

sailable, he fl.ga.in has a strong attack against the enemy Ex¬ 

position, and Black’s Pawn structure is weak. The last 

factor, however, is not essential: White exerts strong pressure 

even if Black’s P is at QKt2 instead of QB3. 

But, as usual in such esoteric openings, if the defender is 

aware of what the ideal position is, and avoids it, he equalizes 

without any trouble. 

After 1_P—Q4; 2 P—K3, there are two major alterna¬ 

tives for Black, both satisfactory. 

The first is that where he pins the White KKt and prepares 

an early P—K4 (the Schlechter line). White must pre¬ 

vent  P—K4, which allows other favorable simplification. 

E.g., 2 .... Kt—KB3; 3 Kt—KB3, B—KtS; 4 B—K2, BX 

Kt! (he wishes to prevent Kt—KS at all costs); 5 BX B, QKt— 

Q2; 6 P—B4!, P—K31; 7 PXP, PXP; 8 Kt—B3, P—B3; 

9 O—O, B—K2 with equality. White’s Bishops mean little 

because their scope is limited. 

The other choice is the K-fianchetto which, as we have seen 

on a number of occasions, takes the sting out of a White K-side 

attack. E.g., 2 P—K3, P—KKt3; 3 P—B4, Kt—KB3; 4 

Kt—QB3, B—Kt2; S Kt—B3, O—O; 6 Q—Kt3, P—B3 with a 

good game, or 3 Kt—KB3, B—Kt2; 4 P—Q4, Kt—KB3; 5 

B—Q3, 0—0; 6 QKt—Q2, P—QB4!; 7 P—B3, P—QKt3 with 

a line analogous to the Chile System, this time in Black’s favor 

—it will be recalled that a fianchetto defense is quite strong 

against the Colie. 

About the only important alternative to 1_P—Q4 is 1 

_P—K4, the From Gambit. It is considered unsound. 

After 2 PXP, P—Q3; 3 PXP, BXP; 4 Kt—KB3, P—KKt4! 

there are two good lines for White: S P—Q4 and 5 P—KKt3. 

E.g., 5 P—Q4, P—KtS; 6 Kt—KtS!, Q—K2; 7 Q-Q3, P— 

KB4; 8 P—KR3 or S P—KKt3, P—KR4; 6 P—Q4, P—Kt5; 7 

Kt—R4, B—K2; 8 Kt—Kt2, P—RS; 9 B—B4. In neither 

case is Black’s attack sufficient compensation for the Pawn. 

Tartakover has won some pretty games with White here. 
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NIMZOVITCH’S ATTACK: 1 Kt—KB3 IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH THE Q-FIANCHETTO 

It is obvious that this attack must have much in common 

with Bird’s opening. In point of fact, the two ideal positions 

48A and 48B may also be secured here. Again the same de¬ 

fensive ideas apply: break the back of the attack either by ex¬ 

changing White’s KKt or a K-fianchetto or an early center ad¬ 

vance. 

Two illustrations of attack and defense will be sufficient. 

Where Black plays too passively, White may post his Kt at 

K5, solidify its position with F—KB4 and build up an attack 

against the K-side. E.g., 1 Kt—KB3, P—-Q4; 2 P—QKt3, 

P—QB4; 3 B—Kt2, Kt—QB3; 4 P—K3, Kt—B3; 5 B—Kt5, 

B—Q2; 6 O—O, P—K3; 7 P—Q3, B—K2; 8 QKt—Q2, 

0-0; 9 BXKtl, BXB; 10 Kt—KS, R—Bl; 11 P—KB4, 

Kt—Q2; 12 Q—Kt4 with good attacking chances. 

An example of good, though unusual, defensive play is 1 

Kt—KB3, P—Q4; 2 P—QKt3, P—QB4; 3 B—Kt2, Kt— 

QB3; 4 P—K3, Q—B2 (to force .... P—K4); 5 B—KtS, P— 

QR3; 6 BXKtch, QXB; 7 P—Q3, P—B3; 8 Q—K2, P—K4; 9 

P—B4, Kt—K2; 10 0—0, B—Kt5 with excellent prospects. 

As long as Black does not allow his opponent to post a Kt at 

K5 and solidify its position there he should have no trouble. 
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IRREGULAR OPENINGS 

There are many players who fed that they can beat a “book' 

ish” opponent by adopting some bizarre opening never before 

seen on land or sea. On occasion they are successful, chiefly 

because the flustered “bookworm” feels that anything un¬ 

orthodox should be defeated in at most ten moves. 

The reason why such upsets occur is not that the “books” 

are wrong, but that they must confine themselves to the refuta¬ 

tion of plausible replies. For realty bad moves can always be 

refuted by general principles. 

The most fundamental general principles are those which 

teach us to dcvdop and control the center. Where one side is 

allowed to get all his pieces out while the other moves about 

aimlessly, or where a crushing Pawn center is permitted, an 

overwhelming superiority is created. That is the case in these 

irregular openings. 

In a sense irregular openings belong to the middle game 

rather than to the openings. For once one side sets up Pawns 

at Q4 and K4, or gets an appreciable lead in development he 

has a dear advantage and the opening problem is solved. There 

are however two mistakes frequently seen in such cases: the 

superior side exposes his Pawns too much, or he attacks pre¬ 

maturely. But with normal care there should be no diffi¬ 

culties. Of course, once a plus in development or center is set 

up, a well-conducted attack will decide. 

A model example of the treatment of a fairly reasonable 

Irregular opening runs as follows: 1 P—K4, P—KKt3; 2 P-- 

Q4, B—Kt2; 3 Kt—KB3, P—Q3; 4 Kt—B3, Kt—Q2; 5 B— 
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QB4, P—K3; 6 0-0, Kt—K2; 7 P—QR4, 0-0; 8 B—K3, 

P—KR3; 9 Q—Q2, K—R2; 10 P—R3, P—QB3; 11 B—B4, 

P—Q4; 12 R-Q3, P—R3; 13 B-Q6. Note how White keeps 

Black cramped, prepares an attack slowly but surely. In the 

future he can proceed on either side—Diagram No. 49. 

Tdeal position for White agg-fnRt an 
Irregular Defense. 



APPENDIX: 

References to PRACTICAL CHESS OPENINGS 

PRACTICAL CHESS OPENINGS will be referred to as 

P.C.O.; the present work as Ideas. Light face page numbers 

refer to P.C.O., bold face page numbers to Ideas. All columns 

are in P.C.O. 

The major openings are listed alphabetically in P.C.O., 

topically in Ideas. 

Chapter II 

1. Diagram No. 1 is best illustrated in Philidor’s Defense, 

p. 137, column 8, Ruy Lopez, p. 390, column 168, p. 391, 

column 174 and Scotch Game, p. 403, column 15. Examples of 

the equalizing force of-P—Q4 by Black are legion. Ponzi- 

ani’s opening, pp. 140-141, columns 1-7, Scotch Game, p. 401, 

columns 1-5, especially Two Knights’ Defense, p. 456, column 

40, are the most striking. 

2. Diagram No. 2 is seen in p. 29, columns 1-5. 

3. Diagram No. 3 is on p. 401, column 3. 

4. Giuoco Piano: pp. 93-102. 

Diagram No. 4 is in column 20. 

The Greco line, on p. 14, is column 8-9; the alternative 

8_BXKt in columns 1-7. 

The strong point defense, on p. 15, is seen in columns 

15-17. 

The Canal Variation, on p. 17, is in columns 26-30. 

5. Two Knights’ Defense: pp. 448-457. 

Diagram No. 5 is seen in columns 1-19. 

2S1 
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Pinkus’s analysis is in cols. 1-4. 

The major line given on p. 19 is column 6. Recent 

games indicate that White’s bind is quite strong. 

6. Buy Lopez: pp. 325-399. 

Diagram No. 6 is best illustrated in column 156. 

The Steinitz Defense is in columns 156-175; column 163 

is the first main line. The improvement indicated on p. 23 

is in columns 164-165, and 169-170, especially the latter. 

The counter-attack (p. 23) is the Berlin Defense, col¬ 

umns 141-155; the main line is given in columns 141-144. 

Diagram No. 7 is considered in columns 1-105. 

Diagram No. 8 is handled in columns 36-50. 

In the strong point system the main line (p. 26) is in 

columns 76-89; the crucial line is column 36. The alternative 

8_O—O (p. 27) is in columns 51-56; Marshall’s sacrifice 

(p. 28) in columns 67-69. The Worrall Attack is in columns 

76-87. 

Diagram No. 9 is treated in columns 1-22. 

The alternative 5 .... B—QB4 (p. 33) is in columns 

91-93. 

Diagram No. 10 is in columns 106-133. 

In the Steinitz Defense deferred, the normal variation 

given on p. 34 is reached by transposition from the Worrall 

Attack, column 86. Columns 126-127 are analogous. 

The fianchetto defense is in columns 121-124. 

7. Diagram No. 11 is seen in pp. 58-61, columns 1-11. 

8. Diagram No. 12 is on pp. 462-463, columns 11-17. 

Chapter Ill 

9. French Defense: pp. 71-92. 

The main line on p. 70 is in column 7. 

Diagram No. 13A is best illustrated in column 7. 

Analogous positions are those in columns 38, 13, note (j) and 

14. Columns 49, note (m) and 50 show why it is important not 

to allow Black to strengthen his center. 
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Diagram No. 13B is seen in a normal line with chances 

for both sides in column 6. White is usually well advised to 

play QPXBP; the positional continuation with that line is 

then illustrated in column 9, the combinative (K-side attack) 

in columns 17-18. Compare also columns 12-14 for another 

typical attack. Columns 31-33 show what happens when 

White can strengthen his center, column 34 illustrates some of 

Black’s opportunities. 

. Diagram No. 13C is almost always a prelude to a later 

-P—QB4. See columns 13-14 for some possibilities. 

Diagram No. 13D: the strangest version for White is in 

column 29. Black should play both_P—QB4 and_ 

P—KB3, of course, but his problem is to choose the proper 

moment for the exchange. Columns 18 and 48 (_P—KB3 

will come later here) indicate what the best ablution should 

lie. Compare also columns 7, 9, 17 and 37 for suggestive 

lines. 

Diagram No. 13E is not found in any French Defense 

column because it would lead to a lost position too quickly. 

The best example of White’s possibilities is in Nimzoviteh’s 

Defense, p. 128, column 10. 

Diagram No. 13F is column 7. 

Diagram No. 14A is treated in column 47. 

For the general Pawn structure see Diagrams No. 15B, 

C and discussion. 

Diagram No. 14B is best seen in column 48; compare 

also columns 35 and 37. 

10. Caro-Kann Defense: pp. 16-27. 

Diagram No. 15A is in columns 1-3. 

Diagram No. 15B is treated in columns 6, note (b), 7, 

and 10. It is also seen in the French Defense, p. 87, columns 

46-47, and pp. 79-80, columns 25-28. 

Diagram No. 15C is best illustrated in column 13. The 

Queen’s Gambit Accepted, p. 160, columns 12-13 must In* 

consulted. For the isolated QP for Black see French Defense, 
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p. 89, columns 52, 54, also Queen’s Gambit Declined, p. 191, 

columns 91-92, Queen Pawn Game, p. 251, column 60. 

Diagram No. 15D is handled in columns 24-26. 

11. Sicilian Defense: pp. 407-438. 

Diagram No. 16 is seen in columns 1-26. 

Diagram No. 17 is in columns 31-53. 

12. Alekhinas Defense: pp. 1-7. 

Diagram No. 18 is in columns 1-4. 

Chatter IV 

13. Queen’s Gambit: pp. 143-221. 

Diagram No. 19 is the beginning of all variations of the 

Queen’s Gambit Declined. 

Diagram No. 20 is treated in columns 1-27. 

Diagram No. 21A is not seen in any of the standard 

lines because the break_P—K4 is almost always possible 

and strong. For illustrations of the play when P—B5 is fol¬ 

lowed by P—K4 see columns 14 and 20, note (p). An 

excellent example of how loss of time may permit a powerful 

P—B5 is seen in column 156. 

Diagram No. 21B is best illustrated in column 56. 

Compare also columns 58, 59, 13 for good defensive ideas. 

Diagram No. 21C is not found in exactly the same form 

in P.C.O. The nearest approach is column 60. 

Diagram No. 21D is a variation which may arise in 

column 17 if Black does not play 14_Kt—K5. 

Diagram No. 21E is most closely approximated in 

column 52. Inferior defense would lead to the diagram. 

Diagram No. 22 is treated in columns 11-14. 

Diagram No. 23A is handled in columns 51-69. Col¬ 

umn 13 is significant. 

Diagram No. 23B is seen in column 60. Compare also 

columns 172-175, in the Slav Defense. 

Diagram No. 23C is not discussed independently. 
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Columns 37-40, in the Cambridge Springs Defense, are sug¬ 

gestive. 

Diagram No. 24 is in columns 31-42. 

The lines which avoid the Cambridge Springs are in 

columns 51—54. 

Diagram No. 25 is in columns 43-45. 

Diagram No. 26 is handled in columns 61-65. Columns 

71-73 are also interesting here. 

Diagram No. 27: the unusual variations are treated in 

columns 71-00. 

Diagram No. 28A is seen in columns 91-105. 

Diagram No. 28B is in columns 91-94. 

The alternatives on p. 128 are in columns 106-110. 

The deviation 3 Kt—KB3, on p. 130, is seen in columns 

111-120. 

Diagram No. 29, the Slav Defense, is in columns 121- 

175. 

Diagram No. 30 is treated in columns 121-131. 

Diagram No. 31 is considered in columns 141-153. 

Queen’s Gambit Accepted: pp. 157-162. 

Diagram No. 32 is in columns 1-10. 

Diagram No. 33 is treated in columns 12-13. Compare 

also Caro-Kann Defense, p. 81, Diagram No. 15C. 

Diagram No. 34 is handled in columns 14-16; column 20 

is similar. For analogous lines in the Catalan System see 

p. 316, columns 23-26 and p. 317, columns 26 and 28. 

14. Queen Pawn Game with 1 P—Q4, P—Q4 where While 

Does Not Play the Queen’s Gambit: pp. 234r-238. 

Diagram No. 35 is seen in columns 1-9. 

Chapter V 

15. The Indian Defenses: pp. 239-294. 

Diagram No. 36A is illustrated in columns 48, 69 ami 

71-74. Compare also column 81, note (b) and column 7(>, 

note (a). 
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Diagram No. 36B is seen in columns 26-27, and col¬ 

umns 56-57. 

Diagram No. 36C is an ideal position which Black 

usually manages to avoid in these defenses. It is best seen in 

column 89, note (o). Close approaches to it are in columns 80 

and 105. The position as it arises from other openings is well 

illustrated in p. 288, column 166 and Ruy Lopez, p. 373, 

column 113. With Black’s KKtP at KKt3 it is, of course 

frequent in the K-Indian Defense. 

Diagram No. 36D is another ideal position which ap. 

pears, so to speak, by omission. Column 43 note (h) shows 

what happens when White can play P—Q5, but is compelled to 

abandon P—K4. Compare also column 80. The best example 

is in Tchigorin’s Defense, p. 288, column 167. 

Diagram No. 36E is seen chiefly in the Q-Indian De¬ 

fense, column 87 is the best instance for Black. Columns 93-94 

illustrate the dangers of a premature_P—QB4. Compare 

also columns 89, 96 and 115. In the Nimzoindian compare 

columns 33-35 and p. 250, note (b). See also English Open¬ 

ing, p. 45, column 20 for play around a delayed P— 

Q4. 

Diagram No. 36F is handled in columns 36-43, (usually 

with an early-P—K4 by Black). With White’s Pawn at 

KKt3, it is considered in the Q-Indian Defense, columns 100 

(most important), also 81, 99 and 101. The strongest set-up 

for Black is seen in the Dutch Defense, pp. 299-305, column 

201, note (b). Compare also columns 199 and 203 here. An 

analogous formation for White is to be found in Nimzovitch’s 

attack and Bird’s opening (pp. 225-227). 

Diagram No. 37, the Nimzoindian Defense, is treated in 

columns 21-79. 

Diagram No. 38A is in columns 21-25. 

Diagram No. 38B is in columns 36-37. 

Diagram No. 38G is handled in columns 51-54. 

Diagram No. 38D is best seen in column 75, note (q). 

Compare also columns 69 and 78. 
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Diagram No. 38E is most closely approximated in 

columns 56-57. 

Diagram No. 39 is handled in columns 81-88. 

Diagram No. 40A is seen in almost all variations of the 

K-Indian. See especially columns 122-124 and 128. For 

analogous lines in the Ruy Lopez compare p. 364, columns 

86- 87 and p. 375, Col. 122, note (d). 

Diagram No. 40B is most closely approximated in 

columns 126, note (b) and column 118. 

Diagram No. 40C is best illustrated in column 124, 

note (i). 

Diagram No. 40D appears in column 128; its chief 

importance there is as an ideal position. See especially note 

(o). 
Diagram No. 40E is seen in columns 141-143. Compare 

also column 161, and Queen’s Gambit, pp. 190, columns 

87- 89. 

Diagram No. 40F is significant in most cases as an ideal 

position. It is best seen in column 147, note (i). Compare also 

rain inns 160 and 133. 

Diagram No. 41 is best illustrated in column 120, note 

(1). See also Column 128. 

Diagram No. 42 is in columns 141-165. 

16. Dutch Defense: pp. 299-305. 

Diagram No. 43A is found in columns 199-201. 

Diagram No. 43B is in columns 196-198. See also 

columns 204 and 207. Compare Queen’s Gambit, p. 186, 

column 79. 

Chapter VI 

17. Beti Opening: pp. 306-324. 

Diagram No. 44 is handled in columns 1-40, directly 

and elsewhere by transposition. 

Diagram No. 45 is seen in columns 16-26. Analogues 

in the QG are pointed out in the text. 
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Diagram No. 46A is treated in columns 16-18. Com¬ 

pare Queen’s Gambit, pp. 187-190, columns 84-90. 

Diagram No. 46B is found in columns 23-25. Compare 

the QGA, pp. 160-161, columns 14-17 and column 20. 

18. Diagram No. 47 is in pp. 41-42, columns 1-9. For 

analogous lines without the extra move compare the Sicilian 

Defense. 

Chapter VII 

19. Bird’s Opening: pp. 8-11. 

Diagram No. 48A is taken from the celebrated Lasker- 

Bauer game. It is most closely approximated (and there only 

as an ideal) in Nimzovitch’s attack, p. 322, col. 42, note (c). 

Diagram No. 48B is best seen in column 3, note (g). 

Chapter VIII 

20. Diagram No. 49 is taken from p. 104, column 2. 
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